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AUTHOR'S PREFACE TO THE
ET^G^LTSH EDITION

The work liere introduced to English readers is the result

of studies which have been pursued during a long series of

years. The aim of these studies has been to ascertain the

meaning of the words of our Lord as they must have pre-

sented themselves to the ear and mind of His Jewish hearers.

The author is well aware that the last word has not been

said on not a few important and difticult questions treated in

this volume ; l)ut his wishes will be fulfilled if his work

serves to strengthen the conviction that labour in this

direction is not fruitless, and must be done by many co-

workers, if Christian Theology is to be brought into more

precise relations with its historical basis.

As to the relation of the English translation to the

German original, I have only to add that the English version

practically forms a second edition of the work. A number

of small errors have been corrected by the author throughout

the whole book, and tlie introductory part has been partly

rewritten and rendered more complete. The " Messianic

Texts," which form an Appendix to the German volume, have

not been included in the English edition. As they may be

had separately from the publisher of the German editiijn

(J. C. Hinrichs, Leipzig), it seemed superfluous to reprint

them here.

GUSTAF H. DALMAN.
Leipzig, 1st April 1902.





NOTE BY THE TRANSLATOR.

The Translator has endeavoured to furnish a faithful version

of the German original, but is not responsible for the various

positions maintained by the author. If the Gospel was first

announced in the Aramaic language, it is obvious that the

Greek versions of the Synoptists cannot be finally interpreted

without taking due account of the Aramaic prototype. This

factor is introduced by Dr. Dalman's line of research, and will

be seen to contribute elements of great value in the minuter

exegesis of the Gospels.

The Translator has to thank the Eev. Professor A. E. S.

Kennedy, of Edinburgh, for the helpful interest he has taken

in the process of translation, and for correcting the second

proofs. In rendering into English the idea of the malkuth

Yahveh {Gottesherrschaft, usually called " the Kingdom of

God"), he hopes no inconvenience will be caused by the

occasional use of " theocracy " as a shorter synonym for

" Sovereignty of God." In citing the Talmud, b. before the

name of the Tractate stands for Babylonian, j. for Jerusalem
;

a Baraitha is a tradition of the elders which did not happen

to be incorporated in the authoritative collection of K.

Yehuda ha-NasL
D. M. KAY.
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THE WORDS OF JESUS.

INTRODUCTION.

I. Aramaic as the Language of the Jews,

As the proof has been offered with comparative frequency of

late ^ showing that the " Hebraists," ^ that is, the " Hebrew "-

speaking Jews of Palestine, who formed a class distinct from

the '• Hellenists," did not in reality speak Hebrew but

Aramaic, it seems superfluous to raise a fresh discussion on all

the details of this question. Yet, while reference is made

to my " Grammatik des jiid.-pal. Aramaisch " for information

on all the Aramaic expressions that occur in the New

Testament and Josephus, the most important sources of evi-

dence now involved must here be shortly summarised.

1. The custom, represented in the second century after

Christ as very ancient, of translating into Aramaic the text

of the Hebrew Pentateuch in the synagogues of the Hebraists

of Palestine.

M. Friedmann, Onkelos und Akylas (1896), 58 ff., 81 f.,

still holds fast to the traditional opinion that even Ezra had

an Aramaic version of the Tora. In this he is mistaken.

Yet the high antiquity of the Targum custom of interpreting

is incontestable. About the year 200 a.d. the practice is so

^ Most recently by G. Meyer, Jesu Mutterspraclie (1S90), and Th. Zahn,

Einleitung in das Neue Testament, i. (1897) 1-24.

2 Acts 61 'E^pawi.

I



2 THE WORDS OF JESUS

firmly established that the Mishna does not make it a matter

for prescription, but concerns itself only with the more

precise determination of details (Meg. iv. 5, 7, 11). In the

third century it was recommended—by Joshua ben Levi to his

sons—that one should not even in private read the text of the

Law without the traditional translation.^ It was not practical

necessity that was the determining factor in this case, but

the inviolable custom according to which Bible text and

Targum were inseparable. There must, however, have been

a time during which a pressing necessity created this custom,

tending to depreciate the significance of the Bible text,

—

a time, that is, when the Hebrew text was not understood by

those wlio frequented the synagogues. That even written

Targums existed in the time of Christ may perhaps be

concluded from the story ^ which represents Gamaliel i. as

having caused a Targum of Job to be built into the temple

while it was building, provided this Targum were written in

Aramaic and not in Greek. Gamaliel li. also would appear

to have seen a copy of the same Targum.^ Of course it does

not follow that such Targums were widely distributed, least

of all that every one should have had them at home ; only it

is clear that in public worship the Holy Scripture was not

read without the translation into Aramaic. This rendering,

according to Meg. iv. 4, was required to follow each single

verse in the Pentateuch, and every three verses in the

Prophets.

2. TJie Aramaic titles for dasfies of the people and for

feasts attested hy Josci^hus and the New Testament.

Of these tliere may be named

—

^apLaaloi^ = ^'^'-\^ (Hebrew would be ^V'r\^), " Phari-

^ Ber. 8"; cf. /K. Budier, Agada der piilast. Amoriier, i. 141. That tlie

Targiini should therefore be also " read," thus imidying tlie possession of written

Targums, is, however, not to be inferred from tlie expression.

3 Sabb. 115"
; j. Sabb. 15"^ ; Tos. Sabb. xiii. 2 ; Sophr. v. 15.

' See same passages except j. Sabb. 15*^.

* Zalin, Eiul. in d. N. Test. i. 23, maintains that the plural n,T'"!3 lies at
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sees"; XaavaUi (Jos. Ant. rii. vii. l)=:SJ3n3 (Heb. D^?n3),

"Priests"; dpa^dpxv^,^ dpa^dxn^ (ibid.) = «r- '^^H? (Heb.

Sinsri jnbn), "High Priest"; 7r«o-;^a = Nnps (Heb. nps),

"Passover"; daapOci (Ant. ill. x. 6) = ^?rl^vy (Heb. nnv.V),

"Pentecost"; ^povpala;- ^povpai = ii^'^^ (Heb. D'il3),

" Purim "
; ad^^aTa = wSnn;^' (Heb. nn^), " Sabbath."

3. TAe use of the Aramaic language in the Temple.—
In support of this is the old tradition that John Hyrcanus

heard in the sanctuary a divine voice speaking in the

Aramaic language, j. Sot. 24^ ; cf. Ant. xiii. x. 3.^ In the

temple, according to Shek. v. 3, vi. 5, the legends on the tokens

for the drink-offerings and on the chests in which the con-

tributions of the faithful were deposited were in Aramaic.

As now given in the Mishna text, some, however, of the names

are Hebrew. But the use of Aramaic in the other cases is so

striking in matters of the temple service, that one must regard

it as the sole language originally used in this connection.

4. Old official documents in the Aramaic language.—
These are, first, the " Ptoll concerning Fasts," a catalogue of

days on which fasting was forbidden, first compiled in the

time of the rising against the Eomans, 66-70 A.D. ; secondly,

the Epistles of Gamaliel ii. (about 110 a.d.) to the Jews of

South Judsea, Galilee, and Babylon. Both of these were

destined for the Jewish people, and primarily, indeed, for those

of Palestine. For the "Poll concerning Fasts," see my

the basis of the Greek form ^apLcraioi, because the ending aloi represents a

Semitic final sound in i or ay ; and that from x^j'n? there would have been

formed ^apio-as. This is not convincing ; for ^apiaas would have been unsuit-

able as the name of a party, and the Greek language forms with equal ease

Aapiaaalos from Adpia<ra, and 'AOrjvalos from 'Adijvai. But, of course, it is

probable that the formation of the Greek i-apiaaloi. depended on the frequently

heard plural definite k;?*'"!?. Besides, the analogy of ^addovKaloc must have co-

operated, and that goes back to 'jsns, definite nxijns, plur. def. 'xpns.

1 JFellhausen. Isr. und Jud. Gesch. 161, holds that xa^/apd/ST^s was the

original reading ; but it is possible tliat we have here one of the intentional

Graecisms of Josephus. dpajSdxv^ was meant to suggest dpafidpxv^.

2 ^povpai is due to a reminiscence of the Greek word (ppovpd, plur. (ppovpal.

^CL De'renbourc/, Essai sur I'histoire de la Palestine, 74; Bitchier, Die

Priester und der Cultus (1895), 62 f.
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treatise "Aramaische Dialektproben," 1-3, 32-34; cf. Jlid.

Mouatschr. xli. 326, and Gramm. d. jlid.-pal. Arain. 7 f. The

Epistles of Gamaliel given in Aram. Dialektproben are

attributed by the Palestinian Talmud Sanh. 1 8'\ and there-

after by Graetz/ DL'renbourg,^ Neiibauer,=^ and Biichler,^ to

the first Gamaliel ; but this must be an error, as the four

groups of Jews alluded to (Upper and Lower Galilee, Darom

(South-west Judsea), and Babylon) point to a date after the

destruction of Jerusalem.

5. The language of the public documents relating to

purchase, lease-tenure, debt, conditional betrothal, refusal

of marriage, marriage contract, divorce, renunciation of

Levirate marriage. The Mishna gives the decisive formulie

of these documents, which were important for securing legal

validity, for the most part in Aramaic, thus implying that

this was the language commonly in use. Eeferences are

given in Gramm. d. jild.-pal. Aram. 12.^ As there is no rule

prescribing the language in which such documents must be

drawn up, it is not surprising that the Mishna should also

sometimes mention formulse in Hebrew, as for divorce, Gitt.

ix. 3, 5 ; and for emancipation, Keth. iv. 12 ; ix. 1, 5 for the

marriage contract. How unimportant the choice of language

was, appears from Keth. iv. 12, where an Aramaic form is

given for dwellers in Jerusalem and Galilee, while one in

Hebrew is given for dwellers in Judtea, with no intention, let

us say, of emphasising the distinction of language, but by

reason of the varying contents of the formulae.—The

previously mentioned Epistles of the Patriarch Gamaliel ii.

and the Pioll concerning Fasts should properly be also

reckoned among the public documents.

^ Gractz, Gescliiclite der Jmlcn, iii. 373.

^ D^renhcnirfj, Essai sur I'histoire, 242.

3 Stiulia Biblica (Oxford, 188r>), 49.

" liiichler, Die Priestcr und der Cultus, 03.

^ Only the formula for "conditional betrothals," psca {(rinipuvov), is not

mentioned there ; see, however, j. Kidd. 03^, 64^^
; j. Gitt. 49»

; j. Er. 21^
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The language used in a certain family register (Pipn). ^^^^?),

found at one time in Jerusalem, is open to question. Ac-

cording to the statement of Levi, one of the Palestinian

Amoraim (about 300 A.D.^), it was written in Aramaic; and

at any rate one sentence from it is reproduced in this

language. The contents, now distorted by additions, would,

however, refer it at the earliest to the end of the first

century. But in Yelx iv. 13 Simeon ben Azzai (about

110 A.D.) says that he too had foimd a family register in

Jerusalem, in which there was used concerning some one

this formula in Hebrew — l^'i^ r\u^^ ntpp, « bastard

of a wedded wife."^ Whether this register was the one

alluded to by Levi cannot indeed be affirmed with certainty

;

but it is probably the same, and its language therefore

doubtful.

6. The tmq^uestioned acloptio7i in the time of Jesus of the

Aramaic characters in place of the old Helrew in copies of the

Bible Text.

The change of character has the change of language as

its natural presupposition. The usual citation from Matt.

5^^ implying that twra was the smallest letter, is certainly

inconclusive. Vav and yod were both represented at that

period by a long perpendicular stroke. The yod was distin-

guished by having a small hook at the top, and was thus

really larger than the vav. The original spoke, as in Luke

16^'^, only of a single hook {jxia Kepa'ia), or perhaps of the

hook of the yod, as in Shem. R 9 (whereas Vay. E. 19,

presupposing the later stylo of writing, mentions the yod

itself). The mention of the loyia in Matthew would l)e

intended for Greek readers. For them iota was actually

1 See j. Taan. 68='; Ber. R. 98; cf. Bueliler, Die Priester nml der Cultiis, 41 f.

- H. Laihle, in Dalman-Lct^ihWs Jesus Christ in the Talmud, Midrash,

Zohar, and the Liturgy of the Synagogue, 30 f., incorrectly refers it to Jesus.

The discussion treats merely of tlie dclinition of the term "bastard." In

Yeb. 49'' the discovered document is still further embellished witli spurious

additions.
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the smallest letter. Instead of on Matt. 5^^ stress must

be laid much more on the fact that the Judaism of the

second century possessed the Bible text only in " Assyrian,"

i.e. Aramaic handwriting,—a point of contrast with the Sam-

aritans, and further on the fact that even the Alexandrian

translation is already based upon Hebrew texts in this

character.^

7. The Syntax and the wcdbulary of the Hehreio of

the Mishna, which prove themselves to be the creation of

Jews who thought in Aramaic. M. Friechnann is right in

saying in his Onkelos und Akylas, p. 88, that " the chief part

of the Eabbinic vocabulary is in its forms of speech and its

idioms Hebraised Aramaic." ^ In regard to the first point,

it is specially noteworthy that the Imperfect with the Vav

Consecutive has vanished from use, and that a tendency

occurs to use the participle as a present tense.^

8. TJie custom of calling the Aramaic " Hebrew."—
Josephus, indeed, showed himself (Ant. x. i. 2, xn. ii. 1) quite

capable of distinguishing the language and written character

of the " Syrians " from those of the " Hebrews." And yet

between Hebrew and Aramaic words he makes no difference.

According to Ant. I. i. 1, 2, ad^/dara and 'ASu/m belong to

the Hebrew tongue, but daap6d as well (Ant. in. x. 6) is

a term of the " Hebrews." The " Hebrew " in which

Josephus addresses the people of Jerusalem (Bell. Jud. vi.

ii. 1) is even called by him (Bell. Jud. v. ix. 2) 77 irdrpio';

yXcoaaa, tliough in the circumstances nothing but Aramaic

can bo looked for. Again, in the Johannine Gospel tlic

Aramaic terms Bi]6tahd, Ta^^aOa, FoXyoOd, 'Pa^^owi are

called "Hebrew," 5^ IQi'^-i^ 20i«. Aramaic, too, must be

meant by tlic " Hcl)rew tongue " in whicli Paul spoke

' Sec for this, r.fj., ,S'. 11. Drircr, Notes on tlio ITcIiiow Text ot'tlir P.ooks of

Samuel (1890), Ixv If.

" See also A. Gciffcr, Lelii- und Lescbucli zur S]irache tier Miseliuali (1815),

i. 3 ; .7. //. /F'W.f, Misc^lipat leachon ha-Misclina (1867), 2 f.

' A. Gciger, loc. cit, i. 40,
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to the people of Jerusalem (Acts 21*° 22-), and iu which

Jesus spoke to Paul (Acts 26^*). 'EXXvpiarat and

'E^paiot, were the names, according to Acts 6^, of the two

parts of the Jewish people as divided by language, although

Hvpiarai would have been the more precise counterpart

of 'EWrjviaTal. But if it was possible to characterise

Aramaic as " Hebrew," it is clear that Aramaic was the

everyday speech of the Jewish people at this period, iu so

far, at least, as it was not Greek.

All the facts adduced do not justify us in making a

distinction between Judoea and Galilee, as if Hebrew was

at least partially a spoken language in the former. In an

essay which much requires revision, " The dialects of Pales-

tine in the time of Christ," ^ A. Neubauer has advanced

the following assertion :
" In Jerusalem, and perhaps also in

the greater part of Judsea, the modernised Hebrew and a

purer Aramaic dialect were in use among the majority of

the Jews ; the Galileans and the Jewish immigrants from

the neighbouring districts understood their own dialect only

(of course closely related to Aramaic), together with a few

current Hebrew expressions such as proverbs and prayers."

Adequate proof for all three parts of this assertion is

awanting. Neither the dialect of the Galileans, which was

merely related to the Aramaic, nor the purer Aramaic of

the Judseans, nor their modernised Hebrew, can really be

demonstrated. That Aramaic had at least a distinct pre-

dominance in Judcea may be inferred with certainty from

the place-names in Jerusalem and its environs : 'AKeXSa/xd'^

(Km hpn) Br^OeaM (N^^DH n^3)
; BrjO^aed, Br^^eOd (Xn;T n>3)

;

Ta^^ada (xnnsa)
; FoXyoed (i^^^^^})

; "OirXa, '0(pXd^ (xj^py)
;

Sacf^etv (r?>*) ; Xacf>evaed (^*nj323).2

1 Studia Biblica, Oxford, 1885, 39-74.

- The discussion of these words will be found in my Grammatik des jiid.-pal.

Aram. It may here be added that Va^^aOa (Gram. p. 108) is incorrectly ex-

plained. Nrii;i;?, which properly means the baldness of the forepart of the head,

was a fitting name for the open space in front of the Autonia Castle which
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In the same category comes also a Hebrew term, similar

to the foregoing, which was applied to the piece of ground

on the Mount of Olives where Jesus tarried on the night of

the betrayal. Whether one adopts the reading TedcrrjfiaveC

( =. ^poc^ n_3 for Q^Jpf na), as I have done Gram. 152, or start-

ing from the readings 'yecrarj/j.avet, ^rjaa^avel, concludes for

^jpc' X\^ ( = D^J»C^ N^a, Isa. 28^), the term is all the same

Hebrew and not Aramaic. But it does not therefore follow

that Hebrew was a language in everyday use. The fact that

Eabbinic literature beginning with the Mishna represents men

of the pre-Christian and Christian periods as often speaking

Hebrew and not Aramaic, proves nothing as to the language

actually spoken by these men. One might as well by the

same kind of " proofs " produce a demonstration that the

colloquial language of the Jews in Galilee had always been

Hebrew. From the strongly expressed antipathy to Aramaic ^

on the part of Juda the first, the redactor of the Mishna, one

must at once conclude that this language was extruded so far

as possible from the old traditions. The more significant

on that account are all the Aramaic testimonies from earlier

times that remain despite this opposition. The Hebrew

form of any tradition thus proves nothing at all in favour

of the oral use of Hebrew at an earlier date. Biichlcr - may

be quite riglit in holding that Aramaic was tlie language

used in tlio temple and in the sacrificial service. But

when lie feels obliged to infer, because the priests speak

Hebrew in the descriptions of the temple service given by

the Mishna in the tractates Yoma, Sukka, Tamid, Middoth,

served as a place of execution. Xa<})ei'aOd (1 Jfacc. 12^^) is not noticed in the

Grammar. With this term may perhaps be compared tlic liiblical D^nbhn pa

(2 Kings 2:)*) and Onkelos' s<i?^?3 for ."i^^o (rTcii. 23'")
; wliile tlie interchan^'e

of n and I is illustrated by the name 'Poiv^^Xos in Josephus for tiic biblical j?"!*"),

and Zifios (Ant. xi. v. 4) for the name of the month i!?p?,

' Sot. 49'': "Wherefore should I use the Sursi in Palestine? Either the

sacred tongue [Hebrew] or Greek !" On "Sursi" rid. Gram, d. jiid.-pal.

Aram. 2.

* A. Biichlcr, Die Priester und der Cultus, C4 ff.
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that therefore the Aramaic had been expelled from the

temple during the revolt, 63—70 A.D., there is no sufficient

basis for his conclusion. At all events, there is no ground

for the opinion expressed by A. Eesch,^ that Hebrew was

the language of the mother of Jesus, inasmuch as she be-

longed to South Palestine.

In regard to Galilee, however, Hebrew does not come

seriously into question. During the rising of the Maccabees

the Jewish population in Galilee was so inconsiderable, that

3000 men under Simon, about 163 B.C., had no other means

of protecting them from their ill-disposed neighbours than

by transporting them to Juda?a.- John Hyrcanus (135—105)

appears later to have conquered Galilee and to have forced

it into Judaism, so that Aristobulus i. was able to continue

the same process in Itur£ea.^ Jewish families must there-

after have established themselves in these parts again in

considerable numbers and intermingled freely with the

Judaised inhabitants, so that by the time of Josephus the

chief element of the population of Galilee as a whole appears

as " Jewish." Under these circumstances the Hebrew lan-

guage was not to be looked for ; and this applies also to the

little Nazareth to which there is wrongly attributed an

isolation from intercourse with the outer world. It had

on the one side Sippori (Sepphoris), the then capital of

Galilee, and on the other, in close proximity, the cities

of Yapha and Kesaloth, and it lay on the important highway

of commerce that led from Sepphoris to the plain of Megiddo

and onward to Ctesarsea. The actual discourses of Jesus in

no way give the impression that He had grown up in rural

solitude and seclusion. It is true only that He, like the

Galileans generally in that region, would have little contact

with literary erudition. This implies, moreover, that from

^ A. Resell, Aussercanoiiisclie Paralleltexte, iv. 224, Das Kindlieitsevaii-

gelium, 323.

2 1 Mace. L-'>--\ s Ant. xiii. xi. 3.
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this side He did not come into contact with the Hebrew

tongue. The Aramaic was the mother tongue of the Gali-

leans as of the people of Gaulonitis, and natives of Syria,

according to Josephus (Bell. Jud. iv. i. 5), were able to under-

stand it.

The language of the prayers in private use and that of

the benedictions which were woven into the routine of daily

life, may possibly have been Hebrew, But the Kaddish

prayer in Aramaic and the explicit avowal of the Mishna

Sot. vii. 1, that, inter alia, the daily repetition of the Shema,

the daily prayer, and the blessing (grace) at meals might be

said in any language (PK^P ?9^),^ are weighty evidence against

determining the usage as it really existed among the people

in accordance with the linguistic form of the Eabbinic tradi-

tion. If, then, it was conceded that the Hebrew language

was not to be insisted on even in reading the Shema, that is,

in the symbolic fulfilment of the duty to occupy oneself with

the Law which had to be performed daily by every Israelite,

it is clear that a very pressing necessity must have existed

for this concession. The Hellenists, who understood no

Hebrew at all, may well have been the chief occasion for

this. But as Hebrew could not be quite unintelligible to

the " Hebraists," there was no hindrance, in their case at

least, to the use of their mother tongue in prayer. That

even in the third century in Palestine Aramaic was still

much used in prayer, may be gathered from the deterrent

urged against it by Johanan (died 279 A.ix), one of the

Palestinian Amoraim, He put forth tlie statement that the

angels did not understand this language, and were therefore

unable to bring Aramaic prayers before God.^ There is a

discussion (Ber. 40^) concerning tlie Aramaic blessing which

' Tliis is the expression of the Mishna in the common text anil in the Baby-

lonian Talnnul ; in the Palestinian Talnuul and in the Mishna (cd. Lowe) tlie

roadinf; is "in tlieir language," d:k"~? ; the sense, however, is the same.

2 Sahb. Vl^ ; cf. Backer, Agada dcv pal. Amor. i. Ii43.
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the shepherd Benjamin, in Babylon, nsed to say over his

bread ; not, however, owing to the language used, but because

it did not contain the name of God. That synagogue dis-

courses intended for the people should have been pronounced

in Hebrew, is an impossible supposition for a period in which

the Aramaic version of the Bible text was a necessity.

Otherwise there must have been an interpreter side by side

with the speaker. The more the scribes obtained unlimited

control of the Jewish religious system, so much the more

did divine worship adopt the form prescribed by the learned,

and specially calculated only for tliemselves. During the

progress of this transition the popular language was gradu-

ally extruded from public worship. In this connection, also,

Jewish popular life before the year 70 a.d. must not be

judged from the appearances created by the Eabbinic

literature.

Not even in regard to the legal schools of the earlier

times is it incontestably certain that their language through-

out was Hebrew, and that, in particular, the legal decisions

were always formulated in that language. We are told, at

any rate (Eduyoth viii. 4), that a certain Yose, who indeed is

incorrectly styled Yose ben Yoezer of Zereda,^ pronounced

his decisions as to clean and unclean in Aramaic. This Yose

appears to have lived about 100 a.d. One might conclude

that at least in his school Aramaic was the prevalent

language.

From all these considerations must be drawn the con-

clusion that Jesus grew up speaking the Aramaic tongue, "/

and that He would be obliged to speak Aramaic to His

disciples and to the people in order to be understood. Of

Him, least of all, who desired to preach the gospel to the

poor, who stood aloof from the psedagogic methods of the

^ The appellation is held to be genuine by H. Kluegcr, Genesis nnd Com-
position der Halacha-Sammlung Ediijot (1895), 84. See, however, A. Bilchler,

Die Piiester und del' Cultus, 63, 84 ; D. Hoffmann, Misclmajoth, Ediij. viii. 4.
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scribes, is it to be expected that He would have furnished

His discourse with the superfluous, and to the hearers per-

plexing, embellishment of the Hebrew form ?

II. The Literary Use of Hebrew.

The Jewish people has written in Hebrew in all periods.

German, Spanish, Arabic may be the sole language of inter-

course, wliile literary work is done as exclusively in Hebrew.

So it may have been also in the period when Aramaic was

dominant.

And wc possess, in fact, some examples of Hebrew

authorship from the centuries before and after the birth

of Christ. A Hebrew original must be regarded as prob-

able for the Assumption of Moses, the Apocalypse of Barucli}

2 Esclras^ the Booh of Jubilees^ and for the Jewish ground-

work of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarehs} The same

lauguage may be assumed for the whole series of writings

composed under the names of Enoch, Noah, Abraham,

Moses, Elijah, Isaiah, Baruch, and Ezra, and for the

Psalms of Solomon, in so far at least as such works

were written in any Semitic language. Who could without

^ That I have in some respects serious misgivings regarding the considerations

urged by R. H. Charles as proving a Hebrew original, see my notice of his

edition of the Apocalypse of Bavuch, Thcol. Litbl. xviii. (1897) No. 15. The

same reservation ap[)lics to Charles' conclusions as to the Assumption of Moses.

E.specially must his attempts at retranslation be pronounced almost throughout

a failure. ]5ut in the affirmation of a Hebrew original he is right.

- Sec esp. Wcllhausen, Skizzcn und Vorarbeiten, vi. (1899) 234 (T.

'' See E. Lithnann in Kautzsch's Apokryphcn und Pseudcpigrajihon, ii. 35.

* M. Gastcr, The Hebrew Text of one of the Testaments of the Twelve

Patriarch.^, Troc. Soc. I5ibl. Arch., Dec. 189:3, Fcl). 1891, believed he had

discovered the original of the Testament of Naphtali ; but the conjecture of

A. Neuhaner, Mediicval .Icwish Chronicles, vi.l. i. y. xxi, llial .lerachmc'el is

the translator of the apocryphal wiitiiigs coiilaincd in the I'xidlciau MS. used

by Caster, liolds good also for the Testament of Naphtali. From Neubaucr's

communications regarding Jeraclime'cl one does not expect from the latter

Semitic originals that had disappeared, but selections from Wcsfern literature

which was inaccessilile to .lews. See also F. Schnapp, Apokryphcn und Pseud-

cpigraplicn, ii. 458 f.
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liesitation liave represented Moses or Baruch as the writer

of a book in Aramaic ? To Hellenists such a book might be

offered without scruple, because the Hebrew original could

not have been read l)y them. Among " Hebraists " it would

be startling if, in place of the presumed Hebrew original,

a mere Aramaic translation had come to light.

The Booh of Daniel forms here no real exception. Its

o-roundwork, comprising the contents of chaps. 1-6, has

presumably been an Aramaic narrative of the experiences

of Daniel and his comrades at the court of Babylon. A
writing, in which the visions of the King of Babylon were

interpreted, used aptly enough tlie language current in the

whole East at the time. The second part of the book,

chaps. 7-12, gave— not less appropriately in Hebrew

—

visions which Daniel himself had had, together with their

interpretation through an angel. The redactor may first

have ventured to translate chaps. V-2^ into Hebrew, and

chap. 7 into Aramaic, and by this means as well as by

the corresponding contents of the jDrophecy he welded the

separate halves into one whole. In chap. 2 the world-

power is in decay when the Kingdom of God makes its

appearance ; in chap. 7 ff. it is in reality full of the greatest

menace against the people of God (cf. 2^-^- with 1^^^-). In

chap. 7 is also to be noted the peculiar use of the Hebrew

\S'hv, occurring only in this chapter. That the Aramaic part

did not begin originally with 2'^ is self-evident. Further

additions to the Aramaic part would naturally be composed

in Aramaic, so that in the Aramaic translation of the supple-

ments to Daniel (Song of the Three Children, Daniel and

the Dragon), which M. Gaster has published,^ at least the

choice of language is happily inspired ; though it must not

^ M. Gaster, The Unknown Aramaic Original of Theodotion's Additions to

the Book of Daniel, Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch. xvi. 280 flf., 312 ff., xvii. 75 ff.

Gaster lias extracted the pieces from the Chronicle of Jerachme'el, who

himself declares at the outset that he had translated them from the Greek

Bible.
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be fancied that this really represents the original from which

Theodotion translated.

In regard to the Book of Enoch, the question as to its

original language is complicated owing to the different origin

of its parts, A Semitic original is beyond question for

chaps. 1—36, In this section the terms <f)ovKa, 18^ MavBo-

^apa, 28\ Ba^Srjpa, 29^ speak in favour of Aramaic by

reason of the ending in -a, though !i^Q is only known as a

Hebrew word, and lano, " wilderness," can be equally good

Hebrew. In 10^'' to, (xd^^ara avroiv stands where "their

grey old age " was to be expected ; but that is susceptible

of explanation equally well through Heb. onnb' as Aram,

jinnnb' or pnnnb', in 10» /Ma^vpeov<i (cf. nrop) may also be

Hebrew or Aramaic. Expressions clearly Hebrew are

—

Kal iyivero, 6^ (from Gen. 6^); irpb rovrwv tmv Xoyoov, 12^;

^o)vr] ^oo3v (cf. N^.P y^\>), 9^ ; as well as airo TrpocrcoTrov, 9^*^

22'^; e'/c Se^LMV ( = southwards), 13'^; and €V(f)pavd^aovTaL

evcppaivofxevoL ( = ^inob') ni'^b'), 25^. An original in Hcbreiv

must be assumed for chaps. 72-82 on account of the

Hebrew names for the phases of the sun and moon, 78"-,

and for the points of the compass, 77^. As for chaps.

37—71, I can merely point out the Hebraising phrases " and it

came to pass," 57^ 68* 70^ 71^; "and it will come to pass,"

391 527; "before his face," 62-10 63» 65^ (jQ>^ m'\ In

chaps. 83—90 the repeated use (thirty times) of the redun-

dant " begin " is striking, and is at least not old Hebrew (vid.

IV. 8 below, pp. 26 ff.). As for the remainder and the book

as a whole, I do not venture to make a final pronouncement.

There can be no doubt that the First Book of Maccabees

is derived from a Hebrew original. When Jerome in the

Prologus galeatus speaks of having the book before him in

Hebrew, one must indeed, in view of the prevailing ambiguity

of his statements on such matters, be careful to see whether

lie has here, too, perhaps made no distinction between

Hebrew and Aramaic. I^ut the language of the book con-
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firms his testimony. Its phraseology is that of historical

narrative in the Bible, which the author has obviously

imitated of set purpose. It will suffice to adduce

—

evplaKeiv

p^apty evdvTiov tivo<;, 10^*^ 11^'^; StSopai Kepa<i, 2^®; (})o/3eli>

(polSov fieyav, 10^; Trardaaeiv irXij'yTjv fxeyaXrjv, 5^, cf. 5^* 8^;

KOTTTeiv KoireTov /uiyav, 2''^ 9^^ 13-*^; 6pji^€Lv opyrjv fieydXTjv,

1 6^** ; dvi]p Trpo? top ttXtjctlov avTov ( = one another), 2^*^

;

iyevsTO ore, 5^ 7" 9^ lO*'^- ^^ ; the frequent use of et? a-vvavTrj-

atv, et? dirdvTTjaiv = nS"]ipp
; a(f}68pa = 1J<P ; Xiyoov \e'yovT€<i =

ibS^
; Kara irpocrwirov = "'ps?. All this is specifically Hebrew

and not Aramaic.

The Aramaic Booh of the Hasmonmans} which is

modelled after the biblical Aramaic, is in no way connected

with the First Book of Maccabees, and is, together with its

Hebrew version,^ of much later origin. Of the Book of

Tobit we now possess four distinct Hebrew recensions and

one Aramaic ;
^ but though M. Gaster believes he has what

is nearly the original in one of the Hebrew texts published

by him, it still remains possible that all these Semitic texts

are only translations from the Greek, and that the hypo-

thetical Semitic original is lost to us. When Jerome says

that he had completed the Book of Tobit with the help of

a Hebrew translation, which latter he himself had got made

from a Chaldaic text, it is possible that this text too may

have been a translation from the Greek, and may itself have

been in Syriac. The same possibility will hold of the

Chaldaic text of the Book of Judith which Jerome used

;

^ See especially the edition of M. Gaster, "The Scroll of the Hasmonseans,

"

in Transactions of the Orient. Congress, Lond. 1891, ii. ; and, further, A.

Ne%i,lauer in Jew. Quart. Eev. vi. (1894) 570 ft"., also Gram. d. jiid.-jial.

Aram. 6.

2 See, e.g., Baers Seder Abodath Yisrael, 441 ff.

3 Two Hebrew recensions were printed in Constantinople 1516 and 1519;

M. Gaster edited in 1897 two more in "Two unknown Hebrew versions of

Tobit" (also in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch.); A. Neubauer published an Aramaic

text (together with the Hebrew of 1516), "The Book of Tobit, a Chaldee Text"

(1877), see also Gram. 27 tf., and Schiircr, Geschichte d. jiid. Volkes,^ iii. (1898)

p. 180 f.
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althougli in this case a Hebrew original is the most probable.

Whoever wrote after the model of tlie biblical books would

naturally—as we have said above—if a " Hebraist," have

used the " Hebrew " language, ])ut if a Hellenist, the Greek

language. In no case, however, has the abridged Hebrew

reproduction of the story of Judith, which we possess in a

twofold form,^ an immediate connection with the original of

the book.

If we turn now to the question of the language of a

primitive Semitic gospel, it must be said that some of the

incentives favourable to composition in Hebrew at that time

do not in this case come into action. Jesus had taught in

Aramaic ; and in that language the " Hebraists " must have

been taught concerning Him in Christian public worship, if

the address were to be intelligible to all. If, further, the

substance of such an address were noted down for the

Aramaic spealcing " Hebraists," composition in Hebrew after

the model of the biblical books was, of course, not incon-

ceivable, especially as those Jews who could read were also

able to understand Hebrew, yet the more probable course

with material already formulated by oral delivery was to

write it down in the language in which it was spoken,

particularly if the record were designed to afford convenient

and reliable material for further recital or public exposition.

Even some centuries later, the gospel of the Jewish Christians,

according to the express testimony of Jerome, was composed

not in Hebrew but in Aramaic. Hence there is mucli to

justify the view—unless decisive evidence to the contrary

should be found in Church tradition or in the Gospels them-

selves—that a collection of tlie sayings of our Lord designed

for " Hebraists," in other words, a primitive gospel (Urevan-

gelium), was written in Aramaic.

' Jcllinrk editod one recension in Beth ha llidrasch, i. 130 f., Oaster another

ill rroc. Soc. BiM. Aich. xvi. 156 (T,
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III. The Semitisms of the Synoptic Gospels.

Not a little has been written on the " Hebraisms " of the

New Testament since the first important investigation of

them by Kaspar Wyss ^ and Johann Vorst ^ in the seven-

teenth century. But from the outset it has not been

grasped with sufficient clearness that the Greek of the

Jewish Hellenists must have been affected by Semitic

tongues in several distinct ways. In the first place, it must

be assumed that the Greek spoken from Syria to Egypt was

in many particulars influenced, in no small degree, by the

Aramaic language of the country ; and, further, it holds true

for that portion of the Jewish people that adopted Greek

in place of its Semitic mother-tongue, that this mother-

tongue had been Aramaic, and that the world of thought

peculiar to the Jews, which had then to be apprehended in a

Greek mould, had already been fashioned in Aramaic and

no longer in Hebrew. The spiritual intercourse also which

Jewish Hellenists continuously had with Hebraists in Pales-

tine implied a constant interchange between Greek and

Aramaic (but not Hebrew) modes of expression. Hebrew

influence was active only indirectly : first, in so far as a

Hebrew past underlay the Aramaic present of the Jewish

people ; secondly and in particular, because the Greek trans-

lation of the Old Testament had necessarily a powerful in-

fluence on the religious dialect.

In the case of the Synoptic Gospels of the Christian

Hellenists, there has further to be added to the previously

specified relations with Jewish Aramaic, the highly important

consideration that the groundwork of the material elaborated

by them had been originally created in Aramaic. And this

holds equally true whether their basis presented itself to the

^ Kaspar Wyss, Dialectologia sacra, Zurich, 1650.

"Johann Ton?;', Philologia sacra, ii., Leyden, 1658, i., Amsterdam, 1665,
with gencial title : De Hebraismis Novi Testameiiti Commentarius, Amster-
dam, 1665.
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authors directly in its Aramaic form or already through the

medium of Greek tradition, oral or written.

In these circumstances there can be no doubt that the

Semitisms of the Gospels ought first to be looked for in the

sphere of the Jewish Aramaic, and that only where this

does not suffice for explanation, need it be asked how far

Hebrew is to be held responsible for Semitisms. In the

latter case a special examination is then required into the

different possibilities involved. The material of the Synoptic

Gospels might have partly or wholly been shaped in a Hebrew

mould in which it became mixed with Hebraisms, and in

this condition have reached the evangelists. A Hebraising

influence, on the other hand, might also come into play after

the material had already been moulded in Greek. During

this phase such an influence is the less improbable, because

in the oral presentation of the " gospel " at gatherings of the

Christian community, as well as in any literary treatment

applied to it, the Greek Old Testament furnished the readiest

model. This version being the most important book read

by the Christians in public and in private, the desire to

give to the gospel a corresponding dress must naturally

have existed ; and the conception of the Canon among the

Christian Hellenists was none so sharply defined as to cause

scruples in assimilating the form of new devotional lection-

aries to the older Scriptures.

It is a serious defect in previous studies of the Semitisms

in the Gospels, that too little account is taken of these

circumstances. V. W. Schmiedel complains in his new

edition of "Winer's Grammatik des Neutestamentlichon

Sprachidioms," § 2. Ic, that the Aramaic constituents of

the New Testament diction have not been sufficiently re-

garded. But he himself does not succeed in reaching any

really tenable separation of Aramaisms and Hebraisms. Still

less satisfactory is it with F. Blass, who calls special attention

in his "Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch" (1896),
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p. 4, to the Hebrew-Aramaic influence on the idiom, but

makes no attempt to distinguish Aramaisms from Hebraisms

;

and in the Preface to his edition of the Gospel of Luke ^ he

characterises as Aramaisms idioms which in some cases are

equally good Hebraisms, and in others are pure Hebraisms

and not Aramaisms at all. And how is it possible that

J. Bohmer should still exclusively consult the Old Testament

in his tractate, otherwise instructive in many respects, " Das

biblische 'im Namen'" (1898), in which he aims at ex-

plaining linguistically and historically the variations et9 to

ovo/xa, eiTi rw ovo/jbari, in the baptismal formula ? In this

very instance the key to the explanation of the expression

is to be foimd in the usage of language among the Jews.

Bohmer should at least have said why he looked for no

information from that quarter.

A further deficiency in the current grammatical studies

of New Testament Greek consists in the inadequate attention

directed to the " Grsecisms " of the Gospels, i.e. to the linguistic

phenomena which have no immediate Semitic equivalent, and

for which, therefore, the Hellenistic writers must perforce be

held responsible. Previous translators of the Gospels into

Hebrew have come to grief over these Grsecisms, either

because, like Delitzsch and, in a minor degree, Salkinson,

they have refused to abandon the principle of a verbally

faithful reproduction of the sacred Greek original,- or because

they have not properly recognised the specific Grsecisms, as

appears to be the case with Eesch, who was surely indifferent

to any such consideration as that just mentioned.

Whosoever would know what was the Aramaic primary

form of any of the Master's sayings will have to separate

these latter Grsecisms not less distinctly than the former

^ F. Blass, Evangelium sec. Lucam (1897), xxif.

- This is not mentioned as a censure. In this principle, so far as it is

applied to a translation for j^radical purposes, I fully agreed with Fi-anz

Delitzsch, and was therefore able to act as editor of the revised 11th edition

of his Hebrew New Testament, which appeared in 1892.
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Kellcuistic Hebraisms. Thus may be reached a verbal form

which is at least not iinthinkaljlo in the utterance of Jesus,

and which is most closely identified with the original Aramaic

tradition of the apostles.

Even such Aramaic Hebraisms as the Targums present

in great number, are not to l^e regarded as specially probable

in the mouth of Jesus. Whoever compares the words of

Jesus Himself with the hymns and discourses of other persons

in the Lucan writings, will find it a peculiar characteristic of

the style of Jesus, that Holy Scripture is cited but rarely,

and only when it has to be adduced owing to a definite call

for it, and that references to the letter of Scripture are con-

fined to a very limited compass. Moreover, it is all the less

probable that He should have spoken the Hebraising Aramaic

of the Targums, inasmuch as no such practical use of it is

anywhere to be found among the Jews. Even to Aramaic

transmitters of His words we cannot therefore impute any

tendency to Hebraise them, unless we are to assume on their

part a purposeless, yet intentional, imitation of a Targum.

The words of Jesus, purged of special Hebraisms of every

kind, will accordingly have the highest probability of being

original.^o

TV. Some Hebrais.ais and Akamaisms.

In order to inaugurate an investigation of tlie Synoptic

Semitisms wliich will better satisfy the demands that must >

be made upon it, a number of these will now be discussed.

Sucli plirases will be selected as either substantially define

or are sufficient to define the general style of one or more

Synoptists. The discussion of further details must be re-

served till the examination of the special passages.

The participles ^XOoiv or ipx^fJ^^vo^ are redundantly

coupled with a finite verb by the iln-ee Synoptists, lid not ly
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the Johannine Goq^iel} Jesus says, Matt. 5 2* ixOwv irpoa^epe,

" go, offer"; Matt. 12'i* (Luke IV^) i\Ohv evpia/cei, "it goes and

tiiicls"; Matt. 25^7 (cf. Luke lO-^) ixOoov eKOfiicrdfiyv, "I should

have gone and received"; Luke 15^5 ipxoi^€vo<i ijyyiaev, "he

came and drew nigh." A kindred use is nropevdeh eKoW/jdij,

"he went and joined himself to," Luke 15^^. The narrative

also makes use of such expressions : Matt. 2-^ i\6cbv KarwKrjcrev,

"he went and dwelt"; Matt. 15^^ iXOovaa irpoaeKvvei (Mark

725 elcrekdovaa Trpoaenreaev), " she came and fell down."

This idiom corresponds to the redundant "HPC and sin of the

Old Testament; see, e.g., Judg. lO^o wvnji ^I^n, " he went and

came"; Hos. S^^ nniL"S -l^s, "I will go (and) return";

1 Sam. 20^ ipN'l N*^'!!, "he came and said." In the Book of

Enoch (Greek text) may be compared especially the con-

junction of TTopevea-dai, with ecTreiP, 12^ 13^-^ 15^; see also

TTopevov Kal hifKwaov, 10^^; nropevOeh eKadccra, 13'^. In

Jewish Aramaic this idiom is also common. Exx. :
1?>'np^ 7rx,

" he goes and becomes," Vay. K. 25; n^^] ^T., " let him go

and die," j. Ter. 45°; ^'rim br;, "let him go and testify,"

j. E. h. S. 58'^ 3mfl ^T^', "I go and rescue," j. Ter. 46^;

13 niyp t^ns;, "he came so to do," j. Khali. 60^; h^^ Nns;, "he

came and asked," j. Shebi. 39^ :^^'\ '^^:., "let him come and

marry," Ber. R. 65; nappnsi n^TS, " she went and married,"

Ber. E. 17.

2. a^et?, KaToXiTToov.

The juxtaposition of KaTaknroiiv and d<p€i<; with a term

signifying departure, where the idea of " leaving " can in no

way be emphasised, occurs in the narrative of Matthew and

Mark, hut not in Luke and John. Examples : Matt. 13^^ dcpeU

Tov^ ox^ov^ rjXOev, "He left the people and went"; 22^2

d(f)evTes avrov dirrfkOav (this also in Mark 12^2) « they left

Him and went away " ; Mark 8^^ a^et? avrov<i—dirrikOev

(Matt. IQ^ KaTokLTTOiv avTov'i diri'jXdev), " Be left them and

^ John 11'' iXduv is indispensable ; the reading, however, is doubtful.
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departed"; Matt. 2P'^ Karaknroov avTov^ i^rfKOev; see also

Mark 4^*^. In the Old Testament this is not a usual mode of

diction. Salkinson renders dcpievat by ^IV, Delitzsch some-

times by n''J)n. But the former signifies in the Old Testa-

ment " to desert, leave in the lurch," the latter " to leave or

let alone," and neither the one nor the other is employed in

idioms like those above quoted. This is the case, however,

in Jewish Aramaic : i. Sabb. 8° ^'^ ^rxi r\'p2z\ " he left liim

and went on"; j. Taan. 66° ff? i^^]i<] n\]ipn?i^, "they left him

and went away." From these instances it may also be seen

how in similar cases dirrfKOev standing by itself, which can-

not be rendered into Hebrew merely by ^?'l, presupposes the

use of the popular Dativus commodi of Jewish Aramaic.^

3. Ka6i(Ta<i.

In certain actions of a sedentary kind the evangelists

usually make superfluous mention of the posture. Examples

:

Ka6icravT6'i avveXe^av, " they sat down and collected to-

gether," Matt. 13*^; Kadiaa<;— e'StSa^ef ,
" He sat down and

taught," Luke 5^; Ka6iaa<i y\rr](pil^et,," he sits down and reckons,"

Luke 14-^; Ka6laa<i—/JoyXeiyo-erat, " he will sit down and

consult," Luke 14^^; KaOiaa^;—ypd'yjrov, " sit down and write,"

Luke 16°. Of the same nature is the instance where it is

said of Levi that Jesus saw him " sitting " (Ka6/]/jL6vov) at the

receipt of custom, Matt. 9^ (Mark 2'^\ Luke S^^). In quite

the same way it is said, Judg. 19« ^^3N'1 ^y^Z], "and they sat

down and ate," for to the narrator the " sitting " is an im-

material concomitant. Again, the " sitting and judging " or

" sitting and ruling," as to which Joel 4^-, Zech. 6^^ are to be

compared with Matt. 19-^ (Luke 22^*^), falls into the same class.

In the Jewish Aramaic we find W^'fP ^^1, " He sat and re-

counted," Est. E. 3^ rpy'3 r?n; |iiri, " they sat and studied,"

Ber. R. 17 ; '.?"'? 3>n; nin, « He sat and taught," j. Ber. G^

' See my Graimn. d. j.-pul. Ar. 178.
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Standing is the posture during prayer. Thus it is said,

Matt. 6^ eo-Tcore? irpoa-ev-^eadai, " to stand and pray "

;

Mark 11^^ orav cnrjKeTe Trpoa-evx^ofievoc, "when ye stand and

pray"; Luke 18^^ araOek—irpoarjvxero, "he stood and

prayed." In the Old Testament, 1 Kings 8", Neh. 9^ it is

also implied that standing was the usual attitude at prayer

;

it is not, however, a regular phrase to say, " he stood and

prayed." On the other hand, contrast ''.?>'^ ^^^?, " he stood

praying," j. E. h. S. 58\ ns^v^ D>s^, Est. E. 3^.

In the same way XaTqjxt is quite without force in

:

eiaT)]KeLaav KUTriyopovvTe^, " they stood and accused," Luke

23^°; €i<TT7]K€t— Oewpoiv, "the people stood beholding,"

Luke 23^5 ; cf. eo-Tw? koL Oepixatvoixevo^;, " standing and warm-

ins himself," John 18^^- 2^ Further, we have from the Old

Testament : ^y")! Q''"}! ^"iWl, " and strangers shall stand and

feed," Isa. 61^; and from the rabbinical literature, i>'m D'?<P^ nin,

" he stood and reaped," Vay. E. 22 ;
^ipxi ^ny, "they stand

and say," Mechilt., ed. Friedm. 45^

5, avaaTci'i, iyepdet'?.

A redundant dvaaTci^ is found in the narrative of the

Synoptists, but not in John. It is found with uKoXovOelv,

Matt. 99 (Mark 2i*,Luke 5^3); aTrep^eo-^at, Mark 7"-*; epxeaOai,

Mark 10^-^° {ava-rr'rjSija-a'i), Luke 15^°; iropeveadai,, Luke 1^^;

iKJSdWetv, Luke 4^^; elaepx^adai, Luke 4^^; StaKovelv, Luke 4^^;

dyecv, Luke 23^; rpe^^etv, Luke 24^^; vTroa-rpecjieiv, 'Luke 24^^.

Here also is to be reckoned dvearr} eKTreipd^cov, Luke 10^^

The synonymous iyepOei'i is seen in Matt. 2^^- '^^ (with

TrapaXafijSdveLv), and in Matt. 9^^ (with aKokovOelv). In words

spoken by Jesus it is found with iropevecdai, Luke 15^^-^'',

17^^. A glance at the examples specified by Hebrew

Concordances for the terms Qj^jl, Di?rTi, ^iDipjl, shows that this

is a well-established Old Testament idiom. See also 1 Mace.
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9*^ Book of Enoch 54^, 89*7.48^ i^ view of this fact, it is

hard to see how Blass in the Preface to his " Evangelium

secundum Lucam " (1897), p. xxiii, can without more ado

class it as an Aramaism. Still it is true that the same

mode of speech is quite possible in Aramaic. Examples are

:

annb—VDp^, " they stood up to build," Ezra 5^
;
\^VO n^^ Df?,

"he stood up to pray," j. K. h. S. 58"^; n\^ ^3X1 D[5, " he stood

up and devoured him," Vay. R. 22 ;
i^y 2n) Dp^^ " he stood up

and gave him," Ech. E. i. 4 ;
H^^'l—^^i?, " they stood up and

protested," j. Keth. 30''; n\^inDi_ii3i5, "they stood up and

beat him," j. Yeb, 15^ The Imperative D^p is common for

the mere interjection " up ! " e.g. ^i^n Dip, " up ! ride," Vay.

R. 28; ip.D^^ QiP, "up! go," j. Bikk. 65*^; nnr nnbj? nuy n^p,

"up! worship idols," j. Ab. z. 39''.

6. aTTOKpiOel'i eLTTev}

It is a well-known peculiarity of Hebrew narrative style

that a speecli is introduced not simply by i^^'^'!!, " and he

said," or X"Jp!l,
" he called," but by prefixing to these m, " and

he answered." The same mode of reporting prevails also in

1 Mace, Tobit, Book of Enocli,^ Apocalypse of Baruch,

2 Esdras, Assumptio Mosis ; it is conspicuously rare, however,

in the Book of Jubilees and in Judith, and occurs occasionally

in the Second Book of Maccabees. The Synoptists have the

same mode of expression, and John's Gospel is here no ex-

ception. In the words spoken by Jesus it is found in Matt.

21-29.30 25^2 (Cf. ver. ») -6- 37- 40. 44. 45^ L^ko 117 1325 152<)_ In

these instances uTroKpcdeU elirev is the formula most used

;

in Mark 7-^ occurs also airefcpidr} koI \eyei, the two finite verbs

being set side by side, and this latter is the formula nearly

always used in the Johannine Gospel. a-noKplveadai may

also be made the principal verb to which the participle

' J. Vorslius, Dc Ilrliniisniis Novi Tcstamcnti, ii. (165S) 173-17C ; D.

Schilling, Dc Hcbraismis Nov. Test. (1886) 165.

' See especially Enoch 1- %' If.' 21'-' 22'-" 21« 25'-3 27'.
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Xh^v is attached, see Matt. 2h^-^'''--^'-^\ Mark 3^3 50 9^8 15»,

Luke 316 4^ John l^e 10^3 1223. Moreover, the formula

also occurs where uo explicit question has preceded, see

Matt. 11^5 17* (Mark 9^) 26^3 28^ Mark lO^^ 11^^ 12^5,

Luke 1^0 131* 143, John o^'- ^l

The Hebrew idiom is naturally copied both by the LXX
and by the Targums ; but even in biblical Aramaic ""P^^l ^}V,

" he answered and said," is frequently employed. In the

later Jewish Aramaic this formula is quite unknown. The

Aramaic Scroll of the Hasmonteans, the style of which is

modelled on the Book of Daniel, is singular in having it

eleven times. Direct speech is introduced by the simple ~iox.

Even in conversations which are considerably prolonged, no

further introduction is added. The word for " answer " in

Galilean Aramaic ^'.^^ is rarely used. In Ech. K. i. 4
; j.

Erub. IS'^ it is conjoined with ip^*, but not so as to constitute

a persistent formula. ^T'^, the word for " answer " used by

Onkelos, appears to be as yet a learned term for " making

good an objection." Probability supports the view that the

formula in question was unknown in genuine Aramaic. In

that case the evangelists can have borrowed it only from

the Hebrew either directly or through the medium of the

Greek Bible.

7. ekaXrjaev (elTrev)—Xejcov.

The circumstantially precise Hebrew phrase 's ^^ i?"]'l

ibX7, " and he spoke to , . . and said," is likewise foreign both

to the biblical Aramaic and to the later Jewish-Aramaic

dialects. Aramaic, it is true, has the word b?'P for " speak
"

alongside of "i^^^
; but the use of ??P is essentially narrower

than that of the Hebrew "i3"=i. It is applied, indeed, as the

introduction to a direct discourse, Dan. 6^2 SsSd nv ^x^JT jnj«
J t;- • ••T*-v:

•'FP,
" then spake Daniel to the king, saying." But no

parallel to this is found in the later literature.^ Similarly

* Book of Euocli 21 5 seems, however, to presupi^ose it : 'h^ nai;i 'h^ ncjl'i.
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in the single instance Ezra 5^^ the Hebrew ibiS^ is imitated

by "iPPp, whereas elsewhere for similar cases there is used

only a finite verb coupled by i, or a participle. When the

Targums habitually render 13'^. by h)>^, and "ibxS by "ip^p^, this

should be pronounced a Hebraism ; nor can it be otherwise

regarded when the evangelists sometimes have recourse to

the corresponding Greek expression of the LXX.
eXdXr]aev—Xeycov is found Matt. 23"- 28i8, Luke 246f-, Acts

826
. ^iirev—\eycov (elirav—Xejovre'i), Mark 8-^ 12^6 (discourse

of Jesus), Luke 14^. Other instances are susceptible of a

different explanation, viz. Matt. 142^ (Mark 6^*^), because em-

phasis may be laid on the fact that Jesus, hitherto silent as

He moved over the lake, then addressed His disciples, and

Matt. 13^ 22^ because \a\elp (Xiyeiu) iv irapa/SoXaU forms one

composite expression. The expression accordingly is not a

common one ; further, it is never attested by more than one

of the Synoptists in the same connection. Its occurrence

also in Acts 26^^ and John 8^^ fg ^^ warning against hasty

inferences.

Nevertheless Xiycov must not in every case be referred

without further examination to the Hebrew "ibxf). The latter

can be coupled with numerous verbs of calling, asking, re-

minding, teaching, charging, murmuring, etc. But Aramaic,

too, has similar conjunctions : iptfl ilp, " he decided and said,"

j. Ab. z. 44*^; ^p«l Tl^, "he blessed and said," j. Ber. 11^;

"ipxi npomq, "he announced and said," j. Yeb. 12^>; thdx

-^^^X " he testified and said," Vay. R 34.

8. rjp^aTO, yjp^avro.

The use of rjp^aro, yp^avTo with an infinitive following,

when nothing at all is to be said of any further development

of tlie action thus introduced, is one of the peculiarities

that mark the narrative style of all three Synoptists, John

having it only once (13''), where it is perhaps due to the

inlluence of the kindred passage Luke 7^. In Matthew it
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occurs twelve times, in Mark twenty-six times, and in Luke

twenty-six times. In words spoken by Jesus it is found Matt.

182^ 24^^ (Luke 12*^), Luke IS^s- ^e 149- ^s- 29 1 514. 24 oi^s 2320.

Further, this phrase occm-s outside narrative passages in the

forms ap^r], dp^rjaOe, dp^ecrde. The expression is obviously

quite conventional. It is altogether foreign to the Old Testa-

ment, but in chaps. 85-90 of the Book of Enoch it is found

with abnormal frequency. Salkiuson has ignored it in Luke

38 1325 149- 29 152*, but elsewhere has used bnn as equivalent.

Similarly Delitzsch substitutes other turns of expression in

Luke 3^ 149- 29, while in the other cases he also has recourse

to ^nn. Eesch ^ entirely abandons the region of what is

linguistically admissible by inserting ^^S'^ as equivalent even

in the historical narrative, as if a volition or determination

to do something were to be expressed. And the statement

of the same writer, that this ^"^^in " belongs very specially to

the epic style of narration in the Old Testament," is incom-

prehensible. But all conjecture is rendered needless in this

case by the fact that the Palestinian-Jewish literature uses

the meaningless " he began " in the same fashion. The

corresponding Aramaic term is the common word for " to

begin," ''^^, Pael of X^tJ', " to loosen "
; in Hebrew ^^nnn de-

rived from n^n^^, " a beginning," is its substitute. For ''"1^^ see,

e.g.,]. Ber. 2°, 14^
; j. Shebi. 35^ ; and for ^^nnn, j. Ber. 7^ 12^

13^; j. Pes. 33^; Koh. E. v. 10. No example is known to

me which would correspond to the use of dp^oixat in direct

speech. But if '^'j^ coupled with a participle had become

practically meaningless, it is not easy to see why we should

not have :
" ye will begin to stand without,—to say " (Luke

1325- 26), and "begin not to say" (Luke 3^). This was, of course,

very little different from the mere " ye will stand,—say,"

" say not.'* When we find in Matt. 3^ /mtj So^rjre \e<yeiv in

place of fiT) dp^rjade Xeyetv in Luke 3^, this is only a constructio

ad sensum variant in better Greek, which could also, however,

^ Aussercanon. Paralleltexte, iii. 9.
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have been expressed in Aramaic. Even in Luke 14^, where

Cod. D has omitted ap^7j, there is liardly any real difl'erence

in the feehng of the writer between clp^y—Karexecv, " thou

shalt begin to take," and the simple " thou shalt take." Still

it may here be recalled that strangely enougli the Hebrew
7Sin is in most cases rendered in the Targums by "'ip',—as

in the LXX by dp^oixai,—so that ''T^' may thus express the

idea of " acquiescing in, consenting to." See Onk. Deut. 1^'

;

Trg. Josh. V 1V-, Judg. l^^- 3^ igo^ 2 Sam. 1'-\ 2 Kings 5^3

6^. This sense is possible also in Luke 14^.

9. €vdea)<i eu6u^, Trapay^prjixa.

The adverb evdeco^, ev9v<i—the latter being the undisputed

reading in a few passages only—is used by Mark forty-five

times, by Matthew eighteen times, by Luke ^ eight times, and

by John seven times. The synonymous irapaxpij/jia is found

twice in Matthew and ten times in Luke, Matthew and Luke

thus having the adverb for " straightway " with about equal

frequency though only half as often as Mark. In words

spoken by Jesus, evdeuxi (evdv<i) is found Mark 4^ (Matt. 1 3^)

4i-i«- (Matt. 1320)17. (Matt. 1321)20 112. (Matt. 21^)3 (Matt.

2P), Matt. 2429 25l^ Luke 12^^ 14^ 17^ 2P. Salkinson has

recourse here to terms for " suddenly, quickly," such as Vy}^,

nr v:"}}, dnhq, nnno iv, or to the verb inp. Delitzsch, too, has

sought by various Hebrew expressions to do justice to the

awkward evdewq. Eesch has frequently expelled it from

the text, but has occasionally used Dxns. The Old Testa-

ment has, in fact, nothing corresponding. It is true also

that the rabbinic literature does not exhibit any such usage

ivith the same frequency ; but there can be no doubt that its

common use of Tp, "V fo 2 represents the Aramaic prototype

presupposed by the evangelists; see j. Ned. 41°; j. E. h. S. SS'*;

' In Vofjcl, Zur Charakteiistik des Liikas (23), it is incorrectly stated that

Luku has evO^ui^ only once, elsewhere co7i.stantly irapaxpnii-o..

- This aiipcars more appropriate than p.'?, which, cspociially in conjnnction

\\h\\ ly'x or 1, nsnally stand.s lor "as soon as.'
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Vay. E. 22 ; Jems. I. Gen. l^, Ex. lO^^; Hebr. j. Pes. 33=^ (his)
;

Ab. z. iv. 4. This T.p does not mean " suddenly," but '• without

delay, forthwith, immediately thereafter," agreeably with the

sense of €v9v<; and irapa-x^pij/jia in the Gospels. It can gener-

ally be substituted where these occur.^ That Matthew and

Luke restricted its use is conceivable enough. Its excessive

frequency in Mark must depend on the particular predilec-

tion of the author, and is due probably to Greek rather

than Jewish-Aramaic influence.

10. irpoacoTTOv.

Kara irpoawTTov nvo^;, " in presence of any one," Luke 2^^,

Acts 313, cf. LXX 1 Chron. 28^ ('r^b). The phrase, however,

is also proper to classical Greek, and is therefore no Hebraism.

In Hebrew ''^ip might also be used, as in 1 Sam. 25^^; in

Aramaic, "'3^^ ^V or ^Q>?3, Gram. d. j.-pal. Aram. 183.

irpb TrpoacoTTov rivo'?, " before any one," is found in an Old

Testament citation Mark 1^ Matt. 11^'' (Luke 7^^), in allusion

to an Old Testament phrase Luke 1"*^, in narrative Luke 9°^

10\ It corresponds to the Hebrew \J^?. Theodotion, how-

ever, uses this phrase to reproduce ??P.^, Dan. 2^^ (LXX

evavTLov). One must not therefore necessarily predicate a

Hebrew derivation for rrpo irpoo-Mirov (which Luke also em-

ploys in Acts 13^^), although the idiom is a Hebraism.

D"TP would be the Aramaic equivalent in Luke 9^^, Acts 13-*.

The same applies to airo irpoaocnrov, used by Luke,

Acts 3^^ 5*^ 7*^ It is an obvious Hebraism modelled on

"•jspo. But Paul also employs it 2 Thess. I'' with no Hebrew

prototype, and Theodotion has anro irpocrwirov in Dan. 7^, and

the kindred e'« irpoaonrov in Dan. 2^^ G'-''', as rendering for

Dip jo, which w^ould be the term to fill the place of Luke's

airo 'TTpocrcoTTOv.

iirl irpoacoTrov irdorj^ rfj^ jPj^ occurs in an utterance of

^ Perhaps with exception of Luke 19'' where Trapaxpdf^-a. used by the narrator

himself must mean "suddenly, unexpectedly."
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our Lord, reported by Luke (21^^) for " upon the whole earth "
;

cf. Acts 17^° eVl 7ravTo<i irpoawTTov rrj'i 7^9. This corre-

sponds to the Hebrew \J2 ^y ; cf. Jer. 25^6 nmsn ••ja hv, LXX
eVt TrpoacoTTov t?}9 7^9. The Targums usually render the

phrase literally by "'^^? bv. But it may be questioned whether

this was idiomatic Aramaic ; t^^'P ''S^? pV does occur Vay. E. 24,

but this is intended to mean " upon the surface of the water."

A mere " upon " would scarcely have been expressed in this

way. Luke has therefore in this instance made use of a

Hebraism.

On the other hand, it is no mere Hebraism when Luke

(20^^) employs Xa/ju/Sdveiv irpoaajTrov Ttvo<;, for which Mark

(12^*) and Matthew (22^^) put /SXeVety et9 irpoa-coiTov Tipo<i.

The Hebrew equivalent is '3 ''33 Nb'3, e.g. Lev. 19^^ Onkelos

has '^^5 3Dp, and this occurs also j. Sanh. 29* pSN' |ii' 3pj.

Thus the expression is also Aramaic. Its complete absorption

into the Hellenistic idiom appears from the formation of the

substantives 7rpoawTro\riiJb^\ria, Eom. 2^^, irpoacoiroXij/jiTTTi]';,

Acts 10^^ A substantially different meaning belongs to

psx "130, p3X "i?ipN*, which Levy in both his dictionaries puts

alongside of irpocraiiTov Xajx^dveiv. The former is not the

term for " to be partial to," but means " to regard favourably,

to give heed to," see Targ. Jerus. I. Gen. 3220; b. Taan. 23^
and for the expression PSN "inp, " a glance," Vay. K. 5.

arrjpL^etv ro Trpocrooirov with Infinitive is used by Luke

(951) f(^^. «ty set one's face towards." This is the LXX
expression for the Hebrew DV? ^'V', c-ff- Jer. 2P^. Onkelos

has rendered this phrase literally by ps^' ""^.t^' in CJen. 31-\

in wliich passage the LXX lias varied the rendering; but

this literal rendering is avoided by the Targum in Jer. 21^°,

Ezek. 6^. On the other liand, the synonymous ^^^^ i^J is

literally translated in tlie LXX by SiSovai ro TrpoacoTrop,

2 Chron. 20'', Dan. 10^'. In view of 3 'T^y 2n^, "he turned

his eyes upon," b. Sabb. 34"*, ? psx an"; cannot, of course,

be quite impossible. But in the metaphorical sense repro-
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sented in Luke 9^^ such an expression cannot be authenticated.

Luke makes an inexact application of a Hebraism known to

him through the Greek Old Testament.

Very exceptional is Luke 9^^ to 'rrpoawrrov avrov rjv

'rropevofxevov et? 'lepova-aXrjfx. The sense is, " he was minded

to repair to Jerusalem." Eesch compares Ex. 33^^ and

2 Sam. 17^^, in which latter passage the LXX has the same

phrase. But in that case the meaning of Q"'?>n ^"'JQ is, " (if)

thou thyself goest (not)," a sense quite inapplicable in Luke.

In 2 Sam. 17^^ the Targum has rendered I'^s by ^^, "thou,"

and therefore had no exact equivalent at hand. Hence this

phrase of Luke is, like the preceding, a Hebraism incorrectly

used, and incapable of imitation in Hebrew. Luke 9^^ refers

back to ver. 51. The phrase there used, to irpoawrrrov avrov

ia-T7]picrev rov iropeveaOat eU 'lepouaaX'^fi, ought properly to

have been repeated. The expression in ver. 53 is a faulty

abridgment of the complete locution. It agrees with the

habit of Luke, pointed out by Vogel,^ to use some expression

that slips from his pen a second time after a short interval,

and then perhaps never again.

11. ivwiTLOV?

evMiriov, used by the Hellenists in imitation of such

Hebrew expressions as \3Sc', ''3''yp, is absent from Matthew

and Mark, occurs once in John, and in Luke's Gospel about

twenty times. Its use in Luke, and likewise in Paul and in

the Apocalypse, merely proves the predominant influence of the

Greek dialect represented by the LXX, but is no testimony

in favour of a Semitic primary gospel, still less in favour of

a Hebrew or an Aramaic form of the latter. The inferences

based on this point by Blass ^ are hasty. According to Deiss-

mann, indeed, Neue Bibelstudien, 40 f. ( = Bible Studies

^ Th. Vor/el, Zur Charakteiistik dcs Lukas Dach Spraclie und Stil (1897),

27 f.

^ J. Vorsiius, op. cit. ii. 214 ; D. Schilling, op. cit. 129.

^ F. Blass, Evangelium secundum Lukani, xxii.
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[T. & T. Clark], p. 213), the word belongs to "profane" or

non-ecclesiastical Greek.

1 2. Kol iyei'ero, iyevero Se}

The expression koI iyevero or iyevero Se is used to intro-

duce an added definiteness to an action about to be reported.

It is found six times in Matthew,—five of these being in the

phrase kul iyevero ore irekecrev (crvvereXeaev),—four times

in Mark, forty-two times in Luke, hd is entirely absent from

John. The formula corresponds to the Hebrew '•ni'l,^ and

occurs also in 1 ]\Iacc., Bel and the Dragon (LXX and

Theod.), Judith (not in Tobit), Apocalypse of Baruch,

2 Esdras, and rarely in the Books of Enoch and Jubilees

;

but it has decidedly no Aramaic equivalent.^ Even in biblical

Aramaic it is already unfamiliar, and in the post-biblical Jev/ish

Aramaic it has entirely disappeared. The rendering of Ti'') l)y

''')ni, which the Targums adopt, is clearly not endorsed by the

spoken Aramaic. The Aramaic Scroll of the Hasmon?eans

in its present form begins, indeed, with the words ''^i''? nini

D3Vp;x, " and it came to pass in the days of Antiochus." But

when it proceeds with nin ?i"'i?ni 2~\_ T]P0, this cannot be trans-

lated " there was a great and mighty king," because Antiochus

himself is the king in question. On the contrary, the words

••nvn nini^ probably an imitation of Esth. 1^, and not attested,

moreover, by all the authorities for the text, must be deleted,

so that tliis instance has also to be eliminated. Any one

desiring to collect instances in favour of a Hebrew primitive

gospel would liave to name in the first rank this Kal iyevero.

Moreover, it must be observed that it is plainly Luke who

makes so frequent use of the phrase, and that, too, through-

1 J. Vorstius, op. cit. ii. 168-172 ; D. Schilling, op. cit. 163 f. ; Th. Vogcl,

Zur Charakteristik des Lukas, 4f).

- See F. E. Koul'i, Syntax ilcr lulir. Spradie, §§ 341s, 370.

^ Kal iyifCTO is fouiul, iiulccd, Dan. 3" in Tlicod., but Jiot in llir Ain.niaic
;

similarly 3"^ LXX in the transition I'loin the interpolated Song of the Three

Children to the Canonical Text.
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out both his writmgs, not, as might be expected, exchisively

or chiefly in his initial chapters, for which many postulate

a Semitic original. Even the " We-sections," for which,

hitherto at least, critics have not assumed a Semitic original,

are not without it ; see Acts 2V- ^ 27^^ 288- ^l It is further

to be remarked that the discourses of Jesus, which might

well have aflbrded occasion for the use of the phrase, hardly

ever contain it. As these are reported in Matthew it is not

found at all,—in Mark it occurs only in 4*, where, however,

the parallel passages Matt. 13^ Luke 8^ omit it; in Luke

only in 16^2 and 19^^ while Paul in an address uses it

twice, Acts 2 2^- ^l Facts like these forbid the assumption of

a Hebrew original as the necessary source of the phrase.

13. iv Tu> with the Infinitive}

The infinitive preceded by iv rw and followed by the

subject of the clause is used by Matthew only once (13*),

and likewise only once by Mark (4^) in the parallel passage.

Luke, on the other hand, has it twenty-five times, sometimes

with Kal iyeveTo, sometimes independently, and not confined

to any one section of the Gospel; John never has it.

Examples: iu tw airecpeiv avrov, Matt. 13"^ (Luke 8^
Mark 4*) ; ev ru> vTroarpicfyeiv tov 'Irjaovv, Luke 8^'^

; iv tco

yeveadat ri-jv ^(cvrjv, Luke 9^^. This construction, which

Blass records as an Aramaisni,^ has been formed by the

LXX, after the model of the Hebrew ? with the infinitive

;

see, e.g., Gen. 38^8 Hrin^n ; LXX iv rw rUreiv avrr'iv. The

Targums similarly copy it (Gen. 38^8 Onk. i^l^''??), but in

the spoken Aramaic it is wanting. Once, however, the

biblical dialect (Dan. 6-^) has the kindred construction of

the infinitive with 3. The particle I? (''Ir') with finite verb

or participle is the substitute employed on the whole most

^ J. Vorstius, op. cit. ii. 1G3-166 ; D. ScUlUncj, oji. cit. 162 ; F. Blass,

Graniin. d. neutestamentl. Griechisch, 232.

- Evang. sec. Lucam, xxii.

3
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frequently; see Dan. G"- ^^ and Gramm. d. j.-pal. Aram. 185.

Onkelos puts this particle when the Hebrew text has the

infinitive with 3 ; see Gen. 29^3 ]2b Vbfp ; Onk. 1?S vrpf ns.

The construction ev Ta> occurs in the discourses of Jesus

as given in Matthew, ]\Iark, and Luke only in the instance

.

eV Tw aireipeiv, which is common to all three, and elsewhere

only in Luke 10^^ 19^^. Tliere is thus no ground for

maintaining that it originally belonged to the language of

Jesus Himself. Besides, where it does occur, it may easily be

traced to the Aramaic construction with ^3. Here, too, as

a narrator, Luke shows himself partial to Hebraising

formulae.

1 4. The emphasising of the Verb hy means of its cognate

Substantive}

It is a mere repetition of the text of the LXX which is

written in the citations, Matt. 13^* (of. Mark 4^^) uKofi

aKovaere, /SA-eVoyre? /SXeirere; Matt. 15'* (Mark 7^'^) Oavdrw

reXevjuTw ; Acts 7^^ l^oiv elSov. The only instance that

occurs independently of the Old Testament text in the

discourse of Jesus is einOv^La iTredufirjaa, Luke 22^^; cf.

Acts 4}"^ E, cnreiXfj uTreiXtja-oofxeda ;
5^^ irapayyeXia irapriy-

fyelXap-ev] 23^* dvadefiaTt dveOefjLario-a/jLev ; John 3^^
X^P?"

X^-^'p^''-
^^ allied usage is e<^o^i'}6r]aav (po^ou fieyav, Mark

4*^, Luke 2^
; e^aprja-av X'^pav fieydXrjv, Matt. 2^''.

The Hebrew mode of emphasising the finite verb by

adding its infinitive or cognate substantive, though still

frequent in 1 Maccabees (see above), is in the Palestinian

Aramaic of the Jews—apart from the Targums—quite un-

known. The solitary example of its use is the terminus

technicals of the Kabbinic schools in the Palestinian Talmud,

-i;p "ii3Dp, "lie gave it as his opinion,"]. Erub. 18*^; j. Yom.

42°; j. Keth. 28''. Apart from this, it is never uscd.^

^ Joh. Vorslius, o\i. cit. ii. 177-193 ; D. Schillinrj, op. tit. 165(1.

- See my Graiimi. d. j.-pal. Araiii. 226.
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Hence we must not assume that Jesus was in the habit of

usino- it. In Luke 22^^ the allusion to the LXX rendering

of nri2p33 tib23, "thou hast greatly longed for," Gen. 3V^,

will have originated with the narrator. As the Synoptists

do not use it anywhere else, while John has it only once, it

is clear that an original in classical Hebrew need not be

postulated as its source. Nor is it at all necessary to assume

any such antecedent in the case of (f^o^elu (fio^ov fjiejav and

'^aipeiv x^P^^ iMejdXrjv, since reference to the LXX ex-

pressions for n^inj nxn^. ni;^, Jonah 1^^ and rh)i: nmb' npt\

Jonah 4^, fully suffices for elucidation.

15. elvat vAtli the Participle.

It is an established principle in regard to the Hebrew

of the Old Testament that the union of n;n with the participle

is quite permissible, even where there is no question of

the continuance of an action.^ In post-biblical Hebrew this

became a very common construction when the reference is

to the past.2 This result was brought about by the influence

of the Aramaic, as may be seen from the usage prevalent so

early as the biblical dialect of Aramaic.^ One example^

from j. Ber. 2^^ will demonstrate how extensively the Galilean

dialect can make use of this form : njn n| >:m: i? bx^DK' ^3"i

.... - : • T •• : • ~ T-:- t t -:- • |* - : • t-: t • ; •• t

ia ypET nim ny ^iP itni np nini yntr np nin ri^n n^ayncb s>qp

n^n3i"—" When Eabbi Samuel bar Nachmani went down to

settle the leap year, he found hospitality with Jacob the

grain merchant; and Eabbi Ze'era hid himself among the

hampers that he might hear how he read the Shema, and (he

observed that) he kept repeating it over till he fell asleep."

^ KUnig, Syntax der liebr. Sprache, § 2395, c.

2 A . Geiger, Lehr- uud Lesebuch zur Sprache Mischnah, i. 39 f. ; J. H
Weiss, Mischpat leschon ha-Mischna, 88.

^ E. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram. 141; K. Marti, Kurzgef. Gramm.

der bibl.-arara. Siirache, 104 f.

* Text according to Lehniann's edition.
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The Synoptists make use of this idiom exclusively in

the narrative coupled with rjv and rjaav, but do not report

it among the words of Jesus, which contain only once eaovrai

with the participle, Luke 17^\ The Gospel of John has

rjv with the participle only once (3^^). There is consequently

no ground for attaching, as Blass ^ does, special significance to

the fact that in the Acts (22^^--'^) the construction occurs

twice in a discourse of Paul which was delivered in Aramaic,

while in the second half of the Acts the construction is

notably rarer than in the first half. But it must be remarked,

as a very striking circumstance, that the construction is

absent from the discourses of Jesus, although the parables

might well have furnished occasion for the use of it.

The frequent use of the present tense in narrative in the

Gospel of Mark is regarded by W. C. Allen, " The Original

Language of the Gospel ace. to St. Mark " (Expos., 6th

ser., vi. 436 ff.), as an Aramaism, on the ground that it goes

back to the Aramaic use of the participle instead of the

finite verb. But the secular Greek also allows the use of a

present in historical narrative, and that not only in more

extended passages for the sake of vivid presentation, but also

in detached instances throughout the context of the narrative.

Mark's fondness for the present tense is an individual trait,

like his constant use of evOew^.

It appears, then, from the foregoing that we must class

as distinct Aramaisms the redundant a^et? (KuraXiTrajv) and

Vp^aTo, as well as the adverb €v6v<; (irapa^pw^^)- JL'lie use

of elvai, with the participle to represent a historic tense is

Aramaic rather than Hebrew. The redundant use of eXOoov,

KaOi(Ta<;, eaTO)^, dvaard<i (i'yepOei'i) belongs equally to Aramaic

and Hebrew. The genuine Hebraisms are the phrases con-

nected with irpoacoirov, the construction iv r(p with the

infinitive, the emphasising of the verb by its cognate sub-

^ Blass, Evang. sec. Lucam, xxi.
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stantive, and the formuhie kuI i'yivero, €\d\o]a€v Xeycov,

(iTTOKpLdet'; elrrev.

As regards the distribution of these, the distinct Arama-

isms, except d^et?, which Luke avoids, are represented in all

three Synoptists. Further, the idioms with iXdcov, Ka6i(Ta<;,

iaTot)<i, dvaa-Ta'i {eyepOei^), and elvaL with the participle are

common to them all without exception, and these idioms are

possible Aramaisms. The genuine Hebraisms are almost ex-

clusively peculiarities of Luke's Gospel. Kal ejevero also

is used predominantly by Luke ; it is only drroKpiOei'i, which

is of uncertain origin, that is to be found in all the Synoptists,

and is even employed by John, who almost entirely avoids

the other Hebraisms and Aramaisms. The Acts of the

Apostles agrees in linguistic peculiarities with the Gospel of

Luke.

The idioms discussed above are marks principally of the

narrative style of the evangelists, and in the discourses of

Jesus are to be looked for only in so far as these contain

narrative, as in the parables. They show at once the in-

correctness of Schmiedel's contention,^ that the narrative

style of the Gospels and the Acts is the best witness of the

Greek that was spoken among the Jews. The fact is that

the narrative sections of the Synoptists have more Hebrew

features than the discourses of Jesus communicated by them.

In the discourses of Jesus, then, it is the distinct

Aramaisms, except a^et?—accidentally absent perhaps—that

are found, and also the possible Aramaisms iXdcov, KadLaa<;,

ecrrco'i, dvaarca. Only in Luke—and even there quite

sporadic— are to be found elvai with the participle, the

specifically Hebrew eirl irpoacoTrov, and the emphasising of

the verb by its cognate substantive ; and similarly, almost

confined to Luke, iv rw with the infinitive. Luke, too, is the

reporter of the Hebraism koI eyevero, which, apart from

Mark 4^, occurs in the words of Jesus only in Luke 16^^ 19^^.

^ Winer's Gramraatik der neutestamentliclien Sprachidiome, § 4. l^.
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etTrev—Xeycov stands only in Mark 12^*^, in a saying of our

Lord.

As for aTroKpi6eC<i, which should perhaps be regarded as

a Hebraism, it is found in the parables of the Two Sons,

Matt. 212sff-; the Ten Virgins, Matt. 2b^^- ; the Intrusted

Talents, Matt. 2b^^^-; (but not in Luke ID^^*^-); ^^^ description

of the Last Judgment, Matt. 25^^*^-; in the parable of the

Importunate Friend, Luke ll"'*^-; in the answer after the

door has been shut, Luke 13^^; and in the parable of the

Prodigal Son, Luke 15^^*^- It is wanting, however, where it

might have been expected, in the parables of the Tares in

the Field, Matt. l-S^^^-; the Unjust Steward, Luke IG^^-; the

Eich Man, Luke 1^^^^-
; and the Vineyard, Luke 209^-

Again in this connection it is seen that the Hebraisms

proper are special characteristics of Luke. There is reason,

therefore, for a closer scrutiny of the style of this evangelist

with its wealth of Hebraisms. In the examples already

adduced, the fact of their occurrence is not more remarkable

than the fact that each individual Hebraism occurs so seldom.

If Luke had worked in dependence upon a Llebrew original,

then such idioms must have occurred much more frequently

than they do, for he does not shrink from using those

Hebraisms which are most foreign to the feeling of the

Greek language. Can the few cases of tlie Hebraistic use

of irpoawTTov have slipped from his pen by mere inadvertence,

while in general he studiously avoided this Hebraism ?

Other data of a like import may be mentioned. Only once

(9^^) does lie use tlic quite un-Aramaic phrase fiera rov<i

X0701;? Tovrou<;, Ilebr. <V^i^<} Q''']?"^'?
""Tin^ ; once, too, (V^) Bia

o-T0yC4aTo<?, Hcbr. ""Sa 1—also peculiarly Hebrew. In addition

there fall from his pen such pseudo - Hebraisms as to

Trpuaooirov, 9"^, mentioned above ; iireaKe-y^aTo })/.Ld<; avaroXy

' Luke's peculiarity in using certain phrases only once or twice is pointed

out also by Voqel, Zur Charakteristik des Lukas, 27; and by Blass, Pliilology of

the Gospels (1898), 113 f., 118.
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e^ vyjrov^, 1'^,^ formed entirely after the Greek Bible and

quite impossible to reproduce in Hebrew ; and the phrase,

equally elusive of the translator's art, eV tw avvirXripovaOat

TTjv rjfiepav Tr]<; irevTrjKoaTrj'i, Acts 2^. The frequency of the

Hebraisms used by Luke, especially in the first chapters of

the Gospel, has led de Lagarde - to the very just conclusion

that these chapters have throughout a colouring distinctly

Hebrew, not Aramaic and not Greek. At the same time,

this writer has made no further statement as to tlie origin

of these Hebraisms. Eesch is of opinion that they have

arisen because the chapters were translated from a Hebrew

original, although he himself perceives that the " Hebraisms

and Old Testament Parallels" to Matt. 1. 2, Luke 1. 2, col-

lected by him in " Kindheits-evangelium," 30-56 (half of

which by the way should be deleted), demonstrate primarily

only the close relation that subsists between those chapters

and the Greek Old Testament.^ While Eesch holds Luke him-

self to be the translator, Blass ^ is convinced that Luke was

quite ignorant of Hebrew ; he supposes that Luke had before

him the alleged Hebrew source (which had originated with

one of the priests) in a Greek translation done in the style

of the LXX, and, furtlier, that in those chapters he had

given his own personal style greater scope as he proceeded.

Vogel ^ also adopts a " special source " for the beginning

of Luke's Gospel, but affirms that his investigation had

not disclosed any sharp distinction in point of style be-

tween the beginning and the rest of the book. Hence the

assumption of a Hebrew document as the source for Luke 1. 2

must at any rate be held as still unproved ; and it might

even be maintained that the strongly marked Hebrew style

of those chapters is on the whole due not to the use of

' See Fundamental Ideas, VIII. 10. - Mitteilungen, iii. 345.

" The variations in the text of the Greek should remove the intrinsic proof

fur tlie Hebrew original.

* Evangelium sec. Lucam, .Kxiii ; cf. Philology of the Gospels, 195.

^ Zur Charakteristik des Lukas, 32 f.
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any primary source, but to Luke himself. For here, as in

the beginning of the Acts, in keeping with the marvellous

contents of the narrative, Luke has written with greater

consistency than usual in biblical style, intending so to do

and further powerfully affected by the " liturgic frame of

mind " of which Deissmann ^ speaks. The correctness of

our view as to tlie Hebraisms of Luke is corroborated by

the Grsecisms which also flow from his pen. As a Grsecism,

^.g., must be characterised the form of address dvOpcoire, Luke
520 1214 2258. 6o_ Delitzsch, Salkinson, and Eesch avail them-

selves here of '^'^^^"t|i, though such an address is rare and in

the passages concerned quite unsuitable. The same holds

good of the form of address avBpe<i dSe\(f)oi which Luke likes

to use in the Acts (229 7^ IS^^ IS^-i^ 22^ 23^-^ 28i^). Any
one familiar with Jewish literature knows that Q'^ns* D'^C^'^S

may, indeed, stand for " people, who are brothers," Gen.

13^, but cannot be used as a form of address. A Jew

speaking to Jews regularly addresses them as I^D^, " our

brethren," j. Yom. 43^
; j. Taan. 65^^

; j. Kidd. 64°; Taan. ii. 1,

«^nN; while David, 1 Chron. 28^, says to the people 'm 'D^,

" my brethren and my people "
; and this is made a precedent

for every Israelitish king, Tos. Sanh. iv. 4.

And, finally, let the following points be noticed. The

betrayer, according to Blass, was called ^KapicoO by Luke

(616 223), agreeing ^^t^ Cod. D 6^^; Tischendorf, Tregelles,

Westcott-Hort -pveier ^lo-KapicoO, 6i*^; 'laKapLooTTjv, 22^. In

any case, Luke was ignorant of the form ninp &^ (see

under No. V.). The result of the investigations into the

Hosanna cry detailed later- tends to show that Luke failed

to understand this also. It is again probably a misinter-

pretation when he assigns to Bapvd^a<i, Acts 4?*^, the meaning

fto9 TrapaKkijaeoj'i,— with the explanation of which I too

have wrestled,^— wliile we seem to have to do with the

^ Bibelstudien, 71 [Eiig. tr., j). 76]. - Fundamental Ideas, VIII. 9.

^Giaiiini. d. jiid.-ind. Aram. 142.
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Palmyrenian name 13J"13, " son of Nebo " (cf. tlie Palmyrenian

names bnn:, 121)2), Kipuj), as Deissmann^ has correctly recog-

nised. In regard to Luke's tradition of the voice at the

Baptism and at the Transfiguration, and for his use of iral^,

Acts 3*, see Fundamental Ideas, IX. 3. If these observations

be correct, it follows that an immediate use by Luke of

Semitic sources must be pronounced highly improbable. If

he were born a Greek, as must be admitted on other

grounds,^ such use, moreover, can hardly be imagined.

If, then, in the case of that Synoptist who is most

guilty of Hebraisms, these are due, in most cases, at least,

to the author himself,^ and should properly be called

" Septuagint - Grtecisms," the probability is that the same

should apply to the other Synoptists as well. Let it suffice

merely to recall the phrase Kal iyevero on iriXeaev {crvv-

erekeaev), used five times by Matthew, who, apart from this,

has Kol iyevcTo only once (9^°), in agreement with Mark 2^^

The way in which this expression is used shows beyond

question that it originated with the author of our first

Gospel. This applies likewise to the circumstantial formula,

iva (oTTco?, Tore) irXrjpcoOrj to p7]6ev hid—\eyovro<i, peculiar to

Matthew, and used ten times by him. It sounds very like

Hebrew, and should be compared with the common formula

in ancient Jewish exegesis : '^'^^}^ i^^ Q'i^P, " in order to

establish what was said."'* And yet its formation must be

' Bibelstudien (1895), 177 f.; Neue Bibelstudien (1897), 15 f. [Eng. tr., pp.

309f.,187f.].

2 Th. Vogel, op. cit. 18.

^ Of course it is Luke in his cliaracter as Christian annalist that is here

meant. His manner of speaking and writing on general topics appears in the

preface to the Gospel—a passage which should not be regarded as evidence of

exceptional literary elaboration.

* S. Backer, Die alteste Terminologie der Jiidischen Schriftauslegung (1899),

170. Similar also is the formula introductory to Targum exposition : ^^':^!

iN'a^—n: ^y 1^!?^"], Rom. Machzor (Bologna, 1540), Schebuoth, and the formula

in the Kiddush after Seder Rab Amram, i. 10^ : n'lyt? nn 'sp T\rj^ n."?'? niaxrt na-na

^ipix, " according to the word which is spoken in the songs of Thy might by the

mouth of David Thy righteous anointed."
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ascribed to the Greek-writing author, a position which even

Eesch, Kindheits-evangelium, 19 ff., does not venture to gain-

say. Thus these Hebraisms of Matthew are also in reality

due to the influence of the Greek Bible (Greek Biblicisms).

And what is to be thought of the 'Jcr/captaiT?/? or 'la-Kapioid

in Matthew and Mark ? And of the viol /3povTrj<;, Mark 3^'',

which may indeed be connected in a way with the strange

term Boavrjpye^,^ but is in no sense an accurate translation

of it ? It seems quite a Hebrew trait when in Matt. 26^''

(Mark 14^^) the day on which the Passover lamb was slain

is called "the first day of unleavened bread" (Luke 22'^

even has " the day of unleavened bread ") ; and yet no

" Hebraist " would have specified that day in this manner,

quite apart from the fact that the designation " Feast of

unleavened bread " was uniformly replaced among the Jews

in later times, at least, by the name " Passover."

It will suffice here to have shown meanwhile that the

Hebraisms of the Synoptists, though undeniably present,- do

not constitute the proof of a Hebrew original ; that, on the

contrary, the thesis is justified that the fewer the Hebraisms,

the greater the originality ;
^ the more numerous the Hebra-

isms in any passage, the greater the interference of Hellenistic

redactors. It must bo noted that the Jewish Aramaic

current among the people was considerably freer from Hebrew

influence than the Greek wliich the Synoptists write, and

also that in tlic rabbinical sphere the special religious termin-

ology—even in the case of recurring Hebrew formulae

—

exhibits a striking independence of the Old Testament.*

* See Gran\ni. d. juil.-pal. Aram. 112, and {i. '19 in tliis vohnnc.
^ Franz BditzscJi's verdict, "The Shcmitic woof of the N.T. Hellenism is

Hebrew, not Araiiiain " (The Hebrew New Testament, 31), is not without founda-

tion, but still is not tlio connect conclusion.

3 Cf. above, p. 19 f.

* Our Lord's manner of speech, therefore, is not a final test of His literary

knowleilge. A. Meyer, Jesu Muttersprache, 56, diseusscs this point with too

much hesitancy. If Jerome expressly testifies that all the Jews of his time

knew tlic Hebrew Old Testament, t'()uld Jesus liave been less famili;ir witli it ?
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V. Alleged Peoofs of a Primitive Hebrew Gospel

(Urevangelium).

As the most effectual means of ascertaining the limits,

content, and language of alleged Semitic sources of the Gospel,

Eesoh,^ especially, has recently indicated and sought to apply

the method of tracing back to one Semitic term the several

variants of a word in the Gospel text, as these may occur

throughout the entire tradition within and without the

Gospels. Wherever in the Synoptists he found such a

retracing of the variants to a Semitic expression practicable

throughout, he was led consistently enough to adopt a Semitic

primary source containing the entire synoptic material, and

even something in addition to it. This source, in his opinion,

was written in Hebrew, and may be divided into the two

documents VVJ-;. ninj'ii^, " The Gospel of the Childhood," and

J;Vt^". nn^, "The Sayings of our Lord." Eecently this all-

embracing source of the Gospels has been published by him

tentatively in Hebrew and Greek under the title " Die Logia

Jesu" (1898).2 The tlu-ee Synoptists, according to this theory,

have merely made a different selection and arrangement of

the same Hebrew material to which all alike had access.

They cannot rank as independent authors. This conclusion

has nowhere met with approval, and rightly. Even the

method by which it was reached was wrong.^

The fact that Greek synonyms may often be traced back

See S. Kravss, The Jews in the Works of the Church Fathers, Jew. Quart.

Rev. vi. (1894) 231 f. If a Hellenistic-Jewish mother and grandmother

initiated Timothy from his childhood into the knowledge of the Holy Scripture

(2 Tim. 3^5, cf. 1^), despite the fact that his father was a heathen, it follows that

at least as much should be expected in a " Hebraist " family iu Palestine.

^ A. Resell, Aussercanonische Paralleltexte zuden Evangelien, i.-v., Leipzig,

1893-97.

2 Besides the large edition, with notes in support of its readings, a smaller

lias also appeared, containing the Hebrew narrative without comment.
^ It seems almost superfluous to repeat the condemnation of this method, as

it has already been often enough insisted on by Resch's reviewers with gTati ly-

ing unanimity ; see especially Ad. Jiilichei; Gott. Gel. Anz. 1S0(J, i. 1-9.
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to one Hebrew word, though sometimes several Hebrew

synonyms also may be discovered, in no way proves that

a Hebrew word really lies behind the Greek synonyms.

One might almost as well name an Aramaic or an Arabic

word, and then in the same way proceed to argue an

Aramaic or Arabic original. The numerous proofs offered

by Eesch in favour of a Hebrew original—in se far as

they are purely of this character— are therefore quite

devoid of cogency. Only in the case of striking deviations

among the variants could a testimony in favour of a Semitic

original be inferred with some degree of certitude, provided

there was found a Semitic term which perchance so solved

the problem of the divergent readings, that the one appears,

with good reason, to be a misunderstanding easily possible,

the other the correct interpretation of the Semitic expres-

sion. Even then, however, it would remain questionable

whether the divergent readings had not arisen through other

causes, so that it is only by accident that a Semitic term

appears to account for the deviation. This must indeed

be always the most plausible supposition, when one reflects

that the direct use of Semitic written sources, even by the

authors of our Gospels, is doubtful, and at any rate not

yet proved; further, that at a later date such wi-itings

could have been read by only a very few in the Church

—even a Palestinian like Justin understood no Hebrew

;

that in regard to a later circulation of Greek versions of

a Semitic primitive gospel equal uncertainty prevails, for

the statement of Papias in regard to Matthew's translation

of the Logia must not be referred to written works of this

class ; and that, finally, it is much more likely tliat extra-

canonical gospels, gospel harmonies, translations, and popular

expositions in common use influenced the form which the

text assumed in the course of its transmission, than that

siich an iTilhience was exerted by tlic after-effects of the

alleged Semitic original document. A fundamental error
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in Eesch, and also in other biblical critics of our time,

appears to me to be a marked depreciation of the capacity

of the authors of the historical books of the Bible, who

are treated too much as mere redactors and mechanical

copyists or translators of source documents, and a not less

exaggerated estimate of the precision of subsequent copyists,

translators, and quotations of such books, which has gone so

far that sometimes the most extravagant excess of an un-

scrupulous transcriber is, just because of its extravagance,

pronounced to be the original reading, or the later correction

of the author himself.

It is not possible to discuss here all that is advanced

by Eesch in favour of a Hebrew primitive gospel, and yet

the inadequacy of his proofs must be demonstrated at this

point, so as to place it beyond doubt that we are well

entitled in our investigations to leave the Hebrew out of

consideration, even despite the fact that a written source in

Hebrew might possibly have been the intermediary between

the words of Jesus spoken in Aramaic and the Gospels

written in Greek. I therefore adduce chiefly such instances

as those of which Eesch, in opposition to Arnold Meyer,^

has asserted that " they supply evidence distinctly against

Aramaic, and as distinctly in favour of Hebrew as the

original language of the V^^^. '''?.}1." It will then appear

that the evidence of these passages, to say the least, is

invariably susceptible of, and not infrequently demands,

a very different interpretation.

In Luke 9^^ Eesch commends Salkinson's rendering of

Ti ux^eKelrai by ^V? ^"Q, on the ground that the variants ri

Kep8o<i, Tt 6(f)€\o^ are thereby accounted for. Now, this

phrase J^V? -^P, borrowed by Salkinson from Gen. 37^*^, is,

in view of Ps. 30^*^, admissible in this passage. But the

variants given above admit of explanation without the help

of a Semitic original.

^ Aussercanou. Paralleltexte, iv. 221.
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In Luke 1 0^ Resch finds it noteworthy that the labourer,

according to Luke, is worthy of " his hire " (tov [xiaOov

avTov)
; according to Matthew, however, of " his mainten-

ance " (tt}? rpocprj'i avrov). The former, he holds, originates

from Hebrew I'^Pj the latter from n^^nrp, which was read by

mistake for i''n^. But 'T'np cannot possibly be the basis.

The day labourer's " hire " is called in Hebrew invariably

13^', Aramaic ">^^ ;
" maintenance " would indeed be, in biblical

Hebrew, n^np, while the later Hebrew, like the Aramaic,

would use '^9?'!?. And thus any retracing of the two expres-

sions to one term as their source is impossible. Besides, there

is no occasion for such an attempt. The proverb made use

of by Jesus spoke naturally enough of the " hire," because that

properly pertains to the day labourer. In Matthew " main-

tenance " is substituted for " hire," because in the context it

could not be a question of " hire " which the disciples of Jesus

would think of claiming, but merely of their " maintenance."

In regard to Luke 10^^ E. makes the remark that

o 7rotJ](Ta<i TO eX-eo? /xer' avrov, in view of 2 Sam. 2®, is an

"emphatic and pure Hebraism." His point is the use of

/iexa in this phrase. But DV would in this connection be

possible also in Aramaic. According to b. Tam. 32^ King

Alexander gives the advice that he who desires to be loved

among men " should show kindness to men " (QV =i3''D nsy^

KiJ'jx ""ja). Similarly, the Targum has unhesitatingly rendered

2 Sam. 2« by "^^^^ pSffV )\ ^W-- The fact is that Luke may
quite well have simply adapted the LXX expression in

2 Sam. 2«.

In Luke IP R calls attention to the fact that a

" standard Semitic, more precisely Aramaic, original " of the

Lord's Prayer was not transmitted, and maintains that

^3i5n Un7 is presumably the prototype of 6 apro'^ 6 etnovaia.

If E. has discovered the true sense of i'7riovaio<; here, it may

still be asked why Aramaic equivalents, sucli as ^^p^Drp Dnp or

X3:"ipn Dnp, should not equally suffice. E. should rather have
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affirmed still more distinctly that both Luke and Matthew in

this case clearly rely upon a Greek source.

In Luke 12^^ the rich man speaks "to his soul." In

this E. detects a Hebraism. But this is also an Aramaic

idiom, see Gram. d. jiid.-pal. Aram. 84 f.; and it might for

that matter derive its origin equally well from the Greek

Bible.^ The same holds of ra? '^v^a<i v/xcov, Luke 21^^.

In Luke 13^^ R would alter the " teaching in the streets
"

to a " showing of the streets," because he regards the former

as a misinterpretation of the original ^'''lin irnbrnni. But

these Hebrew words would have been correctly rendered by

the meaning expressed in Luke 1 o^*^, namely, " In oui* streets

hast Thou taught." " Our streets or lanes hast Thou shown

us" would have had to be quite differently expressed, and is,

moreover, a strange way of expressing what E. takes to be

the true meaning, " Thou Thyself hast charged us to come

hither." The entire situation, besides, is misunderstood by E.

In Luke 13^^ Ephrem's reading, which treats OdXaacra

as one of the four points of the compass, is adequately

accounted for by its concord with Ps. 107^ and Isa. 49^^.

There is therefore no need to assume for it a special Hebrew

source.^ Besides, the text as altered by E., following Ephrem,

would be no improvement, for no one could say what ^\

should signify in the passage, since the West is previously

specified. But even supposing it to have been uttered by

Jesus through suggestion of Ps. 107^ in that case D'' is

equally no designation of the West, and the Aramaic 2! would

have been quite suitable.

Eor ySm^erat, Luke 1 6^ E. gives as antecedent Vl??, " to

spread out"; and for ^laarat, Matt. 11^^ n)'>")£), "those that

break through." In that case neither evangelist has properly

understood the former expression. But setting aside this

^ Cf. the passages cited by C. A, Briggs, The use of ti's: in the Old Testa-

ment, Journ. Bibl. Lit. xvi. 22 f.

- Resch's proof rests on the consideration that only in Hebrew can c; stand

fur one of the directions, the Aramaic for "West being 3i;;.a.
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assumption, the passage can be fully explained with the help

of the Aramaic ; see " Fundamental Ideas," I. end.

In Luke 22'^ K. believes that the difference between Uie

Synoptic and Johannine dating of the day of the Passion

may be explained by tracing ry irpcoTr] (rifiepa) rwv d^vfxcov

in Matthew and Mark back to the Hebrew riii-sn :n Dip.

This, according to E., should mean " before the Feast of un-

leavened bread," whereas it has been incorrectly understood

of the first day of the feast. Hebrew would thus give an

easier solution than Aramaic. But the mistake is conceivable

only on the part of an " Aramaist " who at the word Dip

thought of VIP., " first," and besides ^1? might mean " before
"

in Aramaic as well. So that the solution through Aramaic

would be more complete. Nevertheless (1) it is in itself

hazardous, and (2) it leads to no result, because the possibility

advanced by Eesch of an anticipatory celebration of the

Passover by Jesus and His disciples is just as incredible

as the more extravagant hypotheses of Chwolson and

Lichtenstein.^

On Luke 22*^ E. remarks that the Lucan conception

TrapeviyKai, and the irapekOeTco of Matthew point back to

the Hebrew lavn ( = i?i^^ or "iii;n). Aramaic, he holds, would

not admit this twofold interpretation, because KDID (read

Sp3), which would be the subject in the second case, is in

that language masculine, not as in Hebrew feminine. But

in the Mishna ^ also did is of the masculine gender, so that

biblical Hebrew would be the only source of the ambiguity.

The variants, however, need by no means be ascribed to a

difference in translation. That the same thought may be

expressed by different writers in different terms, is an ob-

servation so common that it must always be the most natural

supposition in any temperate treatment of textual questions.

In another i)lace ^ Eesch lays some stress on the con-

' J. Lichfois/eiii, Komniciitar zuiii Neucn Testament (Hebr.), Matt. 26^*.

'Pes. X. 2, 4, 7. ^ Aussercanon. Parallel te.xte, iii. 819.
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sideration that from the names of the disciples of Jesus it

may be concluded that there were three languages in use in

their circle. Now there is no doubt that much Greek was

spoken in Palestine.^ But in a period when names of the

most varied origin were in use among the Jews, no con-

clusion can be drawn for any special case. In spite of the

names of Philip and Andrew, it is highly improbable that

there were any " Hellenists " among the Twelve. And even

though all the names of the apostles had been Hebrew

names, there would still be no ground for thinking of special

" Hebraists " as contrasted with " Aramaists." Por Jews in

all ages have borne Hebrew names.

For Boavrjp^e<i, Mark 3^'^, I had pointed out^ Bav7]poy€<i

as i^ossiUy the original reading, without, however, suggesting

a Hebrew source, as forms like ^'p, n.i< are possible in Jewish

Aramaic. E. regards this reading as settled, and treats the

term as Hebrew. The wholly inapt linguistic comments

which he adds to the peculiar oa may here be passed over

;

it is enough to assert that all depends on a conjectural

reading, which is equally capable of explanation through

Aramaic. Further, Jesus could quite well have given a

Hebrew surname to the sons of Zebedee, though He never

spoke in the Hebrew language. Surnames such as l^fi^n in

Talmudic times, and npian "lixo in the Middle Ages, prove

nothing whatever as to the vernacular of those who made

use of these appellations. From the Old Testament it is

apparent that Ze^ehalo^ had been for a long period an

established name among the Jews. And yet it is presumably

either of Aramaic or of North-Palestinian origin. In

^ On this point see Th. Zalm, Einleitung in d. N". Test. i. (1897) 24-51
;

S. Krauss, Griech. u. latein. Lehnworter ira Talmnd, Midrasch und Targuni,

i. (1898) xiii-xxii.

- Gramm. d. jiid.-pal. Aram. 112. I sliould prefer now to assume that either

or a is a gloss, which subsequently found its way into the text, ^ov-q and ^av-q

are equally possible. If Mark desired to signify the Galilean indistinctness of

the a, then o would quite suffice ; oa remains meauingless. If Mark really

wrote oa, his unfamiliarity with Aramaic was the cause.

4
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Palmyra the name occurred in the forms mnt, ''13T, ^mnt,

abiii, njnnr, nnyinr; iu Greek, Zd^ha<;, Za^ZijSrjXo^, Za^BedOr]^;

the Jews had n^T, Ti3T, nai, ^snar, nnnr, innar, in which the

divine names in% n"", ^n correspond to the Palmyrene h)2,

133, nnj,'. Eesch's affirmation ^ of a Hebrew origin of the

name must therefore be seriously restricted.

In regard to Bapdo\ofjbalo<;, Resell makes the comment

that "I? was " usual," even in Hebrew. That is quite

inaccurate. It occm-s in the Old Testament only in Prov. 21^

and Ps. 2^^, and in the latter instance it is doubtless a wrong

reading. It is, on the other hand, significant that the New
Testament names which have "•? in composition are not

accompanied by one single example with |3.

yle/3/3ato9, for which E. twice puts ""S)? (!), should, iu his

opinion, be connected with the Hebrew ^.p,
" heart," since the

bearer of this name was also called OaSBalo^, Mark 3^^ The

latter name E. would derive from the Aram. '^^, " breast-

nipple," ^ which he thinks also denotes the male breast in

Aramaic. The latter contention is incorrect, and proof of

the currency of such names is wanting. In any case '''^^ is

to be taken witli mnn (@6vSd<;) and onin, and is therefore

of Greek extraction, while Ae^/Sato^; corresponds to the

Nabata-an ^mh. Any other derivation would require to be

substantiated. The same individual was probably called in

Semitic ^3^, and in Greek ©euSa?, from which '''^^^ had been

formed. To establisli a more intimate connection between

the two names is unnecessary. The surname Kavavato^

also points, according to E., to a Hebrew origin. But his

derivation from t^Sf^n ig impossible, as i^^^i? is the necessary

counterpart, and that would be an Aramaic nominal form.

If, however, the text l)e altered to Kavvalo^, as seems to

me commendable, tlien the Aramaic ''^?_, " Zealot," is reached

at least as easily as tlie Hebrew i^^..

^ Loc. cit. 822.

- IloUzmann expresses a similar opinion in Conmicntary on the two names.
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1

As for Ma6dalo<;, the case is similar to that of tlic

synonymous Ze^eSaio^. It is the name nTin?^, "inTino, rrric,

which did not appear among the Jews till a late period, and

may be compared with the Palmyrene hnno {MadOajBooX) and

its abbreviation xno (Ma06d<;).

The names i?nV, npj;^, ni^n\_ (nnv), \)V^u (Greek form

liD^D/ l)ut not PD"'::'— so Eesch), ''V give no information

as to the language spoken by those who were so called, so

that ""laKapLOid, 'IcrKapccorr]'; alone remains for consideration.

There is every probability that 'Ia-Kapcco0 without the article

was the original reading, from which arose through mis-

understanding ^I(7Kapi(aTr]<i as well as ^KapicoO and ^fcapico-

tt;?. With 'laKapicod agrees 6 airh Kapvcorov found in

Cod. Sin. John 6"; Cod. D John 12^ IS^-^e 1422^ inas-

much as the former points back to the Hebrew riinp C'''N'

and the latter to the equivalent Aramaic ninpT or ni'np '{cn.

Both may be verified as Jewish usages. There is mentioned,

j. Sabb. 14^ a Christian NSp "iD3 C'^x apy^, b. Sot. 43'^ a r^'^^r]\

i3y -\^3 ex, Ab. iii. 7 an xnima c^'N nrj;i5K, i. Bez. 61'' a omn

••nh C"N*, and further with Aramaic designation j, Ab. z. 42*

nxn^jDD^ST ^2T, Ech. E. Peth. p^apT v:^Sr\\^ The introduction

of the name of the place by means of iP"=i is less common,

as ns>ri j?on ^p^'nax, Midr. Till. 31. 6; ^ipp I?;^^ ^pr, b. Sanh.

108% or by means of p, as nmnm \12 .Tn?3, j. (3rl. 60'^; ^1'^r\)

NniD?3, 1). Tarn. 27^;^ Di5£^'"l1X pT ^I3n3, Corp. Inscr. Sem. ii. 1,

320. But such being the usage, and ninp &i^ being a

common enough form of surname, showing that one with

this name was a " Kariothite," it thus becomes very sur-

^ G. A. Deissmann, Bibelsturlien, 184 [Eng. tr. p. 315], draws attention to

the fact that this is the genuinely Greek name 'Lifiwv. For Hellenists it was
an easy step to substitute this name for Xvfieuv ; in the form po'p it then
found its way into the language of the " Hebraists" also.

- The construction witli ^ appears to have been the one commonly used in

Palestine.

"These periphrases are used by preference when a place-name does not
readily lend itself to the formation of the corresponding Gentilic designation.

Otherwise we should expect titles like Hebr. 'y7ien, Aram. n^"i2V.
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prising that it should liave heeu left untranslated. One

would have expected 6 airo KapiwO, like o airo Kapvcorov

in Cod. D,^ and like John 21^ NaOavarfK 6 airo Kava, just

as Josephus, Bell. Jud. iv. vi. 2, speaks of a certain "Avavo^

aj)aiJLixaov'^, supposing they did not venture to write

6 KapiojOwi or something similar. It is a very plausible

conjecture that 'laKapccoO was already unintelligible to the

evangelist. Some late writer thought of a place "'la-Kcip

or 'lo-Kupia, and therefore formed 'IaKapi(OT7)<;, while the

originator of the text of the Synoptists in Cod. D preferred

^KapicoO and HKapi,(oTT]<i, because he followed a Syrian

exemplar.^

Mistakes of this kind are inconceivable on the part of

one who had before him ninip D"J? in a Hebrew source and

wished to translate it. They explain themselves, however,

if we suppose that ninp c"'X nnirr -was encountered by a

Hellenist in a Greek or Aramaic environment. Even the

latter is quite possible, because such surnames, whether they

were Hebrew or Aramaic in form, usually remained un-

altered without regard to the language being used at the

time; cf. e.g. '''pii"=][' vPv', j- Ab. z. 41"^ in an Aramaic

narrative. As the Hebrew formation with t:'"'X occurs also

in still later periods, it is clear that Hebrew was not neces-

sarily the spoken language where such a surname originated.^

1 K Nestle, Plulologica sacra, 14 f., Expository Times, ix. (1S97-9S), 140, 240,

holds that Cod. D has preserved the original reading of the Johanniue Gospel.

Tlic peculiar ending, liowever, is already in itself an obstacle, as it suggests the

Greek Kapvwros. The suspicion that the Greek reading 'laKapiur-qs lies at the

basis, is not improbable. See, further, F. H. Chase, The S}TO-Latin Text of tlie

Gospels {189.'5), 102 0"., Expository Times, ix. (1897-98), 189, 285 f., who afhrms

a Syriac origin for the reading.

- Syr. Sin. and Pcshita have .\^vi:d, Evangel. Ilieros. ^5s:ln37, Syr. Cur.

KanDOx and nampox.

" The case is probably dilR'rrnt with the later designation of the Jewish

Christians as 'IZ^iwvaioi. Undoubtedly the prevalent opinion is (see recently

G. Uhnwiii, Prot. Real.-Enc.^ under "Ebioniten") that the Christians were

generally known as cjV^n, "poor "among the Jews, or that they themselves

adopted this designation in Palestine. But since the Jews, any more than the

Jewish Christians, did not speak Hebrew, and since this name for the Jewish
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Lastly must be mentioned the utterance of Jesus from

the Cross, Mark lo^^ (Matt. 27^«), to which Eesch^ attri-

butes decisive finality in regard to the language in which

the primary Gospel was written. He is convinced that the

Hebrew form of the utterance represented in Cod. D by

rjXel 7]\€l \afia ^a(^9avei, that is, '^r^:i]V_ no^ ^bx "b^, was the

original. Not till a later date, when Hebrew was no longer

understood, did the Aramaic setting of our present texts

come into being. Eesch attaches importance to the fact

that the Evangel. Hierosol. expressly explains ^^s by \"i^x.

This last consideration means very little. The translator

followed his Greek exemplar and could render 6 ©eo? jxov

only by Ti^N. At all events every Jew who spoke Aramaic

was quite familiar with the word ?^<, which for that very

reason is taken over into the Onkelos Targum without

chanse from the Hebrew text. If Jesus uttered the words

of the Psalm in the Aramaic language, then it was precisely

"hVs that was most naturally to be expected. Thus the

mistake of the people in supposing Elijah summoned, de-

cides nothing as regards the original Hebrew form of the

whole utterance. It is also impossible to see for what

section of Greek - speaking Christians the Hebrew form

should have been replaced by the Aramaic with a view to

easier comprehension. Such Christians, indeed, understood

equally little of both languages, and therefore required the

immediate addition of the Greek equivalent. As the Gospel

of Mark in other cases is peculiar in giving the words of

Jesus as originally pronounced, it may be inferred that the

saying in question was also from the first a constituent part

of this Gospel ; and since the sayings of our Lord communi-

cated by Him in other cases (5*^ 7^*) are given in Aramaic,

then anything different should not be looked for in this

Christians is unfamiliar among the Jews, it is difficult to accept the opinion as

correct. The old derivation from a proper name ''EpLtbv is still the best, though

\ve do not know any proper name of this form.

^ Aussercanon. Paralleltexte, ii. 350.
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case. Whether, then, Jesus uttered the Aramaic ''n?^*. or the

Hebraistic v>?, is in itself of minor consequence. The latter

appears to me to have the greater probability in its favour,

as being the less natural in the Aramaic context. Sup-

posing that this were so, it is then conceivable that to

secure greater uniformity of language, one copyist corrected

-)]\ei into iXwel,^ so that the whole clause should be Aramaic,

while another changed Xefid a-e^a^davel into Xa/id [d]^a(f)-

6avel^ so as to have the whole in Hebrew. From a

statement of Epiphanius, cited by Eesch, it is evident that

the apparent bilingual character of the saying had, in fact,

been remarked upon.

On principles similar to those of Eesch,^ though with

the aid of a very different linguistic equipment, E. Nestle

has also collected evidence in favour of a Semitic source

for our Gospels. He has, however, expressly declared * that

he has not extended the theory of a Hebrew original to the

whole extent of the Lucan writings, nor even decided as to

whether the sources used by Luke were in Hebrew or in

Aramaic. A few remarks may now be made on such of

Nestle's observations as fall within the domain of Hebrew

(excepting, however, meantime his explanation of the reading

ol XoLTToi, Luke 11'^ Cod. D).

In Luke 12^ Blass has adopted into the text the reading

^ iXuei, for which Ensebius, Demonstr. Ev. x. 8, even puts 'EXuel/x instead

of Aaei, I have explained, Gram. d. j.-pal. Ar. ]23, as an echo of the Hebrew

d'hSk. It is more probable, however, that the duller sound of the a is repre-

sented, although this cannot be supported by instances in Palestine during the

earlier period.

' 'J5?iy., transliterated into Greek required d^a<f)6avei, for 6 changes a jirc-

cediiig /3 into ^ ; cf. the x ii o"£;8ax(?aj'ei = 'i?p5v', and Gram. d. j.-pal. Ar. 304.

It is credible enough that those who understood Syriac only should have

again transformed the Hebrew a^a(f>davd into Aramaic, read fac^^aj'ei = 'jripyj,

and then translated ciyeiSto-cij fxe with Cod. D Hark 15"'*. See C/'iasc, The

Syro-Latin Text of the Gospels, 107.

* Of less consequence are the uniiuthodical investigations of//. P. Chajes,

who, in his treatise " JIarkus-Studien " (1899), aims at showing that several

Jfrhrcw editions of the (assumed) Aramaic Legia wcrw used by the Synoptists.

•» Philologica sacra (189G), 55.
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of Cod. D, TToWajv Se o^wv (rvvTrepie^ovrav kukXm oxjje

ak\i'j\ov<i avpTTULyetv, where the common text has, iincTvva'x^-

deiaoiv TO)v /xvpcdSav rod 6^\ov wcne Karairarelv aXKifKov"^.

According to Blass, the latter was the older text of Luke,

the former being the Eoman edition as revised by him.

Now, Nestle is of opinion that Luke first of all misread in

his text nnm, " myriads," but afterwards recognised that

m:n was the right word. But the critic should then have

said what he supposes to represent 6^\o<i in the alleged

source. Can D^3T Q'm have been confused with Q'J?y ni^ai ?

The question, moreover, is concerned not merely with iroWcov

and ixvpidh(ov, but with the complete change in the expression

of the thought, which is to be explained in the context.

It remains, after all, most reasonable to suppose an unde-

sisnincf alteration of the tenour of the whole sentence at

the instance of a scribe who was not in the habit of slavishly

binding himself to his exemplar in non-essentials. N.

himself mentions the possible dependence of the manuscript

on some gospel harmony, Philolog. sacra, 88.

A like conclusion will commend itself in the case of the

readings Luke 22^*^ irXrjpcoO^ of the common text, and /caivov

iSpcodf} found in D and accepted by Blass. In Nestle's

opinion, ^2S\ " to eat," and n^^?, " to complete," have come

into collision; and he notes that the LXX, 2 Chron. 30^2,

has (TvveTekecrav (l!'3'l) in place of the lf'3S'''i of the Massoretic

text.^ In that passage, however, ^??^1 may be the true

readmg, unless "'i'i'^i!', like 3^1 elsewhere, is to be understood

of the offering at the feast. But what has this to do with

Luke 22^^ where the question is concerned not with "eating"

and " completing," but with " eating anew " and " fulfilling "
?

What we here find in Cod. D is merely a variant intended

to explain the awkward irXrjpcodrj, and suggested by Matt.

2629, Mark 1425.

^ According to Philol. sacra, 38, N. uo longer laj's stress on tlie derivation of

the reading from a Hebrew text, though still regarding it possible.
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We cannot accept N.'s observation on ]\Iatt. 27^\

which makes KaTaireracraa depend on a misreading and

mistranslation, and finds the true reading in the Gospel of

the Hebrews, which, by the testimony of Jerome, made

mention, not of the rending of the veil of the temple,

but of the splitting of the lintel. ii^S3, " lintel," he holds,

has been read as '"9'ir',
" curtain." But inpi is nowhere

found as the name for the lintel ; it cannot there-

fore have stood for it in the Gospel of tlie Hebrews,

especially as the latter was written in Aramaic. Perhaps

its account was affected by the later ignorance of the fact

that in the last temple the entrance to the sanctuary was

closed by a curtain of extreme costliness, see Bell. Jud.

V. V. 4. The New Testament expositors also usually neglect

this consideration, so that the question has arisen how it

was possible to observe the rending of the curtain, i.e. the

one in front of the Holy of Holies, to KaraTriraafia rov

vaov is, however, the curtain at tlie entrance to the temple

building, not that before the Holy of Holies, which would

have to be otherwise designated.

The existence of a primary gospel in the Hebrew language

had to be considered antecedently improbable, because no

occasion was discovered for the use of tliis language. And
if we have now succeeded in showing that the special

Hebraisms of the Synoptic Gospels are to all appearance

of Greek origin, that the attempts hitherto made to infer

a Hebrew original from the variants in the Gospel texts

are unsuccessful, and that signs are not wanting to sliow

tliat the authors of our Gospels, in their present form at

least, were not conversant with the Hebrew language, tlien

it will no longer seem hasty if the title of this section

spoke of " allcrjcd proofs of a pi inuli\ e Hebrew gospel."
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VI. Testimonies in favour of a Peimitive Aramaic

GrOSPEL.

Apart from the well-known testimonies in Eusebius, we

have no certain traces of the existence of a primitive gospel

in a Semitic language. It may now be considered an ac-

knowledged fact that Jerome was mistaken, and that he

himself latterly perceived his error in believing that the

original of Matthew in Hebrew still existed in his day.

The various forms of the texts of the Gospels in the Aramaic

lansuag-e, which are now known to us, are derived from

Greek originals. Even the Aramaic Gospel of the Hebrews

used by Jerome was to all appearance the reproduction of

a Greek gospel. We learn incidentally from Eusebius ^ that

the first Palestinian martyr, Procopius, had exercised in

the service of the Christian community of Scythopolis the

threefold office of Scripture-reading, Aramaic ' interpretation

(ep/xrjvela Tr}? Ta)v Xvpcov (J)q)V7]<;), and exorcism. If the

Eeader of a Palestinian congregation was also Aramaic Inter-

preter, it follows that there could not have been in Palestine

about 300 a.d. any Bible in the vernacular of the land.

The reading of Holy Scripture in the Greek language was

accompanied by an oral translation into Aramaic.

According to Eusebius, the Church in his time possessed

a fourfold testimony in regard to a " Hebrew " original of

Matthew, first in the form of a tradition to the effect

that Pantsenus had found such a work in India (Hist. eccl.

V. 10), and next in the form of statements made by Papias,

by Irenteus, and by Origen (Hist. eccl. iii. 39, v. 8, vi. 25).

Eusebius believes that it is throughout the canonical Gospel

of Matthew that is referred to, and could cite in his support

the statements of Irenseus and Origen, who were of the same

opinion. The declaration of Papias, however, is open to

question, and would have had greater weight with us had

^ £. Violet, Die palust. Wilityrer des Eusebius vou Cio.sarca, 4, 7, 110.
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we known in wliut connection it stood in his work. When
he says of Matthew, ra Xoyta avveypd^lraro {avverd^uTo),

one must naturally suppose he meant only a collection of

" sayings." Papias' own work, from which ^I'igen made

this quotation, bore indeed the title XoyLcov KvptuKcov i^i]-

ryr](7ei<;, and contained accordingly expositions of those

" sayings " of our Lord of which Matthew had made a

" Hebrew " collection. Only from the unknown context

might it ijossibly become clear that the work of Matthew

contained anythmg besides dicta. The translator into Syriac,

who straightway put down jv^j:ix for tci Xoyia,^ has certainly

not given the exact sense of Papias within the limits ex-

pressed by him. From the statement of Papias, Eesch, it

is true, has derived the assumed title of his comprehensive

documentary source of our Gospels VV\:'\ nz'n, on the supposi-

tion that Papias meant by ra Xoyia to represent precisely

the above Hebrew title, and that the latter is in the last

resort equivalent to " History of Jesus," just as in the Books

of the Kings '2 ''"^^'^ often refers to the acts and experiences

of a king. But Papias gives no hint that rd Xuyia was the

title of the work of Matthew in question ; and even if he

so considered it, lie would still in any case have understood

it to refer only to the "sayings," not to the "deeds" or

"life history," of Jesus.^ But if this work of Matthew

were composed in Aramaic, then a title such as J?^'^" ^'?^'??

or V^^^_ ^^p for a narrative gospel would be highly improbable.^

It is really an Aramaic, not a Hebrew original of

^ So Euseliu.i, Hist. eccl. syr., edited by P. Bcdjan, Pjiris, 1897; by IF,

Wmjht and iV. McLean, Canibridgp, 1S08, witlioiit giving vniiaiits.

- Cf. the uuonynious treatiso, "The Orafles ascribed to Matthew by i'apias

ofHierapolis,"lS94, 48-91.

^ Post-biblical Jewish literature reco,giiises 's 'i^-n as a title of written works

only in the sense that the contents are thereby referred to as the words of the

person named in the superscription. A " History of Jesus " would have been

called in Hebrew t"!^". nii'i'p, in Aramaic i'^'i'.''] !<7;:y, as written Ijy Shcnitob Ibn

Shaprut in the unprinted Ebcu Poklian (MS. of the Jewish theol. Sem. in

Preslau, f. ISO*-).
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Matthew that is attested by the ancient tradition. This

holds incontestably so far as Eusebius ^ is concerned, for,

according to him, the apostles had been reared " in the Syrian

lancfuaffe." Eusebius also alludes to the fifth word of Jesus

on the Cross in its Aramaic form, speaking of it as

" Hebrew." ^ In saying that Matthew, whom he elsewhere

calls a " Syrian," ^ first of all preached to the " Hebrews,"

and then on departing from them left behind with them

his Gospel written iraTpiu) <yX(OTTr), Eusebius means that

Matthew had written down his Gospel in the mother-

tongue common to himself and his kinsfolk, that is to say,

according to Eusebius' own view of the linguistic situation

of that period, in Aramaic. Eusebius, therefore, must have

understood all the earlier statements communicated by him

in regard to the language of the original Matthew as refer-

ring to Aramaic, and in this he was certainly not mistaken.

In the case of Irenseus ^ we know for certain that he spoke

of words which are Aramaic as being " Hebrew." But in all

these notices the emphasis is not laid on the consideration

that the work of Matthew had originally been written in

Hebrew as opposed to " Syriac," but only on the fact that

Matthew had composed his work in the language peculiar to

the " Hebraists." Any one who, like Eusebius, is convinced

that the mother-tongue of the " Hebraists " was Aramaic, can

think of no other language in this connection.^ It must be

conceded that even if that work had for any reason whatever

actually been composed in Hebrew, still the testimonies

about it would scarcely have been expressed otherwise. But

in virtue of this mere possibility, the testimonies do not

become actual witnesses in favour of a primitive gospel in

Hebrew. A treatise by Matthew in the Palestinian Jewish

^ Denionstr. ev. iii. 7. 10. - Ibid. x. 8.

" Qua^st. ev. ad Stepli. in Mai, p. 27.

* Adv. hfer. i. '21. 3 ; cf. Epipli. Hares, xxxiv. 20.

•'' An Aramaic original Mattliew is postulated also liy T/i. Zahii, Einl. in

das N. Test. ii. § 54.
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vernacular ^ is attested, but not a Hebrew Matthew. The

conjecture that this treatise of Matthew was a collection of

the sayings presupposed by the canonical Gospels of Matthew

and Luke is an attractive one, but hitherto, at least, it has

not been established by linguistic evidence. Indeed, it must

be confessed that even if the sections common to Matthew

and Luke did actually originate from that source, still it was

at least not the Semitic original, but only a Greek translation,

that lay before the evangelists.

The early Church testimonies in regard to the origin of

Mark's Gospel would have considerable importance for our

aim, provided that Mark, in his capacity of interpreter of

Peter, were the same individual who was wont to translate

the Aramaic discourses of Peter into Greek. In that case

his Gospel, too, would go back to an Aramaic original, even

though it were only orally formulated. Irenceus,^ Clement,^

and Eusebius ^ must, in fact, have so conceived the situation.

But the oldest testimony on this point, that of the Presbyter

in Papias,^ is apparently intended to imply that Mark was

only the author of a gospel which was founded on the spoken

communications of Peter, Mark being thus in a sense his

interpreter, even though he had never actually filled such an

office in relation to Peter, In that case it would be most

likely that Mark should proceed upon the Greek expositions

of Peter, for Peter must have appeared (Acts 10^*) from a

very early date as a preacher of the gospel in tlie Greek

language. And thus a primary form in Greek would have

to be assumed for the Mark document." F. Blass,'^ who

understands the statement of Papias to signify that Mark

actually accompanied Peter as interpreter, holds indeed that

1 Tliis case is quite similar to that of the original of the IjTopla 'lovSal'KoO

woXifiov irpbs Tui/xalovi of Jo.se])hu.s, which was composed according to tlie

preface in rp Trarplip (understand yXwcrari).

- Adv. hoer. iii. 1. 3, x. 6. ' Eimbnis, Hist. eccl. ii. 15, 16.

•• Hist. ecx-\. iii. 14. ° Loc. cit. iii. '',9.

" See also above, p. 42, and p. 19, footnote 2.

7 F. Blass, Philology of tlic Gospels, 196, 210 ; cf. 191.
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there existed an Aramaic original of Mark which was un-

known to Papias, and of which traces may be recognised in

the various readings of our manuscripts. He holds that

Mark was also the author of the Aramaic source which he

postulates for Acts 1-12. But such conjectures entirely

abandon the region of what has been or can be proved.

Just as J. A. Bolten,^ a century ago, had frequently

endeavoured in the exposition of Matthew to recover the

original Aramaic terms, so in recent times attempts have

been made for particular passages of the Gospels to go back

to an Aramaic original, in the first instance by J. T.

Marshall,^ and subsequently by E. Nestle,^ J. Wellhausen,*

A. Meyer,^ and M. Schultze.^ Wellhausen and A. Meyer aim

chiefly at reaching the Aramaic word uttered by Jesus

;

Marshall and Nestle strive to demonstrate the existence of

an Aramaic documentary source. Marshall has even believed

himself in a position to furnish provisionally, as the result of

his investigations, the content and limits of an Aramaic

primary gospel.'^ Th. Zahn,^ who considers our entire

Gospel of Matthew to be a translation from the Aramaic,

seeks support for this position especially from the style in

which Semitic words are communicated.

In regard to Marshall and Meyer, it is here sufficient

"^ J. A. Bolten, Der Bericht des Matthiuis von Jesu dem Messia, Altona,

1792 ; see A. Meyer, Jesu Muttersprache, 25, 105 ff.

2 Expositor, Ser. 4, ii. 69 ff. ; iii. Iff., 109 ff., 205 ff., 275 ff., 375 ff., 452 ff.
;

iv. 208 ff., 373 ff., 435 ff. ; vi. 81 ff. ; viii. 176 ff.

^ Philologica sacra, Berlin, 1896. A collection of observations published

in Cliristl. Welt, 1895 and 1896 ; Expositor, Stud. u. Krit., and other

periodicals.

^Nachr. Ges. Wiss. Gtitt., 1895; Thil. hist. Kl. 11 f. ; Geitt. Gel. Auz.

1896, i. 265 ; Skizzen und Vorarbciten, vi. 188-194.

^ Jesu Muttersprache, Leipzig, 1896.

® Gram, der aram. Muttersprache Jesu (1899), 80-83, where Schultze aims

at translating the words of the Lord into biblical Aramaic without discussing

the question of the linguistic form of a primitive gospel.

^ Expositor, Ser. 4, vi. 81 IF. See also Beach, Aussercanon. Paralleltexte,

i. 157 f. Here may also be mentioned W. C. Allen's Essay, "The Original

Language of the Gospel ace. to St. Mark," Expositor, Ser. 6, vi. 436-443.
« Einl. in das N. Test. ii. § 56.
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to refer to the trenchant criticisms which their work has

provoked.^ Some of their points will claim attention at a

later stage. Of far greater consequence are the pertinent

observations of Wellhausen and Nestle, though even in their

case we feel the absence of a careful separation of Hebrew

and Aramaic possibilities. Wellhausen, indeed, considers

that the Aramaic form of the primitive gospel has been

established by general considerations, and does not require

to be vindicated by fresh evidence.^ He must, however, be

reminded that the Jewish literature to this day is still

mainly composed in Hebrew. For my own part I do not

see more than a high probability for an Aramaic primary

gospel, and dare not speak of a certainty resting on proofs.

Further, the points urged by Zahn prove truly enough the

existence of an Aramaic background to the Gospel accounts,

but do not suffice to show convincingly the existence of a

Gospel in the Aramaic language.

Genuine proofs of an Aramaic, as opposed to a Hebrew,

written source of the Synoptists are the harder to produce,

because the same idioms and the same construction of

clauses as are found in Aramaic are possible even in biblical

Hebrew, and still oftener in the style of the Mishna. A
whole series of comments that could be made on tlie synoptic

text would therefore apply equally to either language. But

the previous attempts to adduce such proofs are defective on

other grounds. To justify this view in detail, some observa-

tions by Wellhausen will first be examined, and tlicn the

remarks of Nestle, wliich are pertinent to the question.

Wellhausen claims that the striking variations hore

eXerjfioa-vvqu and KaOdpiaov, Luke ll'^'- and Matt. 23-",

' See in opiiositiou lo M.irsli.ill, W. C. Alien, Expositor, Sor. 4, vii. 386-400,

454-470; ,S'. R. Driver, ibid. viii. 388-400, 419-431; against Meyer, J.

WcUhaxisen, Gutt. Gel. Anz. 1S!I6, i. 265-268 ; O. Dahnan, Tlieol. Litz(;itg.

1896, 477 ff., Lit. Cenlralljl. 1890, 1563 f. ; A. Mcrx, Deutsche Litzcitg. xix.

(1898) 985-991.

' Skizzen u. Vorarboiten, vi. p. v.
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are derived from "lat, which means " to give ahus " and " to

cleanse." This instance seems an attractive proof expressly

in favour of a written Aramaic source, as the Hebrew for

" cleanse " would be "i^it?. "W. in his discussion refers to my
Gram. d. jiid.-pal. Aram., in which the meaning " to give

alms " is authenticated for "•dt. He further pleads the con-

sideration that in the Arabic he has found the substantive

" zakat," which contains the root-form, while the correspond-

ing form in Aramaic i^T seems to be wanting in the Jewish

literature. But ^^'^^l, like its Hebrew equivalent '""i^lV, is

quite common in this literature. It does not matter much

that Nrii3T does not appear to occur in connection with alms,

since even then it would not lose the sense of " practice of

virtue," " meritorious action "
; cf. ^^nivp, " practice of the com-

mandments " for "alms" (Vay. E. 34). The verb '•ar can

mean " to act meritoriously by giving alms," but also " to

procure [for another] that merit by asking alms " (see j.

Pes. 31^^). But why should Luke not have arrived at his

expression by starting from the Greek KuOdpiaov ? The

purifying of the cup filled with plunder could be brought

about only by its being emptied, the contents being given

away. It coincided with the intention of Jesus if His

saying were applied to almsgiving. According to the

reading to 8e eacoOev vfXMv in Luke IP^, the idea implied

would indeed be that what was latent in the heart of the

Pharisees should be distributed like alms. But as an idea

so absurd cannot be attributed to the evangelist, we should,

like Blass, read vfxlv.

In Luke 24^"^ Wellhausen is quite justified in retracing,

as Mrs. A. S. Lewis does, the readings KaiofMevt] and /Se-

^apTjfxivT] back to T'p'' and ~i"'p\ He has not, however, noted

that the lucid ^e/Sapij/xevr) adopted by Blass is disclosed to view

solely through early versions. It would never have stood

in the (primitive) Greek text. The interchange of Tp'' and

T'P'' on the part of Syrians might very easily happen, because
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in Syriac i and "i are distinguished solely by the position of

a diacritic point. But this does not touch the question of

a primitive Aramaic gospel.

It is in itself an attractive conjecture that is made by

W. in suggesting that in Luke 4-° the woman to whom
Elias was sent should be characterised not as " a widow,"

sn^Dis, but as " a heathen," xrT'Dix corresponding to the

mention in ver. 27 of Naaman as 6 ^upo<;. Notwith-

standing, I am unable to assent to it. To " the many

widows in Israel " of ver. 2 5 there stands quite suitably

in contrast "the widow of Sidonian Sarepta " of ver. 26.

Besides, iTpo<; yvvaiKa X'W^^ ^^ .j'^^^^ ^s much occasioned by

^vvuikI %'/p«, 1 Kings IT''* LXX, as Naiixav 6 Xvpo<i is by

the like expression in 2 Kings 5"^'^ LXX. So tliat there is

really no call for emendation of the text.

Another phrase, which W. regards as an Aramaism, is

avaarrjaovTai iv rj} Kplaei fiera tT;? <^/evea'^ ravri]';, Matt.

12*^ (Luke 11"^). Its meaning must be, " tliey will measure

themselves in the Judgment with this generation." But this

form of expression is found in the Old Testament in Isa.

54.17 DSt^'Ip? TjriX Dipri, LXX uvaanjaeTai iirl ak et? Kplaiv,

Targum Nri^ -i^y Dip>
; also in Ps. ^A}^ n^np DV '^ °^P' 'P,

LXX tU ava(n)'](jeTai [xoi eirl irovqpevojxevov';. For the

Jewish Aramaic compai'e also j. Kidd. 04^^ cy Dp *C'3 "in nn

^\>y:'3. "'^^n^ " some one began a litigation with [rose up

against] liis neighbour on the street." Furtlier, KaraKpi-

vovcLv avTjjv, " they will show it to be in the wrong, will

overcome it," need not be an Aramaism. W. connects it

rightly enough witli the Aramaic 2'n, but we have a cor-

responding expression also in Hebrew in V'''^"!'} ; see Isa. 54^''

'V'^-]Pi, LXX 7;TT7;o-et9, Targum ^'P.^\nr\.

Just as little is it necessary to detect witli AV. an

Aramaism in uvOpcoiro) ^aaiXel, i\Iatt. 18-'^, along with

which may be mentioned Matt. 22^, where the same phrase

is repeated, also Matt, lo''^, 20^; cf. 2P-^ with uvdpMircp
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oLKoSeaTTOTT}, and Luke 24^-' with amjp 7r/)o^?;T?7?. Tlie Old

Testament says : 1^3 ty\S*, Lev. 21^ (LXX avQpwirov iepeoi<i);

X''33 C"X, Judg. 6^ (LXX avSpa irpoiptjTTjv) ; and in Jewish

Aramaic literature the idiom is also found ; see, e.g., 3D ~i33,

j. Sanli. 25^\ but I do not think it ever stands at the

opening of a parable, as in Matthew. But av7]p ^aatXev^

is, of course, good Greek, and apOpcoiro'i ^aaL\ev<; also is

not impossible.

In Mark 1^^ Cod. D has the unmeaning opyLaOeiq for

a7r\ay)(yiadei<i of the common text. Like J. D. Michaelis ^

a century ago, Nestle holds that in this case DmriN, " he was

moved with compassion," has been interchanged with Dyins*,

" he was angry." That might well be correct, yet it would

apply only to the Syriac of Edessa, In this instance we

perceive the impression of Syriac influence on Cod. D, and

that all the more surely because Ephrem knew this reading

;

see Chase, The Syro-Latin Text of the Gospels, 8 8 f. This

author, however, supposes that the confusion is between Dmnx
and n?Dnnx.

The readings e'^o) t?}? ^j^copa?, Mark 5^*^, and et9 rrju

a^vcTGov, Luke 8^\ are by Nestle traced back to t^oinnb and

XDinn^, the former meaning " to the frontier," the latter

" into the deep." As "to the frontier " did not suit the

context, Mark, it is thought, changed it to " across the

frontier." But without imputing an erroneous translation

of this kind, the variation explains itself from the considera-

tion that in Mark the idea was the removal of the demons

to a distant land (cf. Tob. 8^), but in Luke their banishment

to the place of chastisement for the reprobate. In Mark
5^^ (Luke 8^^) a herd of swine is mentioned as being

" beside " or " upon the mountain "
; in Matt. 8^° as being " a

good way off from them " {jxaKpav air avrwv). Nestle holds

that t<^^0, "mountain," and ^I^P, "distance," are here in

^ confusion. But this »<"Ji£p is foreign to the Jewish Aramaic

;

^ Einleitung in die Schriften des Neuen Bundes, i. (1788) 585.

5
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and the difference admits of another explanation. Mark

and Luke represent the entire incident (Mark 5^, Luke 8^'^)

as proceeding upon the seashore, the herd being in the

immediate vicinity " upon the mountain." Matthew does

not locate the episode on the seashore, but regards Jesus

as being " in the country of the Gadarenes " on the way to

Gadara (Matt. 8^^), which was situated some six miles inland.

The herd of swine is supposed to be at some distance, be-

cause, as represented in ver. 32, it was necessarily near the

seacoast.

In Matt. 5*^ reXeioi, reXeto? correspond to olKTipfiove'i,

oIktlpixwv in Luke G^*^. From the Concordance N. finds that

the LXX in certain circumstances puts both iXew? and </)tA,o?

for the Hebrew uh^, and he notes that in de Lagarde's

" Onomastica Sacra " SoXo/xcov is explained as eXerjfxwv rj

elpr]viKo<;. Therefore N. infers olKripiJiwv presupposes an

original uhv. But despite all this uh^ does not mean
" merciful," and could be so rendered only by a very slip-

shod translator. The expression in Luke is occasioned by

the fact that the divine nature has just before been char-

acterised as 'x^pi^a-TO'i. Matthew uses rekcto^ because the

conduct of men in other relations is forthwith to be

mentioned, and it was necessary to provide for the

transition.

The peculiar phrase in Mark 8^° et? ra jxeprj AaKixa-

vovOd} has been derived by J. Eendel Harris- from the

Aramaic Nni3c!5T i<ni:ob on the supposition that the second

NDlJci' was au inadvertent repetition, while the real name

of the place has disappeared. Nestle^ has, independently

of Harris, hit upon the same idea. To this, however, the

serious objection has to be urged that ra /aep?; with the

meaning of " district " is a pure Grtecism, quite incapable of

being literally reproduced in Aramaic. ^*ni:D in all the

1 Sen thereon Gram. d. jiid.-iial. Aram. 133. ^ Codex Bezoe, 178.

2 riiiliilogica sacra, 17.
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Aranifiic dialects means " portions " but not " district."

The Syriac translators were therefore obliged to substitute

other expressions : thus we find in place of it t<"inx, " region,"

Mark 8^0 Pesh., Matt. 2^2 Cur. Sin. Pesh., Matt. IQ'^ Cur.

Pesh. Hier. ; NJDinn, "district," Matt. IB^i Cur. Sin. Pesh.

Hier., Matt. IG^^ Sin.; syns% "land," Matt. 2- Hier. Nor

in Jewish Aramaic would expressions other than these be

possible. Therefore AaKjxavovdd cannot be explained by

means of NniJ^D^.

In Mark 10^" Jesus speaks of a "hundredfold" recom-

pense for His disciples, whereas Matt. 19-^ (Luke 18^°)

mention a " manifold " recompense. Now Cod. D has

" hundredfold " in Matt, also, and in Luke " sevenfold."

In Nestle's opinion " sevenfold " was the original, and

this has been received into the text of Blass. This may
2J0sdhly be correct, but there is no necessity for deriving

the expression from a Semitic original. Seven stands as

a number suggesting completeness without mathematical

precision, cf. the seven years of Anna's wedded life, Luke
2^°; the seven evil spirits, Luke 8^ ll-*^; the seven brothers,

Luke 20^^; the sevenfold daily trespass, Luke 11\ In this

way " manifold " and even " hundredfold " can be used in

place of " sevenfold."

At the first glance there is something plausible in N.'s

remark on Luke 19^'^, that the mention of the "cities" as

reward of the faithful servants in contrast with the " talents
"

of Matt. 25^'^*- is to be explained by interchange of P"]??,

" talents " and T?"!?, " cities," On closer inspection, however,

it becomes evident that this is not correct. P^na is not

the common word for "cities" in a general sense, so that

the confusion was not so natural as might appear. In

Matt. 252^--^ it is not "talents" that are given to the

servants, but their Lord will set them over " many thiuo-s."

When Luke defines the " many things " by " cities," the

addition depends on the fact that in liis representation the
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situation treats of a kiug who enters upon his dominion—
an idea wholly absent from Matthew.

In Matt. 23^^ and Luke 11^^ eXeo? and aydin] rou Oeov

should in N.'s opinion be traced baclc to one form with Dm
as its root. His supposition is that ppni^ " compassion,"

ami ^npOl, " love," were confounded, rod Oeov being ap-

pended to the latter. But it is at least equally credible

that tlie Greek synonyms e'/Veo? and ayaTr?; w^re inter-

changed, and that dyaTrr] was afterwards explained as " the

love of God."

In Mark 11* eVl tov afxcpoSov is represented as being

properly the translation of BijOcf^ayy], Luke 19-^. This

latter, it is said, in accordance with the Syriac NWS n^3,

might in fact have been rendered " at the parting of the

ways." But iirl rou a/xcpoSov means only " on the street "
;

xyJD is not the term for " a network of roads " or " cross-

roads," ^ either in the Syriac of Edessa or in the Palestinian

Ai'amaic ; and ^"'3 is not used for 3 in Palestinian Aramaic.

Besides, Bi^Ocpay/) has the indeclinable ending e, and is,

therefore, not of Greek origin. Prom the Talmud we

learn that "'JXD n"'3 was really the name of a place,^ not of

a cross-roads merely. So that Mark, if he translated,

would have translated wrongly. If one is not content to

derive '•jxs from J3, " unripe figs," as I have done,^ then it

is preferable to pronounce the origin of the word obscure*

rather than to decide upon Ny32.

In Matt. 27^* "vinegar mingled with gall" is put for

the " wine mingled with myrrh " of Mark 1 5-^, througli the

confusion, as Nestle holds, of mo, " gall," witli miD, " myrrh."

' The fact that the Syrians in one case attempt to assign the meaning

"cross-roads " to HJS n'3 would have significance only if Kyjs could be adduced

with this meaning in other instances.

- But not of two places, as Starck, Palustina und Sj'rion, 'M^>, represents.

^ Gram. d. jiid.-])al. Aram. l.')2.

•* Can Trdyo^, "village," perhaps be traced in the name? According to the

Talmud, r>eth]ihago was situated just beyond the city Iioundary of Jcrusalpm

pruiter.
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But Matiliew's represcntatiou is satisfactorily accounted for

through intentional allusion to the drinking of gall in Ps.

68-2 LXX, and does not call for the assumption of a

Semitic source.

In Acts 2^"^ Cod. D has Trpo? oXov tov Kouyuov for

TT. 6. T. Xaov of the Tcxtiis lieccjjtus. N. traces these

variants to the confusion of rhv, " world," and nv, " people,"

and adduces other instances where this mistake occurs. He

does not expressly say, however, whether he means that

Luke had subsequently recognised his original reading Dy to

be incorrect, and, accordingly, in the revised edition had

substituted Koa-fxov for Xdov, or whether a later writer was

the first to bring Luke's document into accord with the

alleged source. In the text of the Palestinian Talmud,

Ber. 4'' and Bab. mez. S'*, we also find ^'chv "'hD wrongly

put for NOJ? ^3. For this, however, it is no mere misread-

ing on the part of a copyist that is responsible, but the

fact that both are quite equivalent periphrases for "every

one," the former being the dominant Babylonian usage, the

latter the Palestinian usage. Admitting, however, that ^3

NIDJ?,
" all the people," and x»^y b, " the whole world," are

merely different expressions for " every one," in the same

sense as in Acts 2'*'^, the reading nevertheless allows of

explanation without reversion to a Semitic original quite

as satisfactorily through an interchange of the Greek terms,

as is done by B. Weiss ;
^ and there is no occasion to con-

sider with Harris ^ a Latin, or with Chase ^ a Syriac text as

responsible for the various reading.

The theory of a Semitic source is raised to " perfect

certainty" in N.'s judgment by tlie various reading efSapvvare,

" ys oppressed," supplied by Cod. D Acts S^'^, in place of

-))pv)](Taa6€, "ye denied," of the common text. Blass* appeals

1 Der Codex D in der Ajiostelgcscliichte (1S97), 58.

" Codex Bezffi, 103 f.

' Tlie Old Syriac Elcnioiit in the Text of Codex Bezse (1893), 28.

'* Piiilology of the Gospels, 194.
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to this " discovery " of Nestle as the most important proof

of the Aramaic source used bj Luke for Acts 1-12.^ nsa,

" to deny," and 133, " to molest," are supposed to have been

interchanged in this case. Both by Nestle and Blass, there-

fore, ^/Sapvvare will be reckoned a gross error. In the

first edition of the Acts, Luke himself had fallen into this

mistake : only in the second edition had he rectified it,

after he had made a fresh study of his source. Now Blass,

at least, according to whom Luke understood only a little

Aramaic and no Hebrew at all, shoidd hardly attribute to

him any acquaintance with the Hebrew "'''??'?, wliich occurs

only in Job, and, moreover, is never used for " molest." - If,

however, Luke were well versed in Hebrew, this peculiar

freak, impossible from the Aramaic side, would be un-

pardonable. Long ago, however, Harvey,^ and after him

Chase,* had found a most satisfactory explanation of the

reading of Cod. D, by referring it to the Edessene 133, " to

irritate," which could be interchanged with -133, " to deny."

Nestle^ finds this also to be plausible, and, as it seems,

would therefore consider it possible that Luke was familiar

with the Syriac of Edessa, and thence arrived at his false

reading. But far more acceptable would still remain the

theory of Harvey and Chase, that the reading of Cod. D
originates not from Luke, but from a defectively written or

falsely read Syriac gospel text. And since " to be angry

witli " is in Edessene not "133 but n33ns', Harris ^ will be

riglit in saying that ynjaare read as yrTyjaaTe lias been

the source of the Latin reading arjfjravastis, which on its

part again determined the Greek text of Cod. D.

^ r>. Weiss, Dcr Coflt'x D in dcr Aiiostclgeschichto, 25, holrls that i^apivare

may iiossiMy liavn Ikcu an aiiricnt reading, without giving any opinion on its

genesis.

- The same wouhl lioM of tlic Kilessoiic n23N, " to make mucli ado."

^ W. Wigaii Ilarvcy, Iren. adv. II.Tr. ii. (IS.'i?) 55.

* Tlie Old Syrian Elonirntin the Text of Codex Bezit, 38.

° I'iiilologica sacra, 40 f.

«/. Roidcl Harris, Codex Bezoe (1891), 162 II".
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If our criticism of the proofs hitherto adduced in sup-

port of a primitive Aramaic gospel be sound, then clearly

the account of the primitive Church in regard to an

Aramaic original of Matthew must be pronounced as still

lacking confirmation by convincing proofs.

Since, however, the proofs of a Hebrew written source

proved equally inconclusive, one is obliged to resort to the

considerations urged long ago by B. Weiss and others, to

the effect that the occasional agreement of the Synoptists

in Greek expressions implies that the documentary sources

used by them were written in Greek. In this there is

nothing improbable. The Christian Church, even while in

Jerusalem, included in its numbers numerous Hellenists, i.e.

Greek-speaking Jews, Acts 6^ Q^^. From the very begin-

ning it thus used two languages, and in gatherings of the

community the deeds and words of Jesus must have been

recounted in Greek and in Aramaic. The " Hebraists

"

would mostly all have understood some Greek, but the

Hellenists veiy often no Aramaic or Hebrew. A gospel

-

source in Greek need not, by reason of its language, have

been any later in origin than one written in a Semitic

dialect. It is thus possible that the oldest Christian writing

may have been composed in Greek; and its Semitisms, so

far as they are not Biblicisms, are in that case due to the

Aramaic oral archetype (
Urgcstalt) of the Christian tradition.

VII. The Problem before us and the previous Studies

IN THE same Field.

If this work, as planned by the writer, is not to be

reared from the outset on an unstable foundation, it cannot

proceed, as the foregoing considerations show, upon the

definite theory of a Semitic written source elaborated in our

Synoptic Gospels. What is firmly established is only tlie

fact that Jesus spoke in Aramaic to the Jews, and that the
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original apostolic band at the beginning preached concerning

Him—though not exclusively—in that language. For the

words of Jesus only is an Aramaic original form incontestably

secure; for them alone does the earliest Church tradition

assert a written Semitic source. Hence arises for literary

science the right and tlie duty of investigating in what form
the v:ords of Jesus rmist have been uttered in their original

language, and what meaning they had in tins form for the

Jewish hearers. Of course absolute certainty in regard to

minutiai cannot possibly be expected concerning the precise

form in wliich these words proceeded from tlie mouth of

Jesus. But it will be recognised with greater certainty than

heretofore how much there is in form and content that is

specifically Greek, and what at least may be regarded as

most nearly approaching to the original setting. The more

one is convinced that the Gospels contain historically trust-

worthy communications in regard to the teaching of Jesus,

the more important must it appear to get even one step

nearer to the original by a fresh apprehension of His message

in tlie light of tlie primary language and the contemporary

modes of thought.

As the words of our Lord must thus be the proper

subject of our study, it has, of course, to be kept in view that

they are presented to us in writings whose authors have so

recounted them that their individual apprehension of them,

their style and mode of expression, have not failed to exert a

certain inliucnce. It follows, therefore, that the investigation

should not be limited entirely to the speeches reported by a

Synoptist. Whatever their writings may alTord towards

elucidating the words of Jesus must be sought out and

applied for the end in view. In icg.nd to (he Johannine

Gospel, its exclusion I'loiu the scope of tlio in(juiry seems to

us justified, because the author's individuality impressed itself

so strongly on the Greek lie wrote, that a reconstruction

in Aramaic would here have too little prospect of success.
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But eveu those who may thiuk dilTerently will not gain-

say that a separate treatment of the synoptic material, at

least by way of introduction, is not only justifiable but

requisite.

The remark which was made after the discovery of the

Hebrew fragments of Ben Sira, that all the attempts to

reconstruct the original had failed,^ cannot be indiscriminately

applied to every work of this kind. For the book of the

son of Sirach was very obscure in the orighial language to

begin with ; and the extant early versions were defective in

the highest degree. But in regard to the original of the

words of Jesus and their rendering into Greek, no such

assertion can be hazarded. Thought and expression in this

case are clear and unmistakable, free from useless ornament

and artificial elaboration. In this case, therefore, a retrans-

lation will have better prospect of success. But even in the

accounts of the evangelists themselves, emphasis must not

be laid on the unessential details in the reported dicta,

which each narrator in turn could represent with some

variation, but only on the leading thoughts and pervading

ideas. It were no small achievement to succeed in appre-

hending these, in the light of the Aramaic language and the

contemporary circle of ideas, with increased precision and

closer approach to the original sense. And such an aim

must be pronounced quite attainable, provided it be pursued

with the proper means.

It is obvious enough that a mere Aramaic trauslation of

the words of our Lord, as given in the Synoptists, would

have little scientific value. For it is precisely the untrans-

latable that has to be made intelligible. Where several

renderings are possible, the reader must be made aware of

this. When the choice falls upon a particular rendering,

the reasons in its support must not be omitted. And the

^ See specimens in Cmdry and Xeuhauer, The original Hebrew of a portion

of Ecclesiasticus (1897), xviii.
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work would be but half completed, if at the same time an

adequate insight were not given into the significance of the

newly recovered text, and the form thence acquired by the

problems of exegesis. Nothing but a running commentary,

which takes account of the tentative translations, can there-

fore appear adequate to the end in view.

No definite hypothesis in regard to the origin and mutual

relations of the Synoptic Gospels can be assumed as the basis

of our inquiry, without thereby anticipating conclusions

which may appear as a possible result of the investigation.

Only the various contingencies involved must not be left

out of view. Naturally all questions of exegesis and gospel

criticism are not intended to receive final solution ; here the

aim is rather to offer materials and indicate points of view

which suggest themselves in considering the Aramaic arche-

type, and in reviewing the contemporary ideas. To New
Testament science remains the task of applying our results

to the working out of its own problems, and of thus con-

ducting the inquiry to its proper goal.

As a number of ideas of substantially the same import

recur throughout the discourses of Jesus, it will be desirable

to begin by submitting the most important of these to a

special consideration. The discussion of the words of Jesus

in relation to their collective import will subsequently allbrd

an occasion in later volumes of this work to add, if necessary,

more precise definitions, and also to treat other ideas accord-

ing to tlic same method. Tims our researches will also l)e

guarded against a false Judaising of the words of Jesus, such

as easily arises aiul often lias arisen, where isolated dicta,

separated from their context, have been compared with

ral)binic ideas and expressions. Further, the theory which

has been advanced, e.g., by Schnedermann,^ that Jesus at first

began His work with Jewish ideas and then gradually charged

these witli a new content, cannot justify itself in presence of

' Die Vorstellung voni Rcicho Gottes, i. (1896), ii. 1 (1893), 2 (1895).
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the Gospel accoimts.^ For there the teaching of Jesus,

extending only over a short period of time, appears, in regard

to the fundamental conceptions, uniform and unvarying.

Each single idea must be apprehended in its coherence with

the whole. What we deem of real significance and worthy

of our investigation, is not the superficial notion of a casual

hearer of Jesus, but the intimate understanding of a constant

disciple and follower.

It is regrettable that there are so few previous studies

from which material directly contributory to our aim can be

derived. Even after the dictionaries of Levy, Kohut, Jastrow

have been supplemented by my own works, " Grammatik des

jiidisch-palastinischen Aramiiisch," and " Aramaisch-neuheb-

rjiisches Worterbuch," there still remain large blanks in

regard to the syntax, phraseology, and vocabulary of the

separate dialects. Compilations begun by me, and to be

rendered more complete by continuous reading, must serve

to supply the deficiency.

The absence of preliminary studies in the region of

Jewish Theology is no less marked. Even an adequate treat-

ment of the ideas of the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha is

not yet to be had. M. Vernes, Histoire des Idees Messian-

iques (1874); J. Drummond, The Jewish Messiah (1877);

V. H. Stanton, The Jewish and the Christian Messiah

(1886); Ochler v. Orclli, art. " Messias," Prot. Eeal-Encyklo-

p;idie,2 ix. (1881), 641-672; E. Schilrcr, Geschichte des jlid.

Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu Christi,^ ii. (1898), Section on the

Messianic Hope, 496-556 ; M. Marti, Geschichte der israelit.

Eeligion^' (1897), 270-310; R. H. Charles, Eschatology of

the Apocryphal and Apocalyptic Liturature, in Dictionary of

the Bible, i. (1898), 741-749, and Critical History of the

doctrine of the Future Life (1899); E. Tliilin, Die messian-

ischen Weissagungen des israelitischjiidischen Volkes bis zu

^ Af,'ainst Schnedermann, see especially E. Haupt, Die escliatologischcu

Aussageu Jesu iu deu syuopt. Evangelien (1895), 63 ff.
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den Targumim,i. (1899)—after all these a good deal remains

to be done. The commentaries, however, of Rylc and James

on the Psalms of Solomon (1891), of R. H. Charles on the

Ethiopic Book of Enoch (1893), on the Apocalypse of Baruch

(1896), on the Assumption of Moses (1897), and especially

tlic translations and expositions of these books published in

1900 by ^. Kautsch, " Die Apokryphen mid Pseudepigraphen

des Alton Testaments," must be regarded as a gratifying

advance on their predecessors. Yet nearly all even of the

authors here mentioned are lacking in a first-hand ac-

quaintance with the later Jewish literature—an indis-

pensable requirement where the problem is to elucidate

Jewish writings whose Hebrew original has first to be

ascertained.

In regard to the special rabbinic literature, it would be

particularly desirable to know what it has to say as to the

religious ideas of the Jews at the beginning of the second

century of our era—the earliest period for which it affords

intimate and rehable information. F. W'clcrs "Jiidische

Theologie," even in the second edition (1897),^ freed as it has

been by I. I. Kahan from not a few defects, here leaves one

quite in the dark through failing to supply the necessary

separation of the earher from the more recent, of the I'ales-

tinian from the non-Palestinian, as well as through the lack

of a more thorough treatment of details. The " Eeal-

Encyclopiidie fiir ]>ibcl und Talmud," with its supplements

(1884-1900), by J. Hamhurger, is altogether a mere accumu-

lation of unsifted material, the several items of which require

first to be verified. " Der Leidende und der sterbende

Messias der Synagoge im ersten naclichristl. Jahrtausend "

—

a treatise publislu'il l)y luysclf ( 1 888)—endeavours to give

reliable data im one important topic. A]iart from the concise

iiud excellent monograph of D. Casiclli, II Messia sccondo gli

Ebrei (1874), the only works that attain the level worthy

^ See my review in Tlieol. Litbl. 1897, col. 382 f.
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of the theme are the treatises ^ of W. Backer, which are far

too sparingly used by theologians—" Die Agada der Tann-

aiten" i. (1884), ii. (1894); "Die Agada der palastinens-

ischen Amonier" i. (1892), ii. (1896), iii. (1899).2 After

their completion by the anonymous Haggada of Palestine,

these works will form a valuable thesaurus of the dicta of the

Palestinian Eabbis, and furnish the means of attaining a real

" theology of the early Palestinian synagogue."

Specially useful help should have been obtainable from

the collections of rabbinic parallels to New Testament pas-

sages which have been prepared by Christians and Jews in

early and in recent times. Among Christian works of this

class may be named : Joh. Zighffoot, Horse hebraicaB et

talmudicse in quatuor Evangelistas, published by J. B.

Carpzov, Leipzig, 1684 ; Christ. Schottgen, Hor?e hebraicse et

talmudicse in universum Novum Testamentum, Dresden-

Leipzig, 1733 ; Joh. Gcrh. Meuschen, Novum Testamentum ex

Talmude et antiquitatibus Hebrseorum illustratum, Leipzig,

1736 ; J. Jak. Wettstein (Wetstenius), Novum Testamentum

Grfficum, Amsterdam, 1751, 1752; F. Nork, Eabbinische

Quellen und Parallelen zu neutestamentlichen Schriftstellen,

Leipzig, 1839 ;
Franz Delitzsch, Horae hebraica3 et talmu-

dicse in Luth. Zeitschrift, 1876-8; Carl Siegfried, Analecta

Kabbinica, 1875, Ptabbinische Analekten, Jahrb. f, prot.

Theol. 1876; A. Wilnsche, Neue Beitrage zur Erliiuterung

der Evangelien aus Talmud und Midrasch, Gottingen, 1878.

Of Jewish productions, which, chiefly with an apologetic

aim, institute comparisons between rabbinic and New Testa-

ment sayings, there may be cited : 31. Duschah, Die Moral der

1 In order to call increased attention to Bacher's writings, as well as to set

a better example in citing rabbinic sayings than that now prevalent in the

commentaries, I shall make frequent reference to these writings, although for

my own work they were not, properly speaking, a source.

2 "Tempus loquendi. Uber die Agada der jialastinischen Amoriier nach
der neucsten Darstellung " (1897), by M. Aschkenazc, is intended to be a

criticism of vol. ii. der Ag. d. pal. Am. The author, however, demonstrates
only his own amazing ignorance.
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Evangelien und des Talmud, Brlinn, 1877 ; E. Schrcibcr, Die

Principieu des Judentums verglichon mit denen des Christen-

tums, Leipzig, 1877; E. Soloiveyczyg, Die Bibel, der Talmud
und das Evaiigelium, the German by M. Griinwald, Leipzig,

1877 ; E. Grilnebaum, Die Sittenlehre des Judenthums

audcrn Bekenntnissen gegeniiber, 2nd ed., Strassburg, 1878;
S. Blumenau, Gott und der Mensch, in Ausspriichen der

Bibel alten und neuen Testaments, des Talmud und des

Koran, Bielefeld, 1885.

Nearly all these works, however, are found to contribute

only occasional observations. The relation of any particular

case to the whole data in the domain of Eabbinism is not

systematically set forth. Moreover, agreement and diverg-

ence between New Testament and rabbinic statements are

not determined with sufficient care. These comparisons have

thus caused in many minds an impression, very unfavourable

to scientific progress, that little of fundamental importance is

to be learned from such parallels. Such a book as Wumche's
" Neue Beitriige," by reason of quite superficial and inaccurate

assertions and faulty translations, must even be characterised

as directly misleading and confusing. It is obvious enough,

further, that Jewish handling of the material for polemic

purposes is hardly calculated to demonstrate the real

difference between the words of Jesus and the sayings of the

liabbis.

No other course is open but to supply the deficiency in

this case also by independent work on the post-canonical

literature of the Jews. Our discussion will consequently be

encumbered by researches which might well l)ave been

conducted elsewhere ; but I trust it will not appear a blemish

if Jewish materials, which may ultimately render important

service in various ways to Biblical Theology, should here be

found collected ;md sifltil.
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VIIT. The Selection of the Dialect.

A serious difficulty in the way of our investigations con-

sists in deciding the dialect of Aramaic, which they shall

presuppose. There is no justification indeed for Th. Zahn's ^

misgiving that the distinction, adopted in my Grammar, of a

" Judaean " and a " Galilean " dialect of Jewish Aramaic rests

upon uncertain grounds. The two dialects so designated are

so sharply defined in point of grammar and vocabulary, that

their separation did not call for the exercise of exceptional

penetration. But in applying these designations, nothing is

fixed in regard to the time when these dialects flourished,

and the extent over which they then prevailed. The

" Judciean " dialect is known to us from literary remains of

Judnean origin in the period from the first to the third

(Christian) century ; the Galilean dialect from writings of

Galilean origin in the period from the fourth to the seventh

century. That the " Galilean " at the time of its domin-

ance among the Jews of Galilee was accompanied in other

parts of Palestine by sister-dialects closely akin, is proved

by the Samaritan Aramaic, and the still more closely related

Christian Palestinian Aramaic. This latter had even ex-

tended its sway into Egypt, as is proved by the liturgy for

the Blessing of the Nile, brought to light by G. Margoliouth.^

Aramaic was not merely a Church language in that region,

for in commenting on Isa. 19^^ Jerome explicitly states

that there were still, as was well known, five cities in Egypt

in which " the language of Canaan, namely the Syriac," was

spoken.^ On the other hand, the Palmyrene and Nabatfean

Aramaic about the time of Christ must be pronounced as

standing closer to the " Judtean " than to the " Galilean

"

^ Einleitung in das Neue Testament, i. (1897) 19.

2 G. Margoliouth, The Liturgy of the Nile (1896).

*
*S'. Krauss, Jew. Quart. Kev. vi. (1894), 249, strangely considers, despite

the unmistakable statement of Jerome, that the Coptic language is meant.
" Syriac" being the Semitic language of Canaan in his own day, Jerome finds
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dialect. It has, however, to be takeu into account that our

knowledge of the Aramaic of Palmyra and Nabatiea is

derived exclusively from inscriptions, while the " Galilean "
is

a popular dialect elevated to a literary language.

One will best do justice to the ascertainable situation

in saying, that in the time of Christ there was prevalent

over all Palestine, from the extreme north to the south, a

single literary language in Aramaic, varying but slightly iu

the different parts of the country. In this literary Aramaic

are written the Aramaic sections in Daniel and in Ezra,

the Targum of Onkelos, and the other documents assigned

to the Judsean dialect,^ as well as the Palmyrene and

Nabatfean inscriptions. Concurrently (with this literary

dialect) there existed a whole series of popular dialects : a

Middle Palestinian, which we can recognise in a later phase

as Samaritan Aramaic, and a North Palestinian, which is

known to us in a Jewish and a Christian form—both be-

longing to a subsequent period. It is highly probable that

after the final overthrow of the Judtean centre of Jewish-

Aramaic culture, which was the result of the Bar Kochba

revolution, the North Palestinian popular dialect got the

upper hand over nearly all Palestine.

According to Matt. 26^3 (Mark 14™, Luke 22^0), Peter

was recognised in Jerusalem as a Galilean on the strength

of a few words, and was consequently termed a companion

of Jesus. It must therefore be inferred that Jesus was like-

wise recognisable by His language. We must not, tlu'ough

following the Galilean dialect as known to us, explain tliis

incident from the consideration that the Galileans were

accustomed at a later period to soften the gutturals. Peter's

denial contained the expression ovk olSa, " I do not know,"

Isaiah's prophecy fulfilled in the "Syriac" speaking inhabitants of Egyjit.

His description of tlio " Canaanitic " as occupying a position between tlic

Hebrew and the Egyptian, and as being closely akin to Hebrew, corresponds

only with what he calls "Syriac," but not with the Coptic language.

' Enumerated in Gram. d. j.-]ial. Aram. 5-12.
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1

or "I do not understand," Matt. 26^0 (Mark 1468, L^^]-e 22").

In Galilean this would be Q^n n:x n''p_ or Q3n nr^, but in

Judcean V]) i^}^ nv. In their use of the Galilean dialect

there was nothing in any way inviting disparagement towards

Jesus or His disciples. The anecdotes told in Babylon cen-

turies later, b. Erub. 53V about the speech of xmeducated

Galilean women, must be regarded as a caricature of the

truth even in their own late period. The Galilean as it

is known to us from written works bears as yet no trace

of decay or of corruption from outside influence. It is true

only that certain signs of more advanced development as

compared with the Judaean dialect may be detected in it.

It cannot, however, be regarded as a later phase of the

latter dialect. It is, of course, not unlikely that the

language of Galilee underwent some changes between the

time of Jesus and the fourth century. The pronunciation,

the formation and scope of words, were in the earlier period

indeed nearer by some degrees to the Judsean. For our

purposes the scope of terms is of principal importance ; and

in that respect there can be no doubt that the number of

Greek loan-words had increased, while it is highly probable

that new Aramaic words from the north - east had found

their way in and obtained currency by extruding others.

Moreover, the possibility must not be excluded that Jesus,

when speaking publicly, sought to conform to the Judsean

dialect. If the Galilean taxgatherer Matthew really re-

corded the words of Jesus in Aramaic, it is most probable

that he should avail himself of the literary language of

Judeea, and not of the Galilean popular dialect. To all

appearance his book was least of all addressed to Galilean

readers.

^ Compare on this point Gram. d. j.-pal. Aram. 43 f., where I have shown

that the defective pronunciation of the gutturals cannot have been develoijed

so markedly in the earlier period even in Galilee. Among the Babylonian

Jews the change had gone much further ; see C. Lcvias, A Grammar of the

Babyl. Talmud, Am. Journ. Sem. Lang. xiii. 29 f.

6
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It might seem as if the linguistic basis presupposed

in our work were indeed highly uncertain. To a certain

extent this is true. Any investigator who will be con-

scientious and sure of his steps, must take into considera-

tion the whole field of linguistic possibilities lying between

the biblical and the Galilean dialects of Aramaic.^ The

Judaean term must be considered side by side with the

Galilean. And yet it will appear that the area of language

coming into question is comprised within very narrow limits,

and that most of the competing options that arise are of

little or no weight in determining the exegesis. On the

whole, the uncertainty as to language in this case is less

considerable than that which confronts the translator of

the Gospels into Hebrew, who, finding the biblical Hebrew

impracticable, tries to steer a middle course between the

language of the son of Sirach and that of the Llishna.

It is to be regretted that the most extensive literary

monument of the Judccan dialect is a Targuin. Translations

of sacred books attached themselves then even more closely

than now to the verbal tenour of the original. The Greek

translation of the LXX is already an illustration of this

tendency, and it was afterwards surpassed in that direction

by the translation of Aquila. The method of Aquila's

translation was further repeated in the probably contem-

porary Targum of the routateuch, which, ])y a curious

accident, was adorned in Bal^ylon with tlie name of Aquila

in the form of " Onkelos." Only there resulted in that

case, owing to tlie kinship of Aramaic and Hebrew, a

linguistic product wliicli was not (piite so peculiar as in

the Greek work of Aquila. By comparison with the other

literary remains of Jewish Aramaic, it may, however, be

^ M. Schvlfz<\ in his "Graniinatik der aram. Muttcrsprachc ,Tcsu " (1890),

has dealt exclusively with the hililical Aiainaic, hut has furnished it with a

vocalisation hased upon tlie hiblical transliteration of Semitic names, and repre-

senting, as tlie author intends, the Galilean pronunciation.
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cletermined with sufTicient certitude what should be re-

garded as Hebraisms in the Targum. Genuine Aramaic is,

of course, most clearly recognisable in cases where the

Targum, despite its aim of precisely copying the original,

finds itself constrained to adopt divergences in style.

The following may be specified as Hebraisms which

essentially determine the style of the Targum: (1) the

frequent use of the construct state, whereas an Aramaic

original would have employed more commonly the circum-

locution with "^
; (2) the regular use of the separate ^\ as

substitute for tlie Hebrew accusative particle, whereas

Aramaic consistently dispenses with such a particle
; (3)

the reproduction peculiar to the Targum of the biblical

•s, in all its meanings, by ''^^,^ which latter is known in

the Hebrew of the Mishna in the form "^D., restricted to

the meaning " see," and which in the remaining Aramaic

literature is wholly wanting in this sense
; (4) the emphasis-

ing of the verb by apposition of the infinitive
; (5) the use

of the Aramaic ^)^), for the Hebrew narrative formula "'0"'"',

which is foreign to Aramaic; (6) the use of the verb <?'?

for the Hebrew i^l in all cases of its occurrence, and of

"lOVOP for the Hebrew "i'»^5?
; (7) the frequent employment

of the Perfect as historic narrative tense where the Aramaic

would have had recourse to the Participle, either by itself

or preceded by njn
; (8) the common use of the Infinitive

with prepositions, where Aramaic would have formed a

subordinate clause with ^.

In regard to Noldeke's ^ assumed disfigurement of the

Targum of Onkclos by the Babylonian dialect, I am still

unable to cite a single case in point except the occasional

use of infinitive forms in o-c? One instance may show how

careful we should be in putting forward any such assumption.

^Sce Gramm. d. j.-iml. Aram. IStif., HiOf.; NOldckc, ZDMG xxii. (1868)

489.

" Th. NiJldeke, Die semit. Siiracheii, 32.

^ Gram. d. j.-pal. Aram. 225 \X.
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TliG Palestinian Abbahu says, b. Sukk. 5'', tliat the name

given to a " boy " {^P'^^D in Babylon was ^5'^";. Now the

Onkelos Targum uses N^^n for " boy," while the Galilean

dialect does not employ this word. But since the Mishna

attests the corresponding Hebr. ^^'i'^ and the Samaritan like-

wise knows
""^l,

it is clear enough that ^'^^'i was not unknown

in Palestine. TIuis, when it occurs in Onkelos, the word

should not be styled as a Babylonian intrusion.

The regrettable defect of the Judiiean Aramaic above

referred to, is in some measure compensated by our having

the Galilean dialect made known to us almost exclusively

through the short stories interspersed in the Palestinian

Talmud and Midrash ; and these stories bear throughout the

mark of their artless popular origin. In this case we arc

furnished with what is so much missed in regard to the

Samaritan, the Christian-Palestinian, and the earlier Syriac

of Edcssa, namely the really living speech of the people.

By comparing this vernacular with the biblical Aramaic and

the idiom of the Judaan documents (apart from the Targums),

we have the only possible means of learning what was the

style and mode of expression of the Jewish Aramaic of

Palestine.

If the view put forward by Noldeke, Buhl, Cornill,

Ginsburger,^ and others were correct, that the so-called

Jcncsalcm Targums of the Pentateuch include sections from

a very ancient and possibly pre-Christian period, then these,

after deduction of the Hebraisms, would, of course, represent

the best model for our work, Ecgard for this possibility

caused me to give a prominent place in the Gram, des j'id.-

pal. Aramiiisch to the grammatical material in these Targums.

But from that scrutiny I became convinced tliat the most

primitive elements in regard to linguistic development to be

found in tliese Targums are exactly the parts taken from the

1 .)/. Ginsburffcr, Zuiu riagniontent;irf,'Miii, Jii'l. Moiiatssclir. .\li. (1897)

289-296, 340-3i9.
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Oukelos Targum.^ The style of these Targnms had not as yet

been closely studied, and theories regarding their origin had

been based chiefly on the nature of their contents. But even

on that ground I could discover no sound proofs of a great

antiquity. As one passage from the Jerusalem Targum I.

has been rehed upon as a decisive evidence of its pre-

Christian elements, it requires to be mentioned. In Deut.

33" the words run thus: "Bless, Lord, the possession of

the Levites, who give the tithe of the tithe, and graciously

accept the offering of Elijah the priest, which he presents

upon Mount Carmel; break asvmder the loins of Ahab his

enemy, and the necks of the false prophets who withstand

him, and let there not be to the foes of Yokhanan the high

priest a foot to stand upon." Now as John Hyrcanus was

less favourably remembered among the Jews at a later date,

this statement, it is held, must have originated soon after his

own time, and have been written by those who were among

his partisans. By these, one would presume, are meant the

Sadducees, a fact in itself suspicious. But one who is familiar

with the nature of these Targums will think first of a

Midrash which applied the words of Scripture to John

[Yokhanan]. At the most, therefore, we should have before

us traces of a very old Midrash. As to the age of the

Targum passage, nothing could be concluded. But we are

not unacquainted with the Haggada which is here alluded to.

The Midrash on Ps. 67, in speaking of the verse in question,

says the Greek domination was destined to fall by means of

the tribe of Levi ; and in the Midrash on Genesis (Bereshith

Eabba 99) it is also said, with reference to this verse, that

the Greek domination was destined to fall by means of the

sons of Hasmonai, because they were of Levitic descent.

Accordingly the enemies of Yokhanan in the Targum are the

Greeks (Syrians), and any one who has read the Eoll of the

1 See Gram. d. j.-pal. Aram. 21-20 ; and J. Basxfrmnd, Das Fragmenten-

Targum zum Pentateuch (1896), 0511"., 98.
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Hasmonreans is aware that for tbe Jews the high priest

Yolvhanan, the son of Mattathias, was the most conspicuous

champion against the Greek oppressors, and the proper

" Maccabean." None but he could be named if a personal

representative of tlie Hasmonsean house in its struggle against

Greece had to be cited.^ Since, however, the representations

given in the very late Eoll of the Hasmonseans are wholly

unhistorical, tlie passage in question becomes in reality an

evidence for the late date of the Jerusalem Targum I. It is

only in so far as they are evidence of an early form of the

Onkelos Targum, and in so far as the Galilean dialect is

traceable in them, that the Jerusalem Targums of the

Pentateuch can yield us any assistance. The want of due

precaution in the use made of them by J. T. Marshall is one

of the things which were bound to render his efforts to

reproduce the " Aramaic Gospel " a failure.

The Palestinian Lectionary of the Gospels, along with the

other biblical lessons extant in the same language,^ would,

owing to the close relationship of its dialect with the Galilean,

offer inestimable service towards the recovery of the Aramaic

original of the words of Jesus, if it were not, like all the other

ancient translations, merely a Targum, i.e. an imitation of

the Greek original in the Aramaic dialect of the Christians of

^ Rahbinic tradition, by the way, elsewhere distinguishes "the high priest

Yokhanau" (Ilyrcanus) from "KiugYannai" (Alexander Jannimis). To the

former a series of praiseworthy acts are ascribed, the only complaint being that

he ilnally became a Sadducee ; the latter ranked as really impious, llaba b.

Ber. 29* declares explicitly: "Yannai was an ungodly man from the begin-

ning, but Yokhannn was a pious man from the beginning." It was Yokhanan
who was informed by a divine voice in the temple of the victory of the " boys

"

in Antioch (j. Sot. 24^).

'^ The parts of the Scripture from the Old and the New Testaments, which
had been published up to Se{)tember 1897, arc enumerated by E. Nestle in

Studia Sinaitica vi., A Palestinian Syriac Lcctidnary, edited by Afjncs Smith
Lewis, xiv. ir. Sinci! then hns been added (/. ManjolioiUh, The Palestinian

Syriac Version of tiie Hdly Scriptures, four recently discovered portions,

London, 1897, and the excellent new edition of the Evangeliariiim Ilicro-

solynntanum by A<jncs Sim'lh Lewis and JUunjarct Dunloj) Gibson, under tlic

title "Tlic Palestinian Syriac Lectionary of the Gospels," London, 1899.
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Palestine. The sl;ivisli nature of the imitation is illustrated,

e.g., by the fact that the verb, with trifling exceptions, lias no

pronominal sul'lixcs attached, because the Greek language

only uses tlie personal pronouns independently.^ For that

very reason, however, this version, in parts where it does

diverge from the teuour of the Greek, indicates all the more

surely such Greek constructions as were repugnant to the

Aramaic language. Besides, there is some suspicion that

the Palestinian Gospel Lectionary has been influenced in

its vocabulary by the Syriac version of Edessa. Un-

fortunately the " Idioticon des christlich - palastinischen

Aramiiisch " (1893), by F. Schwally, gives no light on this,

as on other important points. Schwally has aimed at col-

lecting the differences in the matter of vocabulary between

the Christian Palestinian and the Edessene. But one does

not learn what words are common to the two dialects, or

which of such words in their turn are not found in the

Palestinian Aramaic known from other sources.^ It is not

the ecclesiastical Aramaic of Palestine that can give any

assistance, but only the idiom thence ascertained which

was actually spoken by the Palestinians. A service similar

to that of the Palestinian Lectionary is rendered also by

the Edessene version in its various recensions now known

to us (Cureton., Sinait., Peshita). But no assistance derived

from any of these Aramaic versions can be used towards the

attainment of a genuine Aramaic diction, unless the same

mode of expression can be attested in the Jewish Aramaic.

If we were to make the Jerusalem Lectionary the basis of our

investigation, as proposed by Wellhausen,^ it would first be

necessary to prove that in it, and not in the Jewish Aramaic,

was the language of Jesus and the earliest apostles preserved.

But this supposition cannot be seriously entertained. The

1 mideke, ZDMG xxii. (1868) 505 f.

- See the incomplete suggestions of NUldclce, ZDMG xxii. (1868) 517,

522.

2 Giitt. Gel. Anz. 1S9C, 265.
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Christian Palestinian literature is a clear proof that there

was practically no spiritual intercourse between the primitive

Aramaic-speaking Jewish-Christian Church and the Jewish

people. The Church of the Greek and Edessene languages

is the spiritual mother of the Palestinian-Aramaic com-

munities. Their language contained, indeed, a number of

Hebrew words which occur also in Jewish Aramaic. But

tlie presence of the terms merely proves the influence of

the language which had been spoken by the very numerous

Jews in Palestine at a prior period. A Jewish derivation,

such as Noldeke ^ supposes, cannot be inferred from this

circumstance. Even if it should have taken place, the

Jewish elements would have been obliterated long before.

If, further, any grave doubts may justly be entertained

as to whether the Jewish Galilean of the year 400 was

altogether similar to the language of Jesus, then by abandon-

ing the field of the Jewish Aramaic every valid foundation

would be wholly lost.

We shall therefore have every reason to guard against

giving too much weight to the Syriac versions of the Gospels.

The Targum of Onkelos and the Palestinian Talmud and

Midrash remain our most important criteria. As the idiom

of the first of these, whose vocabulary can also be tested by

the Hebrew of the Mishna, represents in any case a stage

of the language nearer to the time of Jesus, we shall attach

ourselves principally to it, not failing, however, to note the

divergences of the Galilean dialect. The vocalisation will

be guided by the tradition as to the pronunciation repre-

sented in the Targum manuscripts from Yemen, with the

exceptions specified in my " Aramiiische Dialektproben," iv. ff.,

especially as regards the Galilean. It should be explicitly

affirmed, however, that in many an instance a different

pronunciation prevailed in the time of Jesus ; cf. Granmi.

d. jiid.-pal. Aramaic, 46, 48, 50 f., 59 ff., 64 ff.

' ZDAIG xxii. 522 f., Die semitischcii Sprachen (1887), 33.
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I. THE SOVEEEIGNTY OF GOD.

A. Sovereignty of Heaven, Sovereignty of God,

Sovereignty.

The expression 17 ^aaCKeia tmv ovpaviav is altogether peculiar

to the Gospel of Matthew, of which it is as characteristic as

is the cognate appellation 6 Trary'jp {fxov, rjficov, v[xwv) 6 iv

ovpavoh (0 ovpdvio<i)} Mark and Luke have uniformly,

Matthew has rarely, rj ^aaiXeia rov 6eov.

The Jewish expression ^ corresponding to 7) /Saa. t.

ovpavMv is in Aramaic N'^tin t<ni3^o, in Hebrew D^p^ niD^'P.

In the latter it is worthy of notice that ^y?f is always

without the article,^ from which it appears that the Aramaic

xvpc^ is in the definite form only because the indefinite form

of this word does not occur in Jewish Aramaic. The Mishna

says D''?^' J^l^pp, e.g. Ber. ii. 2 ; and similarly without the

article, Ci)pf N-jio, " the fear of God," Ab. i. 3 ;
D^pl^'' c^,

"the name of God," Sanh. vi. 4; D^D'C' n^n, "through, by

God," Sanh. ix. 6 ; on the other hand, invariably ^]^^^ IP,

" from heaven," Sanh. x. 1 ; Ned. x. 6.* The difference is

to be attributed to the fact that in the last-mentioned

phrase the locative sense of D^P*^' was still consciously

^ Fundamental Ideas, VI.

2 According to Stave, " tJber den Einfluss dei- Parsismus auf das Judenthum"

(1808), 180 ff., the Persian idea of the "Supreme Sovereignty" exerted some

inllucnce when the term originated. Tliis is possible, but not necessary.

^ See Franz DelitzscJi, Neue Beobachtungen liber hebr. Spracheigentiim-

lichkeiten, v., Theol. Litbl. 1887, No. 48.

•* See also Fund. Ideas, VIII. ; E. Sclmrcr, Jalirb. f. prot. Theol. 1876,

p. 171 ff. ; Ch. Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers = (1897), 67.

91
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present, whereas, in the other cases, ^VPf is purely a sub-

stitute for "God." Compare, further, b. Mo. Kat. 15a,

D^ct*!? mjD, " one who is banished by God," and Dn>^y vonn'

;pD'n iP,
" mercy is shown to tliem from heaven."

Althous^h S'O-'T Nms^D is thus tantamount to the

" sovereignty of God," it does not thence follow that all

trace of the thought, that in the phrase the dwelling-place

of God was being named instead of Him who was there

enthroned, must have been obliterated. Simeon ben Lakish,

about 2G0 a.d., contrasted the " sovereignty of earth (n^^po

n«^) with the " sovereignty of heaven " (Q^otf' n^:h}py For

him, therefore, " heaven " is in this case the dwelling-place

of God. Similarly, the Babylonian saying,^ TV.^ HV-}^-} nn^^^^p

^Ti?"^"? ^'O^-'^^' " ^^6 earthly government resembles the heavenly

government," has regard to the seat of human kings, and of

God. Again, Yokhanan ben Zakkai, about 80 a.d,, makes

mention of " the yoke of the heavenly sovereignty " (bij?

nyp^ n^.3^P) alongside of " the yoke of flesh and blood "
(h)V

Ui) "ib'3),3 thereby bringing " God " into contrast with " men."

The difference in the point of view is, however, of small

importance, because in every case the " heavenly sovereignty,"

in contradistinction to the " earthly," is nothing else than

the " sovereignty of God " as opposed to all human govern-

ment. There is no ulterior idea present in regard to the

derivation or the nature of the divine sovereignty. It can

only be ascribed to unfamiliarity with Jewish phraseology,

that it is still commonly tlie custom to see in r) (daaikeia

roiu ovpavwv a reference to the transcendental character

of the object so designated.* It is not the ^aaCKeia that

1 Ber. R. 9. » b. Ber. 5S\
^ j. Kidd. nOtl ; see Backer, Agada der Tainiaitcn, i. 30 f. Cf. in the month

of Chuniua (al)out SO A.D.) the antitlicsis of mn T;n3 v'-n^n Viy and o^i T73 Viy,

Ab. d. K. Nathan, 30.

" See, e.g., V. H. Stanton, The Jewish and the Olnistian Messiah (1886), 209
;

JF. Buldenspcrgcr, Das Sclbstljcwnsstsein Jesu^ (1892), 197 f.; L. Paul, Die

Vorstcllnn^^f-n voni Messias nnd voiii Gottesreich bei den Synoiitikern (1895),

21 f. ; K. G. Grasx, Das von Jcsns geforderte Vcilialtcn xuni lieiohe Gottes,
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is indicated as transcendent in this phrase, ])ut the /SaaiXev'i.

rj ^aaiXela tcov ovpavwv is the sovereignty of the transcendent

God. Least of all has the plural D^P^'—for which no singular

form exists—anything whatever to do with the heavens being

seven in number. A Hellenist might possibly, indeed, attach

some such notion to the Greek oi ovpavoC, but that is not

a sufficient reason for imputing the idea to Matthew, who

makes no allusion of the kind.^ Evidence of the meanino-

attached by Jesus to the words roov ovpavwv is afforded also

by the substitute tov 6eov, which is used exclusively in

Mark and Luke. The evangelists have clearly considered

the two phrases as synonymous ; and as they thus coincide

with the Jewish meaning of the expression D';rp^' niapp,

it is safe to assume the same interpretation in the case of

Jesus.

According to J. Weiss ^ and H. J. Holtzmann,^ it was

only Matthew who imputed the expression to Jesus, the

original actually spoken being rj jSaaiXeia tov 6eov. But

modern misunderstandings of r) ^acr. twv ovpavwv render it

only too credible that Mark and Luke, out of regard to

heathen readers, avoided the specifically Jewish expression,

and followed the Greek Bible, which mentions no " sove-

reignty of heaven," but only " the sovereignty of God." See

Ps. 103i» 14811- !"• 13, Tob. 13S Wisd. 6^ IQi^, ^ Ps. of Sol 11^\

Dan, 3'^^ (Song of the Three Children). This is the usage also

of the Targums, which put ''^^*1 Nni3pp where the Hebrew text

speaks of Jehovah as being King (see below). Jesus will

Mitt. u. Nadir, f. d, ev. K. in Russl. 1895, p. 52 ; IT. J. Holtzmann, Lolirb. d.

neutestanientl. Theologie (1897), i. 189 f. ; A, Meyer, Die moderno Forachiing

liber d. Gescli. des Urcliristentliums (1898), 73.

* In o})position to Holtzmann, loc. cit. 191.

2 J. Weiss, Die Predigt vom Keiche Gottes (1892), 9.

^ Lelirb. d. neiitest. Tlieologio, 1. 191 f.

^ E. Issel, Die Lehre vora Reiclie Gottes im Neueu Testament (1895), 20,

thinks tliat in this passage the "fulfilment of the Messianic promises" is

implied by ^acriXe^a 6eov ; it is, however, merely a glimpse given to Jacob into

God's position as sovereign that is meant. '•
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have preferred tlie popular expression because He also readily

abstained from the use of the divine name.

No doubt can be entertained that both in the Old Testa-

ment and in Jewish literature noi^rp, when applied to God,

means always the " kingly rule," never the " kingdom," as if

it were meant to suggest the territory governed by Him. For

the Old Testament, see Ps. lOS^^ 145ii- 1- is^
cf. Obad. 21,

Ps. 20-'' C^^vo); for the Jewish literature, the instances to

be cited later on.^ To-day as in antiquity an Oriental

" kingdom " is not a body politic in our sense, a people or

land under some form of constitution, but merely a " sove-

reignty " w^hich embraces a particular territory. We shall

be justified, therefore, in starting from this signification of

ni3pp as employed by Jesus. Krop,^ indeed, in his definition

" un domaine a la tete duquel se trouve un roi," has regarded

the locative as the primary sense of the expression. Bousset,^

too, finds that only now and then does the sense " sovereignty

of God " take the place of " kingdom of God," and he seeks

for special reasons for this interchange. But it is more

correct to regard, with B. Weiss,* as fundamental, the meaning,

" the full realisation of the sovereignty of God," and then to

adhere uniformly ^ to tlie term " sovereignty," so as never

to lose sight of the starting - point. The German word
" Herrschaf

t
" (sovereignty) can also in a secondary sense

denote a region, .so that German is free from the embarrass-

ment felt, r/f., l)y Candlish," wlio tried to alternate the words
" reign " and " kingdom."

In two cases there occurs the expression 1) ^aaCkela rod

1 Sec also Fuiid. Lkas, I. 8.—£". Schilrcr, iaXnh. f. jirot. Tlieol. 187t3, p.

183, defines d'o^ r«S? not quite accurately as tlic "kingdom in wliicli heaven,
i.e. the heavenly King, rules."

2 F. Krop, La pensee de Jesus sur le royaumc do Dieu (1897), 21 f.

3 W. BousscI, Jcsu Predigt in ilirem Gegeusatz z. Juilentuni (1892), 97.
* B. Weiss, Lchrl). d. l.iM. Tlu>ol. des J\.T.« (1895) 46.
•'' Tills is advocated also by K. O. Grass, loc. cit. fjO f.

" CanrUish, The Kingdom of God (1884), quoted by Slanton, The Jewish
and the Christian Messiah, 217
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Trarpo'i {avroiv, /xov), Matt. 13''^ and 202^'. For the latter

passage the parallels Mark 14^5, Luke 221*^ have tov deoO. It

need cause no surprise that Jesus should occasionally avail

Himself of this mode of expression, for He loved to charac-

terise God as " Father."

In the same category should also be reckoned Matt. 6^=^

(Luke 12^^), where r} fiaacXeia avrov points back to o Trarrjp

vfiwv QvpdvLo<;, ver. 32 (cf. Luke 12^° vjioiv o Tranjp); and

also Matt. 25^^, where v ^aaCkeia is unprovided with a further

qualification only because, in view of its being prepared for

"the blessed of My Father," the addition appeared un-

necessary.

The question becomes more delicate when 77 ^acnXeia, in

some cases where the context is not so obvious, appears to be

without any supplement. This happens only in Matthew,

and almost exclusively in composite expressions. Here we

find: 01 viol t?]? fSaacXela';,'^ 8^^ 13^^; 6 X0709 rf;? ^aaiXeia'?,

1313 (Luke 8^1 \. TOV Oeov] Mark 4^* X0709 only); and to

evaryyeXLov t?)? jSadiXela^;, 4P (wanting in Mark 1^°, Luke 4^*),

035 (wanting in Mark 6^ Luke IS^^), 24^* (Mark 13^° to

evajjeXiov only, cf. Matt. 26^^, Mark 14^). Of tliese passages,

however, 4^^ and 9^^ are due to the narrator. A fuller

designation is not in itself impossible, as appears from ra

/jbvaTijpca T?}? l3aaLXeia<i tmv oiipavwv, Matt. 13^^ (Luke 8^'' Ta

p,. T. ^. TOV Oeov, Mark 4^^ to p,vaTi]piov t. 13. t. 6.).

Wlien ri^3^'?n is used in Jewish literature without further

definition, what is meant is always the secular " government

"

for the time being, whether the ruler himself or merely the

officials representing him be the object of attention. Com-

pare, for example, the expression ni3^^p nnf^ " connected with

tlie (Roman) government," b. Sanh. 43'';- b. Bab. k. 83-"*; cf.

b. Sot. 41^ with Ab. iii. 8 (Nekhonya ben ha-Kanna about

^ Cf. ou tlic expression, Fund. Ideas, I. 4c.

2 It is incorrect to make this passage apply to a relationship with the royal

family of the Jews, and to turn it into a proof of the Davidic descent of Jesus.
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70 A.D.) :
" Evoiy man, who takes upon liiniself the yoke of

tlic La^v, is set free from the yoke of the (foreign) govern-

ment (ni3^o h)V), and from the yoke of providing a livelihood
"

(n>' ^7.^. ^. See also Sot. ix. 17; j. Ber. 6^ 13°; j. Ter.

46^ In this case n^^^rp by itself cannot be supposed to

represent the sovereignty of God. And as Jesus always

,uses, except in the instances given, fuller expressions, it

should not be assumed that even for Him " the sovereignty
"

had as yet become an equivalent term for " the sovereignty of

God." Within the Christian community, and specially the

Greek-speaking part of it, this identification is more credible.

And in it the terms used by Matthew will have been

formed.

B. The Jewish use of the Idea.

The first consideration in the Jewish view is that tlie

sovereignty of God is an eternal one. The Targum of

Onkelos in Ex. 15^^ puts: "God . . . His kingly sove-

reignty endures for ever and ever " (i^^p? Q"*^!^ '^'T'^'^r'? T-

N'D^y ^D^yb^), for the Hebrew "iVi rh)V^ !i>o^ nin> thus sub-

stituting for the personal terms of the text an equivalent

of a more abstract character. This sovereignty began when

Abraham made God known upon earth. In Siphre Dt.

113 (Fr. 134^0 it is said: "Before our father Abraham

came into the world, God was, as it were, only tlie king

of heaven ; but when Abraham came, he made Him to l)e

king over heaven and earth." Thereafter at the Eed Sea

and at Sinai Israel gave allegiance to this sovereignty of

God.i Thenceforward it has its earthly presence in Israel.

It is to the sovereignty of God in this sense that Eleazar

ben Azaria (about 100 a.d.) refers in a saying, wliich also

shows the connection of the expressions " heavenly leather
"

and "sovereignty of licavcn": "One sliould not say: I

have no inclination for garments of mixed sLulls, swine's

' McchilLii, c'll. Fiiciliii. G?-'.
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flesh, forbidden wedlock ; but one should say : I have

indeed inclination for such things, but what shall I do

when my heavenly Father has forbidden them to me ? (no

•13 "bv 1.T3 d;^^?c^ ^2X1 nbTX)
;

[for thus are we taught,^ Lev.

20^'']: 'and I have separated you from the peoples, that

ye should be mine'";—here we find him (i.e. man, according

to the Scripture text) separating himself from transgression

and thereby taking upon himself the sovereignty of God

"

CD^c^ n^D^o vhv bnpm mnyn p K>nis kvd:).2 According to

Simeon ben Lakish (c. 260 a.d.),^ the proselyte who adopts

the law thereby " takes upon himself the sovereignty of

heaven," In the statement of Yokhanan ben Zakkai,* ad-

duced on page 92, the Israelite who voluntarily becomes

a slave for life declares that he renounces the yoke of the

heavenly sovereignty {^l^f m^^rp piy P13), and takes upon

himself the yoke of man (DIJ '^^^ ^iV ^3p). Here the sove-

reignty of God is called a yoke, because God is able to

compel Israel, even against his will, to accept His service.

In Siplira 112^ He says to Israel: "In spite of you— do I

set up My sovereignty over you " On^sJ'o ^:x -l^^op—D3nn|) i?_i;

Qp"'bl'.). How little of realistic mysticism is here asscociated

with the sovereignty of God becomes clear also from the

fact that the daily recitation of the " Shema," with the

reading of Deut. 6'*"^'' (where the One God requiring un-

divided love is acknowledged), is regarded as a continually

repeated " taking upon one's self of the yoke of the

sovereignty of God." In this sense Gamaliel ii. (c. 110

A.D.) replied to those who maintained that as a bridegroom

he was free from the duty of the reading of the Shema on

the evening of his marriage :
" I yield not to you in that—to

lay aside even for one hour the sovereignty of God " ^ (^^?P

nnx nyc* nypu n^^bp ^]!?|p). Joshua ben Korkha (c. 150

^ This is wanting in Siplira, Venice edition (1545), ed. princ.

2 Siphra, ed. Weiss, 93^ ; see Backer, Ag. d. Tann. i. 228.

2 Tauclmma, ed. Buber, n^S i? 6 ; of. Backer, Ag. d. p. Am. i. 374.

*j. Kidd. 59\ *Ber. ii. 5.

7
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A.D.) says that in the recitation of the Shema, Deut. 6^"^

ought to precede Deut. 1 1^=^-1, because the "yoke of the

divine sovereignty " (0)12^ n^a^tt b'lV) must be assumed prior

to the " yoke of the commandments " (nivp b'W)} And the

expression D^D'C' mab^ b)l! b^p is found exactly as a desig-

nation for the recitation of the Shema, e.g. j. Ber. 4% 7^'.

Thus the sovereignty of God belongs, in the first instance,

to the current age,^ and is as yet fully acknowledged only in

Israel. The future will, however, bring a fuller develop-

ment. The present reveals in two directions an imperfect

realisation of the idea. Israel is under foreign domination,

and the peoples do not acknowledge the divine sovereignty.

If the sovereignty of God is to appear in all its glory,

Israel must be set free from the sway of the peoples, and

the Gentile world be subjugated to God. The former is

part of the common prayer for synagogues of the dispersion,

being introduced in the eleventh petition of the " Eighteen

Prayers": PJ' 13J3D "iDHi n^nn33 irv:»'i^i n3ic\s-i33 ^^iiisic^ ni^c'ri

nnx -jnn OBL"Dni pnvn s n>?^nnni nonn ^^nb ^^ nriN* ^yb]} -li^ni nnjNi
T T T : ' : V V : • -; -

: v v :
; " : t : t - •• t ' : t t,- ;-

tOBL^w npi)i nnix ti^d ;^, "restore our judges as of old and

our counsellors as in the beginning; put away from us

sorrow and sighing; and be Thou alone Kiug over us,

Jehovah, in mercy and compassion, in grace "* and justice !

Blessed art Thou, Jehovah, a King who lovest grace

and righteousness." Another prayer,^ speaking of the full

realisation of God's sovereignty over Israel, says : ^^^'^\

^nit33 ^J3ynM ^V}bf\ nb

—

n0 nrpic^ ^O^^^o?, " they shall delight

in Thy sovereignty— every one of those that keep the

Sabbath day; they shall all be satisfied and refreshed in

1 Ber. ii. 2.

-This is rightly affirmed ])y ,S'. Schechtcr, .Tow. Quart. Rev. vii. (1S05)

195 ir.

" Tims in Seder Rab Aniram, i. 8-i
; but Machzor Vitry, 67, lias ti^iyaj wp^s],

"and pronounce us free in the judgment."
^ On this translation of piif and njjiv see my treatise, " Die richtLil.

Gerechtigkeit im Alton Testament," 5 If

.

' Seder Rab Amram, i. 20^
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Thy goodness." To a later period belongs the divine word

attached to Zech. 9^ in Pesikta Eabbati, 159*. Speaking

as the future King of Zion, God there addresses the pious

in Israel thus :
" Ye pious ones of the world ! although,

strictly speaking, I owe you words of praise, since ye

waited for My law although not for My sovereignty (Qn'?'?^'

'n^:hd> on^sn i6] 'n-jin^),i yet I swear to you that I will

bear witness for good to every one who waits for My
sovereignty, as it is said :

' Wait patiently for Me, saith

Jehovah, against that day when I rise up as witness-bearer '

—

in favour of the sorrowful ones who mourn with Me over

My ruined house and My desolated palace."

In regard to the future recognition of God throughout

the entire Gentile world, the Sibylline Oracles, iii. 47, has

the following : /SaatXela fiejiaTTj adavdrov /3aaLXrjo<; eV

avOpcoTTOiei (pavetrai ; and iii. 76: Kal Tore S' e^ejepel

/BacrtXy'fiov et? alwva^ irdvTa<; i-rr dvOpcoTroci. Joshua ben

Khananya (c. 100 A.D.), speaking of the time when all service

of other gods shall be abolished, says :
" Then shall God

alone be absolute in all the world, and His sovereignty will

endure for ever and ever " (imaSp ^^nl D^iyn n;n\^ nSpi^ri \ti

Q^rpSiy 'p5'^y!"i n^'^V^y The "Kaddish"3 prayer in Aramaic,

dating back to a great antiquity, concludes with the wish

:

" and may He (God) set up His sovereignty in your lifetime,

and in your days, and in the lifetime of the whole house of

Israel, (yea) speedily, and in a time that is near." * What

1 Cod. de Rossi, 1240, in Parma, has Dn'3'n both times ; but the citation

introduced at the end from Zeph. 3^ proves tliat cn^sn must be meant.

- Mechilta, edition by Friedmann, SG'' ; see Baclicr, Ag. d. Tann. i. 147.

3 On this see Zunz, Gottesdienstliche Vortriige,^ 385 ; Landslmth, Seder

bikkur cholim ma'bar jabbok we-sepher ha-chajjim (1867), lix.-lxviii. ; Dalman,

"Jiid. Seelenmessc und Totenaurufung," Saat auf Hotiiiung, xxvii. (1890)

169 lt\

* So in Seder Eab Amram, i. 3^, and in llaclizor Vitry, 64. Maimonides

(in ]\Iishne Torali) after n'niD^D inserts .T^y pinrn n'n<r? nii^'i n'pi^-is nn^::], "and

may He cause His redemption to spring up and His anointed to come near and

ransom His people."
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is then destined to happen is consistently detailed in the

prayer i^vl?/ which originated in Babylon c. 240 a.d. In it

the hope is expressed that God will ultimately " bring the

world into order by means of His kingly sovereignty "
(Iip.Of

^nC' m3^D3 thSv), so that then " all shall submit themselves to

the yoke of this sovereignty " (^i^»ni ^n^D^p !?iy nx D^3 ^bp>

Cin''^y). The same sense appears in the ancient prayer :

" "23^P

^p^iyn T)3r TiTi ip^Hys ^n^Djip ir\>_ i?p^ij;3 ^^'j nn;; ^yribii, " our

King, our God, make Thy name one in Thy world, make Thy

sovereignty absolute (lit. ' one ') in Thy world, and make

absolute the remembrance of Thee in Thy world." Present

and future are included in the doxology :
^ ^^nopJO ^''n ^''^'i

'n'job *i\-iyn ^?o^J;n^ ]'']n xoSya, " to Jehovah belongs the..... • -; - tit: ' •• t t : t : ' O

sovereignty in this age and in that to come." Similarly

it is said in the Psalter of Solomon, 17^^-: to Kpdro^ rov

6eov rj/xo)v et<? rov aloiva * fxer ekeov, kol rj /3aai\ela rov 6eov

rj/jLMV et? rop alo)va iirl ra eOvrj iv Kpiaei, " the might of our

God is (upon us) ^ for ever with mercy, and the sovereignty of

our God is upon the peoples for ever in judgment."

Since God is in reality Euler even now,—a fact which

only requires to be openly recognised,—the establishment

with power of His sovereignty may after all be termed an

"appearing." Thus the Assnmptio Mosis (10^) already says:

" Parebit regnum illius (scil. Domini)." The Midrash on

Cant. 2^2 represents the " sovereignty of God " as one day

taking the place of tlie " ungodly sovereignty "
(•^fv'"?'? '"''^^r'P),^

and says of the former : rhm^ n>D^ nia^rp b^ njoT y^an, « the

time has arrived for the sovereignty of God to be re-

vealed." The relation of God to Israel during this sovereignty

is the subject of the petition, Sopher. xiv. 12: >^^1^] "^.^jn

^ Ztinz, loc. cit. 386 ; and for tlie text of the prayer, Machzor Vitry, 75
;

Boer's Seder Abodath Jisrael, 131.

' Seder Rab Amrain, i. 9-'.

^ Machzor A'itry, 31^.

* i<p T}fJM$, "upon us," lias obviously to be supplied.

" The Roman rule is here meant.
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ly^y iniD^'C', " may His sovereignty over us be made open and

manifest
!

"

Tliis mode of expression is specially popular with the

Targum writers, who wish to avoid the thought that God in

person should appear on earth. In place of '2?''!?^*^ '^f'?,

"behold your God," Isa. 40^ tlie Targum says: xn^D^JO n5^\i?2nx

pDn^xi, " the sovereignty of your God has become manifest "

;

and in place of nin; -i^D, "Jehovah shall reign," Mic. 4^

^n Nn«bo '^snn, "the sovereicrnty of God will be manifest."

Expressions of similar tenour occur in the Targum for the

passages, Isa. 31^ 52\ Ezek. T^- ^^ 11^ Obad. 21, Zech. 149.

It cannot be ascertained that any idea of a pre-existence

of the divine rule in heaven was contemplated in this

connection. That which exists from the first is God as

Ruler or Sovereign. The new element, which the future

Ijrings, belongs to the sphere of the earthly realisation of His

sovereignty. There is here no thought of pre-existent

" realities " emerging into the course of the world.^ But

while for the Jews the n^3?p of God invariably means the

governance exercised by Him, it is quite compatible with this

idea that different terms had to be used when tlie blessings

promised to Israel in the Messianic age were to be indicated.-

C. The Application of the Idea of the Divine

Sovereignty in the Words of Jesus.

A preliminary analysis of the Jewish usage of the idea

of the divine government had to be premised, in order that

its specific application by Jesus might appear in the proper

1 See also Fundamental Ideas, I. 6 f. ; HoUzmann, Lelirb. d. neutest.

Theol. i. 189.

- F. Krop, La Pensee de Jesus sur le royaume de Dieu, 22, incorrectly liolds

that "the reaction against the Messianic hopes after the fall of Jerusalem"

has contributed to this result. This reaction is just as little demonstrable as

its alleged results. HoUzmann, loc. cit. i. 189, is also inaccurate in speaking

of the "kingdom of heaven" as only another name for "the days of thp

Messiah."
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light. TJiis application may be studied to best advantage, in

connection with the various composite expressions into which

the idea in question enters, in the discourse of Jesus. We
give them in six groups.

1. THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD IS THE SUBJECT OF AN ANNOUNCE-

MENT IN CONNECTION WITH THE VERBS euU'yyeXi^eo-dai.,

Krjpvcraeiv, SLayyeWeiv}

It cannot, however, be pronounced certain that Jesus

ever directly coupled any one of these verbs with 77 /SaaiXeca

Tov deov (rcov ovpavdv). Luke alone has on one occasion

(4"*^) ascribed to Jesus the words evwyyeXL^eoOat, ttjv B. t. 6.

The parallel passage, Mark 1^^, has Krjpvaaeiv with no object.

The passive y j8. t. 6. evayyeXl^erao is likewise found only in

Luke (16^^) with no parallel in Matt. 11^^, and, moreover,

raises difficulties to the Semitic translator, the passive of

"I'E'li meaning always " to receive a message," but not " to be

announced."^ Even the substantive evayyekiov is only once,

Matt. 24^^, connected with t] ^aaiXeca. The parallel passage,

Mark 1 3^^, omits ^aatXeia, just as it is also omitted, Matt.

26^^, in connection with evayyeXiov. In Mark 1^^, but not

in the parallel. Matt. 4^'^, Jcgus speaks of " believing in the

gospel," without further qualification. The formula eveKev

ifjLov Koi (eveKev) tov evayyeXlov is so expressed only in

Mark 8^ 10'-^ whereas in Matt. IG-^ (Luke 9-^) and Matt.

19-*^ (Luke 18-^) the gospel is not mentioned. It was

within the Christian community that to evayyeXiov and

evayyeXi^eaOai, witli or without 1) /3. t. 0., first attained the

positi(jn of a formula.

In the verl) iti'?, which must be assumed to bo the

^ The association with ofioioOv aiul ufxoios etvai is not taken into consideration

here, as being withont wciglit for the idea of the j8. t. 6.

- In Matt. IP (Lukct 7'-'-) tttwxo' evayyeXi^'ovTai corresponds accurattly with

the Aramaic J'liyjjpn I'J??'?. Only i<:}'^ N"jij:'5 as comi)lenient can liardly be

dispensed witli.
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original Aramaic expression, the idea of glad tidings is not so

inherent as in the Greek evajjeXi^eaBai. Even in the Old

Testament, 1 Sam. 4^'^, "iti^'3 is used of mournful tidings. The

Aramaic Nn"iib'3 is applied, Ber. E. 81, to the announcement

of a death ;
^ and a glad message, Meg. Taan. xii., Ech.

R. i. 31, expressly adds the adjective xn^D Nnnibn (of.

Ber. ix. 1, Hebr. nuiD nnic^n). Consequently "i^n will have

to be translated by " announce "—even in such sentences as :

N2n DPij?n ^'n^ 2 -\\^2rp xn"*, " may he receive the announcement

promising tlie life of the age to come," j. Keth. 35^
; "if'^p sn^

Nin Nan npiyn lai*'^ " may he receive the announcement that he

is a son of the age to come," j. Shek. 47° (Meir, c. 180 a.d.)
;

n-iDiNl n-^mrD C'Ypn nn, " the Holy Spirit announces (in the

Scripture) and says," b. Sot. ll'', 46^

Closely related also is the phrase: ch'wr} }? ii^nf Nin nD20

i<3n, " he is assured that he is a son of the age to come," b.

Keth. 111=^ (Yokhanan), or: Nfn D^Siyn \>n^ nop^ s^n, Siphre Deut.

305, edition Friedm. 129*^ ; compare also: Nfoj^y Jpnp^ '^Jiinpnx

^t!"?"!,
" thou hast assured me that I sliall inherit the age to

come," Targ. Euth 2^^
;
'nxn Np>i'> ^UN^i ^b ^innnx, " he has

assured thee of the age to come for thyself and for thy

father," b. Sanh. 98'\ The phraseology is important as the

New Testament conception of the " promise " (eTrayyeXia,

iirwyyiWeaOai,) is to be derived from it. Compare, further,

Jas. 2^, where rj ^aatXela is the object of promise ; 1 John

2-^, which makes 1) fwr) 1) amvioq the content of the promise

;

and 1 Tim. 4^ e-jrayyeXia ^w?}? t?}? vvu koI t/}? fi€Wovar]<i.

To the same class belongs the sentence, which occurs several

times, mn chm P'^^'? nnnnn pN, Ber. E. 76, "for the pious

there is no assurance (promise) in this age " ; and in the

Apoc. of Baruch 53^ "the promise of life hereafter" (Syr.

D inn \m '''-m n^d^'^d).

It thus appears that the sovereignty of God is the

^ Targ. Lam. 1^ puts the fuller form N^'5 xn-iiB'3, "l)a(l ucwa."

^ j. Kil. 32^' lias tlic erroneous reading '.".no.
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couteut of a " message " or " tidings," and not without further

qualification of "a message of glad tidings." With this

distinction agrees the fact that its proclamation, according to

Matt. 4" (Mark 1^^), cf. Luke 24*^ should above all things

lead to repentance.

The germs of this development may be seen in tlic Old

Testament in such jmssages as Isa. 40^ 41^'^ 52'^. The

Apocalypse of Baruch mentions the message of salvation, 4G^,

77^^. Subsequently Elijah ranks as the herald of salvation

according to Targum Jerus. I. on Num. 25^^; Pesikta

Eabbati, chap. 35 end ; Midrash Vayyosha ;
^ cf. Justin, Dial. c.

Trypho, c. 8. To the Messiah Himself the same function is

assigned in Schir. E. 21^; Pes. Eabb. chap. 36; Trg. Ech. 2^2,

by Eleazar ben Kalir in " Az milliphne bereschith."

"

In Luke 9^ Ktjpvaaeiv r. /S. t. 6. is found as part of a

mandate laid by Jesus upon His disciples. Mark 3^* has Krjpva-

aeiv with no complement, while in Matt. 10'' (cf. Luke 10^)

the charge is thus expressed : Krjpvcraere Xe^yovreq uri 7]y<yiKei>

r) ^aaiKeia to3v ovpavSiv. This last form of the charge

commends itself as most natural on the lips of Jesus. Of

this, Krjpvaaeiv to euajyeXiov, Matt. 24^* (Mark 13^^), 26^^

(Mark 14^*) should be regarded as an abbreviation. The

shorter form points back to Nniib'n "it^3, with which compare

:

mt^3nx snnn xmib'3, " thou hast received good tidings," Ech.;;--;-t:TT::' o O'
E. i. 31 ; and also in Samaritan ^^ iE)30 njXT nmD3 3 snn

; 't--:t-;-t:-: tt'

" this announcement which I declare to thee," Marka, Death

of Moses, 26. Even where euayyiXiov is not present, itJ'3

would not be inadmissible for KTjpvaaeiv. Of course there is

also available the Aphel form f^?.?^,^ which corresponds still

more closely to the Greek term, and is a verbal form derived

^ A. JcUlnek, Beth lia-Midrasch, i. 54 ; D. Castelli, II Messia secoiulo gli

Ebrei, 196, 201, cites also b. Erub. 43'^; b. Tes. 13"; Deb. R. 3; but in these

passages the announcemeut of salvation is not attributed to Elijah.

- Sec my treatise, " Der leid. ii. d. sterb. Messias dor Synagogc," 73.

" Tlie same passage contains an undefined form mo'a (.Tip?), which would

lead us to expect kidW as the defined form.
* The Peal also soems to occur Koli. T!. 7"

; Marka, Death of Moses, 12.
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from the noun Ti"i3 = K^jpv^. It is already used in Dan. 5^^, and

is applied, e.g. j. Ber. 7", to an intimation which was to be

proclaimed in the synagogue. i<"Jij' occurs, indeed, through

the influence of the Hebrew, in the Targum in Lev. 25^*^,

Isa. 61^, meaning "to proclaim"; but elsewhere in the

Jewish-Aramaic literature ^^p seems to bo used only for " to

summon, to name, to read."

SiajyiWetv rrjv ^. t. 6. occurs in Luke 9^^ but is wanting

in the parallel passage Matt. S^l Doubtless it is merely a

Greek variant for KTjpvaaetv, so that a special Aramaic term

corresponding to it is not a matter of necessity. If such a

term were wanted, Vlii«, " to make known," might be proposed,

as it can be cited in the sense required from the Book of

Daniel, the letters of Gamaliel,^ and j. Ber. 7°; j. Ned. 40*;

Vay. E. 25.

There still calls for notice \aXeiv irepl -rri'i /3. t. 6., occur-

ring in the narrative Luke 9^S for which Mark 6^* offers

merely Zihdaiceiv ttoWu. A phrase established by tradition

is obviously not present in this instance. In Aramaic 7?^

K*OL'h xno^JDn would be unusual, all the more as ??^, so
T -

: • T ; - :

common in the Targums, is elsewhere surprisingly rare. The

only instances known to me for ??P are Ber. E. 32^'
; b. Sot.

35*; pass. ^kr>^*, j- Schek. 50*.- In place of it TJJi^>*, properly

"to relate," is used in Vay. E. 34; b. Yom. 9^ b. Sot. 35*.

One might rather expect to find 2 ""an, " to instruct in," which

likewise occurs in Vay. E. 34 ;2 cf. Hebr. njc^, for religious

instruction of every kind (e.g. Ah. d. E. Nathan, 18).

Peculiar difficulty attaches to the phrase now to be

mentioned : tto,? jpafx/xaTev-^; fiadi^TevdeU (eV) t^ jBaaiXeia (or

et? Ti7y /3a(Ti\eiav) rwv ovpavdv, Matt. 13^". A verb, to

which /xaOrjTeveiv in the sense here represented would

correspond, does not exist in the Jewish Aramaic (or in

1 See " Aram. Dialektproben," 3.

- Even here the sense of aahiin p'jScnoi p"a is not properly intelligible.

3 Vay. K. 34, xjB, to learn, is found beside 'jn, to teach. But -30 also means

"to relate," j. Mans. Sh. 55c.
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Helirew). One could only substitute : t'p^n N^n^ xnSD ^3

ii^rpfi NniDbp(3)S, " every scribe who is a disciple of the

sovereignty of God." But probably the phrase is due to the

author writing in Greek. In that case no precise equivalent

in the words of Jesus need be sought for.

In regard to 6 X0709 rr}? /3ao-t\e/a?, see above, p. 95.

Ta fiv(TT7]pta T. /3. T. o., Matt. IS^^^ (cf. Mark 4:^\ Luke S^o),

would be in Aramaic: N^'PC'T xnii^'^ 7-); cf. Apoc. of Bar. 81*

" he made known to me the mystery of the times " (Syr.

X33n xn ""jyTix). Subsequently the Greek word also came to

be used by the Jews of Galilee, TTPPP^ ^^P, " mystery," Ber.

E. 74. It is significant that according to Pes. Eabb. 14^ the

Mishna is the " secret counsel " (rT^PP) of God proving the

Jews to be the sons of God, and has been entrusted for

guardianship to them and not to the Christians.

2. TEIE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD IS EEGAEDED AS AN APPROACHING

DISPENSATION, BEING THE SUBJECT OF THE VERBS tyyi^eiv,

£771)? eivai, (^Odvetv, ep'^eadai, avacf)aivecr0ac.

(a) To he at hand, near {iyyl^ecv, 6771)9 elvai).

In addition to Tjyyi/cev {rjyyLKe), Matt. 4^'^ (Mark 1^^)

10" (Luke 10^), Luke 10^^ there occurs also e'77y9 ecmv,

Luke 21^^, in which case, however, the parallels in Mark

13-^ Matt. 24^^, do not contain /S. t. 6. as subject. Both

are capable of reproduction in Aramaic. y]yyiKev would

be X?T, or ri?^i5 with or without 'n^?^
; cf. Targ. Ech. 4^8

NJDiD ni,-), "our end is come near"; and Targ. Isa. 1?.-

}-iy ^n^D^ nnp, "tlie time is at hand." For €77179 kaTw

reference can be made to Onk. Deut. .)2'^ Di^ ^''li?; Jerus. I.

x^i^ Nin Tip
; Jorus. II. DV ^nvp5? a^ip

; Targ. Isa. 56^ '3i"?^3 2np

*n''Jp7, "my redemption is nigh"; and Apoc. of Bar. 23'^

(Syriac version) Tixn ''jpiiD in Tip. For the phrases under

consideration, therefore, we may perhaps assume the original

to luive been 'n^p^ X'pt:'T xm^^o nT-i|'5. This form of e.xpres-
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sion is more probable tlian the Aramaic N*p^, to arrive, to

which also it would be possible to revert. The Targums

usually put this word for the Hebr. si2, when the latter is

meant to express that a set time has arrived, e.g. Targ.

Ezek. 7--«-7-i^ Amos 8^ ; Jonah 2^, and Cant. 7^^ (in this

NJpns JOT NL)?p, " the time of redemption has come ").

{h) To come {(f)9dv€LP, epyeaOai).

To ^<9'?> l^^^ mentioned under (ft), one must revert for

the original of ecpOaaev icji' vf^a^, Matt. 122s (Luke ll^o).

In Dan. 4-^ bv i^i^p means " to come upon any one " in

such a way that he cannot escape, Theod. e(f)6a(Tev eVt

TLva. This, too, can be united with "'ri'^^, Targ. Ezek. 7^

:

bv ^n^o^ Ni-p n^:y-iis noro, "the judgment of the end has

arrived [that was] to come upon," etc.

epxeaOai is predicated of the divine " sovereignty " in

the Lord's Prayer, Matt. 6^^ (Luke ll^); also Luke iT-" 22^8

(the parallels. Matt. 2Q-^, Mark 14^5, are differently ex-

pressed), Mark 9^ (differently Matt. IG^^, Luke O^^). WiMi

this may be compared Bar. Apoc. 44^- " there cometh . . .

the new age " (Syr. xmn ii^bv • • xns) ; Targ. Mic. 4^,

^n^o^ Nmai^p ^<Tny -ib,
" to thee shall the kingly sovereignty

come"; and Mark 11^° evXojTjfievT] rj ep'^ofxevr) ^aaiXela tov

7rarpo<i rjficov AaveiS.

(c) To appear {ava^alveadaC).

The term ava^aiveaOat, represented solely by Luke as

narrator (Luke 19^^), is the expression used by preference

in connection with \^'^ Nni3pp throughout the Targums

(see above, p. 100 f.). It also meets us in Assump. Mos.

1 0^, and Apoc. of Baruch 39'^ (in this case applied to the

sovereignty of the Messiah).^ As a parallel to the

sentence given on p. 100 from tlie Midrash on Canticles,

^ Syr. 'n'rai nnx—i .sV^nn, " tliu sovereignty of mine anointed will be made
manifest.

"
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tliere may be cited the saying from tbe Hagada on

Canticles vi. 10:^ " As the circuit of sun and moon is

accomplished in view of all, so shall the sovereignty of

the Messiah, when it appears, be revealed openly to the

world (Q^^iy^ ^'POI?? '^.r'?^ CT^D ^^^^^? 'l^-"?i*^'?)- The rare

occurrence of the expression on the lips of Jesus shows, at

least, that it was not commonly used by Him.

On the term eVro? v/jlwv eariv, Luke 17^\ see at the end

of No. I.

3. THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD IS LIKEWISE REGARDED AS AN

APPROACHING DISPENSATION, BEING THE OBJECT OF THE

VERBS Ihelv AND irpocrSi'^eaOac.

(a) To see (ISelv).

In Luke 9^"^ Jesus speaks of a " seeing " of tlie sove-

reignty of God. In Mark 9^ it is said that men should

see the sovereignty of God coming with power. The former

is not a mere synonym for the latter ; for " to see the

sovereignty of God " means " to survive to be a parti-

cipator in it," just as N^Jj rnv'^ nx";, j. Sanh. 29'' (Baraitha),

means " to live on into the age to come as a partaker

in it." See also the phrase adduced below : nonsa nxi
J- T T V ~ T T'

" to see the consolation." The meaning is not quite the

same in Targ. Isa. 53^0 pnn^pp noi?oii jirn^, "they, the

forgiven Israelites, will see the sovereignty of their Mes-

siah " ; nor in the sentence from an ancient Kedushah of

the morning prayer on the Sabbath :
^ ^n^^^pn nrxnn \y:;v^

" may our eyes see Thy (God's) royal sovereignty." In

these cases, then, the thought is not of a special participation

in the sovereignty that is to appear. Of a mere vision of

tlie future mention is also made in Bar. Apoc. 51^ "They

will see the age whicli is now iiivisililc to iluMu, yea, see tlie

' .\i:\v. Qu. Review, vii. (ISO."!) 157.

- Seder R;il) Aniraiii, i. 10''.
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time which is now hidden from them " (Syr. x?D^y in -ij pjn

])n2D NDD Nt:'m xnr^ prn^i x'j'n nn!5 xrnnro N^n).

(5) To expect, look for (TrpoaSe^eaOai).

According to the Gospel narrative, Mark 1 5'*^ (Luke

23^^), the sovereignty of God is being " looked for " (tt/qoo--

Se-^eaOai), just as tlie consolation of Israel or the redemp-

tion of Jerusalem was " looked for," according to Luke 2-^- ^^.

The Aramaic word for this is "isp, Onk. Gen. 49^^ ; Targ.

Isa. 301S 643; gab. 2^ ; cf. the form "int^, which has

made its way into late parts of the Okl Testament, LXX
Dan. 7^^ irpoaSi^erai for Aramaic "12D, as also the sub-

stantive N^3p, "expectation," Ber. E. 53. The Pael ^3p

occurs both in the Jerus. Targums to the Pentateuch and

in the Evang. Hieros. for " to look for, expect." ^ I cannot,

however, verify either this or even "I?? in the Jewish-

Galilean literature.^

JSfote.—The expression " to look for the consolation of

Israel " has its parallels in Bar. Apoc. 44'' " Ye will

see the consolation of Zion " (Syr. ]vn'^l nx"'133 llTnn), and in

the Targumic Nnnm ^;l'6 inrsrip, "they who long for the

years of the consolations," Targ. 2 Sam. 23^ Jer. 31^.

In these instances, according to Targ. 2 Sam. 23^ ''pi"'

^'{^'fC.o
" the days of the consolations," are identical with

XDpy fiiD, " the end of the age." A formula of asseveration

put into the mouth of Simeon ben Shetach in b. Shebu. 34^

as early as 100 B.C., which is also used by Eleazar ben Zadok,^

j. Keth. 35° (c. 100 A.D.), is thus expressed: nrpmn nsnx, "I

shall see the consolation ! " and a Baraitha b. Taan. 1 1'^ pro-

nounces the following verdict against any one who in time

of distress separates himself from the community : nx'}"' 7X

"iinbrn nrpmn, " let him not see the consolation of the com-

^ Late Hebr. nsv, "to hope for," may be mentioned at the same time.
2

'5 '50, Vay. R. 34, does not mean "hope in me," but from '? ^jn?^

in apposition—it is equal to "look upon me 1

"

" ties Backer, Ag. d. Tann. i. 52.
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munity!" See also the Targ. Isa. 4^ D^L-'n^ r\rpr\:2 ^n^

"he shall see the consolation of Jerusalem"; and 33^°

Db'ch-\] nnmp ])]n\ -iry, « thine eyes shall see the consolation

of Jerusalem." " Consolation " is, throughout these instances,

not the resurrection, but redemption in its full extent.

4. THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD IS AN ORDER OF THINGS

UNDER WHICH MEN ARE PLACED,

(n) To sit at tciblc, to eat bread {dvaKXlveadat, aprov (payetu).

The patriarchs and all the prophets can be " seen

"

as subjects of the sovereignty of God, Luke 13-^. The

context of the passage, as well as the parallel, Matt. 8^\

shows, however, that we have not liere to do with a current

expression. Currency may rather be assumed of the " re-

clining at table " (duaKXlpeadai), in the sovereignty of God,

Matt. 8^^ (Luke IS-'^); cf. dvaKeiaOat in the parable of the

Wedding Feast, Matt. 22^^-'^^, and the eulogy of one that sat

at meat with Jesus (Luke 1 4^^) : /laKupLo^; oa-ra ^djerat

aprov ev rrj /3. t. 6. As to drinking in the sovereignty of

God, it is mentioned by Jesus, Matt. 262^ (Mark 14^5, Luke

22^^), in connection with the consummation of the passover

there, Luke 22i^^- 1«.

That there should be feasting in the Messianic a<i;e is

implied rather than asserted by the ancient stories of

Leviathan and Behemoth, which creatures were one day to

serve as food for the pious. The first mention of this is

in an ancient portion of the Apocalypse of Baruch (29^);

afterwards it occurs in the Book of Enoch 60""^--"', and in

2 Esd. 6'''''~''-. It is something quite dilferent when, as in

the case of Jesus, the time of salvation is merely likened

to a feast. Dropping the figure, such a comparison only

implies that the Messianic age brings joy and gratification.

Thus the Slavonic Enoch (42^) ^ says that the angels will

^ Edition by Morfill and Charles, Oxford, 189G.
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bring in Adam and the patriarchs to Paradise, "as one

invites those with whom one loves to celebrate the

festivals," and that these will then " with joy await his

feast, in pleasure and untold abundance in the rapture

and bliss of the light and in the life that never ends."

About 120 A.D. Akiba speaks of a "repast" (nniyip) with

whicli the present age concludes, Ab. iii. 1 6 ; and Jacob likens

the age to come to a banqueting-hall (Ivpl^)) i^^to which one

enters from the vestibule (I'nTiiQ) of the current age (Ab.

iv. 16), a simile which is repeated in Tosephta Ber. vii. 21.

Only from a later period do we find traces of an actual repast

which God prepared for the pious—" the feast of Paradise
"

(p^. I? ^if'
nnu'DH).! Then the fable of Behemoth and Leviathan

is also combined therewith. Detailed descriptions of this

feast are given in Jellinek's Beth ha-Midrasch iii. 76, v. 45 f.,

vi. 150 ff. Noteworthy is the passage in the Book of Elijah

(loc. cit. iii. 67): 2 2'?'^'i' ^'?'^)^^ ^7! ^?V.1\ V^T. ^C"?^^
'^^""^ '^^'^>

" I see Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the righteous

sitting " ; and Targ. Eccl. 9^, where God says to each of

the pious : ^^ V^^^^"^. 5<7»n na 2^3. ''n^'> Tjon^ Npna Dij?p Ws
;nj? |33, " come, eat thy bread with joy, and drink with a

merry heart the wine which is reserved for thee in Paradise."

See also Targ. Euth 2^^ nx!?i ^nni 7\p^-\\ rr\b ny ^pSn >ito|?,

" that thy portion may be with Sarah and Piebekah, and

llachel and Leah."

From the Gospels it may be inferred that the concep-

tion of an actual repast for the pious was already an old-

established idea. Even for Jesus this repast was no mere

figure of speech. But He speaks of it in plain language only

for the purpose of emphasising the fellowship which the right-

eous of all ages are destined to enjoy. Never did He refer to

the repast merely as a repast. Even in the " satisfaction
"

^ Scliem. R. 45 [Assi) ; see also Ilamhurger, Real-Encyc. f. Bibel u. Talm.

ii. llUaff.

* See also M. Buttenwiesev, Die liebr. Elias-Apokalypse (1897), 25, CG.
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through the sovereignty of God spoken of in Matt. 0*5 (Luke

6^1) there is no idea of a repast. It is rather meant to

express figuratively, like Isa. 65^^^-, the complete contentment

of those who are for the present suffering want.

The determination of the Aramaic expressions to he used

here is not without difficulty. Late Hebrew has 3pn i tor to

" recline at table." To this corresponds in the Targums

"inipN; see, e.g., Onk. Gen. 37^5 i^mh h^'D'^ 'nnoxi, "and

they lay down to cat bread." Both verbs in themselves

mean merely " to form a circle round a table." In the

Galilean dialect of the Palestinian Talmud (Ber. 1 2^ ; Taan.

GB'"^), and in the Palestinian-Christian dialect, the usual word

for this was, at a later date, y?"!, " to lie down."

For " to eat," -5?^ is a term common to all Aramaic

dialects. " To take food, take a meal," could be rendered

by "^yp, although the Gal. and the Pal.-Chr. dialects use

DJ?. " To eat bread " for tlie simple " to eat " occurs in

the Old Testament, and hence also in the Targums, pretty

frequently. Gen. ?,1^\ Ex. 2^^ 2 Sam. 9^ ; in the Gospels,

Matt. 152, Mark S^o 7 2-
5, Luke 14^.2 Li the later Jewish

literature I find but few examples. In b. Ber. 42^ a summons

to eat is expressed: ^i^^2 ^^'^''?., " let us eat bread "
; and b. Bab.

mez. 86^ the Palestinian Tankhum bar Khanilay, speaking

of Moses, says that he did not " eat bread " on Sinai, while

the angels, when visiting Abraham, " ate bread." It is self-

evident that the Babylonian popular expression ^^£'''"1 "=11^

(properly " to roll bread ") for " to eat " is unsuitable. In

Ber. R 82 a saying of Joshua^ {e. 100 a.d.) is given to the

effect that the righteous man will be satisfied " with the

bread of the age to come" (X^n Q^'iv}^ i^n^P). But the

mention of tlie bread is here due to Prov. 28^^, and does

not therefore imply a prevalent idiom. On the other hand

^ Similarly, as early as Cant. 1'- 3ca, "dinner-party."

^ Cf. Joh. Vorstius, De Hebraismis Novi Tcstamcnti, ii. 255 ff.

* See Backer, Ag. d. Tann. i. 190.
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must be cited the ancient phrase onp "laj;, " to prepare a

meal," Dan. 5\ Hebr. :
Dn^ m, Eccles. lO^^, which the later

Eabbinical literature does not use, in the same sense at least.

The benediction given to him who should " eat bread " in the

theocracy would be thus rendered in Aramaic : ^''^^'1_ '•nn^D

X»»'L:n xniD^D3 HDnh. It is striking in this case that the.T-:- t:-: t;- O

term " theocracy " should here be used by another in the

sense regularly given to it by Jesus, although the discourse

of Jesus did not furnish a direct occasion for this use.

Some expression, more common among the Jews, perhaps

Tixn XiDpya, " in the ase to come," might here be substituted.

(h) To he greatest, least (6 jxiKporepo^, iXd^iaTo<;, fxei^cov, fji,e<ya<i).

The righteous shine forth as the sun in the theocracy.

Matt. 13*^ conformably with Dan. 12^. As, however, in

Dan. 12^ the stars are also introduced into the comparison,

the idea developed by Paul,^ and by Yehuda i.,^ is not

excluded, that the lustre is of diflerent kinds, and that,

therefore, degrees of rank are to be found among the righteous.

One may in the theocracy be 6 jjuKporepo^, Matt. 11^^ (Luke

7^^), or eX«;^to-T09, Matt. 5^^ i.e. " the least," but also " the

greatest " (6 /juel^wv), Matt. 1 8^ (where, however, the parallels,

Mark 9^^, Luke 9^*^, speak only of the greatest among the

disciples of Jesus), or " great " (/xiya';), Matt. 5'^^.

This gradation recalls the statement of Joshua ben Levy

(c. 250), that there are men who are "esteemed" ('^''Ip'') in

this present age, but who will be despised (^''^i^jp, properly,

" floating on the surface ") ^ in the age to come ; and another

of his son Joseph, who on his deathbed had a vision of

a " world turned upside down " (^''Sn D^iy), in v.hich the

" highest found themselves lowest, and the lowest highest

"

{rhvjpb D^:innni ntpp^ Q'^i'^^), which, however, was not to apply

in the case of his own father.* Simeon ben Azzay (c. 110)

1 1 Cor. W^\ " See farther on. ^ ^^ pgs_ gga^

• Loo. cit. andb. Bab. b. 10'' ; see Backer, Ag. d. pal. Amoraer, i. 187, ii. 105.

8
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said :
^ " He who, for the sake of the Tora, renders himself

even a simpleton, will in the end be exalted." Yirmeya ^ also

taught on similar lines in a later period :
" He who humbles

himself in this age for the sake of the word of the law, will

be made great in the future age." According to Yonathan

ben Eleazar (c. 240 a.d.),^ all are aware that in the age to

come there will be great and small, only in the present age

it is not known who is in reality great, and who is small.

An Aramaic narrative * tells of a woman who is afraid

that the acceptance in this age of a heavenly gift prejudices

the status in the other world, and she therefore causes the

gift to be returned. The principle :
^ D^iy Sh \^', P'^-^] pny ^53

ioyy "323, " each righteous one (after death) has his own world

for himself," ranked as a truth generally recognised. With

this Yehuda i. (c. 200) is in accord when he explains (Siphre

to Deut. 11^^, ed. Friedmann, 83^), that the righteous will

in the future have diflerent grades, envying one another no

more than the stars in spite of their different brilliance. A
specially elevated third class of the pious is the subject of

remark j. Chag. 77*. The Palestinian Talmud (in the same

passage) holds that there will be seven such classes, an

opinion supported elsewhere.^

In a similar way Jesus entertained the idea of different

grades among those who had part in the theocracy. But

the principle on which these ranks are assigned is not that

of the Kabbis.

As Aramaic has no superlative, there is at our disposal

for "the least," "the greatest," only NTi'T, sin_. Between

6 jxel^cov, Matt. 18\ and fjiiya^, Matt. 5^^, the only difference

would be that in the former case J<3"i in the latter 3"i should

1 Ber. R. 81 ; b. Bcr. 63''; see Backer, Ag. d. Taiin. i. 416.

- b. Bab. m. 85''.

^ Pesikta Kabb., ed. Friedmann, IQS*"; d'. Bncher, Ag. der pal. Am. i. 87.

4 Ruth R. iii. 1 ; cf. Seheni. R. 52. •' Vay. R. 18 ; of. Rutli R. iii. 1.

«Sipbro, od. Fiiodm. 67"; Vay. R. 30; Midr. Ps. 16'-; cf. Backer, Ag.

d. Tann. i. 19, 44.
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be propupposed. With the expression may be compared

:

Nnm, read nnan, iir\-\'vi " a great thing," " a small thing,"

j. Keth. 29°, and lin\3^3 niriT na-i, "the greatest of them,"

Ber. R 38.

(c) The sons of the theocracy (ol viol tt}*? ^acrikelas:).

The expression peculiar to Matthew : ol viol Tf;? ^acrtXeLa^,

Matt. 8^2 13^*, still calls for mention here. On the omission

of TMv ovpavoiv see above, p. 9 5 f . The son as such is he

who belongs to the father's house by being born of his spouse.

But the idea that the son, in contrast to the slaves, is the

father's legitimate successor, in short, the heir, is so habitual

in antiquity that the thought of the son almost immediately

involves that of the heir, cf. Matt. 2138 (Mark 12^ Luke 201''),

Ptom. 8", Gal. 4'^. The "sons of the theocracy" are thus

those who belong to it in virtue of their birth, who thereby

have a natural right to the possession of it. This is the

sense in which the " sons of the theocracy " are spoken

of in Matt, S^^^ ^^^^Q are cast forth from its sphere.

—

In Matt. 13^^ on the other hand, the viol t)]<; ^aaiXeiwi

are set side by side with the viol tov Trovrjpov. In this case

the " sons " are those who have in themselves the nature of

the father. The sons of the theocracy are thus the men of

a cognate disposition with it, the " righteous " (BLKaioi)
; cf.

v.^3. Of the same character are the expressions : ol viol

vfiMV (tcov ^apicraicov), Matt. 12^^ (Luke 11^^); viol t&v

(fiovevadvToiv rov<; 7r/)o<^?7Ta?, Matt. 23^^; vie Bta/36\ov, Acts

1310
J

njtn n^^pn ja, " this son of a murderer," 2 Kings G^'-^

;

^X3P -13 ^s:p, "zealot, son of a zealot," Vay. E. 33; T^? "i?,

"son of obscure parents," j. Sanh. 30°. The first-named

idiom is recalled by the comparatively frequent expression

:

Tisn XD^y 13, "a son of the age to come," b. Taan. 22=^; in-t:t;t-' O ' -^

Hebr. i^^n D^iyn in, b. Pes. S^ ; b. Bab. b. 10^; j. Shek. 47°

;

xnn D^^iyn \33, j. Ber. 1 3*^
; n*>_j;n \33, " the sons of the upper

room" (the heavenly world), b, Sukk. 45^ Such is the
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designation of one who has an assured claim to the future

age.—On the other hand, the i^n^:i)jp '}3, Targ. Eccl. 5^, are

the citizens of a realm already in existence ;
i^^"]?. \^3, j. Taan.

66°, the inhabitants of a city; nann ^:2, j. Sukk. 53% the

guests at a wedding ; cf. oi viol tov vvfM(})(bvo<i, Matt. 9^^

;

ol viol TOV aloivo^ Tovrov, Luke 10^

5. THE THEOCRACY IS AN ORDER OF THINGS TO WHICH MEN

ATTAIN, FROM WHICH ALSO IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE

EXCLUDED.

(a) To attain to, enter into {elaep')(ea6at, ela-iropeveaOai).

One can " attain to " (elcrepxecrdat, et?) the theocracy

according to Matt. S^o V^i 18^ lO^sf- (Mark lO^^ff-, Luke

182* elairopeveaeai, "-'), 23'^; cf. Luke 11^^ Mark 9*^

10^^ (Luke 18^^). It is the same meaning that appears

in the attaining " unto life " (ei9 ryv ^corjv), Matt. 1 8^

(Mark 9*=^-*^)^ 19^^ and in the parable "unto the joy

of the Lord" (et? rr^v x^P"'^ '^°^ Kvplov), Matt. 25"^-"^,

and also " through the narrow gate " (hca T7]<i arevij^ ttuX,???),

Matt. 7^=^ (Luke IS^*). The "attaining to His glory,"

which Jesus, Luke 24-*^, announces in regard to Himself,

is cognate. One can also be " not far " (ov /naKpdv) from

the theocracy, Mark 12-^*. The phrase: ^ui^eadai etV ri)v

j3. T. 6., Luke 16^', will receive separate consideration

below.

elaepx^(^Gci^ f^'? '^hv /3. t. 6. has its Jewish parallel in

•"nsn ^ipvh xnx, " to attain to the age to come," b. Chag. 15^;

b. Sanh. 98% 105=^; Hebr. N3n Di^iy^ m, b. Sanh. 110^

(Baraitha); Tos. Sanh. xiii. 1 (Joshua ben Khananya, c. 120);

^'zh ^^^y^ i^is, j. Sanh. 29"; cf. the causative 'nxn x?pb^ ^n;x,

"to bring into the age to come," b. Taan. 29^; Hebr. 5<''an

snn rbSyh (Eleazar ben Azarya, c. 1 1 a.d.), Siphrc, cd. Friedm.

7;3''.i Quite unusual is the phrase: ^'^)v '^rh bv, "to enter

1 See Backer, Ag. d. Tauii. i. 221. Bab. moz. ii. 11 has xan obivn m).
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into the life eternal," Targ. Ps. 40^.^ Hence the rendering

" to attain to " corresponds more closely to the original

(Aramaic) than " to enter into."

There is one instance to which this does not apply

:

elaeXOuTe Slo, t>}? cnevr)<; ttuX,?;?, Matt. 7^^ (cf. Luke 1 o-*).

For this, recourse must be had to "Py, " to enter into." The

appeal therefore runs : ^?V J^yinzi 2 ^^j;^ with which compare

y"}n nnii \'hv, " entering in through one door," j. Sabb. 17^
; and

snpj xiriB b^v, " he slipped through that hole," Koh. E. 5H

The idea that one attains to the life to come through

sufferings and self-sacrifice is not unfamiliar to the Jews.

The Second Book of Esdras speaks {V^^-) of the difficulty

of attaining to the future life, and compares it (in v.") to

the narrow road leading, between fire and water, to a city

stored with good things. According to Vay. K. 30 (cf. Pes.

179^), King David addresses to God these words: "Show

to me what gate may be wide open into the life of the

age to come" (N3n D^iyn ^'n^ C'^sn p^J^a r\Vi^\ The divine

reply, according to Azarya, is :
" If thou art in need of life

thou art in need of afflictions " (^^1>' nns ;n^D^. -jny nris D^^n ds^).

On "attaining to life," see also No. III.

As for attaining to " the joy of the Lord " (etV rr^v xapav

Tov Kvplov), Matt. 25^^-^^, it has to be observed that the

Hebrew nnpb', " joy," is also used specially for " the joy

connected with a festival." This sense is already present in

late books of the Old Testament, 2 Chron. 30^3, Neh. 12-1

In Sukk. \} ^^^y^P^ r.^3 nnnb' is the title of a special

festivity during the feast of Tabernacles. " To come to the

wedding-feast" is expressed in Tob. 9- HL^ by nnoba Ni3.

It is prescribed, j. Mo. k. 80'', that one should not intermix

^ "To come into," moreover, is also generally expressed by ^ '?i', s. j. Pea

2\^
; Vay. R. 37 ; less frequently ? h]l, j. Sanh. Sit- ; and \i hv., j. Taan. 66<=.

Even "to fall into" is h "js:, j. Maaser. o2a.

2 Galil. ji^s.;.

^ By these letters (HL) M. Gaster designates the Hebrew recension of the

Book of Tobit, published by him; see J/. Gaster, Two unknown Hebrew versions

of Tobit, London, 1897.
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one nnroii' with another nnoc' and therefore no marriaofe

should be appointed to take place on a feast day. In Deb.

li. 9 a father says :
" I will lift up wine in honour of my

son's wedding" ('33 hf inn^b'p). The Aramaic reproduction

of the same statement, Koh. E. 3^, has instead n''n''riw'pp, " for

his banquet." This use of Nn"'nc'rp for " wedding-banquet

"

illustrates how it happens that in Matt. 22^ Jesus can speak

of a " wedding-feast " (yd/xoi.,), while Luke 1 4^^ recognises

only a "great supper" (SelTrvou fxeja). Still in Luke 12^^

14^ the word 70/101 implies any form of entertainment. In

any case it was not from his own wedding-feast that the

Master came home (Luke 12^^), but from that of another

person, '^^^?rl^' is in Vay. R. 28, "thy wedding," and just

in the same way the corresponding Aramaic word ^^nnn is

used for "wedding," b. Gitt. 68^ See also Pesikt. 193^:

nmp i^ nsr^ tj^o, " a king to whom there came a festival."

Whence it appears that "^y^ ^)1^? ^^^ would certainly have

been understood by the hearers to signify, " enter thou into

the festival of thy Lord."

(b) To invite {Kokelv).

Not without " being bidden " does one enter to the

banquet in the theocracy. In 1 Thess. 2^- Paul has the

expression : tov Oeov rod KaXovvro^ »;/xa<? et9 ryu eavrov

BaaiXeiav Kal So^av, which shows affinity with the " invita-

tion " in the parable of the Supper, Matt. 223f-8f-i4 (Luke
24iGf. 2.i-^ Jewish literature affords similar examples. The

Galilean Amora Yokhanan (c. 260 A.D.) affirms, b. Bab. b. 75^

that only " those who are invited " (D"'p^Tp) go up to the

" Jerusalem of the age to come " (Nsn ^^'i^Yi' D.'H"''"'!)- ^"'leon

ben Lakish (c. 260 a.d.) declares, Midr. Tehill. 14", that

Jacob rejoice.s above all the patriarchs in the coming of

the period of " joy " for Israel, " because he is called to the

banquet" (nn^yD^
]^ip

NinK^ 'sj'), conformably with Isa. 48^2

('N"jpD ''?<"ji^*''.). The same expression is somewhat differently
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applied, b. Ab. zar. 17% where a heavenly voice says of the

penitent Eleazar ben Durdaya that he is " destined for the

life of the age to come," t^sn ^^'^^^ ^^']^ I'fl'f. This expression

is also attributed to a voice from heaven in regard to another

person, b. Taan. 29^ This use agrees, however, with Acts

13'*^ TerayfjLevoi, et? ^corjv alcovLOV.

For " to invite " the Targum of Onkelos, influenced by the

Hebrew, has always ^y- see Gen. 31^% Ex. 34i% Num. 25^;

the Targum on the prophets, e.g. 1 Sam. 9^"*, has II?! (I^t), just

as in late Hebrew (see above, and Sabb. 153^). The invited

person is i^^'^], Targ. 1 Sam. 9^3, 1 Kings l^^. Still the

Hebr. i^y^ does occur Koh. E. 7^ ; and n^y, which is the

equivalent of the Hebr. i^l?, in the Galilean dialect, is found

Vay. R. 28, while the Jerus. gospel uses only i^y. Hence

Matt. 22^* TToXkol <ydp elaiv Kkrjroi, oXljoi Be eKkeKToi,

could be expressed in Aramaic by p^na pTyT pp^pT pX^JD.

(c) To he fitted for, to he worthy of {ev6eTo<i elvai,

KaTa^LOiOrjvai).

One must, moreover, be tvorthy of entrance into the

theocracy. In Luke 9^^ Jesus uses the words :
" he who

is not fit for the theocracy " {ev6eT6<i iariv rf/ /3. r. 6., or

et? Tr]v /3. T. 6.; cf. Luke 14^^ eh Koirpiav evderov). In

Luke alone (20^^) is also found the expression: KaTa^iwdTjvai

Tov at6!)vo<; eneivov Tv^elv; cf. Acts 13*^ a^lov^ rf]<; alwvtov

^(orjq, and 2 Thess. 1^ icaTa^LcoOrjvat Ti]<i /3. t. 6. " To be

worthy of the age to come " is a common expression with

the Eabbis ; see Aram, 'niil xp^y^ S3T, b. Erub. 54'' ; b. Gitt.

68^; ^nxn xo^y^—p ynbi NDT, "to be worthy of being satis-

fied with—in the age to come," j. Taan. 6 6° ; Hebr. npr

xnn ubSvh b. Bab. b. 10''; n'JzbSv ':^ ^mi nsr « to be worthy of

inheriting two worlds," b. Ber. 51'^ nhm] mn D^ij;n i:^yb nDir

i<3n, " he is worthy of possessing this age, and that which

is to come," j. Ber. 1 V ;
ri^ap^? npr, « he was worthy to be-

come king," j. Ber. 4°. This ^^3? corresponds without doubt
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to Kara^uoOrjvcii, including within itself also the idea of

Ty%ety. For ev9eTo<i recourse may be had to W^ ;
^ of. Onk.

Ex. 413 nb'^'ph -\'y^i Jo, "he who is fit to be sent"; Ber.

K. 9 : "i^ii^^ D33'' DTien n^x^on -itonro N^nc' "'O ^3 " every

(worker) who proves himself fit in the work of the garden

has access to the storehouse " ; also Targ. Lam. 1^. "i'^"3

is preferable to ^n (Galil. ''pn) as used in Targs. Jerus. I.

and II. Ex. 4:^^ nn^ric'p!? >r^rn p ; for this nn, like its late-

Hebrew parallel ''^^<"), is meant to be a passive participle,

and should be pronounced^ accordingly, though earlier it

does have the sense " worthy." The phrase : ni3p?2p ''^si 12,

Bem. E. 9^^ means " a son who is worthy to be king."

See also Onk. Gen. 49^ 3DD^ nn mn
-i^ "thou wast

worthy (it beseemed thee) to take"; cf. Jerus. I. Gen. 22^,

and j. Bab. b. IG'^ ni?S!? ri\^ ^on n^b, "it did not beseem

him to drive out." ^Tn (^pn) might, indeed, be expressed in

Greek by a^io^, and thus be preferably used in repro-

ducing a^LOL rrj^ alwviov ^&)^9, Acts 13*^, though here also

X3T could be proposed ; see Deb. K. 1 : Ci''^np npir, " he has a

claim upon the life (to come)." The Christian Palestinian

uses for a|io9 ''W, which means literally " similar to," " corre-

sponding." The same root is already used in biblical

Hebrew for " deserving," e.g. Esth. 7* ; also in Neo-Hebraic,

and, further, in Aramaic, Onk. Gen. 23^^; Vay. E. 9;

Targ. Esth. ii. 2. 1. But the sense of " equal," " equivalent,"

is too conspicuous to permit its being substituted in every

case where a^io'i may occur ; see the dictum of Yannai

(c. 230 A.D.):3 ^vc'" >p n^n^N d^;.^"i, "he who appraises his way

is of great worth."

^ In the Galilean dialect I can verify n^3 only in the sense "honest," j. Ab.

z. 39'^, where iw'ii is tlie contrary of ]f-h, " scoffer"; and j. Taan. 65'', where
N-i'ts"? is found by the side of nd'VD, "insolent."

- Tlie snperlinear pointing has frequently, by mistake, 'in, 'cn ; see my
" Arain.-Neuhebr. Wiirterbuch " under Nin, Ncq.

' Vay. R. 9 ; cf. Backer, Ag. d. \\. Am. i. 38.
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{(1) To close against, to cast forth from, to go oiit {Kkeieiv,

eK^tiXXeiv, e^ep')(e(T6ai).

Jesus speaks of the Pharisees "closing" {KkeUiv) the theo-

cracy against men, Matt. 23^^. ^f ^\^q « j^eys " (/cXttSe?) thereof,

Matt. 16^^; of " closing the door of the marriage chamber,"

Matt. 2510 (Luke 1325); of "casting forth" {eK^aXKeiv) from

this chamber, Matt. 2 21^ Luke IS^S; cf. Matt. 13^2. 50 2530 • of

" being expelled " {i^ep^eaOai) from the theocracy. Matt. 8^-.

Similar ideas are reported from Eleazar ben Zadok

(c. 100 A.P.). He declares that the life of him who has

misused the law will be eradicated from the present and

the future world (i^sn D^^iyn jpi mn n^iyn p v*n ^npy:) ;
i and

with regard to the godless, he teaches that in the present

world God accumulates good fortune upon them, "in order

afterwards to cast them forth, and to compel them to take

the lowest position " (n^innrin nrins^ i^nin^^ \T]^h^ See also

the expressions : ^3!? n"?)]^^ p Tip, " to reject from the future

world," b. Bab. b. 15^ xo^I? i^"^^^^ l^^N*, "to be rejected

from the other world," b. Chag. 15\ "To close against"

in the Aramaic of the Book of Daniel, and of the Targ. of

Onkelos, would be ^^^? ; in the dialect of the Targ. to the

prophets ^l'.^^^ (this also in the Hebrew of Nehemiah, and

in the Mishna), in Galilean ^1^. For " casting forth," *T!tp

alone comes into question ;
" to be expelled from " is p?3.

On " the keys " of the theocracy, see No. VIIL 6.

G. THE THEOCRACY IS A GOOD WHICH ADMITS OF BEING

STRIVEN FOR, OF BEING BESTOWED, OF BEING POSSESSED,

AND OF BEING ACCEPTED.

(a) To strive f07% seek, ask {^r]Teu', alreiv).

Instead of being anxious about food and raiment, one

ought " to seek earnestly after the theocracy " {^r^relv t>ju

1 Siphre, ed. Friedni. 84*' ; cf. £ache); Ag. d. Tanii. i. 52. ^ b, Kidd. 40^
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^aaiKeiav avrou, sell, tov 'rrarpo^), Luke 1 2^^ (Matt. 6^^, where

Kol ri-jv ZiKaio<Jvv7)v is added). In tlie same category are

also the injunction " to seek " (^^jrelv) that one may " find,"

Matt. 7^^- (Luke lP^-)> ''^^^'^ tlie parable of the Merchant

" seeking " goodly Pearls, and " finding " one of great price

(Matt. i:^^^f-)-

For ^Tjreiu in the two meanings, to " strive for " (some-

thing desirable) and to " search for " (something that is

hidden), the corresponding Aramaic word is ^V?. This

means to " strive for, covet eagerly," Dan. 6^ ; Onk. Num.
16^° (where the office of high priest is the object of the

desire), and also "to seek," Onk. Gen, 37^^; Targ. 1 Sam.

10^; Koh. K. 7^^ (where the passive ^^nx means "to be

sought for ").

The same verb C^^?) is also in use for " to ask " ; see

Dan. GS; Onk. Deut. 4^9 ; Vay. K. 32; j. Taan. 66'^ But

in Matt. 7'^*- (Luke 11^^-)j where alrelv stands alongside

of ^7]T€iv, some other word must be found for the former.

The only term that admits of being proposed is b^f ; see

Vay. E. 5, which describes what constitutes judicious and

injudicious " asking."

Among the means used to win entrance to the theocracy,

there is found, according to Matt. 19^-, self-mutilation, Sua

rrjv /S. T. ovp. That this is meant figuratively appears

most obviously from the consideration that, if it were meant

literally, Jesus would here be putting Himself into such an

avowed opposition to the Mosaic law as He gives no pre-

cedent for elsewhere. Even Josephus ^ affirms that, accord-

ing to th(^ law, those who emasculated themselves sliduld 1)0

excommunicated, and that it was forbidden to castrate men

or animals. The application to animals, unexpressed in the

law, has been subsequently deduced by the Rabbis, b. Sabb.

IIOV fi'om Lev. 222*. ^ metaphorical use of n>nna did,

^ Antt. IV. viii. 40.

^ See alao Onk. and Jems. I. on Lev. 22"*,
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" to castrate one's self," to denote voluntary celibacy, I cannot

find in the Eabbinic literature. The saying ascribed to

Jesus, though not recorded in the Gospels (Agraphon) :
^

Kara irpoOeaLV evvovy_ia<i ofio\o'yr](ra<i firj <yr]/j,ai dja/no^

Bi,a/xev6Tco, succeeds probably in giving the sense of the

saying of our Lord, but agrees nevertheless as little with

the tendency of Eabbinism as the other. Simeon ben

Azzay (c. 110 a.d.), who lived unmarried so as not to be

impeded in the study of the law, had to bear reproach for

his celibacy, and he ranked ever after as a notable excep-

tion.2 A vow of abstinence from conjugal relations would

necessarily entail the obligation to dissolve the marriage.

The word that commends itself most to replace Bid, " for

the sake of," is DitJ'?. It would also be the most suitable in

regard to the leaving of one's family and property " for the

sake of" (el'veKev) the theocracy, Luke 18^9 (Matt. 19^9

eveKa rod efxov 6v6[xaro';, Mark 10^^ ev€Kev ifxav koI eveKev

rov evayyeXt'ou). Similarly, Gamaliel III. (c. 210 a.d.) says,

Ab. ii. 2 :
" all those who exert themselves on behalf of the

community should do this ' for the sake of God,' ^y?f QK^b "

;

and Jose ha-Kohen (c. 100 a.d.) :
^ " may all thy works be

performed ' for the sake of God,' n)DU n^^."

(b) To give (SlBovul).

To him that asketh " it will be given " (BoOyjaerai), Matt.

7'' (Luke 1 1^), and " it is your Father's good pleasure to give

you the kingdom " (SovvaL v/mv ttjv jSacrtXeiav), Luke 1 2^^.

There can be no doubt that Luke, in placing the latter

sentence in sequence to the invitation to seek the kingdom

of the Father (v.^^), has intended " kingdom " to bear the

same sense in both cases. Since, however, v.^^ in virtue

of the emphasis and content must originally have stood in

' Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 15. 97 ; cf. Nestle, Nov. Test. Graec. Supplem. 86.

- Backer, Ag. d. Tann. i. 410.

3 Ab. ii. 12 ; of. Backer, Ag. d. Taini. i. 72.
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a different connection, the " kingdom " in the words of Jesus

is here meant of a special authority destined to devolve upon

His disciples, who were for the time being quite powerless.

The statement thus belongs to a diiferent series of our Lord's

sayings, to which we shall return at the close of this dis-

cussion. On the other hand, Matt. 21*^ belongs to this

category, in saying that the theocracy will be " given " to a

nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.

For " to give " Aramaic puts at our disposal ^^\, with

imperfect and infinitive formed from the stem 1^3. But in

Galilean these borrowed forms also are occasionally supplied

from 3n\i Alretre koI Sodtjaerat vfjblv ^Tjrelre koI evprjaeTe

is, therefore, to be thus restored : nri>?l m ^ \'^^) T?^}, '^'^'^f
^

P^2L^'0. Bar. Apoc. 44^^ may be compared :
" to these is

given the life to come," Syr. Tixi niobv an^no I'hrh.

(c) To accept, to receive, to take (he'^eaOai, Xa/x/Sdvetp).

One has to " accept " (Sep^-ecr^at) the theocracy, when it is

offered, as a little child, Mark lO^''' (Luke IS^'). To this

passage Dan. 7^^ (cf. Q^) Nn^2^0 i;b2i>], " they will receive the

sovereignty," is not available as a parallel, for it means " they

shall become rulers." We might with better reason adduce

the phrase : ^'.^f niD^D V^y b?!?, " to take upon oneself the

sovereignty of God," or : ^:pf nia^D b)]} ^3p, " to take upon

one's self the yoke of the sovereignty of God" (see above,

p. 98); for in this case the idea of voluntary submission

to the divine authority is present, if not also the idea of

appropriating a gift. The same verb (-'^i^) is found in

Dan. 2^, j. Ber. G'', for the "acceptance" of presents,

and is in use;, with the same meaning, in the Targ. of

Onkelos. Li the sense of " accepting " it is applicable in

this connection.

" To be received " (Syr. hip) is predicated of the promised

future ago. Bar. Apoc. 14^-' 5V. In tlie Targ. Cant. 7^*

' iSee Gram. d. j.-pal. Aram. 253. - Galil. pVN?'. ^ Qa,\i\. jil'?-
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it is proclaimed by God to the Messiah, n'mi xniafjo b^p D^p

n^,
" up ! receive the sovereignty which I have kept for

thee."

From " accept " (actively) is to be distinguished the

" taking " {\a/xj3dv6Lv) of what is bestowed ; see Matt. 7^

(Luke ll^o) 212- (Mark 11-^); cf. Bar. Apoc. 51^ "that they

may take and receive the immortal life " (Syr. Jibapji paon

nxD N^T H'obv)- This " taking " is in Aramaic 3p:.

(d) To take possession of (KX.7]povo/j.€tv).

Those who have the right thereto acquire the theocracy

as a possession {Kkripovo^idv), Matt. 25^^ cf. 1 Cor. 6^^- 15^*^

Gal. 5^^, just as David according to 1 Mace. 2^'^ " received as

a possession " the throne of an eternal sovereignty {iKkrjpo-

vojxTjaev, Syr. Vers. m^). " To possess one's self of the

future age " is a very popular Jewish expression, whose use

from the end of the first century onwards can be demon-

strated. Bar. Apoc. 44^^ cf. 2 Esd. 6^^, speaks of

" taking possession of the promised age " (Syr. -i''oxn Kjar m"").

Eleazar ben Zadok (c. 100 a.d.) has N3n oijiyn c'n;, b. Kidd. 40^
N3n D^iyn "n hn:^ is found b. Sot. 7'' in a Baraitha ; ''n t^n^

S3n D^iyn, j. Pes. 33^ See, further, j. Ber. 11^; r\v\ D^yn :;h;

X3n D^iyni: b. Ber. 51^ D'o^iy '^^ bn: • but also T^V 13 ^'-\\ " to

take possession of Paradise," j. Ber. 7*^; Aram. H^ *!' ^T., j-

Pea 15°. Besides, w^e may compare Dan. 7-^^ xniapo I^^on;',

"they shall possess the sovereignty"; cf. Onk. Gen. 49-*

xnopp ponx^ " he took possession of the sovereignty "
; Targ.

Cant. 1^ «nx-J ND^yi Pin xpb pipn^T bna, "that they may

possess themselves of this age and that which is to come "

;

Targ. Euth 2^^ ^nxn NO^y jpnrpfj; Targ. Jerus. on the Ten

Words (Machz. Yitry, 341): ^nxT xp^y h^-^^\ ^J3 pjpn^, "the

children of Israel will possess themselves of the world to

come."

Even in the Old Testament ^T, and p^} can hardly be

distinguished in meaning ; the Targ. of Onk. replaces ^T^ by
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T^y. and t?ni«, and for ^n: it has usually ipnN, without, how-

ever, following any recognised principle in this mode of

translating. This much, however, is assured, that neither of

these words originally means to take possession of a paternal

estate, and therefore the rendering by " inherit " is inac-

curate. The context must determine whether inheritance is

really meant, or whether it is the acquisition of any object

to which there previously existed a title, or to which the

title was contemporaneous with its acquisition. In Matt.

25^* it is the occupation of a possession, antecedently destined

for the recipients, that is in view. Of course the idea of

the legal title of the heir may also be included, as is the

case in Jas. 2^, where the KkTjpovonoi rrj'i /3acnXeLa<f are

spoken of ; and also in Eph. 5^, in the expression : e^eiv

icXrjpovofjiiav iv Trj ^acriXeia Xpiarov koL 6eov.

The " taking possession of the theocracy " has a synonym

in " taking possession of the earth " {Kkrjpovoixelv ttjv j7]v) on

the part of the meek. Matt. 5*. This phrase has its origin

in Ps. 37^\ where the meek similarly possess the land

(fix VCy] Li^)^y}, LXX ol Se irpael'; Kkripovopbrjaovcnv (rrjv) yijv).

That the expression is metaphorical in Matt, 5, there can be

no doubt. In the Book of Enoch also 4*^'^- KXr/povo/xyjaovacv

ri-jv ^/Tjv appears to be a name for the collective blessings of

salvation received by the " elect." This is expressly stated

Sauh. X. 1, where the phrase in Isa. GO-^ "to possess the

land," is explained as referring to participation in the future

age.^ Eeference to the same idea may further be seen in

Kidd. i. 10: "Every one who fulfils one commandment has

the favour of God, and G-od gives him long life, and he in-

lierits the eartli " (I'^^^-nx !?nji). On the other hand, tlie

Book (jf Jubilees (32^^), as well as the Targ. of Onk., under-

stan<ls the promise^ of possessing the land expressed to Jacob,

Gen. 28^^, as applying to the possession of the whole earth

—

^ The statement is ab.seuL from tho Misluia of tlif I'alest. Taluuul and I'lum

the edition of Lowe.
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a view with which Paul agrees when he calls Abraham

(Kom. 4^^) K\T]p6pofxo>i Tov Koafiou. Cf. Vay. 11. 36. "in

time to come they (the Israelites) will take possession of

the world from one end to the other " (Q^iyn ciiDp \:}yb TTr^v

isiD nyi).

Only once does Jesus use the expression " to take

possession of " in this connection,—apart from the case just

mentioned of Matt. 5^, which is based upon a text in the

Psalms,—and this single instance is also found in Matthew.

Consequently the phrase, though not uncommon in Jewish

literature and employed also by Paul, cannot have been a

usual one with Jesus.

Any real parallel to the common Jewish formula :
" to

have part in the age to come," is entirely wanting in the

words of Jesus. See Hebr. X3n D^iy^ p^n

—

'? c^, Tos. Sanh.

xiii. 2 (Eliezer ben Hyrkanos, c. 1 a.d.) ; with a negative,

snn D^iy) P.^^— r' r>?, Tos. Sanh. xiii. 1 (Gamliel ii. c. 110);

Sin^ rnv^ pbn—^ \'^, j. Sanh. 28^^ (Joshua ben Levi, c. 230);

j. Shebi. 35*^ (Khamma bar Khanina, c. 270); Aram. x*^^"iV

^nxn ii^hv^^ riC '<9^i'? ^i^^[' n^^ J^''^, " the pious have part in

this world and in that to come " (cf. 1 Tim. 4^), Targ. Esth.

ii. 2. 7 ;
'n^"" ^^^i'^ ^'?'^'^ ^V "^i^ P'""^ "'^ ^^ P^", " there remains

no more for them a good portion with the pious in the world

to come," Targ. Eccl. 9^ ; cf. Targ. Euth 2^^—In the New
Testament, see 6 €)(^(ov fJbepo<; iv -rfj uvaardcrei rj} Trpoyrr), Eev.

20"; and among the words of Jesus, only to /xe/309 avrov /j-era

To)i' vTTOKpiro)v di]a€i, Matt. 24^^.

(e) To lelong to.

That which was received, whether it be an actual pos-

session or merely the title thereto, becomes thereafter

the peculiar property of the receivers. The tlieocracy is

referred to as such a property in the phrases : avrwv iariv.

Matt. 5^ (Luke 6-*' vfxerepa ^ariv), and rwv toioutmv icrTiv,

Matt. 191* (Mark lO^S Luke 18^*^). Aramaic would express
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the former merely by N^n (p3^>^) f^r^h^'^, the latter by P^
x\i jinnm.

With the former may be compared Bar. Apoc 44^^

" theirs is the earth in the age that is promised " (Syr. pn^n

ybol N33n xmm^ ^n); and Pesikt. 59^ (Meir) "i^hf mn D^iyn

D3^"^ N3n D^iyni, " to us (the heathen) is this age, to you (the

Jews) is the age to come." For Jii^^^^l may be cited DJ? 'Jn

^nn^, "learn thou with thy fellow," Vay. E. 34; nmi nn sis,

"yea even one such," Ech. E. 1^; ;inni| D'b'i Tyb)i:>, "they

beget children who are not such as they are," Shir. K. 1^

;

•innT n\^, "there is none such as thou," Onk. Deut. 3329;

cf. Targ. Eccl, 7^^. A fuller expression would be "p^"^. i??

jinp, "of one who resembles them"; cf. Palmyr. Customs

Tariff, ii. b. 10 : |in^ Nm no b, " everything of that kind."

(/) To he made ready, prepared (eToifid^eadac).

For the righteous the theocracy has been " prepared

"

(rjToifxaafxevr)), Matt. 25^^ just as eternal fire has been for

the wicked, y.^\ Of the same nature is Matt. 20^^ (Mark

10^°), which says that to sit at the right hand of the

Messianic King is destined for those " for whom it has been

prepared—by God " (oh riTocfida-rai—IMatt. virb tov Trarpo'i

fiov). The paraljle of the Great Supper also treats of a

" preparation " {eTOLfxa^eLv), and a " being ready " (eVoi/xo?

elvai) of the supper, Matt. 22^- ^ (Luke 141^). From Matt.

20-^ it further follows with certainty that the preparation

does not necessarily imply the pre-existence of what is pre-

pared, but is synonymous rather with its being " allocated."

In the same way Matt. 25^^ according to whicli the " theo-

cracy " has been " prepared " (Aram, "'^l'^ or "^nvntp) for tlie

righteous since the creation of the world, need not be inter-

preted as signifying its pre-existence.

Similarly in 2 Esd. 8'''- it is said :
" prepared is the age

to come" (Syr. n^nyn x?oi?y nnyns) ; and in Assump. Moses 1^*

Moses says of himself: "excogitavit et invenit me qui ab initio
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orbis terrarum pra^paratus sum ut sim arbiter testament!

illius "—from which E. H. Charles wrongly infers the

personal pre-existence of Moses.^

On the other hand, we must not adduce in comparison

with the above the Jewish utterances in regard to the pre-

existence, or the latent existence for the time being, of things

or persons.

Siphre, Deut. 37, ed, Friedm. 76^ speaking of the law, the

temple, and Palestine, declares that these were created before

all other things.^ A certain Baraitha, according to Midr.

Tanchuma, ed. Buber, Bem. 17^ named seven things as

having priority to the world : the throne of God, the law, the

temple, the patriarchs, Israel, the name of Messiah, and

repentance. It is added in the passage that other authorities

name also paradise and hell (Gehinnom). The two latter are

again adduced b. Ned. 39^ instead of the patriarchs and

Israel. According to Ber. Pt. 1, which contains the first-

named enumeration with Israel omitted, it was, however, only

the first couple that were really created before the world, the

others being merely designed; and Midr. Psalms (Ps. 93) with

a variant list affirms no more than the planning of all the

seven items. The tradition was in this case clearly not fixed.

The " light " of Gen. 1^ has been preserved on behalf of

the pious ever since the Creation, Ber. E. 3.^ Fruits " were

made ready for the righteous in Paradise " ('^'i?"''^V? '""'^i^'^'::'

]'}V1 Nn333), Targ. Cant. 8^; Perek Gan Khayyim {Jellineh,

Beth ha-Midrash, v. 47). Wine is kept in its own grape-

clusters since the six days of creation ("fB'D Vajj;3 iBfbn j^^

n^lJ'x-)i ^D^), b. Sanh. 99^ (Joshua ben Levy); cf. Targ. Cant.

97 (j-ty 132 -1^ J?3tpYX^ x-ion) ; Pirke Mashiakh (Jellinek, Beth-

ha-Midrash, iii. 76); Se'udath Livyathan, loc. cit. vi. 151;

1 ii. II. Charles, The Assuniiition of Moses (1897), 6. See also my treatise,

"Derleid. u. d. steib. Messias," 72.

- The idea is somewhat ditlereut in Ass. Mos. 1^^, which says that from the

beginning Zion was destined to the temple mount.
3 Cf. " Der leid. n. d. sterb. Messias," 58.
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Jerus. I. Gen. 27-1 As to the fabulous animals, Leviathan

and Behemoth, which are destined to supply the " feast of

Paradise," see above, p. 110 f. All the above are created

things which merely for a time were withdrawn from use.

A pre-existent Jerusalem} which in the end descends

upon the earth, is the subject of remark in Bar. Apoc. 4^^-

though only in an interpolation, in 2 Esd. 13^^ and in the

Book of Elijah {Jellineh, Beth ha-Midrash, iii. G7). In the

Testament of Dan. rj via 'lepovaaX^/x is referred to as existing

at the end, but nothing is said of pre-existence. Meir-

(c. 160 A.D.), b. Chag. 12^ speaks of there being in the fourth

of the seven heavens, Jerusalem, the temple, and an altar on

which Michael offers sacrifice ; but he does not state that

these things are ever destined to be removed to the earth.

Yokhanan (c. 260) represents God as affirming^ by an oath:

" I shall not enter into the Jerusalem on high until I be

come into the Jerusalem on earth." That the earthly

Jerusalem should at some future day be replaced by the

heavenly, follows neither from this statement nor from the

kindred paraphrase of Ps. 122^ in the Targum. Midrash

Tanchuma, Par. Pikkude (near beginning, ed. Venice, 1545,

50^ f., not in ed. Buber), correctly apprehends the passages

cited in saying that God through His great love for Jerusalem

on earth had fashioned for Himself a heavenly counterpart of

it into which His glory (Shekina) was not to enter until the

desolate Jerusalem on earth should again be built up. Thus

the belief in a celestial pre-existence of the Jerusalem to

come is restricted within very narrow limits in the Jewish

literature. And in the New Testament, what is said of

Jerusalem " that is above," or the " heavenly Jerusalem,"

^ Chr. Schoctf'jen's traxiisc, De Hierosolyma c.xlesti in his Hor. liehr. ct talni.

1205-1248, chifHy on account of including misunderstood Cabbalistic material,

is more perplexing than instructive.

- Meir, according to Hachcr, Ag. d. Taun. ii. 05. The text of tlie Talmud
names Simeon ben Ivakish {c. 260 a.d.).

3 b. Taan. 5^
; Midr. Psalms 122».
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Gal. 4-*^, Heb. 1 2-, must not be combined with the statements

concerning Jerusalem coming down from heaven, Hev. 3^^

212-10.

The name of the Messiali is premundane according to

the Book of Enoch 48^ (Similitudes), and the Baraitha given

above on the things that were prior to the world, also

according to Targ. Mich. 5\ Zech. 41 A personal existence

of the Messiah, celestial though not premundane, is taught

Enoch 39*5f- 46^ 62^ (Similitudes),— Enoch 48^ with its

contention that the Messiah is prior to the world, is an

interpolation,—2 Esd. 12^2 1326-52 149^ ^nd after that not

again till Pesikt. Eabb. chap. 33 (ed. Friedm. 152^).^ This

differs somewhat from the occult existence of the Messiah

before His open manifestation upon the earth or in Paradise,

if in the latter case He is temporarily transferred thither

from the earth.2 xhe statements as to pre-existence in the

Similitudes of Enoch, of 2 Esdras, and in Pesikta Eabbati,

moreover do not presuppose any human birth of Messiah.

He is to make His appearance upon earth as a fully developed

personality. And this is quite distinct from the later Jewish

doctrine of the pre-existence of the souls of all men.

Judaism has never known anything of a pre-existence peculiar

to the Messiah antecedent to His hirth as a human being.

Baldensperger,^ nevertheless, holds that from the date of the

Similitudes of Enoch, " the heavenly pre-existence of the

Messiah " attained the position of a " dogma in apocalyptic

circles." But we have seen that after the SimiHtudes of

Enoch the only representatives of the idea independent of

Enoch are 2 Esdras in the first Christian century, and the

Appendix to Pesikta Piabbati, independently of both these

sources, in the seventh or eighth century. The dominance

1 Of. " Der leid. u. d. sterb. Messias," 58.

2 Loc. cit. 39, 77 f.

3 TF. Baldenspenjcr, Das SelbstbewusstseiTi Jesu im Lichte der mossian-

ischen Hoffmingeii seiner Zcit - (1892), 85. In other points, too, the statements

of this book on Jewish matters require careful revision.
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of the idea in any Jewish circle whatever cannot seriously be

npheld.

With what is advanced on p. 128 f., as well as nnder

VIII. 3,—based on admittedly meagre data,—may be com-

pared the words of E. Schurer, Gesch. d. jiid. Volkes ^ ii. 423

[3 ii. 503], Eng. Tr. Div. II. vol. ii. p. 133 f., which have caused

various mischief in the New Testament theology of the last

decade,^ " All the blessings of the future world come down

from above, from heaven, where they have previously

existed from .all eternity. There they are treasured up

for the pious as an ' inheritance ' which will one day be

apportioned to them. In particular, there already exists

there the all-glorious new Jerusalem, which in the time

of the consummation will descend to the earth to replace

the former city. There, too, already exists in the fellow-

ship of God the Messiah, who has been chosen by God from

all eternity as the perfect king of Israel. Every good and

perfect thing, indeed, can come down only from above, while

every earthly thing in its present condition is the direct

contradiction of the divine. Ultimately, therefore, the hope

for the future generally supersedes the limits of this earthly

existence. Not even in the Kingdom of Glory upon the

renovated earth is the final salvation to be found, but in a

state of absolute transfiguration in heaven."

Of all this the beginning and end are quite inaccurate

;

as for the rest, it is true that such ideas have occasionally

presented themselves in sporadic fashion in Judaism. But

a picture of " the Messianic hope " among the Jews in the

time of Christ ought never to have been given in these

terms. Tlio conception of God and his control of the world

was in that age more transcendental and supernatural tlian

at an earlier period. That the future salvation should for

that reason have been apprehended more and more as

1 See, e.ij., H. H. Wcndt, Die Lelire Jesii, ii. (1890) 297; A. Titim, Die

neutest. Lehie von dcr Seligkeit, i. (1895) 6.
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" purely transcendental," is an idea that is justifiable only

to a very limited extent.

{g) To take away (aipeiv).

What has been given may be " taken away " again.

The theocracy will " be taken away " {up6i]aerai), Matt.

21*', from the Jews, as from those who have the first claim

to its possession. The whole verse recalls 1 Sam. 15^^,

where, however, in place of " to take away " the verb used

is " to rend away from " (Hebr. yip, Targ. ^^^x). " To take

away " is in Aramaic ^'t?? or 3i?J. Foj- the former, which

appears to correspond to an older usage,^ see Targ. Eccl. 2^^

sniSpip H^ao nptppns, " the sovereignty was taken from him "

;

Midr. Abba Gorion 1^ i<^3« \J3T s-;i5> ^b\^im, " the lordship

of men was taken away." For the latter, which answers to

the Galilean usage, see t5np:i |p xnin a^DJnx, " the excellency

was taken away from men," Est. R. 1^.

7. THE SOVEREIGNTY OF MESSIAH.

Lastly, there fall to be enumerated the passages in

which the sovereignty of the Messiah is spoken of. Here

we encounter the expression ev ry ^aaLkeia avrov, Matt.

16-^ (Mark 9\ and Luke 9-'^ t'i-jv ^aaCkeiav tov Oeov);

iv rfi ^aaCkeia crov, Matt. 20-^ (Mark 10^7 ev ttj So^d gov),

Luke 23^^; iv rrj ^aacXeia (jlov, Luke 22^°. Just as in Dan.

629 CT-rn no^?o-i must be translated "during the reign of
VT : T ; - : O O

Darius," so is it with iv Ty ^acr. fiov, aov, avrou in this

case ; and the equivalent Aramaic ""no^D^, T|n^3pD3, P^n^D^ozi,

would have to be rendered " when I am king," etc., and

Luke 23^- merely "as king."

" Out of His sovereignty " (eV t>)? fiaaCkeia^ avrov), the

angels of the Son of Man " gather together " ^ all causes

^ See the Neo-Hebraic H^?, "to take away," Sabb. i. 1.

^ The metaphor is borrowed from the harvest-field.
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of offence and evil-doers, Matt. 13^^ According to Luke

22^^ the Messiah "gives in charge" (SLarlOeaOai. Aram.

"iDp) to His own, who thereby themselves obtain the rank of

rulers, that sovereignty which was committed by God to

Himself ; and from Luke 1 2^^ the " giving " (BiBovat, Aram.

2n^) 1 of the sovereignty to the little flock appears to have

been so destined from the first (see above, p. 124). This

^aatXei'a, which is allotted by God through tlie Messiah to

His disciples, is sharply distinguished from that which is else-

where called 7] jSaaCKeia rod 6eov. In this case it is merely

a ruler's prerogative that is bestowed, whereas rj ^. r. 6., as

being a gift to men, never contains, and, from its associations,

is incapable of containing, such a significance. Two distinct

series of ideas are presented. The one connects itself with

Dan. 7^*- ^^, where the " sovereignty," i^ni^po, is assigned first

to the Son of Man, and then to the saints of the Most High.

The other series of ideas is founded probably upon Dan. 2^^,

which says that the " God of heaven " will at the end set up

an imperishable " sovereignty " (X^^ TO'^vb 'i ^:ihp a^Jpf n^^S n'p\_

?3nnn), which will annihilate all other sovereignties. Here

too, however, it must be emphasised, that Jesus has given

to the thouglit in the Book of Daniel a new application

originally foreign to it, which excludes the idea of an

" establishment " of the theocracy, although, indeed, in Acts

1*^ the term in question^ is used to denote the royal sove-

reignty of Israel.

8. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION.

The use of Nni3??p in certain cases to denote the s^phcre

of the sovereignty of God is rarely fniiiid in [}\v moutb of

Jesus. The use of ni37?p fur " reahii," in the secuhir sense,

' Cf. Dan. 7^ nj'n; — .vma^?.

' aTroKa.Oi<TT&v€i.v, in the Clirislian-Palclinian version C'p.s*
; A. Lewis, A

Palestinian Syrian Lcutiouary, 132.
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is found, indeed, in the late books of the Old Testament, e.g.

2 Chron. 20^0 3622, ^^^\-y^ 30 51.3 72^ pan. 9^ IP, and Aram.

Ezra 7^^ Dan. 4^^ 5^^. But even this application of the

word to earthly " kingdoms " is rare in the subsequent

Jewish literature.^ In this literature D^D'C' nob?p is never

once used to specify the locus of the divine sovereign

power. It denotes always this power itself in its present

and future manifestation ,2 without implying that the idea

was or tended to become distinctively eschatological. The

notion of any transference of the divine sovereignty to

another is accordingly never entertained in the Jewish

literature. And Jesus, likewise, never says that God should

hand over His own sovereignty to the Messiah. To the

Messiah, according to Luke 22-^, God grants the royal

dignity, i.e. that which is peculiar to the Messiah, and He

on His part, again, imparts it to His own disciples. Still

less can any unmediated transference of the divine lordship

to men be contemplated. The parallels adduced above from

the Jewish literature have proved that the true affinity of

the idea of the sovereignty of God, as taught by Jesus, is

to be found, not so much in the Jewish conception of ri^37?p

D^OB' as in the idea of the " future age " (^n D^^ivn), or that

of the " life of the future age " (^53^ nisiyrt >.'n). .This concep-

tion is among the Jews, in a similar way, a comprehensive

term for the blessings of salvation, just as the " sovereignty of

God " is with Jesus ; and, further, the " sovereignty of God "

is for Jesus invariably an eschatological entity, of which a

present can be predicted only because " the end " is already

approaching. It is not unlikely that in the time of Jesus

the idea of " the future age," being the product of the schools

of the scribes, was not yet familiar to those He addressed

;

see under No. II. It cannot therefore be said that He
rejected it, and intentionally substituted another term in

place of it. Independently of the schools and of the apoca-

' See above, p. 95 f. 2 Cf. p. 96 ff.
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lyptic literature of His time, He created His own terminology.

We may assume that He borrowed the term " sovereignty of

God " as an eschatological designation from the Book of

Daniel, and that He used it by preference for the reason

that regard for the honour of God took precedence in His

view of all else, and also because He considered it certain

that the cliief end of mankind was to find their salvation

in the most intimate relation to God, and in full obedi-

ence to His will. He was further convinced that the purpose

of God was directed principally to the bestowal of blessing

on men, and not to the mere exaltation of the divine

majesty over the world. Hence, in His view, the completed

establishment of God as sovereign implied, for those who

experienced it, absolute happiness.

This thought was not entirely new. That Jahve's king-

ship, especially in so far as Israel is concerned, but also in

its extension over all peoples, has for aim and result the

happiness of men, is clearly stated, among other passages,

in Ps. 96-99.^ Translated into the style of the earlier

Targums, Ps. 97^ would run :
^ "the royal sovereignty of

the Lord has become manifest ; let the earth rejoice ; let

all the isles be glad." The king, of course, is there regarded

principally as the judge of his people, and the judge is

ranked first and foremost as the vindicator and deliverer.^

At the same time it must be noticed that in the Old Testa-

ment period from the time of Chronicles the tendency arises

to speak less of the king Yahve, and of His " being " or

^ On this point sec /. Bochmcr, Das Reich Gottca in den Tsahnen, Neue
kirchh Zeitsohr. 1807, pp. 620-651, 716-763, 819-840 ; !\ho IL Hoi/, Die Volks-

gemeinde und die Gcnieinde dcr Fromnion ini Psalter (.1. 15. des thcoL Seni. d.

Brgem. 1806, 1807), 32.

- Tiie extant Jcwisli Targuni to the rsalnis was composed at a laic datr, and

is of little use for our purpose.

= Sec my treatise, " Di(^ richterlichc Geicchli^'kcit iiii A. T.," LS07, 10 f.
;

and T. K. C/icynr, The Origin and religious Contents of the I'salter (1891), 31-1 :

"The essential part of deity as well as of royalty—was ability to help or
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" becoming " king, and more of His " kingly sovereignty

"

(no?o)^—a tendency which in the Targums has led to the

regular insertion of the abstract Nn^3po wherever God is

represented in the Old Testament as personally ruling like

a king. This change is the result of an advance in the

idea of God, which went beyond the more childlike concep-

tions of earlier times, and also an advance in the general

mode of thought because the formation of abstract terms

became more and more a necessity. Thus, then, the " kingly-

sovereignty " of God appears as the decisive element in the

salvation of the community of revelation with reference to

its present and to its future.

There was already in existence, prior to the time of

Jesus, a tendency which laid little stress on the Jewish

national element in the hope for the future.^ This aspect

of the future hope Jesus thrust still further into the back-

ground, placing the purely religious element decisively in the

foreground, and He thereby extended the conception of the

" sovereignty of God " so as to include within it the blessings

mediated by this sovereignty. For Him the sovereignty of

God meant the divine power which, from the present on-

wards with continuous progress, effectuates the renovation

of the world, but also the renovated world into whose domain

mankind will one day enter, which is even now being offered,

and therefore can be appropriated and received as a blessing.

It must not, moreover, be forgotten that the preaching of

Jesus in regard to the sovereignty of God was directed to

a people among whom large sections not only fixed their

aspirations on the restoration of the " sovereignty," i.e. the

political independence of Israel, but were themselves eager to

take active measures in setting up this sovereignty. Accord-

ing to the statement of Josephus,^ Judah ^ of Gaulonitis, from

^ This is the subject of remark in 0. IloUzmann, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte

(1895), 243 f.

2 Antt. xviii. i. 1, 6 ; ?>cll. Jiuh ii. viii. 1. » Cf. Acts 5".
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the city of Gamala, in the time of Jesus called the movement

of the " zealots " into active life. Their principle was to recog-

nise God alone and no man as the " leader and Lord " over

Israel {^yrj/xova Kal Sea-iroTrjv). The sons of this man, Jacob,

Simon, and Menahem, and another of his kindred, Eleazar,

continued this agitation of Judah till after the destruction of

Jerusalem.^ This party also included Judah, son of Heze-

kiah, who just- after the death of Herod made himself master

of Zeppori, the chief city of Galilee in the neighbourhood of

Nazareth, and who is represented as having aimed at usurp-

ing the sovereign power.^ This movement, to which one of His

own disciples had once adhered, must have been well known to

Jesus. From the account of the Temptation it appears that

the tempter had sought to suggest similar ideas in his own

inner consciousnesss. Moreover, it is indubitable that He
developed His own ideas in regard to the sovereignty of God

in conscious opposition to the Zealot movement. His verdict

as to the tribute-money, Matt. 22^1 (Mark 12i7, Luke 20^5),

shows that He did not consider the political dominance of the

Eomans to be any infringement of the sovereignty of God.

It is not the rule of foreigners over the nation, but the rule

of all ungodly powers in the inner life of men, that the

sovereignty of God aims at removing ; and it is no human

agency, not even the Messiah, tliat by earthly means estab-

lishes this sovereignty, but God Himself ; for this He does

for tlic present through the mere word of preaching and

througli miracle ; in the future, however, through the com-

plete advent of supramundane power into this present world.

Llitgert ^ rightly lays stress on the fact that the kingdom of

^ Autt. XX. V. 2 ; Dell. Juil. ii. xvii. 8, vii. viii. 1.

^ Aiitt. XVII. X. 5 ; 1)(;11. Jiid. ii. iv. 1. In contrast with this casp, the name
.Tuila, .sou of SciijiiTaio.s {vibs ^€W(l}(paiov), has nothing to tlo with Zopiioii.

Thi.s name, according to Bell. Jnd. i. xxxiii. 2, was that of one of the two

teachers of the law who cut down tlie golden eagle of Herod from the temple

gate; see also Antt. xvii. vi. 2 (which has 6 ^aptcpalov). The resemblance is

really with the Palmyrene proper name KiS)i, ^ecfxpepas, de Vogiie, x. 11.

^ ly. Liitgcrt, Da.s Reich Gottes nach den synoptischen Evangelien (1895), 26.
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God is regarded by Jesus principally as " a gift of God."

Schnedermann/ on the other hand, is mistaken in asserting

that Jesus " adopted from the people of His time the repre-

sentation of the kingdom of God with all its peculiar traits,

including even the very considerable tinge of national-

political elements."^ Wellhausen has very properly struck

out sentences of similar tendency to be found in the first

edition of his Israelitish and Jewish History.^ The genuine

nature of the preaching of Jesus, not less than of the

doctrine of Judaism, is entirely misrepresented by such

statements.

It was not merely the content of the conception which

forms the kernel of our Lord's teaching that was new and

original, but also His application of the term, despite the fact

that the phrase selected originally belonged to the religious

vocabulary of the Jews. The theocracy about to make its

entrance into the world was something more than a gratify-

ing realisation of the hopes entertained regarding it ; it was

a creative force bringing new ideas in its train.

Appendix A.

Luke IG^*" vofiot; koI ol Trpoip-PjTai P'^XP'' ^ ^''^0

^luxxvvov (D add. eTrpo^yjreuaav)- utto rare (1) anrore)^ ?;

/Saaikela rov Oeov evajyekl^erac koX 7ra<? et? avrrjv /Scd^erat.

Matt, ll-^^^- UTTO Se (D om. Be) rcov I'jfxepwv 'laxivvov rov

/SaTTTKTTov ect)? aprt rj (BaaCkela twv ovpavcov (Bidt^eTai, koI

(D add. ot) /3ia(7Tal dpTru^ovcriv avW]v. IIdvTe<i yap ol Trpocpijrai,

KOI o vo/j,o<; e&)9 ^Icodvvov eTrpotjii'/Tevcrav.

^ Jesu Verkiindigimg imd Lelire vom Eciclie Gottes, i, 152.

" See also Schnedermann's sentence, Wissenschaftl. Beilage ;;ur Leipz.

Zeitnng, 1897, No. 44, " Tlie kingdom preached by Jesus was none other tliau

that so long desired by His people, the kingdom of God for Israel."

^ Of. Israelitische und jiidische Geschichte, ed. i. (1894) 308, with edition

iii. (1897) 374,

* Blass rejects ews and iTrpocprjTevaav, but adopts d^' oVoi' (instead of airo-re), as

required by the Roman recension.
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In the first XDlace, we have to ask what Aramaic word

may be the antecedent of ^id^etv. A. Meyer ^ recommends

|Dn, the Aphel form of which, by analogy with Dan. 7^^•^^

would be preferable. Still ipnx, which means merely " to

take possession of," would hardly cause one who was writing

in Greek to use /Std^eiv. A better equivalent is found in

^?^, which means in the Peal " to be strong," and in the

Aphel " to hold fast." In Deut. 22-^ Onkelos has ^3 Cjipn^l

for the Hebr. ^3 P''Tnn"i, while the LXX renders by ^laadfx.evo'i.

In 2 Sam. 1325-27 for the Hebr. 3 p^, " to urge upon any

one," the Targum has again 3 f\pn^, and for p?, Gen. 28^*,

Ex. 1^2, Onkelos has the Peal ^Ipn. The Ithpaal ^i?)?5< is found

in Gen. 482 ^nd Num. I320 for the Hebr. P?nnn, « to

strengthen one's self," and in 1 Kings 12^^ for T^^O'?, "to

exert one's self." It is also important to note that ^pJp has no

passive any more than Pin 2 in the older Hebrew. From this

it would follow that the passive ^Lu^erai, Matt. 11 ^2^3 jg ^q^

derived immediately from an Aramaic prototype. The same

test applies to the passive evayyeXi^erai in Luke, since

"iti'3nK can mean only " to receive a message." The word

iirpo^/jTeva-av in Matthew, for which 6 z;o/xo9 is an unsuitable

subject, also raises suspicion. And as it is not original in

Luke, and therefore need not be considered indispensable, it

can hardly be attributed to the original utterance.—The

more precise designation of John as " the Baptist " in

Matthew is similarly to be regarded as secondary. If it

had to be reproduced in Aramaic, then the Syriac wnp^n (as

in Jerus. Gosp. Matt. 11 ^2^ would be as inapt as ^i'i'^^'^ (loc.

cit. Matt. 11"). Wellhausen,"^ indeed, supposes that "the

^ Jesii Mnttcrspraclie, 88 f., cf. 1^)7 f.

" Only the Chronicler has as passive pjno-7, meaning "to be consolidated,"

2 Chron. 1^.

^ Dcissmann, Neue ISibelstudien, 8;' f. [Bible Studies, 258], recalls the fact

that /3tdj"o/;iai may also be used as a middle voice, and absolutely, meaning "to

ajtpcar with force." But one can here found nothing on the "exercise of com-

[•ulsion " in the theocracy.
••

./. Wcllhausen, Der arabischc Josipjion (1897), 43.
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word ' Schmatten ' in colloquial Jewish usage has been

derived from n»V," and thus proves the occurrence of this

verb among the Jews, with the meaning " to baptize." But

the Jewish l^ti', as may be seen from the use of the word in

the Talmud, has nothing whatever to do with " baptizing,"

and *i^i? in this sense is quite unknown among the Jews.

" To make one take a bath by immersion " is expressed among

them by %K, b. Yeb. 45^ Hebr. i'^2t:n, j. Yeb. 8''; b. Mdd.

32^ The corresponding Aram, noun would be N^^^po,

formed like ^^niD, " teacher of the law "
;
Nrjnp, " teacher of

the Mishna " ; wa^p, « teacher "
; WJ^nrp, " tutor."

We conclude accordingly that the first sentence (in Luke)

might be presented as follows :

—

.N»Dtin sni^^o i6nb^ Nan p -pnr ••cv ny n'X''33^ NnnixT-;* T :" tt: tt'* 'tt •* - t ~ * : t:t

The second sentence admits of being retraced to IP 73

cipri''_ n3 fipnm. This can mean " every one can lay hold of

it," i.e. " it is attainable for every one." It may also, how-

ever, imply :
" He who does not shun the requisite effort may

take possession of it." Further, in case of need one might

also read : ^^ ^1?^! ^iP^P'7 IP -'?, " every one who exerts himself

possesses himself of it." Somewhat thus it may have been

understood by Matthew. And, finally, there remains the

possibility of attaching the second half of the first clause to

the second clause, so that the latter should then read : N^n "id

PlPiT. na f\?nm p b^ Njpc^i Nno^p i6rib\ " from that time and

onwards the sovereignty of God—every man who will lay

liold upon it lays hold of it." This perhaps may be pre-

supposed in Luke.

To all this it may, however, be objected that the Greek

form of our Lord's saying does not after all in either case

tally closely with the Aramaic expression. A solution which

should be in congruity with the tenor of the Greek would

merit the preference. Such a solution for the wording of the

phrase in Matthew may be arrived at, provided DXS* be made

the starting-point, for this word can mean " to use force

"
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and " to rob." In that case the original utterance would be

:

T ;- '• t: t;-;-'-: -;'tt •• *• t-;* t :-*

text thus refers to that period of the theocracy which was

introduced by the imprisonment of the Baptist; it is its

peculiarity that the theocracy suffers violence, not, of course,

from believers, but from those in authority. The words

apird^ovatv avrrju, corresponding to sniD^N, are not intended

to suggest that the violent rulers seize the theocracy, but

merely that they maltreat it in the persons of its repre-

sentatives.

The utterance is found in Luke in an entirely different

connection. According to him, it is applied in opposition

to the Pharisees, who despised the admonition of Jesus in

regard to the right use of money. Jesus declares to them

that the proclamation of the theocracy since the time of

John made it possible for any one to intrude himself

violently into it ; but nevertheless it was not their own

estimate, but the judgment of God, that decided who was

worthy of entrance. The context, however, in Luke may be

pronounced peculiarly Greek. Neither the passive evayyeXt-

^erai (see above) nor et9 avrrjp ^id^erai, are capable of being

directly rendered into Aramaic, especially not in case DJX is

used. If it be supposed that, by using (vv.^^"^^) sayings of

our Lord which originally had a quite different association,

Luke obtains the transition to a new parable, then it may

be surmised that he himself has given to v.^'' its present

form, so as to accommodate the saying to the context. The

saying which Matthew and Luke found in their sources made

mention only of the violent treatment of the theocracy since

the time of John. Luke thought upon attempted entrance

into it, and thus found it natural to insert it in the position

which it occupies in his Gospel; Matthew—with greater

reason—understood it to refer to the violent treatment of

the preachers of tlie theocracy, and has therefore connected

' Galil. [^5. - Gain. n;io:K.
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it with the answer sent by Jesus to John. Neither by Jesus

nor by the evangehsts is the statement intended to suggest

that any one could actually appropriate the theocracy through

the exercise of force. Unless absolutely driven to it, we

ought not to try to discover beneath these words an idea so

distinctly at variance with the whole style of our Lord's

teaching.

Appendix B.

Luke 17-*'--^ ovK ep')(€TaL y ^aaiXeia rov Oeov fiera irapa-

rrjpyjcreco';, ov8e epovcnv ISov coSe rj (D add. IBoi)) e/cet (D

add. firj Tn.o-TevarjTe)} ISov yap i) ^aaCKela tov Oeov ivTo<;

vjiiav iariv.

For /leTo, Traparrjpija-eo}'; Delitzsch puts ^'!^'^V f^^?"}^^ in his

translation of the New Testament into Hebrew—not, indeed,

without much misgiving, as may be seen from his private

copy. The Talmudic "'S'f'iss, " in triumphal parade," tto/att?/,

had appeared to him not impossible ; but in publishing the

11th edition the present writer did not venture to adopt

it. Salkinson renders it by t^^nsn \:>v^^ Eesch by Dn^tstra, the

Syriac version, Sin. Cur. Pesch. has Nminn, " with observa-

tion." Meyer ^ proposes "i"''???, which, according to the Targ.

Job 4^2, he takes to mean " in secret." In that case the

evangelist misunderstood the word. But "'''tipa, even in Job

4}^, can mean merely " by lying in wait for," i.e. as robbers

lie in wait for any one; cf. Targ. Job lOH It is not amiss

to adduce as a parallel topic a certain Baraitha given b.

Sanh. 97'\ Eab Zera there appeals to those who busy

themselves speculating about the date of the redemption

:

" By your leave ! hinder it not, I beseech you (by your in-

quiries) ; for we have it by tradition : riy"=in ncDnn psa ni^by

2-\pV] nK^:»p n^c^o jn ^W^ there are three things which come

^ Both insertions in D are omitted by lllass in Lis so-called Roman recension

of the text of Luke.
^ Jesu Muttersprache, 87.
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unexpectedly (literally, while the attention is diverted) ; what
are they ? the Messiah, treasure-trove, and a scorpion." The
Palestinian Talmud generally uses 'in psna for '^^ riDna^ put-
ting y instead of n. The expression is also quite possible in

Aramaic, as may be seen from j. Taan. 67''
(j. Meg. 75°):

" I looked up (at the priests pronouncing the benediction),

but my attention was not thereby diverted, ""JjiVn ^m nSi "

;

and again in j. Taan. 64^ ""fite p ''nj?T yDo i nrin no " vvhy

was I to turn away my attention from my work ? " The
contrary of ri'np. ynx is properly perhaps n^njn J.^3, b. Ber.

30^ cf. simply I.i3, j. Ber. 5^ or r^'m ^n;,
j. Sabb. 10'^ "to

pay regard to anything." But it is the unexpected and
startling aspect of Messiah's coming that is emphasised in

the Baraitha ; whereas Jesus appears to have in view the

unostentatious advent of the theocracy. It is certainly not
" attention " which He wishes to exclude. This being so, the

words f^era iraparriprjo-eco^ require no other term than ip?, for

this, without doubt, has the force of " to observe, watch for "

;

see Onk. Gen. S^^, Targ. Jer. 8^, Eccles. 11^ Ber. E. 78, and
the corresponding Hebr. W, Siphre, Deut. 127 (ed. Friedm.

100''). It had at the same time the meaning " to wait for "

;

see the phrase of the Mishna, 03^ ^'}}?^^\ " the widow who
waits for her husband's brother," Yeb. iv. 3, and the parallels

in the Targum Jerus. I. Num. 27^ Euth l^^. Consequently,

it is only the context of our Lord's saying that can deter-

mine the precise sense in which -irD3 is there used. And the

context favours "to watch for, to be on the outlook for."

The literal translation of fieTu irapaTi^pi^a-ew^, which would

have to be by 5<nn^L}33 or ^i'P|i3,2 sounds to me unidiomatic.

Might not nj? P9^i73, " if one lies in wait for it," moot the

case ? The future epovcnv is distinctly unsuitable where it

1 So it should be read. The emendation lyoc, proposed in my "Aram,
Dialoktproben," 29, is erroneous.

-The substantive Tp;, "observation," given in the Lexicon o{ Leiy and
Jastrov), is rloiibtful. In Ex. 12'^" Onk. tc^ is in both cases of its use the
Passive Partieiplc, as may bo seen in Jerns. I. II. tbj^ occurs only Job 4'%
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stands, whereas in v.^^ it is quite in its p]ace. The

whole clause v.-^^ is probably an interpolation introduced

from v.^^.

The following would be a possible retranslation :
xn^370

't- t • T T --;': t;/ *:* t:t • •• t-;*

For eWo? vfXMv, the Syriac, Sin. Cur. Pesch. has |lDny3,

"among you," Delitzsch and Salkinson have Q33"i|p3, Eesch

(following Ephrem) D???^?, Meyer |i33p iJ^. In Meyer's

opinion the phrase is meant to indicate the sudden mani-

festation of the theocracy. But the most important element

in that view—the suddenness—would fail to be expressed

in the phrase, so Meyer conjectures that pin was perhaps

miswritten for c^iann. As to the Aramaic term in question

here, it is a striking circumstance that the Hebr. ^Ip.^, in

the sense of " among," is rendered in the Targums by iJ3

when it is followed by a substantive, but generally by ''Va

when it is attached to a pronominal suffix. Thus in Deut.

18- Onkelos has: "he shall have no inheritance among his

brethren Oninx in)," but Ex. 17^ "Is, then, the presence of

God among us (^^?''?) ? " Specially significant is Targ. Jud.

1^9 " the Canaanites dwelt among them, P^"'.^''?," and 1^^ " they

dwelt among the Canaanites C^JVn i^f)." The same rule

applies to ^in3. Thus 3np3 and ^inn, having suffixes attached,

can be rendered by >^^}^^, i\i^f , only when they mean " within "
;

see for nnp|, Onk. Gen. IS^* ; for ^inn, Onk. Gen. 41^8, Lev. 1 P^
Num. 353*; cf. Gen. 23» 352.

Thus there are only two options possible for Luke 17^^^

The reading is either P^"';?"'?, and this meant " among you,"

or else p3^33, with the sense of " within you." With the

^ The double use of Ni? would also be possible, as in Va}'. R. 34 : S'.ix nin px

una "jvis; nn "itex rria S'lX n\u ith pxi ni? h-}K nh n-jg (ed. Constant, wrongly '^<^3),

"when he (who flees before the Roman power) is come here (say) : Lo, he goes

there ! and when he has not come here, say : Lo, he is come here !

"

2 For the simple ?, which can also mean "in" and "among," we should

expect ^y in Greek.

lO
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latter compare Ezra 5^ !^.^53, and ^3, j. Ned. 39^ j. Keth.

3 1'', where in each case the reference is to the matter con-

tained "in" a written document. Both words are found

j. Taan. 6 6°. Khanina dwells ^'}}^, " in it," i.e. in a certain

street, and he is
p3^3^3,i « among you," i.e. the inhabitants of

Zeppori. Against P^wa it appears an objection that it is the

Pharisees who are addressed ; but this cannot be considered

a final criterion, for the historical situation, where the

saying of the Lord is introduced, cannot lay claim to the

same degree of certitude as the saying itself. A complete

negation of /JLera 7rapaT7)pr]<Teo}<i required the affirmation of

an advent of the theocracy in the secrecy of men's hearts.

In other places Luke has ev fiiaa for " among "
; see Luke 2*^

8" 10^ 2227-55 243<5, Acts 1^^ 2^2 27^\ When he writes

iuro^ in this case, he certainly means something more than

" among," namely, " within." Hence the closing phrase would

run : ^'n P2^J3 K^P'^'l ^no^p xn^. Ephrem is therefore quite

right with his rendering " in your heart," although his ex-

emplar can hardly have been so expressed. What Jesus had

in view in this utterance was the unseen genesis of the

theocracy caused by the " Word," and its effectual working, as

the latter is set forth in the parables of the Sower (Luke 8-*^-),

the Grain of Mustard-seed, and the Leaven (Luke IS^^^-).

Such an inner advent of the sovereignty of God realised itself

in all those to whom the teaching of Jesus had access. Jesus

might, therefore, in the word for ivTO<; vjxwv have in view

the general company of His hearers. Even Luke felt no

necessity to exclude the Pharisees, and thus remained free

to place this paradox, tending rather to veil than to explain

the dictum, as an answer to the Pharisees in clear contrast

with the very different instruction communicated by Jesus

to His own disciples. Again, in Luke 11"^ (Matt. 12-^)

Jesus says even to the Pharisees when tliey had obdurately

' Tlie proper reading is ji3',!'3. In the Vuiiice edition an* ii:"r3 should be

read instead of an-T '^ra.
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refused to recognise the divine power as effectual through

Him : ecpOaaeu e0' u/xa? 7) ^aaiXela tov 6eov, " the theocracy-

is come upon you." ^ In that case it is the power of Jesus

against evil spirits which makes the theocracy recognisable

even to outward vision ; in the passage under consideration,

it appears through the power of the Word invisibly, but not,

therefore, less effectually.

II. THE FUTURE AGE, THE AGE (/EON).

1. ITS OCGUERENCE IN THE DISCOURSES OF JESUS.

To him who speaks against the Holy Ghost forgiveness

is denied, both eV tovtm tm alcovi as well as iv rS fxeWovTt,,

Matt. 12^-. But v.^^ is merely a repetition of v.^\ which,

like Luke 12^*^, mentions the unpardonable sin, omit-

tinff the addition, while Mark 3"^ states that the non-

remission is valid " for evermore " {eU rov alwva) ; cf. the

phrase : n^pbiy n^"'n?p ib px, " there is no forgiveness for him

for ever," j. Bab. b. 6° (Josa).^ The more detailed statement

of Matt. 12^^ appears to have grown out of the shorter form,

eU TOV acMva, in Mark. Hence no certain inference can be

drawn in this instance as to the precise words used by Jesus

Himself.

In Mark 10^'^ (Luke 18^*^) ep rw KaipS rovTtp and eV

TOO alwvi T&> ip)(Ofxevq) are placed in contrast, while in Matt.

19-^ neither one or other is found. In Luke 20^'*^- 01 viol

rov alojvo^ tovtov are found alongside of ol KaTa^icodivre^

TOV aLcovo<i eKeivov Tvx<ft,v \ but Matt. 22^0, Mark 12-^ have

nothing corresponding. Elsewhere, again in Luke (16^),

ol viol TOV alwvoq TovTov occurs as antithesis to the viol

^ 0. Schmoller, Die Lehre vom Reiclie Gottes (1891), 140 ff., successfully

draws attention to the inner connection between Luke 11'-" and Luke 17"".

- The shorter form, n^'no ^h pK, is seen, e.g.. Ab. d. R. Nathan (39) (Akiba)

;

cf. JSacJier, Ag. d. Tann. i. 287.
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Tov (f)CiiT6<;—without any parallel in the other Synoptists.

In addition to these, we have also rj ^epijxva tov aloivo<;, Matt.

13-^ (Mark 4^^^ al fxepi/jivai, t. a.), but not in Luke, and the

expression peculiar to Matthew, ?; avvTeXeia tov alcovo<;.

Hence it is clear that the ideas, " this age," " the future age,"

if JcsiLS used them at all, were not of importance in His

vocabulary. As observed above (p. 135), the idea of the

" sovereignty of God " filled the place of that of the " future

age."

Paul also speaks, and that frequently, of " this age " (6

alojv o5to9), see Kom. 12^, 1 Cor. l^o 26-8 S^\ 2 Cor. 4^

Eph. 1"^ ;
" this present age " (6 vvv alcov), 1 Tim. 6^^,

2 Tim. 410, Tit. 2^2, cf. Gal. V: "the time that now is"

(0 vvu Kaip6<i), Kom. 8^^ ;
" this world " (0 KOfrixc; ouTO<i),

1 Cor. (po) 310 510 7^ Eph. 22; but only in Eph. V^ is " tlie

future age " (6 alcov fxeXkcov, cf. Eph. 2'^ " the ages to come ")

spoken of. The place of the latter is elsewhere occupied by

r; /SaaiXeca tov 6eov. The same holds good of the Johannine

Gospel. The correlative of " this world," " this age," is pro-

perly not " that reon," and never " that other world," but

" the sovereignty of God," and the " eternal life."

2. ORIGIN OF THE EXPRESSION.

In pre-Christian products of Jewish literature there is

as yet no trace of these ideas to be found. Cremer, in the

" Worterbuch der Neutestamentl. Graccitiit," gives Tob. 1 4^^

as the solitary instance of this conception to be found in the

Apocrypha. Cod. Vat. has in the verse in question Kaipol

TOV alo)vo<;, Alex, ei? irda-a^ Ta<; 'yevea'i tov alcovo^;, Sin.

6 ')(p6vo<i TMv Kaipoiv, Itala " tempus maledictionum," while

the Ilebr. and Aram, texts present no equivalent. The

original readlnrj is therefore uncertain in this case; and,

further, aloov by itself does not necessarily presuppose an

antithesis of two epochs. Even in Sir. 18^'^ iv Vfiepa alcovo^
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means no more than "during one's lifetime," although the

translator into Syrian here makes a distinction between ND^y

N:n, " this age," and iipnri Nro^y, " the age of the pious."

Moreover, the whole verse is an interpolation foreign to the

original document of the son of Sirach. The same holds of

" saeculum " in relation to " sevum sanctum " ^ in the Latin

version, l?^^ 24^3.2 The Ethiopic Book of Enoch speaks of

the "future age" only once, 71^^ and of "this unrighteous

age," 2 48^ both late additions. The Assumptio Mosis and

the Book of Jubilees never mention either idea. The Apoca-

lypse of Baruch, in its older sections, takes no notice of these

ideas. They are first mentioned in the more recent elements,

belonging to the period after the destruction of Jerusalem.

The " age that is promised " to the pious (Syr.^ natron i^'chv

\)rh) appears there, contrasted with " this age " (Syr. xo^y

xjn), 14^3; " the age to come" (Syr. ^nxi, l^nyi Xttby) appears

alongside of "this age," 15"^- 44^^; "that endless age" (Syr.

n^ n'b fllDl in XD^y) beside " this passing age " (Syr. sn^y s]n

nnyn),^ 48^*^, cf. 40^;^ see also "the new age" (Syr. xn^y

xmn), 44^2. «the deathless age" (Syr. n"'S'0 xbn ^^bv), 3 P.

" ^Eon " is further used as a time-concept in 16^ 44118. 518,7

In 2 Esd.^ 7^^ cf. 8^, it is said that God has made, not

one world, but two. In that book are found the expressions

^ Cf. Barn. lO-'^ ev to^jto) ry Kdcr/nip—rbv ajLov alCjva.

^ See A. Schlatter, Das neugefundene hebr. Stiick des Sirach, Der Glossator

des griecLischen Sirach (1897), 145, 147 f.

^ Cf. "ip^^ cVj;, Vay. R. 26 ; 6 alu^v 6 ^vearQ^ trov-qpos, Gal. 1^
; 6 K6cr/j.os rij^

dSi/cias, Jas. 3^.

^ According to the Syriac vei'siou published by A. M. Ccriani in the Monu-
menta sacra et profana, \. 2.

'' Cf. T5J; dSj; (to be read thus, instead of riy 'y), Jerus. I. Gen. 38=^

* That 40^ does not belong to the older sections of Bar. Apoc., I have main-

tained against R. H. Charles in a review of his edition of Baruch, Thcol. Litbl.

xviii. (1897), No. 15.

^ Cf. also Bar. Apoc. 42'^ " These are they who will inherit the time which

was spoken of, and Avhosc is the earth in the age that is promised," with 42'^

"to them is given the age to come."
'^ Edition of the Latin version by R. L. Ecnshj and M. R. James (1895), of

the Syriac version by A. M. Ceriani in Mon. sacr. et prof. v. 1.
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" hoc (prsesens) speculum " (Syr. am HKhv), " futurum sseculum
"

(Syr. rnvi a^bv), 42-27 qo 712.47.113 gif.
. «hoc tcmpus,"

"futurum tempus" (Syr. NO^y X3n, mv^ iiDhli), 7^^^ 8^2 (^^i

Bar. Apoc. 44^^"^^). The Slavonic Enoch also mentions " the

future age," according to Morfill's translation/ 56'* and 61
2,

though the text does not seem to be certain in these passages.

The Targuin of Onkelos makes no use whatever of the

ideas " this age," " the future age." 2 Even in the Targum

to the prophets they are infrequent. There are found ^^^i??

pn, 2 Sam. 222s, 1 Kings 5^\ Mai. 3^; ^nxn i^j^bvh, 2 Sam.

71^ 235, Jer. 50=^^ xn^rms aipbvf, 1 Kings 5^3; nvip n»^i;3

^n^pK 2 Sam. 222s.

If the addition to a saying of Hillel, given in Ab. ii. 7,

be genuine, then Hillel would be the earliest witness for the

use of the expressions. The passage runs :
" He who ac-

quires for himself the words of the law, acquires for himself

the life of the age to come (N'3n n^iyn ^^n sb mp)." 4 ^ second

witness is next found in Yokhanan ben Zakkai ^ (fl. c. 8 A.D.),

who declared that God had revealed to Abraham " this age
"

(n;fri D^iyn), but not " the age to come " (^^sn D^ij?n). A third

example may be taken from Eleazar of Modiim, who lived

slightly later, who enumerates among the six good gifts

received by Israel, " the age to come " (i<3n Dpiy), and " the

new world " (ti'^C '^bSV).^ See also the saying of Eleazar ben

Zadok given on p. 121, and the prayer of Nekhonya ben ha-

Kanna, j. Ber. 7''.

There is no value in the notice (Ber. ix. 5 ; Tos. Ber.

vii. 21) to the effect that in tlie temple no more than "^V

D?iyn 7 used to be pronounced in the benedictions, until the

' JF. 11. MorfilUnd R. H. Charles, The Book of the Secrets of Enoch (1896).

^ See, however, Fundamental Ideas, III.

^ This is the reading of the Venice edition of 1517, and Cod. Rcuchl. without

insertion of 'Oxi, wliich appears in the Venice edition of 1525.

* The saying is found also without mention of its author, Vay. K. 34.

» Ber, R. 41 ; cf. Baclier, Ag. d. Tann. i. 36.

8 Mechilta, oil. Fricdm. 50'' on Ex. 16'-'=^
; cf. Backer, Ag. d. Taun. i. 202.

' So it should be read as in Tusephta. uh\]!n |p would be meaningless.
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longer formula, DPiyn nyi Dpiyn ip, was instituted to combat

the sectaries who acknowledged one single oeon only. This

longer form is already found in Neh. d-', 1 Chron. 16^", Ps.

41inOG*s . the shorter, ^^W^, Vs. 72^^ 89^=^. Such a tradition

merely suggests a historical sequence for the two formula?.

Carried out in practice, the prescription would have had no

result. He who did not think on " the future age " when

the shorter form was used, would not do so even with the

longer form.

The currency of the expressions " this age," " the future

age," is at all events established by the end of the first

Christian century. This reservation should probably be

made, that for that period the expressions characterised

the language of the learned rather than that of the people.

As for the sense imputed to the terms, J. H. Holtzmann ^

says :
" The earlier representation simply makes the world to

come to coincide with the ' days of the Messiah,' or at least

to be inaugurated by that period (Dan., the ' Similitudes ' of

Enoch, Ps. Sol., Targum, and Mishna) ; a later view, on the

other hand, reckons those Messianic days as part of the pre-

sent world, and in this way distinguishes them from the

final world-renovation (2 Esdras and Apoc. Ear., Midrash

and later Theology)." But this hardl}^ represents the true

state of the case. Both " the days of the Messiah " and " the

future age " are terms unfamiliar in the earlier period. When,

subsequently, the world-renovation was located, not before,

but after the Messianic epoch, there arose the controversy

whether the phrase i^}>] Q^iVi^j which meantime had come into

use, should be made to include the Messianic age or not.

The Targum in this regard represents the former view, it is

true, but in the Mishna, Talmud, and Midrash the expres-

sion everywhere definitely implies no more than that the

time of salvation is set forth as one sharply marked off

from the present. Any fuller significance always requires

' Lelirb. der Neutestamentl. Theologie, i. SO.
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to be ascertained with special reference to each statement

and document.

The origin of the expression cannot be explained, as by

von Orelli/ on the supposition that the idea of different ages

was derived from the plural ^''^W, which originally was in-

tended merely to enhance the idea, and that thus it came to

pass that D^ii-' was used to designate the now current age.

This explanation is too ingenious to be considered probable.

And the Old Testament D''p^'n nnnxa has not even indirectly

served as a connecting link, for the Targums reproduce it

by N>Di^ FliD3; see Gen. 49^, Num. 24l^ Deut. 3V^, Isa. 2^.

Eeference could be made with better reason to the rendering

given in the Targum for nin^ Dv, viz. '' Dip P 'n'r^b n^ny^ sor,

" the day destined to come from God "
; see Isa. 2^^ Amos 5^^,

Joel 1^^, Zeph. P- ", Mai. 3^^: for the comprehensive idea

of nirr; nv is the real historical precursor of the idea of " the

future age." The differentiating cause must probably have

been that, during the development of a doctrine regarding

the substance of the prophetic promises, comprehensive terms

were a necessity for the instruction of the people. In these

circumstances nothing was easier than to set in contrast the

imperfect present with the perfect future. Further, to ex-

press " future," there were available the terms ''riN'n, " that

which is coming," or '•ri'^p? I'^'i^i, " that which is destined to

come." For these, see Hebr. Ni3^ n^nyn, " the future," Ber.

ix. 4; Mechilta, ed. Friedm. 'SI"; Siphre, ed. Friedm. 140'';

j. Shebi. 35*; also merely 5<3n,
j. Shebi. 35*^; Samaritan, "riKn,

Commentary of Marka ;
2 Aram, 'n'^^ rnyp, no Targ. Eccl. '6^\

Further, as a matter of fact, the Hebr. Ni27 TT-yp became in

Palestine a favourite expression for the Messianic future ; for

examples see pp. 108, 116, 127, 153.

Contact with Greek modes of thought, moreover, intro-

duced the idea of the alcov, i.e. " lifetime," " the age," and

' Die lieLr. Syiioiiyma der Ztit uud Ewii^kcit, SO ir.

^ Ilcidcnheim, Bibliotlieca Saniaritaua, iii. 69''.
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" the temporary," into the circle of Jewish thouglit, either

directly or through the medium of the Syrians. And when

a term corresponding to aloov was wanted, it would be readily

remembered that the Aramaic upv? was equivalent to the

Greek et? alcova, " for ever," and thence easy to attribute to

this DyV the special meanings of the Greek aloov. Thus Ci?y

became " age " ; and it cannot excite surprise that Jewish

scholarship adopted it as a most convenient designation for

comprising " future " and " present."

To illustrate the new use of u?V (Hebr. Ci?iV) as occa-

sioned by the Greek alcov, reference can be made to b. Ber.

17* ^\*0? ^^1^ '^P^^i', " mayest thou enjoy thine age during

thy lifetime "
; Vay. E. 32 : i»^iyp N\'J, « he departed from his

generation"; b. Yeb. 63^' (ascribed to Ben Sira) ly^Y'? ^Vr^

i^ ]''iiiy Dpiy hv, " he is found encumbering himself for the sake

of an age which does not belong to him"; Koh. E. P
nio^iy nj;;tr, "seven generations" (of men), and ^^^r\ n^!?iy,

" the seasons of the year," in the Samaritan Marka.^

Beyond question the idea of the Koafio'i, which was after-

wards combined with u?V, in many respects displaced the idea

of the alcov. But this does not apply so early as the time of

Jesus, though Paul in 1 Cor. uses 6 K6aixo<i omo<i in juxta-

position with alcav ovto<;.^ Thus in the discourses of Jesus

the rendering of aldov by " world " should be avoided, because

that term usually suggests the locus of all created things, or

else the creation in its entire extent.

A point to be noted in the use of the word is that Aram.

and Hebr. constantly have P^n «9^i?3, mn ubm, " in this age,"

but almost always " for the age to come," with ^
—

''rixi XDpy>

N3n D^iyb, just as it is also said i^'^^h n^nyjj, " in the future."

^ M. Hcidenlieim, Bibliotheca Samaritana, iii. p. xxii. For " age," Marka

further uses readily th, properly, "generation" ; see loc. cit. &7-^i.

" See above, p. 148. Even iu Greek aldbv sometimes denotes that which con-

stitutes the contents of transitory time ; see Heb. 1- 11^, Avhich represent God as

having made the alQves ; and cf. 2^ ttjv o'lKovaiv-qv tt]v fiiWoi'aav, with 6^

fj.^Woi'Tos aiwvos.
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Here also it is evident that D?U in these phrases is a time-

concept. Examples for the Aramaic usage : Targ. Lam. 3^^

;

Eccl. 13 71"- 15 8^* 9«; j. Schebi. SB*^; j. Taan. 66°; j. Meg.

72"^; b. Kidd. 81-'^; b. Ab. z. 65=^: for the Hebrew usage,

Ab. vi. 4, 9; for 5<n^ ^'nvb, j. Sanh. 28*=; Paith E. 3^ ; b.

Bab. m. 85^ For the uncommon ^^^^^ NJoijya, see Targ. Eccl.

5^-^o.
j. Dem. 22^

Both alcbv 6 fieXkcov and o alwv 6 ip-x^6/xepo<; have their

counterpart in "'^Xl N^PV- ^nd 6 alcov iK6Lvo<; also finds its

equivalent in i^'ir^n N^Jsy, Targ. Eccl. 6*^ 7^*.

On the expression Kara^tcodi'jvai rod aloivo<^ eKeivov Tv^etp,

see above, p. 119 1; for ol viol tov aloovo^ tovtov, see p. 115.

3. THE SIMPLE 6 alcop.

In the phrase r; fxepi^va tov aloivo'?, Matt. 13-^, 6 ala)v

denotes " that which is temporal," without implying that the

term is a contraction for 6 alwv ovto<;. Even if it were

desired to supply tovtov as in some texts, then the antithesis

between the current epoch and a future period of a different

character would in this passage be needlessly introduced.

Cognate Jewish phrases are : ^^P^V"] \?P,
" affairs of this life,"

b. Pes. 113=^; b. Sabb. 82^^;! ^^ i^^^Vl 'ppv, " the concerns of

this age," Targ. Eccl. 7^^ ; ^""yi \>'P,
" his own concerns," in

contrast with N'0-;:n ^^p, "the things of God," b. Ber. 7^;

b. Meg. 6'^; 2 D^oc^ ^)?sn, b. Sabb. 113^ 114^ According to

j. Ber. ll^ food has relation to the " transitory life " (ny^* \^n),3

but the study of the law has relation to " the ever-enduring

life " (ny-fp nS ny ^'n). To gain the " transitory Hfe " (r\T^ ^»n)

is placed alongside of the gaining of " the life of the world to

^ b. Sabb. 82* expresses blame that any one should call the "life of men"
(Nn;-i3"t '.:n) the same thing as occupation with NO^I/l '.Vp. Palestinian parallels

to this expression arc wanting.

^ Cf. fxepifjLvdv rd. rou Kda/xov (in apposition with ra tov Kvplov), 1 Cor. T**^.

^
^')IV '.'.0 means, Vay. R. 32, in an Aramaic passage "maintenance."

b. Yom. 8.^)"^ it has the literal meaning of the words : "the life of an hour," i.e.

a brief interval ; cf. Jerus. I. Gen. 49'" N^V^ |;^13, "a temporary redemption,"
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come" (N'3n D^iyn ^^n), Vay. R. 34 See also p. 157. Whetlier

" anxiety " should really be rendered by the Targumic NQ^";

may bo left undecided. In Sir. 4:2^ anxiety on behalf of the

daughter (?} /xipi/juva avT)]<;) is expressed in Hebr. i^njx"n, Syr.

nn2V, which tends to support the rendering by *<Q^'\ Still

xpbn ss>'^ appears suspicious ;
|in\»nn xninnp, " the troubles of

their life," might perhaps be the right phrase.

ri avvreXeia rov alC^vo^ occurs in Matt. ISS^f-^^i 28-'>

without parallel in Mark and Luke. The same phrase in

Matt. 24^ is replaced in Mark 13^ by orav ixeWr] ravra

avvrekeicrOai Trdvra, and in Luke 21'^ by orav fxiWrj ravTa

r/iveaOat, (cf. v.^"^). The theme in the context is "^he conclu-

sion of the current world-epoch. Hence 6 alcov is here also

no abbreviation for o alonv ovro';, but a designation of time as

transitory, of the world's course. As the term occurs only

in Matthew, it will belong not to Jesus Himself, but to the

evangelist, who has it in common with the Hellenistic

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews (Q-*^) : eVt awTeXeia rSiv

alcopoov. Paul also writes, 1 Cor. 10^^ ra reXr] tmv alwvwv.

There is here a close relationship with to TeA.09, Matt. 24'^-^*

(Mark 13^, Luke 219); ^f. ek riXo^, Matt. 10^2 24^3 (^^rk

13^3). This rests again upon the Hebr. YP. ^V. ^V, LXX em
Katpov cruvTe\eta<i, Dan. 12*; Cp^'!? I'i?.?, LXX ek avvreXeiav

^IxepCiv, 1213; Aram. XDiD ny, LXX U<i reXov^, Dan. 7-«.-

One might therefore with some probability refer r; avvreXeia

rov aioivo<i as expressed by Jesus to the simple ^2iD. Never-

theless the phrase in Matthew has also its Jewish parallels ; see

" exitus ScTculi," Ass. Mosis 12*; " the end of the age

"

(Syr. Kobn nnh'^), Bar. Apoc. 5421 69* 83^; "the end of the

ages" (Syr. sroisyn pnohc'), loc. cit. 59^; "finis temporis hujus
"

(Syr. xoi^y xjm rv2h^\y), 2 Esd. 7^^^
^i?'^

^io, Targ. 2 Sam.

23\ See also Bar. Apoc. 27^^ wnn ^'ohv^, "completion of

^ ilatt. 13^^ without the article, v.^^ according to some MSS. with to{itou.

" Cf. also in OT. '.•?;n n'lq.v?, for which the Targums have n;cv f;ic3
; see

above, p. 152.
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the times," cf. 29^ 30^; Ass. Mosis 1^^ "in cousummatione

exitus dierurn."

III. ETERNAL LIFE, LIFE.

1. ITS POSITION IN THE DISCOURSES OF JESUS.

^coT] alcovio^ (always without the article) is spoken of

by Jesus as the possession in which the righteous will

one day have part, while the godless are subject to

perdition.

^(01] alcovLo<i is the object of Kkripovoixelv, Matt. 19^^

(where Mark 10^*^ has Xafi^dveiv, Luke 18^*^ aTrdkafji^dvetv),

as also in the question addressed to Jesus, Mark 10^^ (Luke

18^^ cf. 1025), where Matt. 19ic has exetv. In these cases

^. a. is regarded as a possession. It is a certain status, when

mention is made of an "attaining to" it. Matt. 25*^

{aTrepxeaOat eh ^. a.). This status is also on several occa-

sions referred to as merely v ^cor] (this always with the

article). Again, in Matt. 7^^ t] ^corj is anticipated by »5

ciTTcoXeia in the previous verse (Luke 13^* contains neither).

" Ways " lead in this instance to " life " and " destruction."

One can " enter into," elaepxecrOaL, life et? ti-jv ^corp, Matt.
188f- (Mark 9*3-45). The antithesis to this is "to go away,"

uTrepxecrOai, " into hell " (et? irjv ryeevvav), Matt. 5^'^, Mark 9"*^,

or "to be cast into hell" (/3(iX\ea0ai), Matt. IS^f- (Mark
9*5- *^). In Mark 9" there stands in pkace of ek rhv ^w/jv

the obvious equivalent, et? tt)^ ^aaCKeiav rov 6eou. elaeXdelv

ei> rrjv ^coqv is found Matt. 19^' as a repetition of e^^tv ^<oi)v

aLcoviov.

2. THE JEWISH USAflR.

The "eternal life" {nb)V \'n) of the pious is first men-

tioned in the J'.ook of Daniel (12^), next during the first
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century before Christ in the Psalter of Solomon 3^^, cf. lo'-*;

Enoch 1 37* 40» "to take possession of eternal life," cf. 58^

62^^ (see also Slavonic Enoch 65^°, cf. 50^ " to take possession

of the endless life to come ") ; 2 Mace. 7^ {alcovio<; dva^icocrt<;

^wr;?), 7^^ {aivao<i ^coi]) ; 4 Macc. 1 5^. The idea has also

found admission into the Targnm of Onkelos, though it is

not spoken of as " the age to come," for Np?y "".^n. Lev. 1 8^,

Deut. 33'' (where the Jerus. Targ. incorrectly thinks of the

life of this age), is intended for " eternal life." Further, the

association with X'fpy "".^nB "^n^^ in the passages adduced and

Targ. Ezek. 20^^- ^^- ^\ Hos. U^^ makes it clear that H^^^V ^»n is

there regarded as equivalent to ^n^5"| ^^7^. The Targum to

1 Sam. 2^ also says that God will cause a resurrection from

the realm of the dead " in the " eternal life (Np^i/ \>n3), and

Jerus. Targ. I. on Deut. 13^^ straightway changes it in this

connection into ^nxn Noby. See also Targ. 1 Sam. 2 520, which

tells that the soul of David is hidden before God " in the

security of the eternal life " (i^^^b^ ?n nja), i.e. in the safe

keeping of those who are destined to life eternal.

Elsewhere throughout the older Jewish literature the term

" eternal life " is found almost only in a case where it stands

in contrast with " transitory life." Eliezer ben Hyrkanos

(c. 100 A.D.) speaks reproachfully of such as neglect the

eternal life (Q?ii? '*n pn''3C) and " occupy themselves with the

transitory life " (^J?t^' ^nn Tl^oSvy The same terms are after-

wards imputed also to Simeon ben Yokhai^ (c. 130) and to

Simeon ben Gamliel n. * (c. 160). The school of Shammai

(first century) makes use, according to Tos. Sanh. xiii. 3, of

D?ij? ""'n in a passage containing allusions to Dan. 12^. An
appendix to a statement of Yehuda ben Ilai (c. 150)^

contains the words Cp^iy "".^n, Tam. vii. 4. The Aramaic prayer

^ In Enoch 10'" j'o;?) aioivios is meant merely of a "life without death."
2 b. Bez. 15b

; Backer, Ag. d. Tann. i. 108 (cf. 02).

^ b. Sabb. 33b
; Backer, op. cit. ii. 89.

* j. Mo. k. 82b
; Backer, op. cit. ii. 330.

* Backer, loc. cit. i. 336.
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beginning ^Dp^ ^np says/ " lie who brings forth out of Sheol

into the eternal life " (i^obv \*n^), and a similar formula in the

Kaddish j)rayer used after an interment ^ appears in i^P^^^

^^^^ ^nf) pnn;, " to raise them (the dead) up to the eternal life."

In general, however, "the life of the world to come,"
siin nb)V^ \^n, has taken the place of the shorter " eternal life,"

D^iy ^'.n. Examples of the former, see pp. 103, 118, 125, 150,

155, 160.

3. THE VERBS CONNECTED WITH IT.

As for the combinations in which ^wij aloivio^ is found,

the verb KKrjpovoixeiv is, in Aram., nn'; or JDHX ; see, for these

terms, p. 125.^ Xaix/Sdvecv and aTroXa/x^dveiv, Mark 10^^

Luke IS^^ are both to be referred to 3??. For e^ecv, on the

contrary. Matt. 19^^, no equivalent need be sought, since the

parallels in Mark and Luke have here, as one would expect,

KXrjpovoixeiv. The verb d-nepyeaQai, Matt. 25*^ is modified

by the adjacent eU Kokaaiv alcovLov, cf. Matt. 5^^. Yet hv^.

is the only word that can be proposed to render it; and to

the same verb—to ^i^ns; or "h'] (Galil. i^brx), " go yo," the Seure,

v.^-*, addressed to the righteous— must also be referred.

Thus it can also be said concerning them, ^ppV ^^jj? P^|V, " they

go away (from the judgment) into eternal life." To " attain

unto " the eternal life {elaep^eaOaL) would, on the other

hand, be expressed by ^^)v '^rh «nx
; sec above, p. 11 G f,

4. THE SIMPLE Tj ^wr).

In the Old Testament tlic scope of expressions like cnn^

"the life," Deut. 30^=^- 1»; D^»nn Tin;n, "the way of life," Jer.

2 IS; c^?n m.x, " patli of life," Prov. 2i'->, does not extend be-

^ Seder Eab Aniram, ii. 21''.

- Accord in f; to Ikicr''s Seder Aliodatli Yisiacl, .088. 15iit Iho formula is

wanting in Seder Eal) Aniram and in Maiinoiiidcs.

'The "heir" (cf. KXtipSvofMoi i'uijs aluvlov, Tit. 3") would be .Nnn;. On tlic

" i>roinibi; " of tlic lilc, see above, p. lo3.
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yond earthly life and well-being. The last-named phrase as

used in Vs. IG^^ already seems to contain the idea of a

happy existence after death. At a later date the idea of

the life eternal of those risen from the dead attached itself

to these verses, so that " life " could be put shortly for

"eternal life." Thus the Psalter of Solomon (14'') says of

the pious: KX7]povofxi]crova-iv K^r]v, and speaks of ^co?;, 9^,

without qualification, meaning thereby, according to o^^, the

"eternal life." In 2 Mace. 7^^ there is also found the

abbreviated avdaTaat<; eh ^co/ju alongside of eh alcoviov

ava^Lcoaiv ^Q)fj<i rjfxd<i avaanjaei, in 7^. The treatise of the

" Two Ways," ^ generally supposed to be of Jewish origin,

alone contains the expression " way of life." The Slavonic

Enoch (ed. MorfiU and Charles) 30^'' also speaks of these

ways. A detailed description of them is given in the Testa-

ment of Abraham,^ not, however, without marked Christian

influence, which shows itself in the use of expressions from

the Synoptists. Bar. Apoc. 42''' represents that " perdition
"

and " life " one day will claim what pertains to each.

The later Jewish literature has given the preference to

the clearer appellation, " life of the age to come." Never-

theless there are found occasionally as correlatives : T^n,

" they attain to the (eternal) life," and riii"^?, " they are judged

(pass to eternal punishment)," Tos. Sanh, xiii. 2 ; b. Sanh.

103^3 It is only when " life " and " death " form parts of

the same picture that they are always left without quali-

fication. Thus Yokhanan (c. 260 a.d.) declares that those

who are pious to perfection receive '* the " Judge's award

(a7ro(/)ao-i9) of life" (Q^^n^"^;' T?^2\x) ; and in the prayer

^ See A. Harnack, Die Apostellehre und die jtidischen beiden "Wege - (1S9C),

57. As to the Jewish origin of the "Two Ways," I have, however, grave

doubts. It could hardly have been intended for the instruction of proselytes.

^ M. R. James, The Testament of Abraham (Texts and Studies, ii. 2), 88 ff.,

112 if.; cf. 51 ir.

3Cf. Backer, Ag. d. Taan. i. 110.

* So in j. E. h. S. 57^, while b. R. h. S. IG^ speaks of a recording and seal-

ing "unto life," c-n^.
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which begins i?1>« ^^^^[}V it is said i^J| lin '^ni S3^^, « may the

award of life be pronounced over us !
" ^ The principle that

" the medicine which brings life " (D''*n Dp) may also be " the

poison which brings death" (i^nvp Dp), is observed first of

all by Benaya (c. 200 a.d.), ^ and afterwards by others, as

Joshua ben Levy (c. 240).^ In the Samaritan author Marka/

God refers to Himself as nnir:>n nonxi n^^n djid, " the stay of

life, and the poison of death." There should also be added

the Pauline expression : 6a/xi] e« Oavurov eh Odvarov, oo-fxrj iir.

^Q)rj<i eh ^(i)7Jv, 2 Cor. 2^^.

It is quite conceivable that the detailed Greek phrase

:

rj oSo^ t) a'rrd'yovaa ek ttjv ^(oi]v, Matt. 7^^ may be derived

from the simple y] 6Bo<i t?'}? ^cor]<;
; cf. Aram, "'.^n nnix^ Targ. Jer.

218
.

^>^^ xnniN, Targ. Jerus. I. Deut. SO^^- ^^. The Old Testa-

ment never contemplates a way as " leading " to some destina-

tion. But in post-biblical literature we have Bar. Apoc. 85^^

" the way of the fire, the path which leads to Gehinnom

"

(Syr. N'jnjb mptDT h''2^) xiin xmis) ; and Ber. E. 9 : ^17 nrt?

S3n D^iyn ^n^ Dixn ns ns^ip, " which way is it that leads to

the life of the age to come ? " The Jerus. Gospel in Matt.

7^* uses i^aix, which is likewise known to the Jewish Aramaic

of Palestine. Piecourse is thus open to the Aramaic 'n.''^ or

bix, and if need be to 3np. " The way that leads to the life
"

would in Aramaic be : "n^ ' (n^niDT) n^n^m smwX.c": \t; / t::-: t:

ela-epxeaOac ek tt]v ^wip (Matt. 18^ Mark 9'^) would

be ?n!5 Nnx, cf. p. 116, since Nofiy ^ni? hv, being in the

late Targum to the Psalms (40^), should not determine

the selection. It may well be asked, however, whether the

^ Seder R;ib Amram, ii. 20^^ - Cf. diKaluffis iUTjs, Rom. 5'^

3 Siphre, Deut. 45, ed. Friedni. 82''; cf. Backer, Ag. d. Taan. ii. 540.
* b. Yoma 72''; cf. Backer, Ag. d. p. Am. i. 137 ; .sec also ibid. pp. 37, 262.

The Aramaic form is vn-i n^d and Nnio-i xsp, as in b. Yoin. 72'' (Raba).
" llddenhclm, Bibl. Samarit. iii. 7-\

" niN in Aramaic is at least generally fem. not masc, as Gcsenius-Buhl and
the dictionaries of Levy represent.

' That ''n is readily used as the defined form, see above; also Onk. Deut.
3015. i»^ where ':i3 is put for the Hebrew o'^rn, and Targ. Mai. 2\
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simple r) ^wi] is original in this connection. Judging from

Matt. lO^S where /; ^w/; represents ^w?) alwino'i, and Mark

9^'^, cf. vv.*^- *^, where »; ^aaCkeia rod Oeou is nsecl in its

place, it is not improbable that as used in the words of

Jesus—excepting, perhaps, Matt. 7^^- ^*—it might through-

out be represented by ^^7^ '^n or ^'^^^ xm3^?p.

5. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE IDEA.

With Jesus " eternal life " and " life " form the correlative

idea to expressions which denote eternal perdition. The

popular Jewish term Q3n'a (Aram, form of Ciin^j), Greek ?;

'yeevva, is the one term whose use by Jesus is assured, since

all three Synoptists record it among the words of Jesus.

Less certain is to irvp to da^earov, based upon Isa. 66^^ as

it occurs among the words of Jesus only in Mark 9^^- (^^).

Peculiar to Matthew are: ro irvp to alooviov (18^), KoXaai'i

al(ovco<; (25**^), ?; KdfXivo<; rov Trvpo^ (13^^),—this being occa-

sioned by the imagery of the parable,—and rj cnra>\eia (7^^).

The last-named is required as antithesis to r/ i^wrj (7^'*), and

can therefore be reckoned as certain. Both " eternal life

"

and " Gehenna " have as necessary presupposition a judgment

which awaits all men, in which the fate of men is for ever

decided. There is thus involved a symbolism derived from

a judicial process. The penalty of death threatens him who

has been found guilty at the bar of justice ; the gift of life

is bestowed on him who is acquitted. In the final judgment,

it is not the ending or continuation of earthly existence that

constitutes the decisive issue ; but either, on the one hand,

the penalty of an eternal death by fire, the scene of which

is Gehenna, which involves permanent exclusion from the

theocracy ; or, on the other hand, appointment to the eternal

life which is consummated in the theocracy, or, in rabbinical

terms, in the age to come. Hence " eternal life " radically

means participation in the " theocracy "
; and it is substan-

1

1
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tially the same thing whether it be the entrance into the

theocracy or into eternal life that is spoken of. The forgive-

ness of sins should not be regarded, as by Holtzmann/ as " the

negative counterpart of the beatitude (of the kingdom of

God), the primary foretaste of the positive possession of life "
;

it is rather the indispensable condition for entrance into "life,"

but not a constituent element of the life itself. Nor is there

any call for peculiar speculations in regard to the conception

of " the life," as being, according to Haupt's definition - of

rj ^(07], " the sum-total of all that constitutes life in its fullest

sense,—the true life." The difference between the preaching

of Jesus and Jewish views consists not in the idea of the

" life," but in what Jesus has to say of the theocracy, and of

that righteousness without which life in the theocracy can

never be attained.

IV. THE WOELD.

1. BOOKS IN WHICH THE TEUM IS STILL UNKNOWN.

Old Testament Helirew has no term which would quite

correspond to the Greek 6 Koa-jjbo'i. The Alexandrian Version

of the biblical books renders the " host " of heaven (^^y) by

6 KocTfio'i in the Pentateuch, Gen. 2\ Deut. 4^'' 17^. This

Greek usage, which belongs to an earlier period, is also

adopted by the LXX in Isa. 24-^ elsewhere they use k6(t/j,o<;

merely for " ornament." The Book of Daniel still has ^3

Njnx, where a term for world might be expected, Dan. 2^^- ^^

331 48. 19 (without ^3) 626. The Book of Sirach has KSaf^o^,

43'', for the Hebr. """ly, " ornament," and 50^^ probably for

niKiiri, with the same meaning;^ and alcov occurs 43'* 46^V

1 Lehrl). d. Neutest. Tlieol. i. 202.

^ JiJ. Ilaupt, Die cscliatolof^isclien Aussagen Jesii, 85.

" So S. Schcchter conjectures, Jew. Quart. Rev. x. 200. The JIS. Hebrew

Text published by Schechtcr lias ngip ni-y'S "to serve the altar."

• Here without ec^uivalent in the Hebrew text.
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for opi:?^ " eternity." ^ In the Syriac version Kriaiia alwvo<;

also appears 38^* as XD^yn xnT-^y, but can scarcely be correct.

The original might probably have hero used D^^iy adverbially

to mean " always." 2 In 39" avhp6)v opofiaaroov (Syr. NL'OX

X?^^yn) apparently reproduces Ci7iy '"^jn, " the men of olden

time "
; cf. D^^iV nnx, 44\ or even DC' *;;''3X, also occurring in 44^.

And just as Q^iy, in the sense of world, is absent from the

original of the Wisdom of the Son of Sirach, so it is not

to be found in 1 Mace, Ps. of Solomon, nor in the Books of

Tobit and Judith. No importance need be attached to the

saying attributed to Simeon the Just (c. 280 B.C.) concernino-

the three things on which " the world " (°5'iJ'n) rests.^ The

substance and the form of the expression are equally un-

favourable to its authenticity.

Nor, again, did the first* section of the Book of Enoch

(chaps. 1-36), the original of which was probably in

Hebrew,^ contain ^)^V, in the sense of world. The terms of

the Greek version: 6 ^eo? tov alwvo'^, 1^; o ^acrtXem rwv

alcovcov, 1 2^
; Kvpie 6 rrj<; ScKaioavvr}<i Kvpievcov tov ala)Vo<i, 22^* •

6 KvpLo<i Tcov atoovwv, 9*; 6 ^acrtXev^ rov alwvo^, 25^-^'^ 27^

cannot be dissociated from the biblical expressions : D^iy ^N,

Gen. 2133; D^^iy \iSx, isa. 402S; D^pi^iy niv, Isa. 26*; Dbiy -li^n,

Jer. 10^0 (Targ. Venice 1517, D^V ^J!? ; Venice 1525, Cod.

Eeuchl. Wbv Tit'O); n^pj-iy b noJ'D, Ps. 145i3 in any case it

may be assumed that the Hebrew original, from which the

Greek version was made, everywhere employed the article,

i.e. had oj'iyn ^nV*, ^'^'^V^ ^^9- But the article, of course, may

^ In additions to the Book of Sirach there occur koct/xo?, "world," 16'^ 18' •

KTia-is, 16^^ 24=^, on which see A. Schlatter, Das neugefundene hebr. Stiick des
Sirach. Der Glossator des griech. Sirach (1897), 133, 136, 140 f.

2 Cf. Ps. 618. 3 Aboth i. 2.

* The first part of the Book of Enocli can scarcely be tlie oldest, and at least
it cannot have originated at the beginning of the second century u.c, as R. H.
Charles holds. The divine names deb^, ^aaCKeis, Kijpios, tov alGivos, twv alwvuv
currently used by the author, are scarcely in keeping with so early a date.

^ The decisive proof lies in the Hebrew words contained in Ihe Greek version •

866^. H. Charles, The Book of Enoch, 325 ; A. Lods, Le livre d'Henoch, Iviff.
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merely be intended to render the general conception more

definite. It is not impossible that the article coupled with

Q^iy in composite expressions, gives the sense of " eternal."

It occurs Dan. 1 2^ Hebr. Lih^vn >n Dan. i^\ Aram. N?3>i; ^n,

meaning :
" He that liveth eternally "

; Onk. Lev. IS^ Noi?y ^'n,

" the eternal life "
; Gen. 9^- NC^y nn!?, " for perpetual genera-

tions "
; Palmy r. ^5^.2?y nn, " the eternal house " (grave), de

VogiiL., 32,34 (Galil. dW r\% " cemetery," Vay. R. 12); Taimyr.

nM, " for ever," de Vogiie, 21, 23 ; and also i^^)>V^, Targ. Isa.

2828; i^o^y ny, "for evermore," Onk. Gen. 13^^ cf. Dan. 2^0

;

but elsewhere always undefined Cipyp, " for ever," e.g. Onk.

Deut. 1517; rp^yb, Dan. 5^^ Targ. Isa. 258.

Still, it is perhaps more probable that O/iV when united

with the article in the Book of Enoch does not merely re-

present the adjective " eternal." D?iy Tjpp means " eternal

King "
;

Q^iyn Tjpp is " the King who as ruler controls the im-

measurable duration of the world." The Greek translator

by his choice of alcov in preference to Koa/juo^, shows he too

was conscious of a time-concept. Thus '^'^'^V[} in this section

of the Book of Enoch has the same sense as it bears in

Eccl. 3^^, where the second half of the verse makes it clear

that the idea in view is the incomprehensible range of time

—

the consideration of which God has imposed upon the heart

of man, despite man's impotence to survey completely the

works of God therein comprised.—With o alwv 6 iJ,eya<;, Enoch

1G\ little indeed can be done. The Greek text for that

passage is doubtless in confusion. Perhaps D^iyn ^io Di"" ly

pnan stood in the original, and ''i"'?'^ by mistake was taken

with oj^iyn
; or else the variants : ^nsn P^n Di' "^V ami ^liD ny

Q/iyn, were blended with each other. Since, however, the

context contemplates in any case an end of the Dpiy, it is

evident tliat the author did not regard D?iy as signifying an

entirely unlimited range of time.

Ho can thus have in view the world-epocli extending

from the creation to the judgment, and o?)V, in tliat case, is
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differentiated from the idea of the " world " solely by its

temporal element. But he may also, disregarding the " end,"

give prominence to the infiniteness of the D/^y
; and this he

does intentionally, especially where the plural is used. V^
D''D^iyn is " the King of the endless succession of ages," though,

of course, even D^iV^ "^^^ is not " the King of the world," but

He who controls infinite time. There is, then, no great differ-

ence between the "God of the collective ages" and "the

eternal God"; cf. Ass. Mos. 10^ " deus asternus "
; 1 Tim. 1"

o /SacrtXeu? tmv aicovcov ; Susanna LXX ^^, Theod. ^\ 6 deo<i 6

alcovio'i; Rom. 16^° o ala)vio<; 6eo^.

Here may also be named certain expressions which con-

tain ^)SV in the plural : D^p^iyn lini, " the Lord of the ages,"

b. Yom. 87^ (Yokhanan, c. 260); the liturgical phrase ^3 P"!

^Jp^iyn, "Lord of all the ages," Seder Eab Amram, i. 2% 12%

27* ; D^D^yn n^v " Eock of the ages," ibid. 3^ ; i^'D^V ^^pn, " the

Strong One of the ages," Targ. Isa. 26*; ^'p)v Tj^D, « the King

of the Ages," Targ. Isa. 6^ SO^^, Ezek. 1^^ Zech. 14i«.

Of a similar nature are the expressions : 669 Trdaa'; ra?

<y6vea<i tov alo)vo<i, Enoch 9* (beside et? irdvja'i rom alwva^)^

]^
03.22 (^^i^ 7rdo-a<; ra^ 'qixepa<i tov alwvoq), 1# 15*^; cf. Gen.

912 chrj n'ln^
; Onk. i^^^^ ^7^^ ; Targ. Eccl. 7^9 Ncj'y ^:it bp

;

Eph. 3^^ eh 7rdaa<i ra.<; yev€a<; tov alo)vo<i tmv acoovcov. All

the generations of " the world " are not here meant, but all

the generations of " the current age " of the " world-period."

In Enoch 9^ according to the correct text, ra fivaTrjpia tov

al(hvo<i, which are preserved in heaven, must signify " the

mysteries of primaeval time "
; cf. ^ivcTrjpLov xpoi^oa al(ovLot<;

a-ecriyrj/xevov, Eom. 16-^

The Greek version of Enoch has also used 6 K6(Tfio<i, 202- *.

There, however, it is the host of the stars that is in con-

sideration, so that Koafio^: will be derived from ^7? 5
cf.

p. 162.

The section of Enoch called the Book of Similitudes,

chaps. 37-71, the date of which is uncertain, mentions the
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"creation oi" the world" only in later additions, 48*^ (591c. 17. is

71^^ Further, 48*'- '^ must be considered an interpolation,

because (1) it disturbs the connection between vv. ^ and ^,

(2) v.^ merely repeats with variations the substance of v.^,

and (3) vJ contains terms which suggest affinity with tliose

of the late addition in lOS^- 9- 10.

The section, chaps. 83-90, containing the Book of Visions,

contains the phrase " God of the whole world," 84-. It

occurs in a very ornate doxology which belongs to the intro-

duction to the Visions, and this part may very likely have

been more recent than the Visions themselves.

For the other sections of Enoch, see, further, under 3.

From this review it appears that the use of Ci?y or D^iy

for " world " in pre-Christian times must at least be gravely

doubted. It is also obviously improbable that the use of

K6afjLo<i for world, which even among the Greeks did not

originate early, should have prematurely modified the phrase-

ology of the Syrians and the Jews.

2. THE IDEA OF THE " WORLD " IN THE SYNOPTISTS.

Jesus says : ro ^co9 rov Koafiov, Matt. 5^*, in proximity

with TO a\a<: t»}9 7^]?, v.^^ ; but the cognate passages, Luke

11^^, Mark 4^^ (Luke 8^*^), have no corresponding term.

Still the phrase in the account of the Temptation : irdaa'; ra?

^aai\6La<i rov Koa^ov, Matt. 4^ (Luke 4^ ir. t. /3. tT;?

olKovfiev7]<i), may be brought into comparison ; and in it

Koa/jio^i could easily be referred to ^^i'l^?, " the earth "
; cf.

Targ. Jer. 34^ N'^^J? niD^p ^3. AH the Synoptists have

KepBaiveiv rov Koa/iov oXov, Matt. 16^^ (Mark 8^^ Luke 9--''').

In Matt. 18" occurs oval tm Koo-fio), but tlio parallel in Luke

17^ omits Tf3 KU(T/jL(p. The gospel will be preached iv oXeo

7(p KoafjLw, Malt. 20^'' (Mark 14^* et? 6\ov rov Koafiov), iv oKtj

rf] oiKovfievrj, Mutt. 24 ^'^ (Mark 13^*^649 rrdvra ra edvr] ; cf.

Luke 24'"); see also 7ropev6€vre<i etv rvr koct/xov uTravra—
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irdarj jfi ktl<t€L, Matt. 16^^, and /j.a67]revaaT€ iravra ra eOvi],

Matt. 28^9 The field in the parable, Matt. 13^8, is the world

(Epiphanius : o K6a/xo>i oSto?), but the interpretation is not

given in Mark 4 and Luke 8. Luke 12^"^ speaks of ra edvrj

Tov KoajjLov, but Matt. 6^^ has only ra edvi]. The world

over which the signs of the end coiue is called 77 oUov/jLevr},

Luke 21-*^, but no parallels appear in Matt. 24-^'^- or Mark
13-^^-. Lastly, there occur also the expressions: uTrb kutu-

/3oX% Koafiov, Matt. 25^*, Luke 1150(but not in Matt. 2S'^^');

(ITT up)(Pi<; Koafiov, Matt. 24-^ (Mark 13^^ utt' ap')(^r]<; Kria€0)<i),

o-TTo (Se) apx'l'i KTi(xea)<i, Mark 10^ (Matt. 19"^-^ only a7r'

dpxv'i)-

In this it is surprising that Matthew alone uses K6ap,Q<;

with any frequency, its appearance in Mark and Luke being

only intermittent. The only expressions common to all the

Synoptists are airo KaTa^o\i]<i («/3%^9) Koafjuov (KTLcr€co<i), and

Kephatveiv rov koct^ov oKov. As for the first, the citation

from Scripture in Matt, 13^^ refers it to Ps. 78^ where the

LXX puts air apxri<i for the Hebr. QT|i5 ^112, Thus it would be

just the favourite term of the Targ. of Onkelos rP1i??P, " in

former times"; see Gen. 2^ ?^\ Deut. 2^2 SS^l^ As for air

apxn^. Matt. 19^ it may reproduce »<0'^*]i?f or ^^'^y. iP.

For the former, see Onk. Gen. 13^; for the latter,]". Kidd. 64^^.

Hence there appears to be some degree of certainty that

Jesus employed the term o}V in the sense of K6crfxo<; only in

the one instance, KepSalveiv rov Koo-fxov 'ckov.

In the case of " gaining " the whole world, as in that of

" losing " one's soul, there is involved a metaphor drawn from

commercial dealings. This consideration will determine the

Aramaic words to be presupposed. For " gain " and " loss
"

the Mishna uses "i3f and "'P^i]', Ab. ii. 1, v. 11 ; Bab. m. v. 4

;

cf. j. Bab. m. 10°. In Aramaic "gain" is IJN*, j. Bab. m.

8*= 10''. To "make profit" and to "suffer loss" are Hebr.

1 Cf. Targ. Isa. 41^ where B'xno is rendered by po'ip/'P. Of course no^j; p
is also iwssible.
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^?b^? and 1PQ3, b. Pes. 50^ (Baraitha) ; but also ^3PiL*'n and

npnnn, Vay. R 34. In Ber. i. 2 to " sufier loss " is i^oan.

In Aramaic the equivalent of the last is "T'P?^, j. Ned. .3 8'',

while the Peal "ip?, as it seems, j. Keth. 30^', means "to end

in ruin." A verb for " to gain" other than nns, j. Ned. 39^

is not known to me ; and this verb does not properly admit

of taking an object with it. Hence there may be put ^ for

Matt IG^^ 'T'trs3 T'DDsi ND^y ^3 i^s iT-i? mn px Nu'3sb "jnros noi

The Palestinian proverb, b. Ned. 41'\ applied to know-

ledge (ny^), has some resemblance :
'"^^^ NT i6i .T3 nb n^n nth

':p HD ':p iih XT -iDn m ':p xt n^n no, " he in whom it (know-• T T •• T T T - T T *• T T " T ' \

ledge) resides has everything : he in whom it does not reside,

what (after all) has he ? this attained, what more is lacking ?

if he has not attained this, what (after all) has he attained ?

"

Here we have the antitheses " to possess " and " not to

possess," " to acquire " and to " fail to acquire," but they do

not admit of being transferred to the saying of oiu' Lord.

Still the common correlatives " to gain " and " to lose " may

quite well be inserted without injury to the sense. For

these, Aramaic offers N3p and "i^iN, and the saying of Christ

would be: ^"^"23 "i^iNl. N^.^^ ^3 N^P P^ N'ffN^ \3np nioi. With

n'5:'p3 nnix may be compared Ab. ii. 35^ E. Nathan: "Every

one who keeps a precept of the Law, keeps his own soul

(iTsyp x^n iu'S3) ; and every one wlio destroys one precept of

the Law, destroys his own soul (i3xn x^n vc^:y'

The " whole world " is similarly referred to as a posses-

sion in the dictum of Meir (c. 100 a.d.) :

•^ "When man

comes into tlie world, his hands are folded together as if he

would say, ' The whole world is mine, and I take ]iossession of

it'" (i^ni3 ^:xi xin ^V^ i^s D^^iyn i?p). On the other hand,

^ Jems. Gospel has, Mark S^*' Vat. : rt'csii nsVj; nht: ijn" i-s-
•^•:•^2 'ir.n:: -\i k2

lOD' (read non').

- Cf. Vay. 11. 20 : H',inip unnri na 3-iij?D ^7m^ y}n at, " If the laughter is not

uiuiualified, wliat good is there in inerriment ?"

3 Ed. Schcch/er, ^9\
* Koli. R. .f.'J

; cf. Backer, Ag. d. Taiin. ii. 19.
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D/iy is understood to denote " age " in the statement of

Simeon ben Shetach (c. 80 B.C.), who maintained ^ that the

praise of the God of the Jews (on the part of heathen who

esteemed the integrity of Simeon) was dearer to him than

" the gain of this whole age " (N?^!?!; |nn ^3 -ijxd).

Of course the possibihty also exists of setting aside even

this solitary instance in the words of Jesus of the use of

npy = /focr/xo9. That might be done either by taking i^^p'pV in

the sense of " transitory time," or else by substituting terms

such as Nynx !?2^ " the whole earth " ; Ny-JXl N'ptr, " heaven and

earth."

3. INSTANCES OF THE USE OF THE IDEA " WORLD.

It is not surprising that Hellenistic compositions, such as

2 Mace. (5 times), 4 Mace. (4 times), Wisdom (19 times),

should use the conception and the term o /cocr/xo?. Among the

New Testament writers, the extensive use of 6 Koa/xo^ by

John in the Gospel and Epistles is specially worthy of note—

a

use which forms an essential part of this writer's nomenclature.

It is much less frequently used by Paul, not being found at

all in his Epistles to the Thessalonians ; it occurs also in

Peter and James, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and in

the Apocalypse. Of the Synoptists, Matthew, as remarked

above, p. 1G7, has it most frequently (9 times); Mark,

apart from IG^-"*, only once; and even Luke only .3 times

in the Gospel, and once only, 17-^ in the Acts. The cognate

term oUovfiivr] is found in Matthew only once, 24^'*
; in j\lark

not at all; in Luke, however, 3 times in the Gospel (2^ 4^

21^^), and 5 times in Acts; and elsewhere only in Eomans

once. Epistle to the Hebrews twice, and in Eevelation 3

times. This choice of terms by Luke must be attributed to

his desire of writing in biblical style. Despite the influence

of the earliest Christian tradition in regard to the words of

ij. Bab. m. 8°.
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Jesus, Paul in tlie Epistles to the Thessalonians did not yet

require to use o /cocrytio? ; and thus his testimony agrees with

that of the Synoptists in proving that for Jesus the idea

had not attained to any importance.

If we turn to the Hebrew compositions of Jewish litera-

ture as yet unnoticed, we find that in the Book of Enoch,

chaps. 72-82, the idea of the "created world," 72^ 753-8

321.5.7^ is certainly recognised. It may be left undecided

whether in 81^ "the King uf the glory of the world," 8P
" the Lord of the world," really meant " the eternal King of

glory," as in 75^, and " the eternal Lord."

Enoch, chaps. 91—104, contains the expression " to all

the generations of the world," 103^ 104^, where no time-

limit is admissible, and the translation must therefore be " to

all generations in perpetuity." In 91^*% however, mention

is made of the revelation of the righteous judgment before

"all the world"; while the reference to "the world," 91l^^

as destined to destruction, is probably an interpolation, be-

cause this apocalypse is not apparently cognisant of any

destruction of the world.

The Assuin2dion of Moses speaks of the " world " (orbis

terrarum) only in its framework, namely, 1-- ^^-^ ^'^- ^^- ^*- ^^

213. iG. 17 12*, and not in the proper prophetic part, chaps.

2-10, It is worthy of note that 11^^ and 12* have in juxta-

position " orbis terrarum " and " s;vculum." For these, liebr.

offers ^?ri and oj'iy.

In the Apocalypse of Barucli two of the parts (chaps.

27—29, 36-40), dating from before 70 a.d., do not mention

the " world." It occurs, however, in the third of the older

sections (chaps. 53-74) several times (54^ oG^-^ 73^-^). In

the more recent sections the world is the subject of remark,

01.7 41 142.13.18.19 21*- 21 4815 403 8.32. s ^^\o_ i^ general

N'roi^y is the corresponding Syriac word, so that the Hebr. may

be taken to l»c 27iy. Only in ')", wlun-o the Syriac version

' Duiiiiuus <irbis tfrniruni.
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has sn''3Vn beside xofsy, the Greek o K6<rfMo<i must liave stood

as parallel to o aldov. In this passage o?w and 7?n might be

proposed as the Hebrew original.

In the Booh of JvMlees ^ it appears doubtful whether D?iy

has been used for the idea of the " world." Eeference is in-

deed made to " the generations of the world," 1 0^'^, but also

to "the perpetual generations," 4^5 8^2.21 3316^ ^nd to " all

the generations of the earth," 6^° 12^* 19^" (which has also

the reading " omnes generationes sneculi ") ; cf. above, pp.

164 f., 170. God is called -'Lord of the world," 2r)2-\

but 2-515 "God of the ages" {^vi'^Vr^ ^nSx), IS^ "eternal

God " (where there is another reading at least in the Latin

version), and with special frequency " the Creator of all

things" (see 2^2 H" 173 22*- 2^). "Heaven and earth,"

not " the world," constitute His creative work, 2r-^. In the

Flood the water fills " the whole world," 5^^

In the Second Book of Esdras, " speculum " (Syr. XD^y) occurs

with extraordinary frequency in the sense of the created

" world " ea 3^- 1^- ^^ 4^^ 5"^" *^ 6^^- ^^ 7^^- ^^- ^^- "^^^ '** i^-- ^^^

§20.41. 50 92.5.8.13 j^]^4o_ These passages cannot in every case

be distinctly separated from those in which " sseculum " re-

presents the idea of the " J^on." A Greek original would

necessarily have had alwv throughout, and Heb. 1^ 11^ con-

firms this likelihood. The Hebrew original had D/iV.

The later Jewish literature abounds in instances of the

use of D/iy = world. It must, indeed, be observed from the

outset that a clear distinction of the meanings " age,"

" eternity," and " world " is not everywhere practicable. As

soon as the geographical connotation of /cocryu.o? had been

transferred to Q?iy, the speaker could at will apprehend it

as a magnitude either of space or of time. Whether the

school of Shammai really originated the statement ^ that " the

^ See the translation by E. H. Charles in Jew. (}uait. Rev. \\. (1894) 184 if.,

710 ff., vii. (1895) 297 tF.

- Edny. i. 13 ; cf. nacher, kg. tl. Tann. i. 20.
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world has been created " (Q^'ii'v' ^1'^^) solely with a view to

propagation, is immaterial. But from the end of the first

century D^iV is so commonly used for " world," that it cannot

be doubted that this name for the idea was then in general

use. It has found its way even into the older Targums ; see

Onk. Gen. 3-; cf. Targ. Isa. Sl^ spj'yn n^n;, " the only one

in the world"; Deut. SS^s a^bv Tnunx nn?p^pn, "through His

(God's) word the world was niade";^ in the Targ. to the

prophets, Isa. 41* xpJ'V nnn l\
S3n;, " I, .lehovah, created the

world." Joshua ben Khananya and Eliezer ben Hyrcanus

(c. 100 A.D.) dispute concerning the mode of origin and the

form of the earth, and the word they use is a?)V.- Both

agree that God has created ^ " the world " (^^i^'v^). A pro-

clamation finds its widest extension if it goes " from one end

of the world to the other " (isiD IV] Q^m '"1130), according to

Joshua ben Khananya.* Eliezer ben Hyrcanus uses the same

phrase to indicate the utmost range of vision.^ According to

Joshua ben Khananya,^ " to destroy," " to ruin," may be ex-

pressed by " to put out of the world " (D^iyn |p_K>vin). The

" fathers of antiquity " (Q^^iV ni^^^) are now become " the fathers

of the world "
(°/'iJ'v' '^^•^^) according to Simeon ben Yochai

;

^

and the " primeval mountams " (D^iJ?
'l^v') are the " mountains

of the world." 8 Compare D.^iV niV^a, Gen. 4926, fo^ ^^hich

Onkelos has ^^^V i^ ^,'?7?"1, " the mighty ones of old "
; Targ.

Jerus. I. Np^y '.^?"??"!> " the great ones of the world "
; in Marka,

njD^y \S3T, " the pious of the world," Bibl. Sam. iii. 3^
;

nN-iaj

nDijJ?"!,
" the prophet of the world," ibid. 9^ One encounters

such expressions as :
" to come into the world "

C^'frV? '^'?^:)'

^ Cf. John 1'" 6 Kocxfios 5C avroO {toO \6yov) iyivero.

b. Yoma 54^; b. P>ab. b. 25^ f.; cf. Backer, Ag. c1. Tann. i. 136, 139.

3 Jlidr. Psalms 104'
; Backer, loc. cit. i. 134. See also j. Ab. z. 42<=, which

says God rules " the world," whose shape is a globe.

* Mechilt. 56b f.; Backer, loc. cit. 153.

' Siphre, Num. 136 ; Backer, loc. cit. 154.

'"' Aboth ii. 11 ; Backer, loc. cit. 162.

' j. Chag. 77''
; Baclier, loc. cit. IS.

8 Shir. R. 1'=; Backer, loc. cit. 134,
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Targ. Eccl. 3^^ 4" ;
^ " to come into this world " (HC ^9^^'? ^C*^)."

ibid. 515 ; " to come upon the world " (i^^^^V ^V xns),3 ibid, l^

Jerus. I. Deut S'^' ;
" to be in the world " (XD^yn nin)/ Targ.

EccL IS; "to go out of the world" (X'pJ'y P ^li^),' ibid. 1^;

"to judge the world" (t^?^y H^^)," Targ. 2 Sam. 23". C'Xi

D^iy^'J' riill'n is, according to i. Shebi. 35'\ the first day ofTTVTT-' <Z> *J

tlie month Tishri, the day of the world's creation. Lastly,

" world " can sink down to the mere meaning, " the people."

sobs x^P HD 7 literally, " what is the voice in the world ?

"

t:t: tt t' /'

really means :
" what do people say ? what is being talked

about ?

"

Of the world in its fullest sense, God is readily referred

to as the Pailer, Hellenistic expressions no doubt helping as

models ; cf. 6 rov Koa/xov /SaatXev^i, 2 Mace. 7^ ; Kvpio<; rov

KoafjLOV, 2 Mace. 13^-^; SecrTroT?;? Trdarj'i t^9 KTia€co<;, 3 Mace.

22. Even in Palmyra the " Lord of Heaven " (pc^i^yn) is called

" Lord of the world," ^^^V X"]p , on an inscription of the year

11-i A.D. (de Vogiie, 73); and the Samaritan author Marka

uses as names for God not only no^yn mo, " Lord of the

world," s nob b~i mo, "Lord of the whole world," ^ but also

nob"! HD^o, " King of the world," ^^ and nobi r\r\bii, " God of

the world." ^^ These three Samaritan appellations, which re-

call biblical prototypes (see above, p. 1G3), were in use also

among the Jews.

Foi' "Lord of the world," see besides Enoch 81^",

Ass. Mos. 1^\ Jubilees 25'^^ (cf. above, p. 171), a dictum

of Eliezer ben Hyrcanus (c. 100) D^^%' i^is-i ;
12 in the

1 epxeaOai eh toi/ Koap-ov, John 1", Rom. 5^-.

- 'ipxecfOa-i- eh rov Koafj-ov tovtov, John 9^'\

'^ ewipx^<^Oo.i TTJ olKovfievrj, Luke 21-''.

^ eivai ev ry Kotifiuj, John 9^
^ d^ieVat rov Koa/xov, John IG-^ ; fV toD Ku(r[.'.ov e^epxecrOai, 1 Cor. 5^".

^ KpLveiv TOP Koai-Loi', John 12''", Roin. i^.

?
j. Taan. 66^.

"^ HcicUnhchn, Bibh Samarit. iii. lO'', \\\ "Ibid. 5-'.

i'^ Ibid. iii. 10^. " Ibid. iii. 14-'.

^- Mechilta 56-^ ; Baclier, Ag. d. Tann. i. 152.
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Targums, N!p^y pBi in place of the simple in^^n, Qnlc. Ex.

3422, Targ. Isa. S^ ;
i<?5'y '}'}^\ Targ. Eccl. 4^3 (of. n^Jian

No^y^, j. Taan. G8^'); i^^^^V ^3 pan, Targ. Cant. 51 Subse-

quently the synonymous ^^'^fV (^T)?) ''^? came into use side

by side with i^u?v p3"i, and appears, e.g. Targ. Eccl. 5^^;

Cant. 212 83; Targ. Jerus. I. Gen. 22^; Tob. 8^^ (Aram,

text).

As " King of the world " God is called i^^^V vf?^ (Cod.

Eeuchl. N^P^y 'd), Targ. Zech. 14:^\ xr^^y ^^ X3>p in the prayer

beginnmg iP"i2 Dip';
; in Hebrew, chiefly in the blessings '^?p

Q^iyn, e.g. Seder Rab Ann-am, i. 1^

" God of the world " appears as N^^V :^^%, Onk. Gen. 21^3;

Targ. Isa. 402s 42^
; cf., however, above, p. 163 ff.

It is remarkable that none of these designations has

found an entrance into the New Testament. Jesus says,

Matt. 112^ (Luke lO^^), in an invocation of God, not Kvpie

rod Koa/xov, but Kvpie tov ovpavov koi ti']<; y?}?. Elsewhere

we find: 6 alci)VLo<; ^eo?, Eom. IG^*^; 6 BaaiXeii<; to)v alwvcov,

1 Tim. 1^'^. Only Rev. 11^^ speaks of tj /3aaiX.6ia rov Koajxov

as having become the portion of God and His Anointed. In

2 Cor. 4* Satan is called by Paul : ^eo? rov aloivo^ rovrov,

and by John (12^^): o ilp-^wv rov Koapuov rovrov.

A mode of expressing the same idea witliout the use of

the conception K6afjLo<i is exemplified in )"?xn p^ |i"'^?, " Lord of

the whole earth," Zech. 4^* 6-'
; V^^] ^'.^ ".^K

" possessor of

heaven and earth," Gen. 14^''' 22
; 6 Kvpco<; rov ovpavov koI

t/}? 7>}9, Tob. 82° Vat. ; SeairorT]^ rwv ovpavwv koI rfj<; <yrj<i,

Juditli 9'"; N'y^xi xnp-jT s^d, "Lord of heaven and earth,"

in the prayer 29 "1??^ ^^^'^^ ^'i the Prayer for the Dead;

2

xynsi X'pi'n xn^^x, "God of heaven and earth," Tob. 8^^

(Aram.).

Gf similar nature arc tlio comiiKUi desiLjnations :
" God of

heaven," " Lord of heaven," " King of heaven," whicli have

' Zum, Nachtrag zur Litgcscli. d. syn. Poesie (1867), 1 : nV'J^'I k,'-?? 'T1?.

- L. M. Landshul/i, Seder bikkur cholini, etc. (1867) -19.
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originated not .so nmcli with the motive of sharply separating^

between God and the world, as of emphasising His power as

Controller of the whole earth. Even the Phoenicians and

Palmyrenians had a " Lord of heaven " (p^ hv2), see above

;

and a " Queen of heaven " ("'Dt^'^ nn^?:)) was known in Judah

even before the Babylonian Exile (Jer. 44^^). It was quite

a common predicate of Deity which the Jew^s applied to the

God of revelation, when they began after the Exile to style

Him " God of heaven." This is found notably in Nehemiah

(1* 2^-20); see also o ^eo? tov ovpavov, Judith 6^''; N'Oi:* hJjx,

Dan. 21S; X'pf'n J^n^^s, Tob. S^o 10"- ^^ (Aram.); for "Lord of

heaven," see Enoch lOG^^; Ass. Mos. 4'*; ^^^^^^ N^o, Dan.

523. snpp' no, Vay. E. 25; N^^pn nnp, Koh. E. 3^; for

"King of heaven," see Dan. 4=^^ X*Pf ^^ ; 3 Mace. 2^

^aatKev<; rwv ovpavu)v] Tob. 13^^, Vat. Sin. 16 Sin. ^acn\£v<i

TOV ovpavov. A rare parallel form to ^'''P?'"] ^[^^^ appears in

N»»^'n N-iDVp, the "Word of heaven," Targ. Eccl. 4^ 11 3.

It is clear that the form of Judaism which readily chose

to denominate God as " Lord of tlie world " cannot fairly be

credited with the belief that the world was " altogether fallen

into the power of the demons and ripe for judgment."

Holtzmann ^ holds tliat this became the average sentiment

among the Jews, whereas in contrast therewith Jesus pre-

ferred to adopt a positive attitude with relation to the created

world and its blessings. But the pessimism of later Judaism,

which expelled the joy of life, is connected with the thought

of exile and not with a gloomier view of the condition of

creation. The Israel wliich had produced Ps. 104 and the

Song of Solomon was not yet extinct in the time of Jesus.

And one must beware of supposing that the mixed popula-

tion of Galilee was dominated by a conception of life which

was peculiarly rabbinic.

In the later Jewish literature there are likewise found

^ Maintained by Holtzmann, Lehrb. d. Neutest. Tlieol. i. 50.

= Lehvb. d. Neutest. Theol. i. 179.
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parallels to those expressions wliose real use by Jesus was

found open to question. The phrase : ^w? rov koct/xov, Matt.

51*, so freely used by John (8^\ cf. S^^ 9^ 12^^)^ ^^ Hellenistic.

John 11^ speaks of the sun as to ^w? rov Koa/xov tovtov.

The light of the sun is referred to figuratively, Wisd. 18^
where the Law is called cbco<; ra> alcove, " a Light for the ase."

Similarly Israel is styled (Shir. E. 1^) a " light for the world
"

(a^iy^ ^'}'\ii), and according to Tanchuma, ed. Buber, Bern. 24%
God is " the Light of the World " (^'^'^V^^ iii5<). It was said

of Eliezer ben Hyrcanus that he excelled the sun, which gives

its light to this world only, whereas the light of the teacher

illuminated both this and the other world. A similar fio-ure

is employed by the disciples of Yokhanan ben Zakkai in

calling their teacher ^'^'iV^ ^o, " the lamp of the world " (so in

Ab. E. Nath. 25), or Sx-]p^. -13, "the lamp of Israel" (so in

Ber. 28''). The lamp illuminating the darkness occupies the

place of the light of the sun.

"In the whole world" (Matt. 26^^, cf. 24^^) would be

expressed by Np^y ^33. As for et? oXov rov koo-^jlov, Mark
14'', it may be recalled that ^i^)v \b is used to denote

" everybody " in Babylonian Aramaic. The Galilean dialect

has, however, only Nsy ^3, properly, " every people," in tlie

same sense.^ Hence in that dialect " the whole world " will

also stand for " the whole earth."

Again for irdar] rfj Kxiaet, Mark IG''"', it may be pointed

out that ^n^"]?, literally, " created beings," was a passal)le term

for " mank'ind." The corresponding Hebr. ninan was used as

early as, by Hillel, c. 10 A.n. "Love mankind" is ex-

pressed in his formula by nin^n nnx ''in.a

^ J[ccliilta, ed. Friedm. 73* ; Bnchcr, Ag. d. Tanii. i. 352.

- The Kzh]} hz cited mwAvy tlio word d'^j; by Lmj in Ni'ulipl)!-. Wiirtorhucli

from j. Sabb. 10<= is, on the autliority of tlie Venice edition, to Itc taken as

N3J? V:. j. Bab. m. 8'' really contains noSv 'Vid ; but as it there points back to

the inniii'iliately preceding ncj; ??, it shouM be amended accordingly. So, too,

ill j. 15er. 4** xcVy ''?i3 docs not seem to be original.

^ A1). i. 12, see also Ab. iii. 10, iv. 1, iv. 2 ; and for the Aramaic term
K.:;-|?, Ksth. R. 1'

; Vay. R. 22.
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The " peoples of the world " (Luke 1 2^*^) are termed in

Hebr. D^'^vn ^'^^^> '^^ ^J G-amaliel ii.^ and Akiba (both c. 110

A.D.) ; 2 and in Aramaic this would be i^^f^ ''^^*, though

instances to verify it are awanting.

And here oHyn contains no suggestion, as Holtzmann ^

supposes, that the peoples are regarded as alienated from

God. The " peoples of the world " is a name for the sum-

total of the peoples existing upon the earth, just like riinaL"0

Y'^i^^, "the families of the earth," in Zech. 14". "Since

the beginning (creation) of the world " (see above, p.

167) recalls ^'^'iV^^ inns n.^nnp, Ber. R 3; Vay. E. 25
;

Aram. ND^y ^^nx^ ar^v p, Targ. Euth 1^; Targ. Cant. 8^ ;
*

cf. Nob nnn^ S3'':n SOV, " the second day in the creation of

the world," Targ. Cant. S*' ;
" since the beginning of the

creation," Jubil. V.

4. THE NEW WORLD.

The unusual expression iv rfj iraXivyevrjcrla, Matt. 19^^

(for which Luke 22^*^ has ev rrj ^aaiXela fiov), is distinctly

Greek, and cannot be literally translated either into Hebr. or

Aram. It must be attributed to the evangelist himself.

The Jerus. Gospel ventures to replace it by the peculiar

K'n pi smii'inn, " in the regeneration." The East Syrian

version (Cur. Sin. Pesh.) despaired of a verbal reproduction,

using xmn XJD^yn, " in the new world." This, in fact, is what

would have to be proposed in Jewish Aramaic also. The

Apoc. of Baruch already uses, 44^^, the term " the new

world" (Syr. xmn N»^y), and 57^ " the world that is to be

renewed" (Syr. mnnoT xo^j?). Eleazar of Modiim (c. 100

A.D.), in the citation given on p. 150) mentions " the new

world " {^'1^ ^/^^)- The Targums also know the term, see

1 Pesikt. 12b.

2 Mechilta on Ex. 15^, ed. Friedra. 37*.

3 Lehib. d. neutest. Theologie, i. 179.

* The Tai'g. Isa. iV, Hab. 1'- even says n"u'xi3D.

12
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Onk. Dent. 32^2 ,xn"nnS n^nj? sin^ X?p^y3, "in the world which

He (God) will renew"; Targ. Mic. 7^^ i^W ><^nT arzbv^

xmnnsp, " in the world which will be renewed "
; of. Targ.

Hab. 3-; Jerns. I. Deut. 32\ The phrase used by Onkelos is

also found in the Kaddish prayer ; see Seder Eab Amram, i.

55% and Sopher. xix. 12.^ The renewal of the world is

spoken of in ancient traditions given in b. Sanh. 92'\ 97^, the

latter passage being based upon a Hebrew document which is

said to have been found in the archives (treasures) of Eome.^

This " renewal " of the world has nothing to do with dxpi'

'y^povcov dTTOKaTaa-Tcio-ecoii TravTcov in Acts 3^^ This is suit-

ably rendered by the Syriac version in keeping with the con-

text : n pi?x ]''r\b^l x:an ^''i'lo^ i<my, " until the fulness of the

times, touching all that " (God lias spoken). The matters

predicted by the prophets shall in their entirety be " estab-

lished," i.e. realised, but not all things in general. Palestinian

Aramaic would say : =] i^f^^
'^3 no^?n:^ ^3?p.T ny.

Unlike the verse just mentioned, the idea of the " new

creation (creature)" is here in place—Enoch 72^, Jubil. 1^^,

of the time when God " renews His creation " (Syr. mnj

NfT'ia), Bar. Apoc. 32^; cf. 2 Esdras 7"^ incipies creaturam

renovare (Syr. in'^ii mnm n:K n^ny). Just as Paul, Gal. 6^%

2 Cor. 5^'^, speaks of a kuivt] KTL<TL<i, so, too, Jewish literature

is able to say that God fasliions any one into a new creature

(r^mn nna— n-i3), Vay. E. 29. 30; Pes. Eabb., ed. Friedm.

146'^; Midr. Ps. 2^.^ While these instances have in view

the real renewal of a person, the position of one who has been

acquitted after judgment by God is merely likened to sucli

a renewal by tlie Amora Yizkliak (c. 280), when lie repre-

sents God as saying to Israel:'^ "dit penance in the ten

1 Sec Ddlman, Messuuiisclie Texte (1898), 25 f.

- A. Wiinsclie, Neuc Beitriige, 233, renders according to the reading substi-

tuted by the censor, " Persi:in treasures "
; and M. Bntlcmvicser, Die liebr. Ellas

Apokalyjisc (1897), 59, even .speaks of a "rarsee" tradition.

" See my treatise, "Der leidende uud der sterbende Messias," 52, 66, 73.

• Pes. Eabb., cd. Friedm. 169"
; Bnchn; A,t,'. d. ji. Am. ii. 201.
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days Ijetween New Year and the day of Atonement ; then

may I pronounce you free on the day of Atonement, and

transform you into a new creature." The address by God

to Israel, given by Yose bar Kezarta, is very much alike,

namely,^ " When ye are come before me for judgment at the

New Year, and have passed out thence in peace, I reckon

it to you as if ye were formed mto a new creature."

V. "THE LORD" AS A DESIGNATION FOR GOD.

1. NOT A NAME FOR GOD TO BE FOUND IN ORDINARY USE.

Only in a few passages do the Synoptists put 6 KvpLo<;

as a name for God into the mouth of Jesus ; and even in

these the evidence is uncertain. Mark 5^^ has 6 Kvpto<i, but

the parallel, Luke 8^^, has 6 6e6<;, and conversely Luke 20^"

has Kvpio^, while Matt. 22^1 (Mark 1226) has 6 ^eo?. Matt.

2422^ by inverting the sentence through the use of the passive

voice, dispenses with the KvpLo<i used in Mark 13^^. The

fact may thus be inferred from the Gospels that in His own

discourses Jesus did not apply to God any Aramaic name

equivalent to Kvpto<i. The usage in quotations from Scrip-

ture will be specially considered under 2. In this respect

Jesus did not adopt a mode of speech quite peculiar to Him-

self. For an Aramaic name for God, directly answering to

6 Kvpto<i, never did exist among the Jews. "When KvpLo<i

or dominus is met in Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, that

implies merely that the divine name nirT* was written in the

original, which might be in Hebrew, and hence that there was

no scruple in writings of this kind against employing the

sacred name. It does not, however, follow that " the Lord
"

was a divine appellation really found in ordinary use. The

significant transition from the divine name " Jahve " to the

ij. R. h. s. 59c.
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divine name " Lord " did not take place in the region of

Hebraic Judaism.^ It is rather a peculiarity of Jewish

Hellenism, and from that source found its way into the

language of the Church, even of the Semitic-speaking part of

it. For i^iyp in the Syriac of Edessa, and for xno in the

Christian Palestinian, there is no Jewish parallel. Not till

a very late period was the Greek Kvpio'i in the form on'^jp

adopted also among the Jews who spoke Aramaic. The

Jerusalem Targums on the Pentateuch,^ and the Targums on

Job and the Psalms, do indeed employ on^p- still it never was

a term popularly used.

The facts above stated do not exclude the possibility of

designating God upon occasion as Lord of a particular person

or persons. The Targum illustrates this by rendering ""^X

" my Father," Jer. 3^- ^^ by means of "iis^., " my Lord." In

addition, there may be given the following examples, which

at the same time supply evidence that the suffix of the Old

Testament ''JiN, in speaking of and to God, was by no means

otiose. In prayer, God is addressed in Aram, as "'')^, Ber.

K. 13 ; in Hebr. as ^3i:i1, j. Ber. 7*^; Siphra, ed. Weiss, 112^

Similarly in the Aramaic prayer, Ijegimiing t^TV P'V ^?,^ the

daughter of Zion calls her God ''ip'i ''npx, " my God and my
Lord." The phrase

^<,'?f
?t H^, " our Lord, who art in heaven,"

is used when Israel turns to God in iP"!3 Dip';,* as also in the

prayer ^ prefaced by the same words ; and the older form

N3"]0 is seen in the prayer nnsp hd.s Tlie Levites say to

Nebuchadnezzar, Targ. Sheni Esth. 1-:^ " How can we sing

the praise of ' our Lord '
(i?''"19) before thee ?

" after tlie king

had just spoken of God as "your miglity Lord of Jerusalem"

^ This has not been sufficiently emphasised in my " Der Gottesname Adonaj

iind seine Goscliichte," 80 f.

- See also Maehzor Vitry, 337, 341.

" Roman Maehzor (Bologna, 1540), Selikhoth for the days before New Year
;

ef. Zunz, Litteratnrgescliifli. d. synagog. Poosie, 18, 74.

•• Baers Seder ALodath ^'^.srael, 229.
•'' Roman Maehzor, loc. cit.

" See;l/. David, Das Targnin scheni nacli IIandschrirtenheransgegehen(1898).
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(D^^-nn xin_ lono). In words addressed to an Israelite, the

Jews are called ^^?o '?,j^,
" the sons of thy Lord," j. Khag. 77*^;

j. Sanh. 23°; j. R. h. S. 58^ In relation to the community

of Israel, God is " its Lord," N'nn?o, Targ. Cant. 8^0, and nnp in

the prayer mentioned above, i^^l'i; ji'i' n3. In a popular way

of speaking, b. Yom. 86% God is called >^^y^, "his Lord," i.e.

of any one whose sins He forgives. Nimrod's being styled

"a hunter before the Lord," Gen. 10^, implies, according

to Siphra lll^ that he knew "his Lord" (iiis-i), and

rebelled against Him intentionally. In an address to King

Nebuchadnezzar, the temple of God is called Tj^m n''ri''3,

"the house of thy Lord," Ech. E. Peth. 23; and even of

the locust it is said, j. Taan. 66^, that it bears the name ''?i3,

" because it executes the punishment decreed by its Lord

"

While the designation of God as " Lord of any one " is

comparatively rare in Jewish literature, the Samaritan Marka

makes a copious use of it. According to him, Moses, in the

presence of Pharaoh, calls God not only ''yp, " my Lord," but

also np, " our Lord " ; and the sea in an address to Moses

calls God ^"3P,^
" thy Lord." In his narrative the God of

Moses is called mo.- That may be pointed so as to read

mo, " his Lord," but also mn, " the Lord." The latter must• T ' ^ T T ^

be assumed where mo is vocative.^ In general, however, it

is 1^"}^ that is intended, since Marka, when speaking for him-

self as an author, usually writes 1"]^,^ " our Lord," for God.

Even on an Egyptian papyrus written in Aramaic a heathen

god is spoken of as ''^yp, "my Lord"; see CIS, ii. 1. 144.

To this use of " Lord " the Gospels have no real parallel

;

for the similar expressions in the parables, which treat of the

relation between master and servant, as in Matt. 24^'* (Luke

12*-'^), do not belong to this category. It is not in itself im-

possible that the Hellenistic (6) Kupio'i should have in some

1 Heidenheim, Bibl. Sara. iii. 48* f. ^ ii,i^^ ga

3 Ibid. 6^ " Ibid. 139^, 163*.
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measure supplanted the Aram. J^Tf wlieu coupled with suffixes
;

but in any case Jesus did not make an extensive use of i^yp,

for His preference was to speak of God as " Father."

2. SUBSTITUTE FOE THE TETRAGKAMMATON (niH").

Another question arises as to what Jesus actually said

when occasion required the expression of the tetragrammaton

in quotations from the Old Testament, e.g. Matt. 22^^ (Mark

1230, Luke 102'); Matt. 22** (Mark 12^6, Luke 20*2). j^

may be accepted as certain that by the time of Jesus the

divine name nini had long disappeared from popular use, and

that in the public reading of Holy Scripture the word was

replaced by ^jn{<.^ It may be added that this practice,

strangely enough, was followed in rendering the Scriptures

into Aramaic in the worship of the synagogue,—a custom

which the vocalised Targum texts indicate by the expedient

that, along with the symbol commonly used for mn% vowels

are given which require the word ''jnx to be pronounced, and

also by the fact that they also put this same symbol for "'jns*.

From this it must not be inferred that "'3ns, apart from

the public reading of Scripture, was used in mere quotations

from Scripture. Among the Samaritans - the custom is to

substitute t'^y', " the Name," for the tetragrammaton ; and

this holds invariably, even in reading the Law. A. Geiger^

was of opinion that the original Jewish usage was the same,

and that later on, in imitation of the Hellenistic Kvpoo<;,

-nx was introduced instead of i^'O^. This, however, is in-

capable of proof. All that is assured is merely the Jewish

custom of saying in citations from Scripture not ""JIX, but

atJ'n, " the Name." * Early examples of the use of Q'^'[i for

^ See my treatise, "DerGottesname Adonaj imd seine Gescliichte" (1889), 36 ff.

- See /. //. Petermann, Ling. Samarit. Gramm. (1873) 78.

^ Nacligelassene Schriften, iii. 261.

* Cf., e.g., the model given by M. Grunwald, Spaguolische und spanisch-

turkische Schrifttafeln (1894).
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the tetragrammaton—apart from Lev. 24^i- ^^—may be illus-

trated by the phrases : ^^^ t^'^^, " to pronounce clearly the

tetragrammaton," Sanh. vii. 5 ;
ct^'n r^^:^^ « to read the tetra-

grammaton," Sanh. X. 1 ;
Qt^? ^^'k',

" to curse by (using) the

tetragrammaton," Sanh. vii. 8 ;
Dt^'n Di^^' b^^, " to greet by

(using) the tetragrammaton, Ber. ix. 5 ; cf. ^trn-ns* -1^3, " to

curse God," b. Sanh. 46% 56^ From Yoma iii. 8, iv. 2, vi. 2,

the high priest, in the temple on the day of Atonement, even

appears to have begun the confession of sins with the words

Dtrn X3X representing nin'' N3S.i Dti?^ means " for God," Shek.

vi. 6 ; Yoma iv. 1.

It may accordingly be inferred that in citations of

Scripture Jesus was wont to use ^^[} when He quoted in

Hebrew, and ^^t^ when Aramaic was used, but not ^^1^:5, de-

spite the fact that the Gospels contain no trace of this

Yisage,—which, indeed, would be unintelligible to Hellenists

and Greeks.

The biblical style of Hellenistic authors but not the

Jewish-Hebrew type of language is marked by expressions

such as a77eXo9 Kvplov,^ Matt. V'-^' 2^^-^^ 28^, Luke l^^ 2^;

6 vao^ Tov «:u/3toi;, Luke 1^; (6) v6fio<; kvplov, Lnke 2^^^-^^;

SiKaLM/jtara tov Kvplov, Luke 1^; SovXr] Kvptov, Luke 1^^
; -^^elp

Kvplov, Luke l*^*^ ; Zo^a Kvpiov, Luke 2^ ; 8vvafx,c<i Kvplov, Luke

5^'^ ; 6 Xpiaro<i Kvpiov, Luke 2^'^. A Hebraist, indeed, might

also have written these expressions— which are mostly

peculiarities of Luke—if he were consciously imitating the

language of the Old Testament; but the popular mode of

speech was quite different. In such locutions the name of

God was either entirely omitted, as in i??'nn, nninn, K^ipj^n n^n,

or else replaced by mere suggestions of the divine name.

1 On the other hand, the reading nti'ri, adopted by H. L. Struck, Yoma iii. 8,

in the citation Lev. 16^**, on the basis of MSS. collated by Eabbinovicz, and of

old prints, is incorrect, and should be replaced by ;\

' One must not seek to find in this 'Hhe angel of the Lord" of the Old

Testament. (LyyeKos is defined by Kvplov as a messenger of God. The reference

is to one of the dyyeXoi (tov) deov, Matt. 223o, Luke 12Sf-. See also p. 197.
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VI. THE FATHER IN HEAVEN.

1. THE ISEAELITISH-JEWISH USAGE.

That God is the father of Israel is attested for the first

time, Ex. 4-^ in the words :
" Israel is my son, my firstborn."

But while Israel here receives merely the first rank among

the peoples, who all are sons of God, other passages refer to

the Israelites as sons of God, in the idea that this can be

predicated of them alone: Deut. 32^, Isa. 1* 30^ Hos. 2\'^

Deut. 141, jer. 31^ 3120^ iga. 436 4511^ Mai. 2io. Correspond-

ingly, God is called "father" of the Israelites: Deut. 32*',

Jer. 34-19 318^ Isa. QS^^ 64^, Mai. 1^, 1 Chron. 29^^ The

significance of this relation lay chiefly in the solicitude which

the Israelites might expect on the part of God, and in the

obedience which they were bound to yield to Him. The

assumption is that the Israelites are the servants of God, and

members of His family ; God on His part recognises the rights

and obligations of the head of a household in relation to the

members of the house.^ In Jeremiah (cf. 3'* with 2^^), the

Second Isaiah (43^ 64^), and in Malachi (2^'^), it is also

affirmed that the " father " is the originator of the existence

of the son, and hence God as the creator of Israel is his father.

The son of Sirach has obviously maintained the excep-

tional position of his people, whom God has likened to a first-

born son, 361'^. At the same time he makes an application

of the idea of the fatherhood to the position of the individual

Israelite. The individual is a being who has been called into

existence by God, 23i-'^. In this passage Kvpie iruTep koI

heaiTora (v.'* dee) ^wijc; fxov is to be retraced to ^^?"!" "'3S nin^

^ In Hos. IP vj;i should be read for '43. Further, the term in Hosea and

Isaiah appears to have been one already current, not first introduced by these

prophets.

* Israel as the "house" of God (.Yjn; n'3), Hos. 8', Jer. 12^.

' Cf. Ps. 42» ';n hi(.
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"•^n, in which I cannot, hke Cremer/ detect any influence of

heathen views. The same applies to Sir. 51^*^. In Kvpiov

nrarepa Kvplov fxov we have only to replace Kvpiov by Kvpiov.

The original may have had : ''/isi ''3S* nin"", " Jehovah my
Father and my Lord." ^ The Book of Wisdom insists

strongly on the idea that the riyhteoiis man has God for his

father, not only by calling God, 2^^, " the father of the pious,"

but also by its predilection for irah Kvpiov (see, e.g., 2^^) and

uto? Oeov (2^^) as designations of the righteous man. God is

addressed as Trdrep, 14^. Tliis application to the individual

does not prevent the author from also calling the nation

Israel the "son of God" (Oeov vl6^, 18^^). According to

3 Mace. 5^, God is for Israel a " father."

In Palestinian circles, in harmony with the Old Testa-

ment view, it is generally the Israelites as such who have

God in relation to themselves as " their father,"—an idea

which implies the love that God bears, in a special sense, to

His own people in distinction from other peoples,—a love

which has to be requited with obedience and trust on the

part of its members. Thus the goal of Israel's history

is described, Jubil. 1^^^-, in these terms: "Their souls (of

the Israelites) will attach themselves to Me and to all My
commands, and My commands will return to them ; and I

will be to them a father, and they shall be My children.

And they shall all be called children of the living God ; and

every angel and every spirit shall surely recognise that these

are My children, and that I am their father in sincerity and

righteousness, and that I do love them." In Tob. 13* God

is termed " our Father "
;

" His sons " are the pious Israelites

according to Enoch 62^^. In Ps. Sol. l?^*' it is said of them

that they will be recognised by the Messiah as " sons of their

God," In the Pseudepigrapha the name of father is nowhere

' Bibl. theol. Wbrterbueh,^ 752.

2 The Syriac version has : Npnsi Nnnj] Nnn ndto p 'ax, whicli admits of

being referred to : t'Tio? lia: nin; ciTJO '3n.
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used as a desicjuation of God. The dicta of the Eabbis from

the end of the first Christian century onwards, are the earliest

source of instances. The " heavenly Father," i.e. God, is con-

ceived as the counterpart of the " earthly father," as appears

from a saying of Simeon ben Yokhai, c. 130 a.d. He de-

clares that a wise son not only makes " his earthly father

"

(nxzi^rnx) glad, but also "his heavenly Father" (^^^^ vas).i

The love of his child is here the chief mark of the father.

Akiba (c. 120 a.d.) says :
^ " The Israelites are beloved (by

God), for they are called God's children (Dip??^ D^J3) [it is due

to] the exceptional love [of God that^] it was made known

to them that they are called God's children, as it is said,

Deut. 14^ 'Ye are the children of Jehovah, your God.'"

The same idea is expressed by Gamaliel ii. (c. 100 a.d.), who

declared concerning Israel:* pn^DX Dnp^ n^ynn xj:n ^ranxips

i<S3n K3^p lin^^j; n^5X6 xjot-'a^, "since the beloved children

provoked their heavenly Father to anger, He set over them

an impious king." The Israelites are full of confidence in

having recourse to this " heavenly Father." It is said in

Eosh ha-Shana iii. 8, no author being named, that during

the battle with Amalek it was not the uplifting of the hands

of Moses that procured the victory for Israel, nor yet the

serpent set up by Moses that brought them healing, but the

fact " that the Israelites lifted up their eyes and directed

their heart towards their heavenly Father " (ri'3Jiit?o bi(.y^^

Q^^^nc' Dnnx^ 3^' r???P^ ^'^PJ? '^^?y He it is who hears

the prayer of Israel ; hence the Kaddish ^ says :
pnnpy 72pm

1 Siphrc, Dent. 18, ed. Fricdin. SA^ ; cf. backer, A;j,. d. Tann. ii. 131,

- Aboth iii. 14. ^ ggad ny]i;;y for nvii:.

* Midr. Abba Gorjon 1^
; cf. Backer, loc. cit. i. 96.

° Esth. R. 1^ has the Galilean form pDj^rNi p, and inserts jinn?;; in front

of D"1|7.

6 Tims in Est. R. l'.

' So it should be read according to Mannskr. Miinchen, see Jiahbinovicz,

Varife Lectiones zu b. R. h. 8. 29^. Cf. Tarfc. Jerus. I. Num. 21" : |.i:3 yti

",1 »<"3P'P ciB*^ f^i'S^) " If he direct his heart to the Name of the Word of Jehovah."

* Seder Rab Amram, i. IS*^
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snpp ^T pn^3X nnp^ i?snb'^. b^ linniyn^, "may the prayers and

tears of all Israel be accepted before their heavenly Father
!

"

When every other refuge and hope fails, there ri'iuains for

Israel nothing but the cry :
^ DW2K' ^rnx Sp lytfn^ ^ib ^p bv,

" upon whom shall we put our trust ? upon our Father in

heaven." It was not unknown to the Jews that the Christians

claimed God for themselves as their Father. Thus Juda ben

Shalom (c. 300) said c^ "God foresaw that the Gentiles would

translate the Law, and read it in Greek and say, ' we are

Israel.' Then spake God to him (Moses), ' See, Moses, the

Gentiles will say, we are Israel, we are the sons of God ' (^i^x

Dipo^ti' Viiy See also p. 190 f.

The following examples, which might easily be multiplied,

illustrating the fatherly relation of God towards the indi-

vidual Israelite, may here be adduced. Only two persons

are addressed in the astonished exclamation of an aoed man,

j. Maas 50'' "To your heavenly Father («*Pf?^ P13X^) ye

give it not (an offering due to Him)
;
yet ye give it to me !

"

Eleazar ben Azarya (c. 100 a.d.) speaks of the things which

" his Father in heaven " has forbidden to him.^ Yehuda ben

Tema (before 200) gives the exhortation:'* "be bold as a

leopard, quick as an eagle, swift as a gazelle, and strong as

a lion ' to do the will of thy heavenly Father ' {T?^ li^'l "iK'j;^

ti>j2f2^*y' Of the same nature are also the words of Nathan ^

(c. 160) commenting upon Ex. 20^ in the light of the period

of religious persecution under Hadrian :

"
' those who love

me and keep my commandments '—these are the Israelites

who dwell in Palestine and give up their life for the com-

mandments. Why art thou slain ?—because I have circum-

cised my sons. Why art thou Ijurned ?—because I have read

in the Law. Why art thou crucified ?—because I have eaten

^ Sot. ix, 15 (anonym.). '^ Pes. Rabb. H^.
^ See above, p. 96 f.

* Aboth V. 20 ; b. Pes. 112" ; of. Backer, Ag. .1. Tanu. ii. 556.
•' Mechilta, ed. Friedni. 68^; Vay. K. 32 ; Midr. Ps. 12^ ; cf. Backer, Ag. d.

Tanu. ii. 437.
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unleavened Ijread. Why art thou scourged ?—liecause I have

done the ' will of my heavenly Father ' (D^ipE'iiC' J53X li^*-i).i

This is that which is written (Zech. 13''): And they say to

him, what mean these wounds ? and he answers, they were

inflicted upon me in the house ' of those who caused me to be

beloved ' C^l}^^)—these wounds have brought it about ' that

I am beloved by my Father in heaven
'

" (D^pt?^?'^' '2^^ ^[i^'S?).

Simeon ben Eleazar (c. 200) explained the statement in the

Law regarding mixed textures (nayi-), as implying that who-

soever wears such a vestment "is perverted" (n^3) and
" alienates " (vb[D) 2 f^-om himself " his heavenly Father." In

an Aramaic Haggada for the Feast of Weeks,^ it is said of

the Joseph of the Old Testament story: ^'5^1 ^'n-iioj? rT'sx

x»opn ^^^3^{^, " his face was turned towards the wife of his

master, but his heart was directed to his heavenly

Father."

The gradual adoption of the divine name " our Father in

heaven " as a popular substitute for the then obsolete tetra-

grammaton, is a clear proof that the view represented by

H. H. Wendt requires considerable restriction. "In later

Judaism," he says,* " up to the time of Jesus there had been

no development in tlie conception of God, in the sense that

grace and truth were more strenuously insisted on as para-

mount elements in the divine nature and character, leading

in consequence to a greater readiness to apply the name of

Father to God." But " a greater readiness to apply the name
of Father to God " on the part of the Jews is a historical

fact ; and Jesus adopted this term for God from the popular

usage of His time. Judaism, above all, as it existed in the

time of Jesus, must not be depicted according to the de-

veloped system of subsequent Rabbiuism, least of all when
the excrescences in Die latter are set up as the norm of

» Sg in Vay. R. 32,

2Kil. ix. 8 ; cf. Backer, Ag. d. Tann. ii. 433.
"' Machzor Vitiy, 342. * Die Lehrc Jesu, ii. 144.
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Judaism, and when all traces of genuine religious feeling

which it exhibits are either overlooked or eliminated.^

The instances cited above also show the incorrectness of

the idea that the relation of God to the individual was not

set forth until the New Testament revelation. Of course the

individual Israelite was aware that it was only as a member

of his people that he possessed the claim to and prospect of

God's help and patronage. But the Old Testament shows

abundant traces of the conviction that God's providence is

directed not only to the people as a whole, but also to every

single member of the nation. It was therefore nothing novel

when the fatherly relation of God was also applied within the

Jewish connnunity to the individual.

2. THE USAGE IN THE LANGUAGE OF JESUS.

(a) My, your heavenly Father.

The current designation of God, 6 Trarrjp 6 ev (toU)

ovpavoi<; (6 ovpdvLos;), which never appears without an accom-

panying pronoun (/iou,^ -qixSiv, vfioiv), occurs among the words

of Jesus in Matthew 20 times, in Mark only once, 11^^, in

Luke not at all—although in Luke 11^^ his use of 6 Trarrjp 6

i^ ovpavov betrays his acquaintance with the title. The

same motive which caused Luke to change r] ^aaCkeia rcov

ovpavoiv into 17 /3. tov deov has here, too, been at work. A
mode of speech distinctively Jewish and not at the same time

biblical had to be avoided. The Jewish carefulness always

to make it clear through the addition of " in heaven " that

" Father " referred to God, might seem superfluous to the

Hellenist.

The conception of God as father of the Israelites was not

altogether unrecognised even by Jesus. In Matt. 15-*^

' I have sought to urge a juster estimate of the religious fomlition of the

Jewish community in the time of the second temple, in "Das Alte Testament

ein Wort Gottes," Leipzig, 1896.

- ffov is accidentally absent, as o irar-qp (xov precedes in Matt. 6'^
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(Mark 7^'') He compares in a figurative way the Israelites to

" the children " (reKpa), the heathen to " the dogs " (Kwdpioc),

which latter, indeed, also belong to the household, but must

not be maintained at the expense of children.^ But this

point of view is by no means decisive in His designation of

God as Father. Much rather is God regarded either as the

Heavenly Father of Ris oivn disciples, Matt. 5^*^- ^^- ^^ 6^- ^- ^*

(Mark 1125) 626-32 711 I8U 239, or else as the Heavenly

Father of Jesus Himself, Matt. 7-^ 10=^-^- 12^0 1513 I6i7

2310. 19. 35_ jjq i^ij^g inciicates the unique personal relation

which subsists between God and, in the first place, Jesus

Himself, but also between God and those who are His, who
can be spoken of as " sons of the theocracy," Matt. 1 3^^.

At the same time, Jesus draws a sharp line of distinction

between Himself and the disciples in purposely setting aside

the usual Jewish " our Father in heaven," where He Himself

is concerned, and yet prescribing its use for His disciples,

Matt. 6^. From this, too, it may be perceived that it was

not the veneration of those who came after that first assigned

to Him an exceptional relation to God, incapable of being

transferred to others. On the Sonship of Jesus see, further.

Fundamental Ideas, X.

(&) My, your Father.

In Jewish parlance it is unusual to refer to God in

common discourse informally as Father without adding the

epithet " heavenly." It is only in prayers that a diilerent

course is followed. The fifth and sixth petitions of the

" Eighteen Supplications " -—the daily prayer which took

form c. 110 A.D.— entreat the working of penitence and the

forgiveness of sins by God, whom Israel ventures to name,

^ In a soniewliat iliircrent sense. Matt. 8'-, the Israelites as "sons of the

kingdom" {viol rrjs ^aaiXeias) are distinguished from strangers ; of. p. 115.

-The "Shemonch Esreli " (eighteen), for which see Schurcr, Hist, of the

Jowisli People, Div. II. vol. ii. p. 85 f. ; and Dalman, Messianische Texte aus

d. nnohkanon. jiid. Lilt. (1898), pp. 19-'J4.
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firstly 13^?*«, "our Father," and then "3^'P, "our King." The

petitions begin ^n'jin^ ^i^?^? ^i?'V'i], "bring us back, Our

Father, to Thy Law ! " and ^J^^^n ^3 i3^3N 13|5 rho, " forgive us,

Our Father, for we have sinned !
" So, too, a prayer in

Tob. 13^ Vat. has 6e6^ avrof; "jrarrjp rjficov eh 7rdvTa<i toi/?

ala)va<i (absent from Hebr. and Aram.). Akiba (c. 120) once

brought rain in answer to a short prayer which began

:

^:3bD ^3^nx, "Our Father and our King." ^ The biblical

phraseology was obviously the model in prayers, and in them

there was no danger of ambiguity.

Apart from prayers, the Targums show that great care

was exercised against the use of the single word " father " for

God. The Targ. Jerus. II. Exod. 15^, it is true, makes young

children in presence of their fathers say, in reference to God,

" He is our Father," l^'iati S^n p^.a in that case the narrower

designation by i^J^f? did not suit the occasion. Again, in

Deut. 32^, where God calls Himself the Father of Israel,

Onkelos renders V?^ literally by "^^^x, while Targ. Jerus. 11.

is singular in giving ^'^f?"^ P^^^f. But when Israel calls

God his Father, the Targumist does not venture to give a

literal reproduction.^ For ^J''3S, Isa. 63^^ 64^, he puts the

whole sentence : ^ ^^ ^^} P^'^P N^v ^on:)"=J, " Thou, whose

mercy towards us abounds as that of a father to sons "
; and

in Jer. 3*- ^^ he changes '?^« into ^?i3n, " my Lord." He had,

however, no scruple in rendering the ''?^5 as used by an

idolater 2^7 by Wi^s, " our Father."

Jesus never, as it seems, addressed God in prayer as

" My Father in heaven," but only as " My Father." It

makes no difference whether the Greek has merely irdrep, as

in Matt. 1125 (i^ui,e 10-^), Luke 22^^ 2334. 46. q^. ^ ^^^,^^^ ^^g

in Matt, ll^^ (Luke 10-^), Mark 143«; or Trdrep fiov, as in

Matt. 26^^- ^2. For in each case the word to be presupposed

1 b. Taan. 25^ ; Bacher, Ag. d. Tann. i. 330.

- Jerus. I. Lev. 22-** [J13n;, which has no nieauing if uttered by God, should

lie changed into ]i^, according to j. Meg. 75"^.

•* Still in Mai. 2^" dn without suffix is replaced by n^k-.
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on the testimony of Mark 143'^ (cf. Eom. 8^^, Gal. 4«) is a^/3d

(N3X). This is just the definite form, and therefore means

strictly " the Father " ; but during the obsolescence of the

form with the pronominal suifix ("'?^? still to be seen Dan. 5^^) ^

it became the regular form for " my Father," just as ^^i?,

" the mother," was also said for " my mother." ^ This Aramaic

idiom has even found its way into the Hebrew of the Mishna.^

There, too, it appears that fr^s*? could be said in the name of

several children, thus acquiring the force of " our Father." ^

Hence it would not be impossible to derive Trart-p in the

Lord's Prayer, Luke 11^, from i^BX, although in a prayer the

more solemn form Wi3X, Galil. |3^3^, "Our Father," has

greater probability in its favour.

N3N {<3inx as a title of address to God meant something

different when used by Jesus to what was implied by 1^?^?,

qualified though it was by 13''?^5 of the Shemoneh Esreh and

Akiba. The usage of family life is transferred to God : it is

the language of the child to its father.

Jesus also speaks of God as 6 ttut/jp fxov, Matt. 11-'^

(Luke 10^2) 20-3 2531 2Q-''>-'^ The Father of the Son

of man. He calls o iruTrjp avrov {i.e. Aram. ''i?l2^), Matt. 16^'^

(Mark 8^^). The Father of the disciples is 6 'jraTi]p v/xcov

(iisias), Matt. 6^ 10^0.29.
,5 ^arijp uutmp (li^'i^X), Matt. 13*3;

6 Tranjp aov (^^2^.), Matt. 6*- ^- ^®. It must be conceded that,

for each particular instance, there is no certitude that even

here Jesus used the appellation of Father without addition.

It might be that every instance of 6 TraWjp p,ov, aov, v/xcov,

not addressed directly to God, ought to contain the addition

6 iv ovpavoi<i. This alone would correspond to the terminology

of Eabbinic literature. Nevertheless the existence of a well-

1 ':x also occurs onceTarg. Estli. ii. 1', according to MS. Orient 2375 in the

British Museum.
- See Granim. (ii'sjiid. pal. Aram. Ifuf.

" E.g. Ketli. ii. 6, xiii. 5 ; Ned. ii. 1. See A. Chiger, Lehrbuch zur Sprache

des Mischnali, 50.

* Bal). 1). ix. 3 ; Sliebu. vii. 7,
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founded tradition remains quite possible, to the effect that

Jesus did not closely adhere to the Jewish phraseology on

this point, and that He did, in fact, sometimes speak ex-

clusively of the Father, of Himself and those that were His.

On this hypothesis the consequent omission of the supple-

ment in Luke would appear to have some historical justifi-

catiou.

(c) The Father.

A special consideration is required for those passages ni

which, excluding cases of address, the simple o Trarrjp appears

with no pronoun added.

Luke Q^'^ should be brought into agreement with Matt.

16^^ (Mark 8^^). Jesus can surely not have said that the

Son of Man will come iv rfj ho^rj avrov koI tov irarpo'i Kal

Twv cv^mv ufyyekodv, but ev rfj So^rj tov Trarpo'i avrov pera

Toov djioov ajyeXcov. Moreover, avrov is omitted in Luke

merely for the sake of euphony, as it has been used just

before.

In the saying of our Lord Acts 1'^, 6 irary^p as uttered by

Jesus would have to be retraced to kVSS, which might just as

well represent 6 7raT)]p pov. The saying would thus have

been :
" It is not for you to know times or seasons which My

Father determined in the exercise of His own authority."

Still we may here have an expression which just slipped from

the pen of the author, because it was otherwise familiar to

him.

There remain now only the passages in which 6 7raT?;p

and 6 vlo<i mutually condition each other, where no pronoun

is admissible, namely. Matt. 11^7 (Luke 10-"), Matt. 24'^o

(Mark IS^^), and Matt. 28^^. Of these the first vindicates

itself as an utterance of Jesus. When Jesus testifies that all

things are delivered unto Him by "His Father," and adds that

only " the Son " and " the Father " are mutually known to

each other, the statement may be understood as a reference

13
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to a real relationship which exists universally between a

father and a son, and thus finds also an application as

between Jesus and His Father. In that case o irar/jp and

6 vl6<i were not used as theolocrical terms, and N3N and i<"i2

are not unlikely equivalents.

It is different with Matt. 2436 (Mark 13^2) .^hg^e the

angels and " the Son " are ignorant of something which only

" the Father " knows. In this ease the terms 6 u/o? and 6

irarijp are not due to comparison with each other, but appear

as a ready-made formula, and are therefore to be attributed

to the influence of the Church vocabulary on the text. If

ovSe 01 ayyeXoi—ovSe 6 vi6<; were taken separately as a

supplementary illustration of the preceding ouSe/?, then o

irarrip, which alone would remain, could be referred to ^3^* =

6 TTarrjp fxov, as the form used by Jesus, just as in the similar

case Acts 1'^. It is, however, more probable that the original

was, " not even the angels know it," and that the ending,

" nor the Son, but the Father only," should be regarded as

an accretion.

A similar amplification of an originally shorter expression

presents itself also in the baptismal commission, Matt. 28^^,

of which it is intended to treat specially in a later volume.

VII. OTHEE DIVINE NAMES.

1. GOD (6 ^eo?).

All three Synoptists record the use by Jesus of o 6eo<;.

This must appear somewhat surprising, if tlie language of the

IVIislnia be brought into comparison. The tractate which

most frequently allbrded occasion for the use of divine

names—Pirke Aboth—has D:Py', " Heaven," 8 times ;
Dipiari^

" the Place," 5 times ; xin ^na L"npn, " the Holy One, blessed

be He," 3 times ; and ^^?^^f r?^ " heavenly Father," DtJ^n
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" the Name," nrpu'n " the Dwelling-place," once each. But,

on the other hand, Q'''"?-.^ no less than
l]

(nin^) occurs only in

quotations from the Bible, the latter appearing also in a form

of prayer. The tractate Berakhoth has ^]^f twice, Dip^n

once ; and D^C and
I]
appear only in prayers and quotations.

Similarly the tractate Yoma has once each : Dipsn, T]1"i3 L"n|pn

N!in, n'_^U}r^ D3^3X ; in prayers DO'n ; in Bible quotations
I],

but

never Cri^i!*. Frequently the divine name is entirely evaded

by circumlocutions, or simply omitted. In a quotation. Gen.

1^^ would have been written D^^3x D?V3 " in the image of

God " ; but where it does not form part of a quotation, e.g.

Ab. iii. 15, Cipva alone is expressed, the reader being expected to

know that the image of God is meant. " Distinguished are the

Israelites," ^^f}^'] P?'?.^, says Akiba, Ab. iii. 14, meaning "dis-

tinguished by God." In Ber. ix, 2 appears the prayer lii"i ^'^';,

" may it be well-pleasing," without, however, expressing the

necessary complement " k/ore God

"

; and in Yoma i. 5 the

high priest takes an oath for the due performance of his

duties in the temple " by Him who causes His name to dwell

in this house."

That this mode of procedure in the Mishna was no innova-

tion, is evident from the fact that the Book of Esther entirely

omits the divine name—not, as is sometimes supposed, owing

to the irreligious disposition of the author, but as a result of

his reverence for divine things. Again, the Fu-st Book of

Maccabees, despite frequent mention of religious matters, has

used ^l^f,
" Heaven," as a designation of God, only nine times

in all, and never speaks of " God." The Aramaic part of

Daniel (Dan., chaps. 2—7) avoided the use of nin'', and denoted

the true God by ^«^P'^ n^x, « God of heaven " (for which 4^*

has ii'pf ^'^P,
525 i^ir^f N^p), and by i^'^^ Nn^^« or N;^^y, " the

Most High God," or " the Most High," more rarely by ^5^^^?

x»n, "the Hving God," 6^7 ; NpJ^y >n, "the Ever-living," A^\

The simple ^<^,^.^«
(
= Q'n^Nn) occurs only in 220 526.

The course followed in other writings is not in every
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case so consistent. But there was a means of ffuardin»

against possible profanation of the divine name by writing

it so as merely to suggest it. The manuscripts represent

nin'' by writing Yod two, three, or four times, also by modifi-

cations like nin^ and pip'', and by putting 'n or 'i for Dti'n when

pronounced in place of nin'' ; dmI^X appears as Dn^x or n'^pi'X,

and sn^x as xi^iS*, Xp^X. In view of this expedient, it does

not mean so much that the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha

should use the biblical names for God. Least of all must it

be assumed that the popular usage is reflected in these books.

In regard to the tetragrammatou alone can the proof be

shown that—through the influence probably of Egyptian

religious customs—it had really vanished from common use

among the people. But we may well assume that it was

not very different with regard to the other special names for

God, and that apart from prayers and benedictions they were

little used. Jesus Himself indicates^ that the ordinary

custom in taking an oath was not to name God, but heaven,

Jerusalem, the temple, the altar, the offering, one's own head.

He does not, however, sanction the opinion that, supposing

an oath should have to be taken, God must be named in it,

but teaches that it is better not to swear at all. Even He
appears to approve the non-pronunciation of the name of God,

and lie at least conformed to the custom by avoiding the tetra-

grammatou, and preferring the substitute " Heavenly Father."

In these circumstances it must be questioned whether

the Gospels, in ascribing to Jesus a frequent use of o ^eo9,

really reproduce the original form of what was said by Jesus.

It is not unlikely that the evangelists set aside such terms

as would have been unintelligible to the Greek and the

Hellenist.

Of course, " Father in heaven " cannot in every case be

inserted for "God." Wlien, c.</., mention is made of 6 6e6<;

alongside of avOpwrro^, Matt. 19'' (Mark 10^), and of o 6e6<;

1 Matt. 5^*'- 23'«-".
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in contrast with ^aiiwva<i, Matt. 6^^ (Luke 16^^), we must

probably substitute—supposing ^^i^.,
" God," were to be

avoided—either i^^'^, " the Name," ^ or «*W, " Heaven." 2 In

some other cases it is possible to omit the divine name.

When the accusation is brought against Jesus, Matt. 26*^^

that He had said :
" I am able to destroy the temple of God,"

there is every probability that His words had really been

"this temple" {rhv vaov toutov) as in Mark 14^^, or "the

temple" {rhv vaov) as in Matt. 27^*^ (Mark 15-»). Again,

Jesus says, Mark 12^^, that they who are risen from the

dead will be as " the angels in heaven " (dyyeXoi iv roU

ovpavoU). The Aramaic for this would be J^'??'^'^ ^*5^?P,

which is certainly more origiual than the wording in Matthew

(22^'^): a'yyeXoL Oeoii iv tw ovpavS, and much more so than

Luke's amplification (20^*"): Icrd'yyeXoi kuI viol Oeov.—In

order to avoid the expression " in the presence of God,"

we have in Luke 12^-^ IS^'' " before the angels of God"

{ejxTTpoadev—evoiiriov—70iv dyyeXcov rod Oeov). In these

cases rov Oeov should clearly be erased, as it partially defeats

the intention of the phrase. The occurrence of e/iirpoaOev

Tov irarpo'i /xov rov iv oupavoi<i in Matt. lO^^-^^ as parallel to

Luke 12^-^ shows how the same point maybe reached in

another fashion. See also under 5.

On the other hand, no scruples need attach to the use

of 6 ^eo? in the prayers which Jesus, Luke 18^^-^^, puts

into the mouth of the Pharisee and the publican—even

although, in the case of the Pharisee especially—a more

elaborate form of address to God might be expected. But

o 6e6<; must not, as is done by Delitzsch and Eesch, be

rendered by Q*'?-'?^, which would be a very uncommon form

of address. If one assumes Hebrew as the lano;ua2:o of the

Pharisee's prayer, the word used would be ""D^^., " my God "

;

if tlie publican prayed in Aramaic, the word would be ''O^^'.

That Jesus Himself, though using Aramaic while praying on

1 Cf. p. 1S2 f. 2 cf. Fundamental Ideas, VIII. 7.
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the Cross, said ^ "'^^, was due to the fact that His prayer was

expressed in the words of a psalm. i«35<, " Father," was the

form of address to God in prayer which was peculiar to

Jesus.^

2. THE HIGHEST {vylnaro<;).

The divine appellations li'^y b^ and |i''^y first appear in the

mouth of non-Israelites, being used by Melchizedek, Gen.

141^^-, and by Balaam, Num. 24^''. The author's intention

of implying that the Deity revered by these men was the

true God, is by this means realised. Thereafter, in the

Psalms, liv^ is not infrequently adopted by Israelites,^ e.g.

iv^y r\\n], Ps. 47*; li^^^ Q^?% Ps. 57^; li^^^ bii, Ps. 7835;

li^k Ps. 93. The son of Sirach has f^'^V ^x, 46^ 4820; while

in dependence on a preceding noun, he prefers the simple

p^^y^ 414.8 422 4420 494_ xhe Aramaic part of Daniel has

X^^y and i^'^^V ^r6ii, and also makes use of the Hebrew P'^y
T T • T T - T T v: '

in the combination D^Ji^^^ '^''^Z
71s- 22- 25. 27. Further, the

" Most High," as a divine title, occurs Tob. 4^1, Judith 1
3^

(o 6eo<; 6 vyfnaro'i), Ass. Mos. 10'^, in all the sections of the

Book of Enoch (see Charles on 99^), often in the Bar. Apoc.

(see Charles on 17^), and repeatedly in 2 Esdras. Onkelos

puts r^^^V for f>jV in Gen. 14-^ Num. 24:^^ In Eabbinic

literature, on the contrary, this name for God is extraordin-

arily rare. The Palestinian Abbahu (about 300 a.d.) is said,

b. Sot. 40% on one occasion to have styled God ^^^'V- There

is thus good ground for tlie opinion that liviy did not really

belong to the popular speech, but characterised the language

of religious poets and authors following a biblical style.

Holtzmann * detects in '\\'^^, as a divine title, a symptom

of the "abstract colourlessness of the conception of Ciod in

the post-prophetic age" (der Epigonen), inasmuch as Iw Imlds

' On tliis verse sec aliovr, p. r,^> f. ^ See above, p. 191 f.

^ Cf. T. A'. Cheyne, The Oii<i;iii and Religious Couteut of the Psalter, 83 f.

* Lehrb. d. neutest. Thcologie, i. 49.
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that Judaism in its use of D^nSx, the divine title of the legal-

istic period, had already begun to accentuate the metaphysical

idea of God to the detriment of the religious contents of the

prophetic conception of God. But ^""^^^^ is in no way the

name of God which distinguished the so-called legalistic

[nomistisch] period. The Priests' Code makes it quite clear

that the God of Israel and of the Law chooses to be known

as nin\ And how PvJ? or ^""^^^i^. should be more colourless

than the Tetragrammaton as understood by the Jews accord-

ing to Ex. 3^^ it would be hard to tell. Moreover, it does

not agree with Holtzmann's theory of a retrogression that

li'^y in the time of Christ should be replaced by designations

like " the Holy One," " our Father in heaven," the first of

which is of prophetic origin, while the second even implies

an advance beyond the prophetic mode of speech.

Only once, Luke 6^^, is v->\naTo<i ascribed to Jesus ; and

the expression there is viol v-^iarov, for which Matt. 5^ has

viol OeoD, and Matt. 5*^ viol rod irarpo'i v/xcov rod iv ovpavoU.

According to Mark 5^ (Luke 8^^), a man with an unclean

spirit addressed to Jesus the words : vie tov deov tov vyjrLaTov.

But Matt. 8^^ does not give tov v-ylrla-rov. Luke, however,

delights in y-v/riCTTo? as a name for God, He says : vlo<i v-\lria-

Tov, Gospel 1^^
; Svvaixi<; v-ylrla-rov, 1^ ;

tt/jo^j^'tt^? vy\r[(nov, V^
;

v\ln(TT0<i, Acts 7^^; SovXoc tov deov tov v-ylrla-Tov, 16^'^.

So, too, we may suppose viol v-\\ri(TTov, Luke 6^^, is due to his

personal predilection. The hypothesis is probable that the

expression viol vy^larov in Ps. 82*^ LXX (Heb. 81*^), which,

indeed, in its context has quite another sense, indicating the

exalted rank of those so entitled, was in his mind when he

chose this epithet. The primitive wording of the expression

is preserved in its earliest form by Matthew

—

viol tov irarpo^;

vfxcov TOV iv ovpavoh, Aram. ^^'P^?"^ P313S ''33.
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3. THE BLESSED ONE (o ev\oyr]ro<;).

The high priest uses the words 6 vio'i tov evXoyrjrov,

Mark 14^^, for which Matt. 26*^^ gives 6 vl6<i rov 6eov. The

construction in Mark, assuming the intention was to refer to

the Messiah as the Son of God, would, in fact, be more prob-

able than that in Matthew on the lips of the high priest.

" The Blessed," however, is, as a rule, in Jewish literature

only added to " the Holy One " as an appendix ^ in the

formula: N^n -jm C'in^n^ "the Holy One, Blessed is He,"

Aram, ^^n 'i^nn Nitnp^ on which see below. The simple "H"^^'?",

" the Blessed One," Ber. vii. 3, forms an exception. Even in

Palmyra, indeed, God can be spoken of as : ^P^J^j' "^^^ '=1''"!^,

" He, whose name is to be praised for ever," de Vogiie, 74, 76

(111 A.D.), 77 ; see also Enoch 77^ "the Ever-Blessed."

4. THE POWEE {i) Bvpa/u,i<;).

The Synoptists with one consent relate (Matt. 26^^ Mark

14*^^, Luke 22*^^) that Jesus was condemned by the Sanhedrim

when He announced that He should sit " at the right hand

of the Power " (eV he^uov Trj<i Swufieco^). In the interest of

liis readers Luke adds tou Oeov by way of explanation,

and thereby obscures, as in other cases (see p. 197), the

nature of the idiom. Hegesippus (in Eusebius, ii. 23), in

an allusion to this statement, attributes to James tlie words

e/c Se^tMv Tfy? fieydXi]'? Svvdfieco^, with which may be compared

Acts 8^^, where Simon Magus is called >) hvvajxi^ tov Oeov

r, Kokovfjievr] /xejciXT]. The sorcerer was really spoken of as

" God," and rov Oeov as well as KaXovfjuevrj are additions due to

Luke. The adjective " great " marks the " Power " as super-

human, just as "the great Holy One" in the Book of Enoch

(see below) is the unique possessor of this attribute, i.e. God.

^ Paul also lias as an appended epithet eiXoyrjTbs els tovs alQpas, lluin. 1'"' d^,

2 Cor. IP'.
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On the other hand, the exclamation on the Cross, ?} 8vua-

/xi? fxou r] Biiva/xL^i fiov, as found in the " Gospel of Peter," is

probably occasioned by Aquila's version of Ps. 22- (according

to EuscMus, Demonstr. Evangel, x. 8, either la')(ype fxov or

lcr-)({)<; fjiov). The sense is not that the strength which was

His own, but the Power which for Jesus is God, had left

Him ; cf. the address to God "my strength," % Ps. SQ^s. ggg

also Ex, 15^ Ps. 46^ 81^. One need not therefore assume,

as Haruack ^ does, that the author had taken offence at the

confession of being forsaken by God.

The statement in Matt. 14^ (Mark 6^^) that "the powers

do work in Jesus " {at Svvafjiet<; ivep<yova-Lv iv avrco), may arise

through a misunderstanding of its Aramaic antecedent :
Nrni33

m 17?yn?p, " mighty deeds are done by Him "
; cf. Matt. 1 1^^- -^

To show that ?; Svva/j.L^, in the saying of our Lord pre-

viously mentioned, really stands for " God " and is based

upon N*nn^3ii in Aramaic, we may cite the following instances

from Jewish literature, which at the same time will indicate

the extent to which the literal meaning of the term has

disappeared from view. Ishmael (c. 100 a.d.) begins a quota-

tion of words spoken by God with the formula : it was said

" by the mouth of the Power " {^'^'\:^^^ 'Bipy In Aboth d. E.

Nathan, 37, appears the expression: it seemed good in his

eyes and "in the eyes of the Power" (nn^32n 'J^yn). Meir

(c. 160 A.D.) says, b. Sot. 37''', that, owing to the situation of

tlie temple in his territory, Benjamin was " the host of tlio

Power " (IT]^33^ |Dr2*ti'ix). An anonymous saying in Siphre

has in place of " God " " the Power that is above," bf Sn\3

Thvt?. There may also be compared Targ. Isa. 33-\ whicli

has ""p xn^^na for the simple nin\ and Targ. Isa. 48^^ where

mi^ appears for " '^^ My right hand " (i.e. God's).

1 A. HarnacJc, Briiclistlicke des Evangeliunis iind der Apokalypse des

Petrus-, Gfi.

- Sijiliro, Num. 112, ed. iMiidin. o-j". i'or the same expression, see j.

Sanli. 28'^

^Siplire, Dent. 319. ed. Friedm. 130^,

3
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A kindred expression, not, however, to be found in the

Gospels, may also be adduced : n^rbj? ny^, " the Most High

Knowledge" ( = God), Mechilta, ed. Friedm. 89^ Aram.

b'V^i NnVI, Jerus. I. Num. 27^ of. /xovo) ao4>a, OetZ, Eom.

1627.

5. THE HOLY ONE (6 ayiO?).

Although dyLo<i as a name for God is found in the New
Testament only once, 1 Pet. 1^^ where it is suggested by a

quotation from the Old Testament, it does not seem irrelevant

to observe that there was a divine title t^^'^pn, " the Holiness "

;

see, c.^., Siphre, Num. 112, ed. Friedm. 33^^ Of the same

nature is the much used Nin T]n3 N^np, « the Holiness, Blessed

be He "
; see j. Makk. 31^ j. Bab. mez. 12% Ber. E. 78, Targ.

Isa. 50^\ Targ. Esth. ii. 5\ Kaddish. The Hebrew equiva-

lent, curiously enough, is N^n 71^3 \^)i\^'i, " the Holy One,

Blessed be He"; see, e.g., Aboth iii. 1, 2, iv. 22. The prototype

of the latter appears in the biblical b^-\i^\ U)l\), e.g. Isa. lO^^

497, and ^'^'1?, Isa. 40^^ and occurs frequently also in the

Book of Enoch, as "the Holy One," Enoch V 93^1; "the

Holy One who is great," 1^ 10^ 14^ 25^ 84^ 92^ 97« 98«

104».

It might readily be supposed that in the term ^If'li? f''"',

" the Holy Spirit," the word ^^'1? became in reality a name

for God, so that to irveOfxa tov 6eov would represent it more

accurately than ro irvevfia to ayiov. But in that case terms

like W^i^ nn, « Thy Holy Spirit," Bs. BV^'^'y;} Nmn, " My
Holy Spirit," Targ. Isa. 42^, would be impossible. And yet

it must be maintained that the addition of *^^'"?p is expressly

meant to specify Divinity as an attribute of the Spirit. As

regards content, therefore, there is no difference between " the

Spirit of God " and "the Holy Spirit." Moreover, N^np nn,

not ^[}^^ D^"", is the common Jewish expression ; and when

Jesus uses eV Trvevixart Oeov, Matt. 12-^, the original would

* Cf. Ny'ii") ci-3?, " from the mouth of the Holiness," Targ. Lam. ^^.
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be the Aram. XC-np m"i3, unless the preference were given to

the fuller form suggested by Matt. lO^o K»p-^ai N2ST rim-13,

" by the Spirit of My Father in heaven."

The Targums have conjoined nn, wherever in the Old

Testament it is not expressly called the Spirit of God, either

with '^"}P or nxi33 to make it clear what Spirit was contem-

plated ; see '^1? nn for ^nn, Jerus. I. Gen. 63, Targ. Isa. 5 921,

Targ. Joel 3^; n^nxia: nn for inn, Onk. Num. IV^; xcnp nn

for nn, Onk. Gen. 4527 (Jerus. I. nxup nn). In Jewish

literature it is so unheard of to speak of " the Spirit " (D^i"^!^),

when the Spirit of God is meant, that the single word " spirit
"

would much rather be taken to mean a demon or the wind.^

In the account of the Baptism, where Luke (322) has to

irvevfia to dyiov, while Matthew (3^^) has irvev^ia Oeov, and

Mark (1^'') to irvevfia, it is only the first that would be

probable in a Hebrew primitive gospel as ^"^P^ nn
; while

niin 2 based on Mark, as proposed by Eesch in his V^^Z ''1?'^.,

would be quite impossible. Eesch's Hebrew in (2^) : N"i'i

r\:\> n^onn nnnv nnn-ns, could at best only signify :
" and he

saw the wind coming down in the form of a dove." Again, in

Matt. 4^ TO TTvevfia cannot be simply reproduced in Hebrew.

What is offered by Eesch (2^0) : nr\^
^'1f^}p'^

Vit:^^. ^3in rx, would

have to be translated, " then was he carried into the wilder-

ness in spirit." In the same way r; toO TrvevfiaTd ^Xacr-

(l^TjfiLa, Matt. 12^^ is unsuitable on the lips of Jesus, and tov

dyiov, as in v.^^^ must be supplied. Similarly iv irvevixaTL,

Matt. 22*3, should be supplemented as in Mark 12^^ iv tm

TTvevfiaTi T(o ayi(p.

^ It may perhaps be mentioned that even in recent times a missionary

evoked the scorn of the Jews by using tlie term nnn without qualification in

his address.

^ Such translations could not be avoided by Franz Delitzsch, as he had to

copy the idiom of the Synoptic texts with all their variations j but in a pro-

fessing Hebrew original they arc intolerable.
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G. THE MERCIFUL ONE.

Only in Eoni. 9^** 6 iXecov 6e6'^ does " the Merciful " ap-

pear in the New Testament as a designation of God ; cf.

3 Mace. 5'' 6 eX€7]fx(ov de6<i. The sou of Sirach (50^^) already

had the shnple ^^^1 as a name for God. On the inscriptions

of Palmyra, '^f'PDl occurs as an epithet applied to deity (de

Yogiie, 75, 77, 79); and in Jewish literature it often appears

as an independent title, e.j. j. Sabb. 3^ (Simeon ben Yokhai,

c. 140 A.D.). See also the prayers, i^.^y ^.-^n^ and "i^-^X X^'P^l,

Ptoman Machzor, for the days before New Year. It was

thus an obviously natural thought that the children of the

Heavenly Father ought to be " merciful," to be in accord

with the fact that God is " merciful," oiKTipfiuiv, Luke 6^^.

Similar admonitions are, accordingly, often given by the

Eabbis; see, e.g., j. Meg. 75'' pinn ja xjoc'> ppnnrp |3St i<D3

^Vl*^? r^?— )
" according as We are moved to mercy in heaven,

so should ye be merciful on earth"; cf. Jerus. I. Lev. 22^^,

where the protasis runs: N'Pf? ppnn |3inxi ii^yn^ "as our

Father is merciful in heaven."

VIIL EVASIVE OE PEECAUTIONAEY MODES OF
EEFEEEING TO GOD.

1. THE VOICE.

To Llio evangelic narrative and not tn the woids of Jesus

belong tlie expressions : (f^covt] e/c tmv ovpavwv, ^latt. 3^'^ (Mark

1-^^, Luke 3-' e^ ovpavov), and <f)(ov)i Ik tt}? ve<^eKri<;, Matt.

17^ (Mark 9', Luke 9"''). The mention of heavtin and of the

cloud, in these cases, is due to the fact lliat, immediately

before tbe voice is alluded to, the heaven anel the cloud are

involved in the context, Luke speaks oidy of a " voice

"

{(^(ovi]), Acts 10'3-i5 117.9 .„„! ill 731^ after the biblical
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manner of a " voice of the Lord " ((})cov>) Kvplov). It is only

in John 12-'^ and Eev. 10^-^ 14^^ that the source of the voice

eK rou ovpavov is not suggested by the context.

This " voice " is heard when God is said to speak audibly

to the sense of hearing. It is obviously a means of avoiding

the notion that God should speak without any medium in

the world. And hence it is not meant that the " voice " is

any peculiar " being " or mediating hypostasis.

Nor again is any idea entertained of an imperfect type of

divine revelation. The phrase is merely precautionary. Its

aim is to indicate that the incident is miraculous, and it does

not warrant any direct inference as to the nature of the

supramundane God.

The expression appears first of all Dan. 4-^ ^'J^t:' p pp

P33, " a voice fell from heaven " ; see also Bar. Apoc.

13^ "a voice came from on high" (Syr. NOno p N*nx x^p),

cf. 22\ Instead of the simple ?i^, later Jewish literature

inserts the fuller 5<^i^ rins, Hebr. ?ip ris, which, however, means

no more than " sound, voice," ^ though, as a rule, it causes the

omission of " the heaven." The ordinary form here is : ripSJ

^^?, ^'y^, Hebr. DJPf'n p bS?, " a voice came forth," the mention

of heaven being unusual, as b. Sanh. 11^ cypi;'"n p bS\> nn n:ri3^

" a voice was given from heaven." In this literature also

the voice was not at the first regarded as an inferior form

of revelation,^ since we have here to do with the one and

only mode of divine intimation. The endowment with the

Holy Spirit, in the sense of the old prophecy, w\as something

more exalted,^ only because the divine element in it assumed

a permanent relation to the inner life of an individual, and

did not make itself heard merely from without and at intervals.

^ See my article "Bath Kol," PRE ii.^ 443 f., where details are given to

show that two species of the voice must be distinguished, (1) one which was
really and miraculously caused by God directly, (2) one which was a human
utterance, heard by some chance, to wliich was attributed the significance of

a divine intimation.

- Incorrectly advanced in my " Der Gottesnamc Adonaj," iiS, note 1.

3 See the Baraitha, b. Sot. 48^
; j. Sot. 24^,
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2. SWEARING BY HEAVEN.

Sweariug by lieaven, iv tw ovpavw. Matt. 5^* 23-^, is

looked upon by Jesus as equivalent to swearing by God.

He thus implies that a real name of God was being inten-

tionally avoided, whenever the throne of God was named

instead of God Himself, but not that " heaven " itself is meant

as a divine name. Jesus affirms that an oath of such a kind

is still an oath, which, if once taken, must be kept (2322),

though it is better to avoid it in general (5^*). Against the

form of the expression as such, Jesus urges no objection.

In Siphre, Deut. 304, ed. Friedm. 147V 1^!^^!!' appears

as an asseveration. As a matter of fact, swearing in the

name of "heaven and earth," according to Shebu. iv. 13, is

not regarded as the oath of a witness ; hence refusal on the

latter's part to give evidence is not regarded as a culpable

offence. On the position of Judaism in relation to oaths, see

" Der Gottesname Adonaj," 60 ff., Q>^ ff.

3. REWARD, TREASURES IN HEAVEN.

Jesus speaks of a reward iv roh oupavoh, IMatt. 5^^

(Luke 622 ev tu> ovpavu)), of treasures iv ovpavu), Matt. 62''

(Luke 1233 iv ToU ovpavol^), I921 (Mark IO21, Luke I822 iv

ovpavoh). Here " in heaven " stands for " with God "
; cf.

Matt. 6^ irapa tm irarpl vpLwv rcS iv ovpavoi<;; and Jesus merely

means that the recompense of completed work or the com-

pensation for what is sacrificed in this world, is made ready

by God even now, in so far as the " theocracy " is assuredly

destined to come for the righteous. Any mystical pre-exist-

ence of " reward " or " treasure " is in no way contemplated.

Cf. above, p. 129f.

In agreement with texts of Scripture like Ps. 312^

^ Sec also E. Landau, Die dcin Uaunie cntnonimencn Syuonynia fiir Gott

(1888), 16.
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'^''Hyb npQV "iC'X "ni^u 3T HD, " how gretat is Thy goodness which

Thou hast laid up for them that fear Thee," and Prov. 2^

r\^mr\ U'^yy'h I'SV'.,
" He layeth up salvation for the upright," ^

Tobit (4^*) speaks of divine remuneration for him who pays

wages when they are due, and (4^) of a " goodly provision
"

(Oefia dyaOov)^ which man by the exercise of benevolence

makes for himself against the day of necessity. " He who

practises righteousness, lays up (drjaavpi^ei,) for himself with

the Lord 'life,'" Ts. Sol. 9^ Bar. Apoc. 14^2 g^yg that

the pious forsake this present age without fear, because they

have with God "a provision of works, kept in treasure-

chambers " (Syr. N-ivlsn -i^Ljn Nnnyn i6'n). See also 2 Esdr.

7" " est tibi thesaurus operum repositus apud altissimum

"

(Syr. NiontD n6 D^DT snniVT n-ivii<—i? inn^x), cf. 8^3. it is to

be observed, in these cases, that the treasure is laid up " with

God," which also confirms the view that " in heaven " in the

words of Jesus is a mere synonym for this expression.

Later Jewish literature also affords in this connexion the

expression : D'?iJ2 Q'^'^vm nii'O ^.:d, " to lay up the fulfilment of

commandments and good deeds "
;
^ see Ber. R. 9 ; Vay. E. 4

;

Deb. R. 1. According to Peah i. 1 (anonym.), there are

certain pious services, the interest of which is enjoyed in this

age, while the capital (pp) remains over for the future age.*

King Monobazos (c. 1 A.D.) retorts to his relatives, who find

fault with his beneficence :
^ " My fathers gathered treasures

1 See also Targ. Isa. 33" rnii._ n'liD liiix 'n N.'Vq'i^, "to them that fear God

is the treasure of His goodness appointed."

- Syr. Nnm xncD, Aram. 2a pnsm, for which read 3o pnsin {vwodriKT]), Hebr.

ami fjCD nn^iiNi iti'iy.

2 See the definition of n^;p Pes. Rabb. 43^ : "To liim wlio possesses it, it is

disagreeable to disturb it : if he is forced by need to deduct from it, tlien he is

ever busy to make up wliat was taken away." Hence n^;p is an inalienable

capital.

* For the idea of reward in Rabbinic doctrine, see F. Wcher, Jiidische

Theologie- (1897), 279 ff., 302 ff. That there also exist in it opinions which

tend to mitigate the insistent attitude in the idea of recompense, will be sliowu

elsewhere.

«j. Peah 15^; b. Bab. b. 11*.
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upon eartli ; I, in heaven : my fathers gathered treasures

which yield no interest ; I, such as yield interest : my fathers

gathered them into a place over which the hand of man has

power ; I, into a place over which man's hand has no power

:

they gathered gold, I gather souls ; they gathered for others,

I for myself ; they for this age, I for the age to come." All

these passages merely have in view some form of book-keeping

on the part of God. The good words recorded by Him are

merely so many claims to future recompense. Even the Targ.

Isa. 241^ is not, as Meyer ^ holds, intended to suggest things

really existent in the other world. According to the Tartrumist,

the prophet says : N^rp^P n^^ynia n '•b nnns* N'i2'''=iv^ njs* n
V V?'>*' " the mystery of a recompense for the righteous was
revealed to me, the mystery of a chastisement for the wicked

was made manifest to me." That is, the prophet learned

what the things are which the righteous and the wicked have

to expect as reward and punishment.

In contrast with this, a celestial pre-existence of the

reward might possibly be presupposed in Shem. E. 45,

where God is represented as having shown to Moses "all

the treasure-chambers of reward " p^b' jno b^ nn^'iw^ ^^^ pi-e-

pared for the righteous
; and also in Shir. E. 7^^ Deb. E. 7,

where Abba bar Kahana (c. 300)2 represents God as address-

ing the Jews thus :
" Preserve ye yourselves by fulfilling the

law and by good works, and I will preserve for you treasure-

chambers overflowing with all the blessings of the world " ; ^

of the same nature is also Targ. Jerus. IT. Num. 23^^ t\y2rci

'k]^"] ^i?f? «^'P*f?l ii3^3x ^33 li^i? ipnp lu ijx no xji^ny, "Blessed

are ye righteous
! what a noble reward is prepared for you

with your Father in heaven for the age to come ! " Still, in

this case, the other sense is possible.

^ Jcsu Muttersprache, 83.

- Cf. Bofhcr, Agada d. pal. Am. ii. 499 f.

3 For tlie term nv:i li-i.s-, "treasure of merits," C/mrfes in Dar. Apoc. 14^2

cites Sabl). ?,V\ [|r is misled, however, perhaps through JVeher's Jud. Theo-
logie, 279.
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4. WRITTEN IN HEAVEN.

The names of the disciples are written ev rot? ovpavoh

(iv TM ovpavw), Luke 10-'', i.e. the disciples as such are

known to God and are kept in remembrance. " In heaven
"

stands for "with God." The allusion is to the "book of

God" in Ex. 3232f-, ^nd the " book of the living " in Ps. GQ^s,

in which all the righteous are enrolled; cf. Isa. 4^, Dan, 12^^

Of this the Book of Enoch also speaks, 47^ 104^: "your

names stand inscribed before the majesty of the Exalted "

;

108^ "the book of life and the books of the holy ones."

Jubil. 30"*^ has: "he is entered in the heavenly tablets as

a friend and an upright man "
; cf. 30-". The Targum to the

prophets supplements Isa. 4^ in the sense in whicli Jesus

also appears to have interpreted the text, making the life

D^?nn to be "the eternal life" (X^^V ^'D). The school of

Shammai would seem to have spoken of a registration unto

life and unto death,- b. E. h. S. 1^^ ; but in Tos. Sanh. xiii. 3

the requisite terms for this sense are wanting. On the

other hand, Yokhanan ^ (c. 260) takes note of three " lists
"

(nVDfJrB)—one for the righteous, one for the wicked, and the

other for an intermediate class—into which, as it seems,

names are from year to year entered afresh at the beginning

of the year.

5. BEFORE THE ANGELS, BEFORE GOD.

Over the sinner that repents there is joy evcoTriou rwv

ayyeXcop rov Oeou, Luke IS^'^, or ev tm oupavw, iljid. v.'^. Ly

that is meant that there will be joy in the presence of God,

or, strictly : God will rejoice.

' This book resembles tlie list of citizens among tlie nations and cities on

eartli, and must be kept distinct from the book of good and evil deeds j see

R. II. Charles on Enoch 47^.

^ See Backer, Agada d. Taun. i. 18 f.

8 j. R. h. S. 57^ ; cf. Backer, Agada d. p. Am. i. 331.

14
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The Son of ]\Ian will acknowledge His confessors and

disown those who have denied Him, e/xTrpoadev (ivMiriov) tcov

ayyekwv rov deov, Luke 12'^^-. The reproduction in Matt.

1Q32i. e/jbirpoaOev rov irarpo^ fxov rod ev ovpavoU, shows what

is really meant, namely, an acknowledgment in the presence

of God, for whom the angels are substituted merely to avoid

the use of the divine name. In Jewish literature this idiom

is unfamiliar. It is exceedingly probable that it should not

be assumed as falling from the lips of Jesus either, and that

it was Luke who inserted " the angels " in place of a term

which appeared to him less intelligiljle. In his source he

will have found the expression " before Heaven " (Judsean

S'^Dti^ mp, Galil. «*pt^ '''^i'?), an echo of which occurs Luke 15^
t": ttI' t: • .,/

"in heaven." The Palestinian Talmud Kidd. 64° shows that

NJOC' ''Sp was in actual use.

Even the sparrows are not forgotten " in the sight of

God" {evooinou rov 6eov), Luke 12^ i.e. God does not forget

them. To get the words of Jesus here, 6 6e6^ would have to

be converted into " heaven," or, following the parallel in Matt.

10^^ into "your Heavenly Father." The former is recom-

mended by the saying which shows some affinity with

Matthew's mode of expressing the idea : N^ t<;cp n.^blip lisy

NnT, "not a bird perishes apart from Heaven," j. Shebi. 38'^;

cf. Ber. R. 79. Luke's form of the expression is recalled by

the dictum of Ishmael ben Elisha (c. 110 a.d.) :
^ "there is

joy in the presence of ' the Tlacc '
(Qipfpn '^^) nnob^ C"), when

those who provoke Him to anger disap})car from the world."

So, too, it is said, Siphre, ed. Friedm. 139^ :
" when ' the Place

'

(Diptsn) judges the peoples, there is joy in His presence (^0^^

V3D^ {<\n) ; but when He judges Israel, it is, as it were, with

regret (I'JQ^ n^nri L"; ^'i3;'33)." " There is no forgetfulness before

the throne of Majesty," according to a saying of Simeon ben

Lakish (c. 250 A.i).).^ In j. Maas. sli. SO'' the question is

^ Siphre, Num. 117, cd. Fiicdni. S?-"^ ; cf. Backer, Agada d. Taiiii. i. 2jG.

2 b. Ber. 32^
; cf. Backer, Agada d. \n\. Am. i. 397.
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asked :
" is there then sleep before God ? " and Midr. Ps. 121^

positively affirms :
" there is neither sleep nor sitting ' on

high ' (>^^V^Pf)." In Ab. v. 2 it is pointed out how God de-

ferred the Flood " in order to show how great is longsufferance

' in His presence.' " Speaking generally, the accomplishment

of actions is attested or denied before God, when those

activities are in question which God Himself either does or

does not do.

Even " volition " might not be directly predicated of God.

It is true, Luke 1 2^^ has : evhoK'qaev 6 irarrjp vfjucov, but Matt.

18^^ gives: ovk ecmv OeXrifia efiTrpocrdev rov irarpo'i vficov

Tov iv ovpavoc<i, " it is not the will of (before) your Father

in heaven." Instead of " it has pleased Thee," Jesus says

in addressing God, Matt. 11-*^ (Luke 10-^): ovto)<; evSoKia

iyevero efiTrpoaOiv aov, " so it was well-pleasing in Thy sight."

These are not Old Testament usages. The last-named in-

stance recalls the formula often used in prayer : T'P.&pp li^*"J
"''?'!,

" may it be well-pleasing in Thy sight "
; see, e.g., j. Ber. 7*^'

;

Aram. '' Dip p niyi sn\ Targ. Cant. 7^* ; «trnp ^EpiD nun nh^

N^n Tjnn, " may it be well-pleasing before the Holiness, Blessed

be He," Koh. E. 3-.^ One may also compare Onk. Gen.

28^7 ^^ Dip p n^ my_in snns, "a place, which has regard
T . T T. * T,, T.' J. ' ^5

from before Jhvh "
; and Numb. 14^ ^^ Dip sn j^^yi D« " if we

find favour before Jhvh."

To the expression of Matt. 18^* there corresponds in the

Targums : ^ ]]
D^P^ Niyn, " it is tlic will of (before) Jhvh, to

, .
." This phrase is used to replace the Hebr. nirT" |*Qn,

"Jhvh was pleased to," Targ. Judg. IS^^, 1 Sam. 2^5, and

Isa. 531^ which has the form: ^ mp. nin
^^^

nnp^ l^. Though

not suggested by the Hebrew text, it appears in Ezek. 1-^.

Its antiquity appears from its use in 1 Mace. 3'^'^ w? 8' ai^ /}

6e\7]pLa iv ovpava>, Syr. X'Dd Xlioy Dip N^''^!*' n^Sl l^S*, "as

may be the decision before Him who dwells in heaven."

^ According to Midrash Khamesli Megilloth, ed. Salonica, 1593, uot iu ed.

Pesaro. 1519, nor Venice, 1545.
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As divine honours are rendered to a king, so it comes to

pass that in Egypt men spoke only " in the presence of tlie

king," not " to " him.i One speaks " before " the king (^:p^,

Aram, ni?), also in Esth. l^^^ 70 8^, Dan. 2»- 10. n. 27. so 517,

That prayer is offered " before " God is stated more frequently

in the younger books of the Old Testament than in the

earlier books. And consistently with this tendency, the

'I'iiiginns never represent man as speaking "to," but "before"

(Q^P) (Jod; men blaspheme and provoke to anger not "Him,"

l)ut " in His presence." ^ Hence it is not surprising that it is

also said that man sins not " against " God, but " before

"

God. In Gen. 20^, which treats of a matter between two

men, the Hebr. ? ^^^n is rendered in the LXX by afjbaprdveiv

ei9, and in Onkelos by ? 3n
5 ^^^^ in Ex. 32^^ where the sin

is against God, the same Hebr. ? N'^n is rendered in the

LXX Alex. dfjiapTciveiv ivceiriov, and Onkelos D^P. ^n. Daniel

(G-^) affirms that he has done no wrong " before " the king.

According to j. Sanh. 28^ King Ahab complained to Levi,

the Amora, whose teaching was prejudicial to the character

of that king: Tionp^ n^nno tmi^ -jb n^on no "what is my sin

against thee, and what ill have I done before thee ? " This

reverent mode of address is here used to an ordinary man.

With respect to God, the prayer "'S'pi '•no s has, as a matter of

course : '^'fP? \T^V'., " we have sinned before Thee." It is

different in tlie statement of Ts. 51g y-jni ^nsun ^"nnb i^

••n>b'y "n^3''3;3 ; for here '^''TV.'^ goes with V\J}, and the rendering

should be :
" against Thee alone have I sinned, and that which

is evil in tliine eyes I have committed." Luke, however,

conforms to the usage under consideration, when in his

Gospel 15^^-2^ the prodigal son says to his father: "I have

sinned even against heaven (eU rbv ovpavov) and hcfore thcc

(ivco'iTLov (Tov)." The motive liere is not tliat the father in the

^ yi. Ervian, Agypli'ii, 100.

2 M. Givshurger, Die Anthroponiorjiliisnicu in den Targuniiiri, 22 f., 82 f.,

41 ; G. Dalman, Der Gottesname Adonaj, 57.

* Seder Kab Amiani, ii. 21^.
,
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parable stands for God, but that the son speaks with befitting

reverence towards his father. Luke will tluis have inter-

changed the prepositions ek and evoDirtov for reasons of style.

6. BOUND, LOOSED IN HEAVEN.

What the disciples of Jesus bind upon earth is reckoned

" in heaven " also as bound ; what they loose upon earth is

also loosed "in heaven," Matt. 18^1 The same is said in

regard to Peter, Matt. IG^^ (with ev Toh ovpavol<i). The

antithesis is doubtless here intended to lie between the

disciples, or Peter, on the one side, and on the other [not

heaven, but] God. Even when Jesus says that He has power

" on earth " (eVl t^? 7^9) to forgive sins, Matt. 9^ (Mark 2^^,

Luke 5-^), the meaning is that He does so here on earth just

in the same way as is done by God in heaven.

With the foregoing use of the phrase " in heaven," the

Kabbis are not always in agreement when they speak of " the

court of justice which is on high," f^Vp)"^ X^. JT*?, as, e.g., in

j. Per. 14"=; j. E. h. S. 58^; j. Pikk. 64°. Often, indeed, that

is also a mere phrase intended to avoid naming God ;
^ but

sometimes, too, the idea entertained is, that God with the

angels forms a real court of justice. The principle, which

Holtzmann in his Commentary on Matt. 16^^^-
^ refers to as

generally acknowledged, that the heavenly Sanhedrim will

confirm the conclusions of the earthly, does not, however,

hold so extensively. Certain specified matters, such as the

regulation of the Calendar, have been entrusted by God to

the supreme council in Israel, and by this agreement He too

appears to be bound.^ In the Targum Cant. 8^^ God says

to the community of Israel :
" let me hear the Law, the sound

of thy words, when thou sittest to acquit and to condemn

;

1 Cf. e.fj. Midi-. Ps. 57" where Nin -n-i m-{^n takes the place of -^V.pY4 Jl ^'3,

j. Ber. 14c.

2 See also Holtzmann, Lehrb. d. neutest. Theol. i. 50,

3 j. E. li. S. 57^ ; Pfisikt. SS'^f. ; cf. j. Ber. 14°.
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and I will consent to all that thou doest." That does not

mean that in all things God subordinates His resolution to

that of the community of Israel ; it is merely the interpret-

ation and application of the Law that He has placed in their

hands.

According to Tanna Eliyyahu raliba 29/ a ban pro-

nounced on earth has even enhanced validity before God.

It is there said, " to any one who is excommunicated ' below

'

(n^opp) for one day, even if he has been freed from the ban,

there is ' on high ' (n^'i^'P/'P) no release for seven days." Here
" on high " quite corresponds to the expression in Matthew.

On the other hand, " Heaven " stands directly for " God " in

the epithet D:ot^6 p^3?p, "banned by Heaven," b. Pes. 113^
This recognition on God's part of earthly decisions of

justice, attested by the Kabbis, is left far behind when the

belief is expressed that in certain circumstances the divine

authority must even give way before that of the pious person.

In dependence upon such biblical passages as 2 Sam. 23^
Job 2228, Eccles. 8*- ^ it is made out, j. Taan. 67=^ (cf. b. Sabb.

63^), that " the Holy One, Blessed be He, makes His deter-

mination invalid, if it contradict the determination of a pious

person"; b. Mo. k. 16V "I, God, rule over men: who rules

over Me ? The pious—for I enact and he annuls ? " and

j. Taan. 67^ "Even if I (God) say thus, and thou sayest

otherwise, then thy word is valid and Mine invalid."

The terms heetv and \veLv used in Matthew can be

referred only to "iDX and ^1^ in Aramaic. As may be seen

j. Ber. 5^ e.g., these are the technical forms for the verdict

of a doctor of the law who pronounces something as

" bound " O^DX, j. Ber. G'^), i.e. " forbidden," or else as " loosed
"

0"?.^, j. Sanh. 28^^), i.e. "permitted"—not, of course, in virtue

of his own absolute authority, but in conformity with his

knowledge of tlio oral law. Consequently the statement of

' f'f. Yalk. Shimconi, i. 745.

2('r. Backer, Ag. d. p.-il. Am. ii. 1-27.
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Jesus would iiiean that His disciples—in virtue of their

knowledge of His oral teaching—will be able to give an

authoritative decision in regard to what the adherents of the

theocracy may do and may not do. To this it must, however,

be objected, (1) that Matthew can hardly have understood

the saying of our Lord in that sense, because Beeiv and

\vecv do not in his Greek mean " forbid " and " permit "

;

and (2) that the context, at least in Matt. 18^^, has in view

an exclusion from the community. If the supposition be

rejected that Matthew has misunderstood the statement and

has set it in a connection originally foreign to it, the only

remaining option is that the terms " bind " and " loose " were

really taken from the aforesaid use of the legal schools, but

that here no emphasis falls on " permitting " and " forbidding
"

as such, but only on the final significance universally attach-

ing to the word of him who has authority to " permit " and

" forbid." The context goes on to say in what direction that

verdict is regarded as being operative.

The thought is similar to that associated with the figure

of the keeper of the keys. Isa. 22-^ shows how Shebna [for

the time being] has the key of the house of David upon his

shoulder ; if he opens, none shuts ; if he shuts, then no one

opens. That does not mean that Shebna is the palace door-

keeper, but that he is comptroller of the household, to whom

the management of all the king's domestic concerns is en-

trusted.^ In allusion to this passage, it is said in Eev. 3^^-

of Christ, that He has the key of David, and that He, as

rightful possessor of this key, has power to open and to shut

;

in virtue of this authority He can pronounce sentence upon

the status and value of any community, while no otlier power

whatever can avail in opposition. In the same way ipD'r'I',

1 So, too, in the old story, according to which tlie priests of the temple

then doomed to destruction threw the keys towards the heavens, because they

had been unworthy keepers, it is not the opening and shutting that are in con-

sideration, but the general supervision of the sanctuary. See Bar. Apoc. 10^*,

the rest of the words of Caruch, 4="-
; b. Taan. 29=^

; j. Shek. 50'^ ; Vay. R. 19.
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"the locksmith," 2 Kings 24^*, suggests in Siphre, Dent. 311,

ed. Friedm. 138% the teacher of the law: "all sit before

him and learn from him ; if he has opened no one shuts,"

—

i.e. his instruction has indisputable authority. In the same

sense, Peter, Matt. 16^^ has the keys of the theocracy, and,

as keeper of the keys, is the fully authorised steward of the

house of God upon earth. Since, moreover, it is the com-

munity of Jesus that is here concerned, in which Peter is to

exercise this office, and as no sort of limitation to a defined

sphere is indicated, it follows necessarily that the control of

teaching and of discipline are regarded as entrusted to him.

Peter had just shown that he understood his Master better

than the others. He, therefore, shall it be, who will one day

assume in the fellowship that position which Jesus then occu-

pied in relation to His disciples. Again, in Matt. 18^^ the

same plenary power is vested in the disciples collectively, in the

case when the special application of that authority is made

in respect of the discipline of the community. Accordingly,

the application which is given in John 20"^ to this saying is

not unwarranted. For exclusion from the community on

account of some offence includes the " retaining " of the sins

;

the readmission of the sinner includes the " remission " of

his sins. The only remark to be made here is that the term

Kparelv in John has no Jewish parallel. ^'V JT*^, which Salkin-

son puts for it, means, according to Num. 12^^ "to impute

something (as a sin) to any one." In Delitzsch, too, ^J'^V'^I^ is

merely a make-shift.

That ^1^, " to loose," if not the companion term, can also

be used figuratively in various connections in Jewish Aramaic,

may also be demonstrated here.

(a) " To ban " is in Hebr. n^j, " to loose " from tlie ban

Hebr. ^^rin, ]\Tn. kat. iii. 1,2; Aram. 'V., Q?." i^?.'}^) and H"}^',

j. ^lo. kat. 81''. In that passage Simeon ben Lakish (c. 260)

culls out to some fruit-stealers : "Let those people be banned

(p?D^no) !
" They reply :

" Let that man be banned !
" He
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hastens after them and entreats them :
" Loose me (? pt-*')

!

"

They reply :
" Loose us, and we will loose thee."

(b) " To render spellbound " through sorcery is IDN, b.

Sabb. 81^ and correspondingly "to loose," i.e. "to set the

spellbound person free," is i^^^', ibid, and j. Sauh. 25'\ F. C.

Conybeare ^ is of opinion that it was from the phraseology of

magic that Jesus selected His terms, and that the power

transmitted by Him to the disciples was like a magical in-

fluence, supposed to confer ability to work miracles. But

the context in Matthew, like everything else we know about

Jesus, is opposed to this supposition.

(c) " To loose " (i^lf) can also be said for " to forgive."

According to Midr. Ps. 1 9^" David said to God :
" the trans-

gressions wherein I have trespassed before Thee, I pray Thee,

forsive me " C^ ^-\^n) 1 3 ^nd the answer received was :
" lo !

it is forgiven unto thee ; lo ! it is remitted unto thee C"}^ ^[}

Tib p^2l^ Nm riby The month Tishri is called by this name,

according to Vay. E. 29, because at that time God "forgives,

remits, expiates " C^^P^ p)2^'n ^nK^'ri) the sins of His people.

Those who have beaten Tarphon (c. 110), not knowing who

he was, call to him, j. Shebi. 3 S'' : 1^ ^1f ,
" forgive us !

" Nach-

man bar Yizkhak (c. 350) quotes b. Yom. 86^ the Babylonian

phrase : i^'^'^P'^. * l^''!??
^.c" ^l^, " forgive him, Lord of such an

one ! " In Jerus. L Num. 14^8 God is called r?in^ ^?.^, " One

who forgives the guilty."

7. HEAVEN.

It may be doubted whether Luke ever consciously used

" Heaven," meaning " God." The solitary passage which can

be adduced in support of that view is Luke 15'^^--^ rjixaprov

^ Jew. Quart. Rev. ix. 468 tf.

2 The saying is here attributed to Simeon ben Yokhai (c. 140 a.d.), but in

Vay. R. 5 to Khoni, in b. Sanh. 107-' to Dositliai.

^ This appears only iu ed. Buber, not in ed. Const. 1512, Venice, 1546.

* So it should be read instead of »-:hsh in the text.
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ek TOP ovpavov koI ivoi-mov aov, assuming the translation to

be :
" 1 have sinned mjainst Heaven and before Thee." As

has been said above, under 5, we should expect preferably

" Icfore Heaven " to have been said by Jesus, Still it may
be that this was the original, and that el^ top ovpavov should

mean for Luke, " even unto Heaven."

The examples already given, under 5, of the correspond-

ing rabbinic usage may here be supplemented. We have

the phrase : ^^Vp ^B.b DnaT n^pn, " to make reproaches towards

heaven," said, b. Ber. 31^ b. Taan. 25'\ to have been used by

Eleazar ben Pedat {c. 290).^ The Babylonian Nachman
(c. 300) made bold to say:- "Even insolence in the face of

heaven (x^'^C' '3^3) has its use"; cf. Targ. Eccl. 7^ ^O'P

j<»pty ^2^3 ^m-pp ^pjns, « to speak words of insubordination

in the face of heaven." The Palestinian Khanina (c. 210)^

distinguishes sins as " upon the earth "
(P.'??), or " in heaven

"

(D^D^3), i.e. against men or against God.

In all probability Jesus made a more extensive use of

N*OC' as a divine name than the Gospels would lead us to

suppose. This need not seem surprising. The antiquity of

the popular custom to which He adhered, which arose prob-

ably through the impulse of Greek influence, is proved, so far

as Hebraists are concerned, by Dan. 4-^, 1 Mace. 3^^- ^^- ^^- ^^

410.24.55 1215; r^^^
fQj. Hellenists by 2 Mace. 7^^ S^^ 9*- 20.

The cases are not here distinguished, where " heaven " must
necessarily stand for the Person of "GJod," and where phrases

like " to heaven," " from heaven," are due to the desire not

to name the Person of God in any way. Examples of the

use of Q'OK' for " God " in the rabbinic hterature, especially

the Mishna, have been collected by E. Schilrer, Jahrbb. f.

prot. Theol. 1876, 166-187, and hy E. Landau, Die dem

^ Cf. tlie expressions I^yo^ 'sb V?s:^n, "to direct one's prayer on Iiigh (to

God)," j. Ber. 8b; rh-ja 's^-) bnpn, "to direct one's look upwards (to God),"
K. h. S. iii. 8.

2 b. Sanh. 105\
8 Koh. K. 9. 12 ; cf. BacJiPr, Agada d. pal. Am. i. 10.
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Eaume entnommcnen Synonyma fiir Oott (1888), 14-28.

Hero we may name such cases only as have clearly put

" heaven " in place of the divine name. Composite expressions

of this kind are : ^'J?^ i<";i», " the fear of God," Ab. i. 3
;

d;^^' niD^p, " the sovereignty of God," Ber. ii. 2 ; D^P^ Of,

" the name of God," Sanh. vi. 4 ; D^^c^" ^.^^-n, " the decrees of

God," b. Bab. k. 55^ ; i^'^^f 'pn"^, " the mercy of God," Jerus. I.

Num. 261^ XJ^fT N-iJp'P, "the word of God" (God), Targ.

Eccl. 4^ 11=^; and in the prayer ^^n1D^ n^'li^'Jj'.^ Prepositions

are conjoined with D^P'^ in n]J2f ^T3, " by the hand of God,"

Sanh. ix. 6 ; ^'JP'i' ^f^, "for God " (in the name of God),^ Ab.

ii. 2; D:oc^K"for God," Men. xiii. 1, j. Ned. 37^ N*ct^ ^J?!?,

" before God," j. Kidd. 64^. " Heaven " is the subject of the

verb in pB? 1?.^^ i^^'P^, " God does wonders," j. Taan. 66*^.

8. FROM HEAVEN.

In Matt. 2125 (Mark ll^o, Luke 20*) Jesus requires an

answer to the question whether the baptism of John was

" from heaven " (e^ ovpavcov) or " of men " (ef avOpcoircov). Of

the same nature are John S^"^ " to have been given from

heaven," e'/c tov ovpavov ;
19^^ "to be given ' from above,'

dvwOev"; 37 "to be born 'from above'"; 3^1 "to come

' from above,' to come ' from heaven ' "
; Jas. 1^^ 3^^ " to come

' from above.' " What is meant throughout is derivation

from God, though it must be granted that " heaven " did not

in these cases stand pure and simply for the divine name

(cf. above, p. 92).

Beside these instances may be set the following : exoiJLev

Tr]v i^ ovpavoiv ^orjOiav, " we have the help which comes

from heaven," 1 Mace. 12^''', cf. 3^^; l^ ovpavov ravra kIk-

T-q^iai, " from heaven have I received these as my possession,"

2 Mace. 7^^ ; ^T-^'^ 19 nnin px, " the law is not from heaven,"

' Seder Rab Ainrani, i. 52''.

2 Cf. (?. A. Deissmann, Bibelstudien, 143 ff. ; Neue Bibelstudien, 21 ff.
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Sanh. X. 1 ; ^'J?'^ IP xp. ^p^y' t^n^^, « may there be (come)

peace abouuding from heaven," Kaddish ; ^ N*»C' jrp |i^"iS) n^p\

" may redemption arise from heaven," in the prayer that

begins with these words: 2 ]rh ]'hnp nwn jO px, "there

is no forgiveness from heaven for them," Tos. Shebu. iii. 1

(Joshua ben Khananya, c. 130 A.D.); K*pp p xrinsix i^V Wj?,

" there shall come upon thee correction from heaven," Targ.

Eccl. 7^; n>»'kJ in n\^ nn^^nx, "it was given to him from

heaven," ibid. S^^ ;
\Tanx XJDI^ ip,

" it was decreed from heaven,"

ibid. 92; n'mn p i^' «|pnB' nm, "a wife whom men have

assigned to him from heaven," ^ Ned. x. 6. The use of

" above " in the same sense is closely related ; examples

:

i6'vbl i6fp, "the destiny which is above," Targ. Eccl. 3»;

b'v'71 s-io^p, " the word wliich is above," Jerus. I. Lev. 24^^

.

^^V?V riyi, " the knowledge which is above," Mechilta, ed. Friedm.

89^ Aram. b'v)l xriV"!, Jerus. I. Num. 27^; nj^j^p b^ inb, *' the

power that is above," Siphre, ed. Friedm. 137=^; ^^VJ?^^' "^V,

" the eye that is above," Mechilta, ed. Friedm. 91''; " there is

no release of the ban from above " ('"i^yppp), Tanna El. Piabb.

29; "if thou orderest well thy prayer, disfavour shall not be

thy portion from on high (^bvp'f^ I'V n^), j. Taan. 6 6*^. See

also under Nos. 5, 6, and 10.

9. HOSANNA IN THE HIGHEST.

In the mouth of the multitude we find the cry waawd,

Matt. 2V (Mark ll^^-) On this occasion Matthew and Mark

have it twice, and the second time they couple with it eV to??

i/-v|ricrTot9. At the first occurrence here and also in 20^^

Mattliew adds rco vlu> AavelK

Guillemard * finds this Dative surprising, since both ni;"'L"'in

^ Baer, Seder Abodath Yisrael, 153.

- Ibid. 229.

^ What is alluded to is a consort whom a man has acquired through Lcvirato

liabilities, not by his own choice.

* ly. II. Guillemard, Hebraisms in the Greek Testament (1870), i. 44.
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and aojaov are transitive, and would require the Accusative.

His statement does not quite hold of VV"^'"', which may also be

followed by ?, Ps. 72* 116"; but it cannot, after all, be sup-

posed that a Greek author, to whose mind a-toaov occurred as

the meaning of wa-avva, would have followed it up with the

Dative.-*- onaavvd cannot therefore be taken, as by Holtzmann,

in the sense :
" give greeting to." Inasmuch as the Teaching

of the Twelve Apostles, 10^ substitutes waawa tm deu) Aa^iS,

it cannot be doubted that axravvd was understood to be a cry

of homage in the sense of " glory " or " hail to the Son of

David." This sense will further hold of Matthew's Gospel

also, wliosc author conseqiicntly can have been no Hebraist, and

cannot have been tlic apostle?' And again the connection of

oicravvd with ev 7049 v-\lriaTOL'i in Matthew and Mark creates

surprise. As regards Matthew, it follows from what has just

been said that waavvd will here also signify " glory " or

" praise." The evangelist takes w. iv toU yi/rio-Tot? to mean

the same thing as Ps. 148^ LXX alvetre av-rov {top Kvpiov)

ev Toh vy\riaTOL<;, Hebr. D''pi"iQ3 'ini^_^n^ that is, the song of

adoration which the angels are to sing to God. This is the

sense attributed to it by Luke also, who, in 19^^, has: ev

ovpavu) elp/pr] kol So^a iv v-^tar oi<;. He too, therefore, did

not understand Hebrew. Tlie way in which Mark appre-

hended the utterance may remain open to question. One

might conceivably hold that iv Tot<? tii/rio-roi? had been a sub-

stitute for the name of God, which, from the tenor of Ps.

118-^, ought properly to have been expressed here. But

deliverance ought, of course, to have come " from the highest,"

and not be given " to the highest." In the former sense only

could parallel Jewish expressions be found.^ And hence the

source of the addition iv v'^iaroc; in Mark also is presumably

the mistaken view of ooaavvd to be found in the early Church.

^ Of. Ps. 20'<* ^^en nj;'p'i.i, LXX (rwaov rbv ^acriXea aov.

- Of course a collection of the sa}'ings of our Lord fiirniiiig the basis of llie

" Matthew " Gospel may uevertheless originate from the apostle.

3 Cf. p. 220.
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It must also ]jc said tliat, in tlie mouth of those who

accompanied Jesus in His entry into the city of Jerusalem,

D^phsn N3 mr\ is but little probable, inasmuch as Ps. 118

did not directly furnish this expression. The mere ^3 V'^''^^

nin^ C's S3n -jna, as Mark 1 1^ records it, in the first instance

will have been tlie real cry of the multitude. All else in

Mark and Matthew is explanatory amplification. In that

case the cry requires discussion here only in so far as the

divine name has been dropped after i<^ y^'in. How the nin%

which comes at the end, was expressed, we do not know.

D^n being impossible, Q]'?^' might preferably be proposed.

But probably, in this case, there would be less hesitation in

using the ''jnx of public worship, since the state of feeling

which prompts the exclamation is quite devotional in char-

acter. The shout of homage rendered to a king would have

to be expressed by Hebr. 'HP^l' ''^\, as in 1 Kings 1^^, for J^^^'in

^?ip'^, 2 Sam. 1 4'*, is not homage, as Nowack ^ supposes, but

an entreaty for help. Thus, too, it becomes clear why the

entry of Jesus into Jerusalem was not made a ground of

accusation against him before Pilate. Wellhausen ^ rightly

supposes that the procession on Palm Sunday did not acquire

its pronounced Messianic colouring till a later period. The

Teacher and Miracle-worker from Nazareth was then wel-

comed with jubilation, and accompanied with invocation of

blessings. Of the entry of the King, as depicted in Zech. 9^

few will have thought, and this thought will have occurred to

them probably at a later date, rather than on the day itself.

There is no occasion whatever for reverting to the Aram.

N3yt^'^S, " liclp us," as tlie prototype of oiaavvd, because, in-

deed, the shorter form, V^''^^, must itself be reckoned tlic

regular form, even in Hebrew, see Jer 31", Ps. 86^. More-

over, the abbreviated form, N3 V^'Si^, can be verified in Jewisli

liturgies. The earliest witness for it is the name given to

^ W. Nowack, Iiebvai.sche Arcliiiologie, i. 307.

' Israclit. n. jiid. Gcscliichtc,'* 381, note 2.
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the seventli day of the Feast of Ta1,)eniaclcs, NJf't^'in-n Sf:v, Vay.

IL 37, and the designation of the branches used for that

festival by NJ^C'in, Sukk. 30'\ From a Later time come the

processional songs with the refrain N3 yi:'in, see Seder Eab

Amram, i. SI''; Machzor Vitry, 447-456.

10. FROM ON HIGH.

In Luke 24''^ the reception of the Spirit by the disciples

is referred to as an endowment with " power from on high
"

(e^ vyfrov; SvvafiLv). Acts 1^ says : \rjfi-\^ea6e Svva/nLV eVeX-

66vro<i Tov a<yiov 7rvev/xaTo<; e(^' vfid'?. Both are an echo of

Isa. 321^ Di^^P nn ^^^^y nny> ny, LXX em av eXOy if vfia<;

TTvev/xa a<f vy\rrfKov ; cf. Wisd. 9^^ eVe/ii^a? ro a'yiov aou

TTvevfxa airb v-^laTcop. The phrase ivSveaOat Svva/xtv origin-

ates in Old Testament passages like Ps. 92^ LXX : ivehvaaro

Kvpio^ Svva/Mcv. For i^ vi/roy?, see Lam. 1^^ LXX. {/t^o? is

there an equivalent for " heaven " :
" from on high " is the

same as " from God." In Old Testament expressions of this

kind an intentional evasion of the name of God cannot be

imputed. Probably, however, the use of these terms in Luke

springs from this motive.

Similarly, Onkelos does not venture to translate ''J"l^? n'3,

"the power of God," Num. 14^'^, literally, but replaces it by

!;^. ^?7?- '^T^-'
" t^6 power in Thy presence, Jhvh." The spirit

of Jhvh, which is to rest upon the Messiah, Isa. 11^, is in the

words of the Targum " a spirit of prophecy from before Jhvh "

(l\
onp^ p nsi33 m-i), cf. Targ. Isa. 61^. The " Spirit of God"

in Gen. 1^ is for Onkelos ^^^ D^P^ p Nn^i (cf. Targ. Isa. 40^),

and for Targ. Jerus. I. ;'^
D^P p TPQI nn, " a spirit of mercy

from before God."

Further, in dvaroX'q i^ v'<^ovi [the dayspring from on high],

Luke 1"'', e| vy\rov<i represents " from God." Delitzsch renders

literally Diiep n:: ; Eesch, copying but not improving upon

Delitzsch, Dii^O r^JSn. But the association with eVecr/cei/raTo
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(Hebr. ''i?~i), which mixes the metaphor based on the light,

would be admissible in Hebrew only if Qiifsp PiJ": were a title

coined to denote a definite person. Salkinson has perceived

this, and therefore speaks only of " the rise of the dayspring

from on high." Still, daylight does not arise from on high.

As Bleek has already remarked, the evangelist starts from

the assumption that dvaroXrj, in accordance with LXX Jer.

23^, Zech. 3^ 6^^, is a name for the Messiah, The version of

the LXX obviously comes very near to identifying the Mes-

sianic advent with the appearance of light, when they render

mn> npv n^n^,, Isa. 4^, by iTnXdfifec 6 066^.

For Luke, therefore, avaroXi] i^ v-^ov<; is simply " God's

Messiah," '^ iS^^:^'b with whicli the Targum renders nin> n»^,

Isa. 4?. As the Hebrew ^^P"^. excludes the allusion to the

light, which follows in v.^^, it is clear that in Luke, chap. 1,

an original in Greek lies before us.

11. USE OF THE PASSIVE VOICE.

Sometimes the passive voice of the verb is preferred, on

the ground that, if an active voice were used, it would be

necessary to name God as the subject. Thus we have : irapa-

K\7)6i](Toi>Tai,, Matt. 5^ ; ikerjOi'iaovTai, ^''
; K\T]6/jaovTat, 5^

;

KpidfjTe, 7^ (Luke 6^^) ;
7^ Kptr/]aea6e, fierpijd/jaeTat, (Mark

4-*, Luke 6^^ avTC/xerprjOijaerai) ; hoOrjaeraL, 7^ (Luke 11^

6^^); 7^'^ avoL'^p]a£rai (Luke 11^^- avoL'^OrjcreTai)] \2^^^'

(Luke 121") lic^eei]aeTai] 21^3 (^f. Mark 4^5, Luke S^^) apOrj-

aerai, Sodrjaerac; Luke 14:^^ dvraTroSoO/jcreTai; ]\Iatt. 23^-

(Luke 14^^ 18^*) raTreLucoOt'jaerai, {/yp-coOtjaerat, ; see also Mark

42S Luke 637.

In tliese cases, then, the passive, as a rule, is retraceable

to an active whose subject is not specified, as happens in

Luke 6^^ (Scoaovaiv). In the same way in the translation of

Dan. 42^'- Kautzsch has rendered the active clauses : pp>* '^^

plTJ -1^ x-Libx IP, and \^^vp] rf? xnb'y, in which the subject
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would have been God, by the use of the passive :
" it is made

known to thee "
;

" from among men thou shalt be cast forth "
;

" herbage will be given thee for food." The LXX also has

here at least aol \iyeTac, whereas Theodotion renders word

for word throughout.

Some instances of this construction from rabbinic litera-

ture may be given : D^pK'n p v^y Tpn^P ninan bv Dnirpn iss,

" whosoever pities men, for him there is compassion from

heaven,"! b. Sabb. 151^ (Gamahel iii. c. 220). '^V "i^npn ^3

VVUB b hv Sh |n>a3;a vniio, " whosoever is forbearing, for him

they overlook all his offences," b. E. h. S. 17"^; b. Yoma 23*

(Eaba, c. 340). niaib inix p^-n ni3T fisb inan nx i^n, "he who

judges his neighbour charitably, is judged charitably," b. Sabb.

127*' (Baraitha). '=i^|? ^^sp py-iDp iriDzi Q^m Q^ ^)>nT;)n ^3,

" whosover secretly profanes the name of God, him do men

punish openly," Ab. iv. 4 (Yokhanan ben Baroka, c. 130).

inix D^y'pp intsb sii ii? jnnis a^i^b sn, "if one goes to con-

taminate himself, a way is open to him ; if one goes to cleanse

himself, he is helped," b. Sabb. 104* (Simeon ben Lakish,

c. 260). i^ rilif^ na nnio q-jkk^ n^m, "with the measure

wherewith one measures, therewith is it measured in return,"

Sota i. 7 (anonym.), isbbi imbb ST2 \yQDT? l^hb n:p bv ip^n,

" he who learns in order to teacli, to him is given the power

to learn and to teach," Ab. iv. 5 (Ishmael ben Yokhanan,

c. IGO). A passive construction is found in Akiba's saying:

Dips^ D'33 ^N-iprw' b^-if\ pn^nn, " highly favoured are the Israehtes

because they are called the sons of God."

Part of such sentences, as with those of Jesus, may depend

on popular ways of speaking, which originally referred solely

to relations between man and his fellows, e.g. Hillel's dictum

[on seeing a skull floating in the water] : Tjicps riS^UNT bv,

" because thou didst immerse others, men have innnersed

thee," Ab. ii. G ; and Akiba's admonition : inap^-n nisp n^PV^^ "i?y

1 Of. Tos. Shebu. iii. 1: [n^ i''?niD d;db>ci |0 \% "one forgives them not

from heaven."

15
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ni!?>-] ^6 Iinaip;-! linp, " do thou, that others may do ; weep, that

they may weep; bury others, that men may bury thee; accom-

pany others, that they may accompany thee !
"

j. Keth. 31^
;

^

or the statement of Bannaa (c. 200): i^ inrip^. pny_ ds, « if

one knocks, they shall open to him." ^ But this explanation

does not apply generally, and we cannot avoid the con-

clusion that hesitation to use the divine name has had an

influence on the style. Through a similar tendency in

Egypt, in order not to have to express the title, far less

the name of the king, there was a predilection for phrases

like " one has ordered," " one is now residing (at Thebes)," for

" the king has ordered, the king is now residing." ^

12. AMEN.

It has already been frequently pointed out that tlie mode

in which Jesus uses dfjLi]v is unfamiliar to the entire range

of Jewish literature. Even Sota ii. 5, cf. Jerus. I and II,

Numb. 5^^ cannot really be forced into comparison. In

that passage the repeated Amen pronounced by the woman
suspected of adultery is explained as a protestation of her

innocence, as if she were to say :
" Amen [ = I protest] that I

have not polluted myself ! Amen that I will not pollute

myself
!

" But a literary explanation of tliis sort must not

be made an index to the real colloquial usage. In the latter,

|CS never is a corroboration of one's own word, but always of

the word, prayer, blessing, oath, or imprecation of some other

person. A dictum ascribed to various Palestinian Amoraim

says :
^ " Amen is confirmation, Amen is protestation. Amen

is assent." From the accompanying comments it may be

seen that what is meant is confirmation of the word of

1 Cf. JJnchcr, Ag. fl. Tann. i. 331.

2 Vay. R. 21 ; el'. Backer, ibid. ii. 540 f.

^ See A. Erman, Agyiiteii, 92, Eng. trans. .^8.

<j. Sot. 18'^; b. Shcbu. 36"; Midr. Ps. 89*; cf. Baclwr, Agada d. i)al. Am.
i. 112 f.
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another, affirmation to the oath prescribed by another, sub-

mission of oneself to the declaration of another. He who

says " Amen " thereby asserts that the statement of the other

is binding also for the speaker. On the other hand, i^^< is

not an assertion of assured conviction that what has been

said by the other will be accomplished,^ not even in the

instance Tob. 8^, where Sarah, by pronouncing " Amen," takes

for her own the prayer of her husband, which, indeed, had

been made in her name as well as his.

If Amen be thus synonymous with a corroborative " yes,"

it becomes clear how val and a^rjv are treated as identical

2 Cor. I-*', and are coupled together Eev. 1^ ; and how, even

in the words of Jesus, vai appears several times in passages

where ufxi'jv might have been expected, as Matt. 11^ (Luke

726), Luke ll^'i (Matt. 23=^« a/i7?V), Luke 125. ^^^^ ^g ^.g.

placed by dXv0M^, Luke 9^7 (Matt. IG^s, Mark 9^ afir'p),

Luke 12^^ (Matt. 24*' cifxijv), Luke 2V (Mark 12^'^ a/jirjv);

by eV d\r]6€La<;, Luke 4^, cf, v.-*; and by 7rX?;V, Luke 22^^

(Matt. 2G-\ Mark 14^^ dfji,T]v). Luke is here the one who uses

dfiTjv most sparingly, namely, 6 times ; whereas in Matthew

it appears 30 times, and in Mark 13 times. Just as in the

phrases " sovereignty of heaven," " Father in heaven," so here

also Luke has avoided as much as possible what would be

unfamiliar to his readers.

The double dfiyv, occurring 25 times in John, cannot

be used as evidence of the terms used by Jesus. Nor can

it be accounted for, as by Delitzsch,^ through the i^J'^x, " I

say," of the Babylonians,—a term quite unfamiliar in Pales-

^ Otherwise represented in Cremer, Bibl. tlieol. Wcirterbuch,^ 141, Avho further

makes tlic mistake that Amen as an ending for prayers in tlie synagogue is un-

usual. But the following prayers all end with Amen : c^'-p (Seder Rait Amram,
i. 13''), pi'T 'n: (ibid. 24% 33='), r\^Y'? 'P (33''), p^"!^ 'n? (48='), xmoN nVnyn (52''),

«i;ri (ii. 21''), 11313 D?p^ (Machzor Vitry, 172), -115^ 'P (ibid. 173), besides the

priestly benediction, on which see b. Ber. 55'\

2 First expressed by F. Dditzsch, Zeitschr. f. luth. Theol. 1856, 422 ff., and
often repeated since in opposition to the theory of Delitzsch, that Jesus spoke

Hebrew.

J
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tine.^ It is evident, however, from the Johannine usage that

afxi^v introducing a statement was regarded as an interjection,

and as such it is capable of repetition. Other instances of

repetition may be compared : V?^ ^?^5, Num. 5-2, Neh. 8^ ; val

val, Matt. 5^^ ; Kvpie Kvpte, Luke G*" ; Mdp6a MdpOa, Luke

10"; Xipioiv Sificov, Luke 22^1; pa^(3l pa^^i, Matt. 23^0;
Xon3 Nona, " Vineyard !

" Koh. R. v. 14 ; «?? 5<?p, " old man !

"

j. Sabb. 11^ ^"^V 13 ^IV 13, "son of a Jew!" j. Ber. 5=^
;

^'h^

h% " Galilee !
"

j. Sabb. 15^ ; ^3T ^31, " teacher !
" b. Makk. 24^

With Jesus, then, there is this peculiarity, that the Hebr.

JON, which in His time was usual only in response to bene-

dictions or oatlis, was employed by Him in the Aramaic

language as a corroboration of any statement ^ of His prefaced

by this word ; and this despite the fact that other terms, e.g.

NDt^'|53 3 or ^5tpy'p p, "verily," were available for the same

purpose. This seemed so strange, that Matthew and Mark,

as a rule, left the foreign word untranslated. The strange-

ness of the expression is not felt by Germans, merely because

Luther's inexact rendering by " wahrlich " (verily) has effaced

its peculiarity.

Clearly an enforcement of what He said by a mere

appeal to its truthfulness was not felt to be sufticient by

Jesus. With that end in view, no other resource remained

open for Him than an averment with the use of an oath,

after the manner, say, in which Yokhanan ben Zakkai

(c. 80 A.D.) confirmed a principle of his teaching before his

pupils with Q^^'n, " by your life." * But an oath had been

^ To one approaching this question from a study of the Babylonian Talmud,

this solution seems very natural ; but to one proceeding from the Palestiuiau

literature, such an idea would never have suggested itself. See Gramm. d.

jiid.-pal. Aram. 193.

" II. W. Hogg, " Anicu," Notes on the significance, etc., Jew. Quart. Rev. ix.

(1896) 1-23, unsuccessfully tries to provt; that in the use of afn'jv by Jesus

tlicrc is always a retrospect to what has preceded with a view to its confirmation.

3 See Onk. Gen. 422i xayip? lor the Hebr. *?;??.

* Pes. d. Rab Kah. 40'' ; of. for this specially popular mode of protestation,

Gramm. d. jiid.-pal. Aram. 193.
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pronounced by Jesus, Matt. 5^^ as displeasing to God ; He had

therefore to seek for some other mode of emphasis, and found

it in the solemn "Amen." This is not an oath, yet more

potent than a simple " verily," because it gives the hearer to

understand that Jesus confirms His own statement in the

same way as if it were an oath or a blessing. Thus did He

fulfil His own injunction to make the simple " yea, yea " take

tlie place of an oath. But as Jesus, in forbidding the oath,

had in view the guarding against a misuse of the divine

name,^ so here, too, one may speak of a conscious avoidance

of the name of God.

The nearest cognate construction in Jewish literature

appears in the Babylonian ^'01^9''''^' " i^^ truth." Juda ben

Ilai (c. 150), b. Ned. 49^ says to a woman: "Truth into the

hand of this woman (^^'n^l^? N^nni nt; Nm:p\n), if I shall

have any enjoyment
!

" Instead of this, the same story in

j. Sabb. 1 1* has the Palestinian imprecation :
" May the spirit

of this woman breathe its last (xnriN* ii.'ri^^_ nnn nan) t " Of

this Nni3?DNi we are told, b. Sabb. 10^ that it is permissible to

utter it in a place which is not ceremonially clean, because

the term does not contain the name of God. It is also used

as a protestation by Iddi, b. Sanh, 38^ where, however, the

]l^2 Nm:oM of the Venice ed. 1520 is represented in the

Munich MS. by V,'^ ^'n^^?''!?, " (my) truth into thy hand !

"

1.3. THE D^VNTILLING (SHECHINAH), THE GLORY, THE WORD,

In the Synoptic Gospels we find no representatives of

these expressions used in the Targuni of Onkelos : ^![1 J^nrpL",

"the dwelling of Jhvh " ; ^^ i^lJ^], "the glory of Jhvh";

•n, N-;pno^ " the word of Jhvh " (as to which it may be re-

marked that i^'P is different from Q^ns, the latter being the

word in Onkelos for the Hebr. "i3"n). Besides these, more

^ For the Jewish view of the commandment of Ex. 20'' see my treatise,

Der Gottesname Adonaj, 51 f., 60 ff., 66 ff.
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recent Targums offer \^1 N-i3T i

C^?^^.),
" Mie word of Jhvh,"

which is properly the Aramaicised Hehrcio equivalent of X";P"'P

Vl, and found its way into these Targums from rabbinic

Hebrew. All these ideas which do not denote concrete

hypostases of the Deity, but abstractions, originally served

the single purpose of guarding, during the reading of Scrip-

ture in the synagogues, against sensible representations of

God, such as the Bible text might have aroused among the

common people. They were products of the reflection of the

scribes, and we do not know in regard to them whether they

really were general characteristics of the style of Targum
exposition in the Palestinian synagogues, having nothing

directly to do with the philosophic speculation of Philo, apart

from the common motive which inspired both movements.

Apart from the biblical text, which they were intended to

preserve from misconception, there was no great occasion for

their use. Besides, the spoken language was rich in cautious

circumlocutions for God. It is thus quite natural that hi

ordinary life their use should be comparatively limited. But
in use they actually were, subject only to the usual evasion

of the divine name outside of public worship ; and, as a rule,

the form used was Hebrew: n^^'^t?^!?, li^sn na-nn (-ii2'in).2

Aramaic examples, apart from the Targums, are rare ; still

see Kjnc^l x-jo^p, « the word of heaven," in the prayer begin-

ning xn^DN nhnfn^ Seder Eab Amram, i. 52^; cf. Targ. Eccl.

1 naT occurs Jer. 5^5 i^ the biblical text, and Giesebrecht (Comm.) finds the
reason for the punctuation there unintelligil)le. Though neither Gescnius-Buhl
nor Siegfried-Stade adduce it as a noun in the Lexicons, it is a word certainly

verifiable in Jewish diction, from which Levy curiously has made i'5'n. See, e.g.,

Hebr. nnn.i, Vay. R. 1, ed. Constant. 1512
; j. Sabb. 10^ ed. Venice, 1524

;

Aram. N-i'3 n, Targ. Ez. 1-^- --, ed. Venice, 1517, 15'25 (ed. Buxtorf Nin^)

;

s<T3'^, Targ. Cant, l^', MS. Loud. Or. 2:375 ; nt^h, j. Taan. 65<i. Ginshurycr,
Die Antliropomorpliisincn in deu Targinuim (1896), 9, is surprised that in the
Paris MS. of the Fragmentary Targum he should find Nian. It is, however,
just the ancient H-gp, subsequently extruded as a rule by x^a-n.

2 i/'o/<c?ftrt?m's statements, Lclirli. d. neut. Tlieol. 1. 57 f., on these topics are

quite erroneous. In contrast to the Momar,— tlie special intermediary proper,—
Shechinah, according to PL, is an imi)ersoiial representation of God, which, in

the Talmud, has taken the place of the iMemar,
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4^ 11=^; and '^'V^'^ Nic^D, " the word that is above," Jerus. I

Lev. 24^^. Here too, of course, one is far removed from the

idea of divine hypostases. The name used is "i3"nn and i^^?"-^'

but the reality meant is " God." Jesus may have been

acquainted with these Targumic terms ; but no necessity for

using them presented itself.

In the New Testament we have suggestions of the phrase

of the Targums : 'H ^li?-.
" the glory of God," in Eom. 9*, where

rj 86^a is reckoned among the prerogatives peculiar to Israel,

Heb. 1^ aTravjaafjua t?}? 80^7^9, 9^ ^epov^elv S6^rj<i, John 12*^,

where it is said of Isaiah : elBev irp Zo^av avrov (Xpta-Tov),

while the Targum reproduces Isa. 6^ by " mine eyes saw the

glory of the dwelling (Shechinah) of the King of the ages

(X'D^y i?D nrac' np>), Jhvh Sebaoth"; and in 2 Pet. 1^^

according to which the voice at the Transfiguration of Jesus

proceeded vtto t?}<? /ji6<ya\o'7rpe7rov<i B6^i]<;. In the last-named

passage, however, it should be remarked that a Targum would

preferably have named the Memar of God. ""P'P, as well as

ipl and i^^''?V", appear to be represented in John 1^^ Kal 6 X070?

aap^ ejevero Kal iaKi'pcoaev iv rj^lv Kal eOeacrdixeOa ti-jv So^av

avTov So^av cb? fxovoyei'ov^ irapa Trarpo^. Xoyo<; is ^1^''P

;

eaKrjV(o(Tev represents ^^nrpp' ; 86'^a stands for i^"]?]. All the

three entities became incarnate in Jesus ; and in this, at

least, a use is made of these ideas which is at variance

with their primary application.

14. THE PLACE.

Wholly absent from the New Testament is the Jewish

designation of God as Dip^n, "the Place." This term G.

Buchanan Gray ^ mistakenly tries to find as early as Sirach

41^^, Pyle and James ^ as early as Ps. Sol. 16^. According

to the Mishua Taan. iii. 8, Simeon ben Shetakh (c. 80 B.C.)

^ Jew. Quart. Rev. ix. 567 ft.

^ In their edition of the Psalter of Solomon.
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had already used it ; but its evidence in reference to the

linguistic form of sayings from so remote a period is of little

value. It is certain only that in the Mishna, by 200 A.D.,

the designation of God by Dip^n is quite current. It is the

most colourless appellation for God which the Mishna contains.

In Qipsn it appears that men were not content to name

instead of God, His dwelling-place heaven ; but as this itself

had become a divine name, they desired when possible only

to allude obscurely to it, so that only the place (i.e. of God)

was mentioned, when the intention was to name " Heaven,"

meaning " God." In the choice of the term the efficient

cause was not the philosophic idea that God is the locus of

the world,—tliough this had been expressed as early as by

Ammi (c. 280 a.d.),^—but the language used in the Old Testa-

ment where the " place " of God is frequently spoken of

while heaven is meant ;^ see Hos. 5^^ ""P^PP, "My place";

Targ. Njcpn 'Uip -linrp, " My holy dwelling in heaven "
; Isa.

2621 ij2ipo, " His place "
; Targ. ^'n:'^f 1n^5, " the place of His

dwelling." The casual expression, nisnv n\r\\ u^' Dipo, " the

place of the name of Jhvh of hosts," by which the temple

was originally meant, may also have played its part in creating

the usage. In itself !;''. Dipp ought to mean " the place of God "

;

but just as ^^^'?f^,
" the dwelling-place," ^s^n, " the Word,"

were said in place of ^''. ri3''3K', ^^\
i3"n, so here also the name

of God is omitted and replaced by the article. Dip^n is " the

place " Kur e'^o^j/i', that is, of God.

No Aramaic equivalent for Dipsn ever presents itself.

The term thus belonged entirely to the Hebrew language

of the legal schools, and never became popular. This

being so, it is not to be expected that it should be used by

Jesus, even supposing it should have already been used in the

legal schools of His time.

^ Ber. R. 68 ; cf. Backer, Agada d. pal. Am. ii. 163 f.

-Already maintained by A. Geicjcr, Jiul. Zeitschr. ii. 228. Landau, Die

dcm Raume entnommcnen Synonyma fur Gutt. 41 IF., errs in supposing Parsee

innuenccs as contributory.
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15. CONCLUDING STATEMENT.

Eeligious custom among the Jews, in respect to the use

and avoidance of the name of God, has been found, according

to what has been said under VI.-VIIL, to constitute the

standard followed by Jesus ; but, of course, in such a manner

that, in conforming to it, He preserved a peculiar position of

His own by His marked preference for the appellation of God

as Father.

It would certainly be a mistake to regard all the other

evasive locutions for God which have the sanction of Jesus

as mere accommodation on His part to prevalent custom.

Superstitious ideas, foreign to the true Eevealed Eeligion, in

regard to the character of the divine name, may have con-

tributed to the formation of the current custom. When it

was supposed that the enunciation of God's name would bring

down into this world the divine Person magically associated^

with that name, there were strong objections against taking

it upon one's lips. But the decisive element in tlie circum-

stances was, of course, the commandment of the Decalogue

(Ex. 20'^): "Thou shalt not needlessly pronounce the name

of Jhvh thy God " ;
^ and beneath that there lay a genuine

religious reverence, inspired by the thought of the Judge of

the worlds, enthroned in heaven. This reverence Jesiis did

not choose to set aside. Matt. 10^^ (Luke 12^); He even in-

tensified it. The Heavenly Father, whom He declared, re-

mained always the Omnipotent Lord. The archaic position

of authority ascribed in the family to the father, who, above

all things has an unlimited paternal control, was firmly main-

tained. There is nothing in the teaching of Jesus to favour

the idea of a mystical absorption in the Deity, such as obliter-

ates the distinctions between Creator and creature.

^ See on tliis point F. C. Conyleare, Jew. Quart. Rev, ix. 581 fF.

2 On tlie Jewish interpretation of this commandment see my treatise, "Der
Gottesname Adonaj," 51 f., 60 tf., 66 ff.
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Still, matters must not be represented as if the deeper

insight gained by Israel after the exile in Babylon into the

transcendent majesty of God, were nothing but a relapse in

comparison with the knowledge of God in the older prophecy,

so that Jesus was under the necessity of reverting to the

earlier prophetic standpoint. Directly opposed to such a

view is the peculiar significance attached by Jesus to the

Book of Daniel as well as to the writing of the second Isaiah,

although Daniel obviously bears the impress of a new epoch

in the process of Eevelation, widely separated from the earlier

prophecy,^

IX. THE SON OF MAN.

1. THE LINGUISTIC FORM OF THE EXPRESSION.

To understand the designation which Jesus chose to apply

to Himself : 6 vio<i tov dvOptoTrov, it is important to observe

the way in which the corresponding terms in Hebr. D"iN* J3,

and Aramaic ^^^ "i? are used.

In hiblical Hebrew, Dnx (as also ti'i^N) is nearly always

used as a collective expression, and can therefore stand beside

the collectives npna, " quadrupeds," and ^i^3, " cattle," ^ often

having to be rendered in German by the plural " men." If

it be necessary to scecify a plurality of individual men,

Hebrew can only say D"^^5 "33 or D^?'? ''.^?» for which see Gen.

ll^ Deut. 328 (witi^ np^)^ 2 Sam. 7^^ (with D^cox), Mic. 5«,

Isa. 52^^ (with C'\x). In later times, from the evidence of

the Psalms and of Ecclesiastes,^ this appears to have become

a common term for " mankind," not belonging exclusively to

poetry. For the single human being, it is generally li^'N or

r^m that is used.

^ Tlie writings of the pre-exilic proplicts are, on the other hand, of slight

importance for Jesus.

2 See Ex. 9>«, Num. Sl^s-". 3 See also Dan. 10"=, Sir. 40'.
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On the other hand, the singular form D^^? '?> apart from

its frequent use as a nominative of address in Ezekiel,^ was

always rare.^ It is found only in poetic language where

parallelism supplies a motive for its use, see Num. 23^^ (with

t^"«); Isa. 51^2 (with cn:.s), SG^ the same; Jer. 49^^-^^ 50^«

51*3 (all with K^>5<); Vs. 8^ (with C'i:.X), SO^s (with C"X), 146=^

(with D^?^13); Job IG^i (with i33), 25° (with t^^'i^x), 35s (with

^''i<); cf. ti*i3!j? 13, Ps. 144^ (with D^x). In the Apocrypha

Dns |3 is found only in allusion to Old Testament phrases.

In Judith 8^*^ u/o? avdpcoTrov occurs in a statement which

depends upon Num. 23^^. An echo of the same scriptural

passage will be found in Sirach 17^*^, if vi6<i avOpcoirov is

there a literal rendering of the original.^ A similar echo is

unmistakable in the solitary instance of uto9 dv6pco7rov in the

Testaments of the XII Patriarchs (Joseph 2).

This generic scope of D^>« has, as its natural corollary, the

fact that 07^5 I? denotes, not " the son of a certain man," but

the member of the genus man ; cf. Q^^n nns, " one of the

genus man," i.e. " an ordinary man," Judg. 1 6'^.

The hihlical Aramaic does not differ from the usage in

Hebrew. The simple ::'|«, not E':x is, is the word for " man."

In the next place, in Aramaic ^}^_ is also the term for the

generic conception " mankind," and can stand where we

should say " men." Hence i^f}^_ ''?.}, " the sons of man," is

equivalent to the simple t<'fJ.>« ; cf. 1^^9 NC'JX ip, Dan. 43°,

with *T^t2 XC'JS 'J3 p, 5-\^ Both mean " he was driven out

from amoncj mankind." When there comes with the clouds

of heaven one ^'J?< "i?3, Dan. 7^^ he is described as resembling

one of the human species, or as one who had in himself the

nature of a human being
;
just as in 3-^ the fourth in the

1 Daniel also is once named in this way (8^'^).

" It is a defect in Lietzmann's researches on " Der Menschensohn " (1896)

30 tf. , that he has not investigated separately the use of singular and plural.

The representation given of the Old Testament usage in H. Apj)el, Die Selbstbe-

zeichnung Jesu : Der Solin des Mensehen (1896), 28-48, is (j^uite erroneous.

^ The Syriac version is considerably different.

* Similarly Dix 'J3 mo'n, Dan. 10^'^, and dtx nx-i,??, 10^^, are identical.
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fiery fui*nace is described r'7^i< ">?? np^, as one who resembles

the gods. In substance, though not in verbal form, a unit

of the species is also meant, when in 7* it is said of a beast

that it was made to stand upon two feet, ^^^j^, " as a man."

An individual man is i?3 (2^^).

In the Hebrew of the Ifishna, which, being Aramaic in the

guise of Hebrew, affords important testimony for our present

purpose, D^^n is " the human being," Ab. ii. 1, 11, iii. 10, 14

;

ins ons is "a man," Ab. vi. 9. " Mankind " is not infrequently

nins, " creatures," Ab. i. 12, ii. 1 1, but also D*]« \Jf This last

expression is used to denote ordinary " men," "the people," Ber.

i. 3 ; Taan. i, 7, and b. Mo. k. 19^ (Simeon ben Yokhai, c. 130).

In Ned. viii. 5,6, D^fr5 ''J3 "^y}, means " the common custom "

;

and cnx \:2, JiK'p is " the common parlance," Siphre, ed. Friedm.

33* (Ishmael, c. 110). The singular D^^* i? is altogether un-

common.

The Targum of Onhelos generally conforms to the Hebrew

text. In Gen. 11^, Deut. 32^ it has «u''3X ^:n for ai^« (n) ^Jn •

' T Tv: •• : T T \ T / • : ?

Gen. 6^ NC^Jx ''33 for the simple ^^^^ ; the same again. Num.

231^ both for ^'^ and for D^K 12, and in Deut. 32'-« for n:s;.

The singular number K'JjSl 13, which is twice used in Targ.

Jerus. I Num. 23^^ appears to be intentionally avoided by

Onkelos. Moreover, "a human being" is always ^}^,, and

not ti'JJf ""li. In this respect Onkelos and the Mishna

agree.

In the Samaritan Pentateuch e'JS is also the word for " a

human being." Only in Num. 23^^, conformably with the

Hebrew, do wo find L";x 13. The plural forms appear ""n

NK'JX, Gen. ll''; mx na, Deut. 32^. Marka also, where he

does not use mx, has t'3X ; see Heidenheim, Bibl. Sam. iii.

2^ 59% 130% 131^; Munk, Des Sam. Marqah Erziihlung

tiber d. Tod IMose's, 44, 48. The form nn^C':"in in Munk,

p. 48, is unusual, and, of course, should be corrected into

The Tarcjum to the ProiJhets, which is of minor consequence
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for xYraiiiaic usacro, has iu Mic. 5*^ ^'^i< "i3 renlacinij; D15< "'^3.

Elsewhere t^^x i? is found iu agreement with the Hebrew

text, Isa. 51^2 552^ jer. 4 9 is. 33 50*0 51431 ^j^en the Tar-

gumist uses 27^ "^^ ^0 represent D'^^5 |3 in Ezekiel, it is clear

that he takes the meaning to be " son of Adam." The plural

^^V-^*
"'"? is often used.—Nor do the Aramaic Inscrijytions attest

a single instance of ^'^^ "i? for Palestine. The Palmyra

customs tariff, of date 137 a.d., puts nyio C'JX for " any person

whatever." C'ijn appears for " any one " in Nabataean inscrip-

tions, CIS II. i. 197, 209 f., 212, 214, 220, 223 f.; and in

the inscription from Tenia, ibid. 1 1 o'^, ^:ii stands for " men."

The Jewish-Galilean, along with the CJti'istian-Palestinian,

are the earliest dialects to contain 5;^'^^5 "i3 in the sense of " a

human being," although in both these types of language the

simple t^'ff? remains current for " any one " : for the former

dialect see, e.g., j. Ber. 13^ j. Sanh. 25% Ber. E. 69 ; for the

latter see Lietzmann, Der Menschensohn, 32. t^'JX "13 for "a

human being " then made its way also into the Jerusalem

Targums on the Pentateuch, Jerus. I Num. 9^^ 23^^. Even

the Aramaic recension of the Book of Tobit ^ has twice (8^^

12^) put ^} 1? for "any one," while elsewhere it uses t^•^3N (38

419), NffK \:3 (8^), plur. const. ^r)« (l^^ 12^).

As a result of the general situation here reviewed, it must

be concluded that the Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the

earlier period possessed the term t^bx for " a human being "

;

while, to indicate a number of human beings, it employed

occasionally *^V't!^
"*"?• The singular number t^'JX "13 was not

in use ; its appearance being due to imitation of the Hebrew

text, where D'^^5 [n is confined to poetry, and, moreover, un-

common in it. The case in Dan. 7^^, where the person coming

from heaven is described as t^'JX "i33, " one like unto a son of

man," is just as uncongenial to the style of prose as the

designation of God iu the same verse as i<*or \>''V\V, " the

^ Lietzmann, Der Menschensohn, 31, appears to have overlooked this.

- See on this point Gramni. d. jiid.-pal. Aram. '21 H".
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advanced in days," " the aged," ^ the ordinary prose for " old
"

being, of course, ^<3D. Further, according to the theory pro-

posed on p. 13, the original of Dan. 7 was Hebrew, in support

of which we may refer to the occurrence of |i y^ peculiar to this

chapter. If this theory be correct, then ^^^ "i? in Dan. 7^^ as

in other cases, is simply the translation of the Hebr. D^J^ |2.

It is in keeping with the peculiar nature felt to Ije in-

herent in ti'JN "13 that, like the Hebr. D^^< |3, it never occurs

in the definite form, ^'t^'^x "i3, just like Cinsn J3, is quite

unheard of in the older Jewish Aramaic literature. " The

human being " is there called merely
^^*f

j!?^. If, however,

JudaBans, Samaritans, and probably also Nabatasans and

Palmyrenians, had this expression in use, it may be supposed

that in this respect the Galileans in the time of Jesus formed

no exception ; and that the use of ^^t^'JN "i3, X'^'J in in the

Jewish-Galilean and Christian-Palestinian literature, which at

a later time was probably common to all Aramaic-speaking

Palestinians, was an innovation introduced into Palestine

from the north-east along with many other influences affecting

the use of terms and the vocabulary.^

A final testimony for the terms used by Jesus is afforded

by His own words as reported in the Gospels. " Man," both

in the singular and in the plural, is frequently enough the

subject of remark. How is it that ui'o? dvOpMirou never

occurs for " man," and ol viol tmv apOpcoircov only in Matt.

3^^ ? Can the Hellenistic reporters—apart from the self-

appellation of Jesus—have designedly avoided it, although

Jesus had on all occasions said nothing but " son of man " for

" man "
? That cannot be considered likely.

Holtzmann ^ calls it a " discovery " that " son of man "

^ The renderint,' "the Ancient of days" is inexact, ;iiiil wmild require Nf^'riy

K'Ovi. From ppv (Tny also, v.", it is aiiparciit that tlir eliding does not define

j'p'v, but tlie conijiound cxpics.sicjn.

^ Lietzniann omits all iiroof (liat tlie Galilean, -with its use of mi< ng, must be

valid fill' the lime of Jesus.

^ Lulirb. d. neutestameutl. Theol. i. 256.
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would be tlic only available term for " man " in the mother-

tonsue of Jesus. Wellhausen aflirms :
^ " the Aramteans have

no other term for that conception "
; and Lietzmann, agreeing

with Eerdmans,^ on this topic constructs the thesis :
^ " Jesus

never applied to Himself the title * Son of man,' for this term

does not exist in Aramaic, and for lingiiistic reasons is an im-

possible term." ^ Nevertheless it is a grievous error, which

careful observation of the biblical Aramaic alone would have

rendered impossible.

When the composite expression t^'JX "ill, " son of man,"

had to be made definite, the determinative could attach only

to KOX, as to DIN* in the Hebr. mf< P. Thus arises n:;'JX 13,

Dnxn )3, which must not be rendered simply by " the human

being " (" der Mensch,"—as by de Lagarde, Wellhausen, Lietz-

mann), but only by " the son of man," if the essential char-

acter of the expression is not to be entirely obliterated.

If, again, " the son of the man " had to be expressed in

Aramaic, it would have been necessary to say ^Jr"?^"!?. "^If (liter-

ally, " his son, that of the man "). The Mishna Hebrew would

say ^'}^'^ i33. It is therefore in no way surprising that the

Christian-Palestinian version of the Gospels renders 6 v'lo'^ rou

avdpdoTTov by *<^'5 1?"^ i^?.?, or sometimes, to escape the incon-

venient repetition of "i3, by ^"^^JT nnn. The principle of

literal faithfulness in the translation led naturally to the

production of this expression, which the same dialect further

used for Q7>5 i? in Job IG"'^^ as remarked by Nestle.^ In a

dialect where ^^'J
"•? was the common word for " man," this

term would be no equivalent for the peculiar expression in

question. Certainly ^^'-"^ "1?"^ i^?.3 tended to the error, which

the German " der Sohn des Menschen " also suggests, that the

person so entitled was the son of some one. In this sense the

1 Israelit. niid jiidisulio Gescliichte,^ 381.

2 Theol. Tijdschr. 1894, 165 fF.
'-^ Der Menschensoliii (189G), 85.

•* The italics of the last clause are due li> me.

•^ See A. S. Lewis, A Palestinian Syriau Lectiouary (1897), x.xxi ; cf. p. 56,

Kfj im ma.
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translator will also have understood the Greek o vio<; tou

dvOpcoTTOu.

But the Greek expression is itself merely the outcome

of sore embarrassment. 6 vio<; rod dvOpcoTrov can indeed be

regarded as the Greek singular for ol viol tmv dvOpM'rrcov,

which the LXX has coined for Q"''^ ''J2 and which occurs Mark
3^^ and Eph. 3^. But while the plural substantially corre-

sponds to the Hebr. Cinx '':3, the expression " the sons of men "

of course signifying men in general, in the singular form an

imnatural stress was laid upon both members of the phrase.

No assistance could be got from o fto? dvOpcoirov, for this

would have meant merely " the son of a man." In Greek,

then, dvOpcoTTo^ is neither a generic conception like K^)>?, Q^?,

nor is vio'i the term for an individual endowed with the

nature implied in the generic term. The readiest substitute

for X^'J!^ "I? would still have been 6 dvdpa}7ro<; with no addi-

tion. But then, what disastrous misunderstandings would

have been occasioned by the change in the Gospels of the un-

common expression of the original into an ordinary expression !

In view of this, it was therefore preferred to convey the im-

pression, suggested in Aramaic by ti'Jif^ "i3 when made definite,

by the utmost possible definiteness in the composite expres-

sion. Thus was avoided at least the error of supposing that

" the man " merely as such was meant, and there was acquired

the possibility of using this expression as a self-appellation of

Jesus. That the Hellenists from the beginning apprehended

the term, not in a Semitic, but in a Greek sense, with the

feeling that Jesus in some sense had pronounced Himself on

the human side of His nature as " descended from men," is

all too probable. To this point we refer later.

Ill these circumstances it can bo seen why the Cliristian

Hellenists avoided the term as much as possible, and did not

adopt it into their religious phraseology. In Aramaic, in-

deed, i^^'jt* "13 was perfectly suitable as the special name of a

definite personality ; but its reproduction in Greek would be
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as defectively inaccurate as it would—though for different

reasons—be in Syriac and Christian-Palestinian. In German,

" des Menschen Sohn " is a correct rendering of 6 vlo'i tov

avdpoiTTov, but the Aramaic ^^"J?:!
"i? is represented with some

degree of success only by " der Menschensohn."

2. " SON OF MAN " WAS NOT A CURRENT JEWISH NAME FOE

THE MESSIAH.

There is no need to begin by proving here that for the

author of the Book of Daniel, " the one resembling a son of

man " in chap. 7^^ is a personification of the " people of the

saints of the Most High " (v.-^, cf. v.^^), who are destined one

day to receive an imperishable dominion as an award from

God. The vision, in which the one like unto a son of man

is seen, is a parallel to Dan. 2^^^-, where the establishment by

God of an eternal sovereignty is the explanation of the stone ^

which shatters the great statue without any assistance from

man. In contrast with the beasts emerging from the sea,

types of preceding secular powers, the one like unto a son of

man, type of the future possessor of universal dominion,

comes " with the clouds of heaven " (S'rpf ^Jji? Dy). The ex-

pression is surprising because the judicial session of the

" Advanced in days," in which He Himself appears, is held

in the place where the animals have their being, i.e. upon

the earth.2 Besides, it would be more appropriate if the one

like to a son of man were to come " upon the clouds of heaven."

^ This stone is interpreted as referring to the sovereignty of the Messiah,

Tanchuma, ed. Buber, Ber. 70'' ; Beniidb. E. 13. 2 Esdras connects with the

stone its own peculiar representation of tlie mountain which "that man " brings

with him ; see 2 Esdr. IS"'- 123«.

- No change of scene is suggested in 7^. The divine chariot furnished with

wheels and a throne is that described by Ezekiel which was to serve God at His

appearance upon earth. There is therefore no occasion for the view brouglit

forward by Holstcn, Zeitschr. f. Wiss. Theol. 1891, 62, and by A2')2)el, Die

Selbstbezeichnung Jesu : der Sohn des Menschen, 40 If., that the scene of the

judgment is conceived as being above the earth, and that the one like to a son

of man comes thither from the earth.

i6
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A reading ^l^^^ ''^^V. ^V ^ appears to be presupposed by iirl rwv

v€(f)e\(ov,LXX Dan. 7'^; cf. Matt. 24=^o 26«S Mark IS^e D,

Kev. 141*-^'', Teaching of the Apostles 16^ (iirdvo)), Justin,

Apol. 1^^ (eVayw), Hegesippus in Euseb. Hist. Eccl. ii. 23.

On the other hand, the reading of the Massoretic text (oy) is

represented in Theodotion, Mark 14*^^ Eev. 1^, 2 Esdr. 14^

The words iv ve(f}e\at,<;, Mark IS^*^, ev ve^ekrj, Luke 21^^,

simikarly imply accompaniment, and presuppose fxeia = Di?.

It belongs to God only to move upon the clouds ; see Isa.

19^, Ps. 104^. In the endeavour to minimise the divine

manifestation in the one like to a son of man, a subsequent

writer will have changed ^i? into QV. But even if one reads

oy, the fact remains that the destined possessor of the universal

dominion comes, not from the earth, far less from the sea, but

from heaven. He is a })eing standing in a near relation to

God, well fitted to typify tlie people of the saints of God. It

is noteworthy that nothing more is said of him than that he

resembles man. He is distinguished from the four beasts,

not because he alone possesses reason ; the first beast, accord-

ing to 7^ receives " a man's heart," the last has " the eyes of

a man," and can speak (v.^). The emphasis rather lies on the

fact that in contrast with the winged lion, the devouring bear,

the four-headed leopard, the fourth beast with ten horns

terrible exceedingly beyond its predecessors, he appears un-

armed and inoffensive, incapable through any power of his

own of making himself master of the world ; he is only as a

son of man. If ever he is to be master of the world, God

must make him so.

From the first Christian century there are only two

Jewish writings known which deal with Dan. 7^", the

Similitudes of the Book of Enoch, and the Second Book of

Esdras. The two agree in regarding the one like to a son

of man as an individual person. And as they combine

1 E. Nestle, Marginalion und Materialien, 1893, i. 40, remarked upon the

importauce of tliis rending.
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Dan. 7 with Messianic prophecies from the Old Testament,

they clearly show that they regard this individual as the

Messiah. Special attention must be given to the name they

use in this connection for Messiah.

The Similitudes of Enoch (chaps. 37-71), whose Jewish

character need not be doubted,^ though it cannot be proved

that they originate from a pre-Christian period, introduce

46^ a being, partaking of the nature of angels and of men,

to whom reference is afterwards made as " that son of man,"

462. 4 482 625- 9- 1* 6311, ^i^Qe only " the son of man " is said

in 463 627 2 6926.27.29 701 7ii7_ n. Schmidt,^ however, says

that little stress can be laid on the use or non-use of the

Ethiopic demonstrative, so that throughout 6 uto? toO

avdpcoirou may be what is represented. Similarly no im-

portance attaches to the fact that the Ethiopic version

vacillates in its choice of a term for " son of man," sometimes

even putting " son of a man," " son of a woman." ^ It is

clear, at all events, that " son of man " is not taken for granted

by the author as an already established title for the Messiah.

But it is not to be denied that the author, though in this

part of the Similitudes he avoids every other Messianic title,

really imputes to " the son of man " a Messianic significance.

This is seen most obviously in 46^. The "son of man who

has righteousness " is certainly not a periphrasis for " the

righteous man," but is meant to recall 38^ 39^ where the

Messiah bears the name, " the chosen one who is righteous,"

or " the elect of righteousness." That again, on its part,

must be considered an allusion to P''"ny npv^ Jer. 23-'^; nny

' A Christian author or interpolator should above all things have made it

clear in some way that the " son of man" coming to the judgment was Jesus

of Nazareth. But the " son of man " in this case appears never to have been

upon earth, far less to have passed through the state of death.

2 This passage is highly uncertain.

^ See his essay, " Was nc'3 -a a Messianic title ?" Journal of Bibl. Lit. xv.

(1S96) 48.

* That these really refer to "son of man," see E. H, Charles on Enoch 46"-,

and N. Schmidt, op. cit. 46 ff.
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r^?'^'^, Jer. 33l^ for which the Targum has r^pi-^ n^ti'o,

" Messiah of righteousness." ^

Probably the author of the Similitudes, in using " son of

man," did not intend to introduce any new designation for

the Messiah, Still it is significant that he consistently

applies this name exclusively to the mysterious personality

who never was upon earth, and yet is not God. If the

original was Hebrew, we should here have ^'^^'^ t^ (with the

article) as an exceptional instance in the earlier Jewish

literature ; and it would also represent a considerable develop-

ment beyond the stage seen in the Book of Daniel, which

uses, lO^'^-i^ the terms D^^^
'2f

ri^'^^s, D"?? ^^IP?, meaning

" the one resembling man," to denote a definite personality.

In an interpolation in the Similitudes it is Enoch himself

who is the son of man, brought according to Dan. 7 before

the ancient of days. By this name he is addressed 60^*^, and

in 7V'^ the words are used to him :
" thou art the son of man

who art born for righteousness," in which there is evident

at least an allusion to n^ny nm*, " the righteous Branch."

Turning now to the Second Book of Esdras, we find in

chap. 13 a different style of language. Here a wind causes

to rise up from the sea " as it were the likeness of a man

"

(Syr. N^'Jim nim T^)- He is then referred to in v.^ as

" ille homo " (Syr. NK^na in),^ in v.^ as " homo, qui ascenderat

de mari " (Syr. nid"' p pl^Dl in st^•n2), in v.^- as " ipse homo "

(Syr. NJyjin in), and in vv.-^- ^^, cf. v.^^, as " vir ascendens de

corde maris " (Syr. Non nn^ p \hzn N"i3J). If the original

was Hebrew, the Syriac N"i33 would represent ^"'5^'^; the Syriac

Na'jna, Lat. " homo," would, on the other hand, be '^7^'?' •'•"•^

correspondingly in v.^ we should have DTX ri^?o"i3, not |3 riiD"i3

Q'lN, cf. Dan. 10^^. The author's dependence upon Dan. 7

must be admitted, although he represents—doubtless not

1 Cf. under XI. 1.

^ The Latin version li;is "coiivolaliat ille luimo eum nnliilms," but the

be^imiin'' is h):;t.
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unintentionally—the figure in human form as rising from

the sea. But for K'JX 13 he has put ^1^, the term proper to

prose style, and from that, of course, a Messianic title could

not well be formed.

A Messianic interpretation of Dan. 7^^ appears to have

been assumed by Akiba (c. 120 a.d.), when he spoke of the

" thrones " of Dan. 7^ as prepared for God and for David,

b. Sanh. 38^ This statement of Akiba then gave rise to the

description of the Sepher Hechaloth,^ which says that David,

adorned with a crown in which are embedded the sun, the

moon, and the twelve signs of the zodiac, takes his seat in

heaven upon a throne which is erected for him in front of

the throne of God. Joshua ben Levy (c. 250)- brought

forward the alternative that, if Israel were worthy, then the

Messiah would come, as in Dan. 7^^ with the clouds of

heaven ; but if Israel were unworthy, he would come riding

upon the ass, as said in Zech. 9^. Samuel ben Nachman

(c. 270)^ says that, according to Dan. 7^^, the angels accom-

pany the Messiah as far as their precincts allow, while God

then conducts him to Himself, according to Jer. 30^^ Other

late testimonies are referred to in Dalman, " Der leidende

und der sterbende Messias," 38 note.*

It is a mere suggestion of Dan. 7^^ that appears in Targ.

Jerus. II on Ex. 12*^, which says that the Messiah will lead

His people like Moses, Wjy C"^3, " on the summit of the

cloud." The cloud is there conceived as accompanying the

Messiah during His activity. On account of the " cloud

"

0}V) in Dan. 7^^ it is said that the person named ^jy, who -is

the last in the Davidic line in 1 Chron. 3^*, will be the

Messiah, Midr. Tanchuma, ed. Buber, Ber. 70^ and in the

Targum on the passage. Probably we should also mention

here the Messianic name ''^23 12, though it is otherwise

^ Seder Rab Amram, i. 13=^; JcUinck, Beth ha-Midrasch, v. 168, cf. vi. 150 f.

2 b. Sanh. ^%^ ; cf. Backer, Ag. d. p. Am. i. 152.

' Midr. Psalms, 2V, cf. Backer, Ag. d. ].. Am. i. .'>48.

* The citation of Dan. 7^^ in the Midrash on Ps. 2^ is probably spurious.
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explained by the Babylonian Nacbman b. Saiih. 96^, x^ro-

vided '«^D3 stands for vecpiXrj, which is very doubtful.^

Along with these indications of a Messianic interpretation

of Dan. 7^^ we find traces of a different exposition of the

passage in the anonymous saying, Midr. Tanchuma, ed.

Buber, Vay. 36'': 2 "What mean the 'thrones' (Dan. V^) ?

One day God will be seated, and the angels will give thrones

to the great ones of Israel that they too may sit, while God
sits among them as president of the court of justice, and

thus they judge the jjeoples of the world"; cf. Matt. 19-^

(Luke 2230).

Again we have a divergence from Dan. 7^^ in the state-

ment of the Palestinian Amora, Abbahu,* who lived in

Csesarea about 280 a.d. Intending to controvert the divinity

of Christ, he asserted, j. Taan. 65^ basing his words on

Num. 23^^:^ isio ^jx mx p Nin n-no "'^x ^x Dnx "nb ion'' dx

nsD^ip^^ iib] n»s* x^nn n^m"^ n>iy ':vip 13 ninn^, " if any one say

to thee, ' I am God,' he speaks falsely ;
' I am the son of

man,' his end is to regret it; 'I ascend to heaven'—he who
has said so will not verify his word." Only thus can the

passage be translated.^ Dns jn is here equivalent to bs*. It

has no article, because Num. 23^^ has none. The "ascending

into heaven" depends, as it seems, upon Isa. 14^3f.^ where the

^ On both names see "Der leidende und der sterbende Messias," 37 f.

- Cf. Shem. R. 5, the similar saying of Aliin.

3 As to Abbahu, see Backer, Ag. d. p. Am. ii. 88-142.
•* Allusion is made to this passage in a late addition to a saying of Eleazar

ha-l{appar, Yalk. Shim. (ed. Salonica, 1526) on Num. 23''; see Dalman-Laihle-
Slrcane, Jesus Christ in the Talmud, Midrash, Zohar, and the Liturgy of the

Synagogue (1893), 10* Text, 33* Translation. As doubts have arisen on the

subject, it may here be remarked in passing that the translations there given,

pp. 21*-47*, were made by me, while Laible's contribution appears only in the
rendering of Streane.

^ The dictum forms a cricz interpretum only for those who find the obvious
sense disagreeable. It is correctly rendered by Laihh, Jesus Christ im Talmud
(1891), 48, and hj Backer, op. cit. 118 ; incorrectly, hj Levy, Neuhebr, Wdrter-
buch under Q-ix

; IFilnschc, Der jerus. Talmud, 141 ; M. Schwah, Le Talmud
do J/irusalem, vi. 156. The explanation of F. Colin given by Lielzmann, Der
Menschensohn, 50, is quilc iiiijiracticable.
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king of Babylon says :
" I will asceud into heaven . . . ; I

will ascend above the cloudy heights, like to the Most High."

Compare Mechilta, ed. Friedm. 39^': "Said Nebuchadnezzar:

• I will make me a little cloud and dwell therein.' " ^ As

Abbahu can be proved to have come into contact with

Christians, it is most natural to suppose that his statement

was meant to refer to Jesus, and was not an admonition,

practically useless in his time, against any other persons

claiming to be God. The motive which leads him to make

Num. 23^^ the basis of his assertion, despite the change of

what he must have known to be the natural sense, can only

be that the association of ^^? and Ci^S 13 seemed to him

fitted to produce an allusion to Jesus. In that case he will

have been aware that Jesus had called Himself " Son of man "

in some exclusive sense. Of course it does not follow from

the statement that " son of man " had become a Jewish name

for the Messiah. Moreover, no reference is made to Dan.

713.

It may be noted that in the Zohar, the principal product

of the Kabbala in the Middle Ages, vol. iii. 144% a dis-

tinction is drawn on one occasion, with the help of a reference

to mv^ 133, Dan. 7^^ and D»* nxnos, Ezek. V^, between the

"higher Adam" (>«^'V^"=} 0"^^) and the "lower Adam" (DI^«

xnn^'H). This, however, has no relation either to the first

man or to the Messiah. The "higher Adam" is, on the

contrary, the highest form of the self-revelation of God ; the

" lower Adam " is a synthesis of all the inferior stages of

revelation subsumed under the former. This may in some

way, no longer demonstrable by us, be historically connected

with the doctrine of the Ophites, which gave to the prim-

ordial light the name of IIpcoTO^ "AvOpcoiro^i, and to the

"Evvoia, which emanated from him, the name of Aevr6po<:

' On aoconnt of Isa. 14"'- Nebuchadnezzar is supposed to stand for those wlio

have given themselves out to be God, Tanchuma, ed. Buber, Schem. 12^ f.;

Schem. R. 8 ; cf. Ber. R. 9. An ascension of King Alexander is related by Jona

(c. 330), j. Ab. z. 42«
; Beni. R. 13.
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"AvOpwTTO'i or u/o? avOpM-TTov} Its genesis is doubtless to be

found in Ezekiel's vision of the royal chariot, in which

God appears in human semblance, to which a welcome

parallel appeared for Jews in the heavenly ^^'^ "i? of Dan. 7^^

and for Christians in the self-designation of Jesus. The

common opinion that Paul " simply " adopted ^ his designation

of Christ as o e(T^aTo<i 'ABcifi or 6 Seurepo? avOpciiTro'i ^ from

the rabbinic theology is, however, erroneous, for their theology

knew nothing of such a comparison between Adam and the

Messiah. The proof-passages adduced by Schottgen, Hor.

hebr. et talm. 670 ff., and by J. Ehenferdius in Meuschen,

Nov. Testam. ex Talmude illustr. 1048 ff., to support this

idea, belong to the Middle Ages, and are influenced by the

Kabbala.*

It may be set down as our result, that the son of man

in Dan. 7^^ was certainly understood sometimes to denote the

Messiah ; that, further, there were two apocalyptic fragments

of an early period which used this name, excluding all other

designations ; but that a regular Jewish name for the Messiah

never was formed from the passage in question.^ There

was no intrinsic hindrance to such a development. Why
should " the son of man " be less adapted to become a

Messianic title than the Jewish name ^yf},
" the leprous," ^

for the Messiah, or ^'\\>^^, " the place," ^ for God, or the

Samaritan nann, " He who will come again," for the Messiah ?

But " son of man " as a Messianic title among the Eabbis

^ Irenpeus, i. 28 ; cf. Lietzmann, Der Mcnschensoliu, 62 ff.

2 See, e.g., HuUzmann, Lclnb. d. neutest. Theol. ii. 55; Lidzmann, Dcr

Menschensohn, 64.

M Cor. 15«-«.

* Tliis is the subject of remark also by G. F. Moore in "The last Adam,"
Joiini. Bibl. Lit. xvi. (1897) 158-161.

^ From the intermittent testimonies in Enoch and 2 Esdras, wbiili were

soon superseded anionj^ the Jews, one nnist not, of course, manufacture, like

Baldenspcrger, Das Selbstbewusstsein Jesu, 170 f., a " syuagogal usage," which

prevailed "almost universally in the religious works of the scribes."

^ Sec " Der leid. ii. d. sterb. Messias," 36.

7 See above, p. 231 f.
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was to be expected, solely on the condition that they had

formed their conception of the Messiah principally from

Dan. 7. As they did not do so, " the son of man " did not

become a Messianic title.

3. SON OF MAN IS NO EMPTY FORMULA.

Beza, Cocceius, H. E. G. Paulus, and Fritzsche ^ had

already put forward the view, which A. Meyer ^ revives, in

regard to certain cases of the use of 6 vios toO avOpdoirov,

namely, that among the Jews it was simply a common

substitute for the pronoun of the first person. Commenting

on Matt. 8-'', Beza says :
" (addo,) propterea quod familiare

est Hebrasis, ut de se loquantur in tertia persona, ideo accipi

loco pronominis prima persons in evangelica historia." Still

the custom of speaking of oneself in the third person was by

no means general among the Hebrews. But it did happen

that a man should speak of himself as ^^'^33 xinn, " this man,"

or a woman as ^rin^' ^""^^y " this woman." Examples are seen

in Vaj. E. 30
; j. Maas. sch. bo^

; ]. Sabb. 15^; j. Sukk. 55V:

j. Mo. k. 81^; j. Taan. 66"^ 69^ j. Kidd. 64^ j. Keth. 29V:

b. Bab. b. 4*^; b. Sanli. 46^^ The incentive to this mode of

speech will have arisen in cases where something disagreeable

had to be said,* although its use did not remain confined to

such cases. A man, who is dying, gives instructions that

something should be handed over to " the wife of this man,"

j. Kidd. 64^ The Emperor Trajan, speaking of himself,

j. Sukk. 55^ says to the Jews whom he had taken by

surprise :
" This man, who proposed to come after ten days,

^ See the references in Appel, Die Selbstbezeiclinung Jesu : Der Menschen-

sohn, 5 f.

^ Jesu Muttersprache, 95.

^ See also Gramni. d. jiid.-pal. Aram. 77 f., and Aram. Dialckl]>rol)en, p. 18.

lines 9, 12
; p. 29, lines 7, 11, 13 f.

* " Thou" was also readily avoide<l ; of. the form of imprecation, "may tlie

spirit of tliis man expire ! " e.g. j. Bez. 14'^, and Goldziher, Abhandlungen zur

aiab. Pliilologie, i. 39.
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has already arrived in tive days." There is, however, no

instance to show that ^^^9^? xinn or ^<t^':^s 13 ii^nn was used in

the same fashion. Still less would the simple x^fK "i? be

possible for this purpose. Any connection between the usage

in question and the self-designation of Jesus is all the harder

to establish, in view of the fact that at that time, as con-

cluded above, under § 1, l^'5^5 and not K'J^? "•? was the common

term for " man."

The Hebrew ::'>*n inis*, " that man," ^ had just as litttle to

do with the title " son of man " as its Aramaic equivalent

Nn33 Kinn, Cremer ^ believes that the term " son of man,"

Enoch 6 9 2^, may have arisen through opposition to the

Jewish habit of referring to Jesus as ^''^5i^ iniN. But this

way of alluding to Jesus is unknown in the ancient Eabbinism,

and cannot be verified till the Middle Ages. This term im-

plies only that the discussion treats of the person whose name

the speaker does not wish, or in view of the Christian censor-

ship does not dare, to mention.

What has been said tends only to prove that it should

not seem specially remarkable, if Jesus showed a preference

for speaking of Himself in the third person. But the term

He employed for that purpose was an uncommon one ; and

it requires a special explanation.

4. " SON OF MAN " IS A SELF-APPELLATION OF JESUS USED

EXCLUSIVELY BY HIMSELF.

In all three Synoptists o vib<i tov avOpoiirov as a title of

Jesus appears only in the words of Jesus Himself. Once

indeed the fourth evangelist, 12^*, represents the people as

speaking of the " Son of man," but only so as intentionally

to attribute to them a repetition of the words of Jesus.

According to Acts 7^^, Stephen at his martyrdom used the

words ; and according to Hegesippus (in Eusebius, Hist. Eccl.

^ See Bcr. K. 36. - VAh\. Thcol. Wurterbucli.s 906.
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ii. 23), Jamos also used tlic title in like circumstances. Both

these instances, however, contain an unmistakable allusion to

the language used by Jesus before the Sanhedrim, that of

Stephen agreeing with Luke 2 2^^, that of James with Matt.

26®*. Nowhere else is Jesus named 6 uio? rov avOpciiirov}

not even in Revelation, although it speaks on two occasions,

in allusion to Dan. 7, of one who resembles a son of man.

The seer beholds 1^^ Jesus as o/jlocov v'lov avOpwirov in a

picture which recalls not Dan. 7, but Dan. 10^-®, and hence

the term must be borrowed from Dan. 10^*^-^^, where the

narrative mysteriously speaks of " one like the appearance of

a man." In Eev. 14^* the seer again beholds "one like unto

a son of man," this time on a white cloud with a crown and

a sickle about to "reap" the harvest of the earth. That

Christ is referred to is not clearly stated ; v.^'' implies that it

was an angel. The scene is not that of Dan. 7, which has

only the cloud in common. Nevertheless the thought of the

" one like to a son of man " of Dan. 7^^ may here have

floated before the mind of the writer. Although the seer

depicts the heavenly aspect of Jesus and of an angel as

being in the " form of a man," one cannot, of course, draw

the conclusion that he was ignorant of the fact that Jesus,

during His life on earth, had called Himself the " Son of man."

One can only see a corroboration of the fact that even he,

like the other New Testament writers, never uses 6 vm rov

avOpciiiTov as a name for Jesus.

In 1 Thess. 4^®, 2 Thess. 1^, Paul, having in view the

kindred statements of Jesus in regard to the second coming

of the Alessiah, does not even here call Jesus " the Son of

man," but o Kvpi,o<;. It is true he terms Christ 6 SevT6po<;

avdpo)7ro<i ef ovpavov (o i7rovpdvto<i), 1 Cor. 15*'^^-; but this

expression, which Paul probably used here for the first time,

^ With the same motive, however, the Liturgy of St. James in the ritual of

the Eucharist, having treated 1 Cor. 11^^ as an utterance of Jesus, has changed

Paul's rod Kvplov, which could not be supposed to have been said by Jesus, into

Tov viov Tov avOpihirov.
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is occasioned by the contrast, which substantially determines

the entire passage, instituted between the earthly nature

represented in Adam and his posterity, and the heavenly

nature bequeathed by Christ to them that are His. In this

connection there is no more need to detect a reference to the

self-designation of Jesus, than there is to see a use of the

ideas of Philo or the Kabbala in regard to an ideal primitive

man.^

The expression has clearly remained restricted to its use

by Jesus Himself, and the Synoptists are themselves wit-

nesses confirming this usage as a historical fact, as they never

by any chance allow the term to glide into their own language.

Even to the evangelists themselves it did not seem to be a

regular Messianic title. The main point is to understand

that Jesus alone called Himself " the Son of man," and that

no one else did so. It is not a sign of a sound historical

method to give up the attempt to solve this problem and to

seize upon the contention of Oort^ and Lietzmann, that the

non-use of the term by the New Testament writers is a sign

that it did not really belong to Jesus either, and further, that

somewhere or other there had been an early community of

Christian Hellenists which delighted in this name, and in

order to find occasion for its use, represented Jesus in the

evangelic narrative as frequently speaking of Himself in the

third person. But any such assertion should have been pre-

vented by the mere observation, that although the Gospels

have proclaimed Jesus to the Church as " the Son of man "

for 1800 years, yet the name has never to this day become

a common title of Christ, and in books and sermons the " Son

of man " is not usually spoken of save when the words

of Jesus Himself are the cause. It is probable that sub-

stantially the same feeling, which to-day deters tlie Church

^ That there cau be lui (juestioii of l)orro\vii)g from the rabbinic theology, see

above, p. 217 f.

^ H. L. Oorl, Du uitdnicking o wos tov avOpuirov iu hut uieuwe Testameut

(1893).
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from naming and invoking Jesus as " the Son of man," will

have been active from the beginning.

The true reason for the non-use of o uto? rov avOpcoTrov

in the Greek-speaking Church is disclosed by Lietzmann him-

self, through the instances he has given to illustrate the sense

attached to the title.^ Ignatius, Justin, Irenceus, Origen,

Eusebius, Athanasius, Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory Nazianzus,

Cyril of Alexandria, Chrysostom, as well as Tertullian,

Ambrose, Cyprian, Augustine, with one consent, though in

variously conceived modes, have seen in this title a reference

to the human side in the descent of Jesus. As observed at

the end of § 1, this interpretation of the name is not sur-

prising. 6 vioq Tov dvOpdoTTov could uot bc understood by

Greeks otherwise than as referring to one who desires to

be known as son of a man. A name of this sort for Jesus

might, in the Greek-speaking Church, be regarded from

a dogmatic standpoint ; but it was not adapted for prac-

tical use.

5. THE MEANING ATTACHED TO THE TITLE BY THE

SYNOPTISTS.

The first appearance of 6 vto? rov avdpcoirov is found, for

Matthew in 8^0 (cf. Luke Q^s), for Mark as early as 2^^ (cf.

Matt. 9*^, Luke 5^^), and for Luke in the passage just cited

5-^. None of the evangelists takes the trouble to explain

the designation ; they seem to assume that the reader would

understand what was meant by it. Had they wished the

reader to think of the Messiah who was to come in the

clouds of heaven, one would suppose that they would at the

outset have inserted an explanation declaring the Messianic

majesty of the Son of man. In the case of Matthew, however,

the introductory statement about the Son of man is, that He

^ Lietzmann, Der Meuscliensolm, 69-SO ; see also Appel, Die Selbstbezeich-

nung Jesu, 1-3.
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lacks what even wild beasts possess ; in Mark and Luke, that

the Son of man has authority on earth to forgive sins. This

latter the readers could not have understood as signifying

that this power belonged of right to Jesus in virtue of His

being the " Son of man," but as signifying that one, who was

content to call Himself merely " a son of man," had received

such absolute power. Matthew explicitly says as much in

recording this incident, Matt. 9^, when he represents the

multitude giving praise because God had given such power

"unto men." The same evangelist, by the modifications

peculiar to himself which he introduces in his account of

Peter's confession (tou v'lov rov avOpoiirov, 16^, for /Lie,

Mark 8-'', Luke 9^® ; 6 Xpiaro<i 6 vio^; rov 6eov tov ^(ovrof,

v}'^, for 6 X/3i(7T09, Mark 8^^ ; rov Xptarbv rov 6eov, Luke

9 2*^), makes it clear beyond doubt that He who calls

Himself merely " Son of man " is in reality the correlat-

ive, i.e. Son of God.^ Hence it is emphasised 16^'^ that

Peter has acquired this conviction not from men, but from

God. Even Jesus by calling Himself " Son of man " had

clearly given him no aid in coming to this conclusion. When
Mark and Luke, even sooner than Matthew, represent Jesus

as using the self-appellation " Son of man," it is clear that

they also can have seen in the title no assertion of Messianic

majesty. The injunction of Jesus not to speak to any one

of His Messianic character would, of course, seem meaningless

to them, if Jesus habitually spoke of Himself in public as the

Messiah, and that at the summit of tlie Messianic power, as

inferred from Dan. 7^^. Again, there is also present an in-

dication that " Son of man " refers to the Messiah in His

estate of humiliation, in the account of Matthew and Mark

concerning the unpardonable blasphemy against the Holy

Spirit. The primary form of the utterance is seen in Mark,

who merely contrasts blasphemy in general with blasphemy

against the Spirit which inspired Jesus, 3^^'-. Luke 12^*^ speaks

^ Uoltzmann, Lchrb. tl. neutest. Theol. i. 257 f., rightly empliasises tliis.
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of blasphemy of the " Son of man " and of the " Spirit "

;

JMatt. 1 2^2 is similar, but the statement to this effect is annexed

to another, which corresponds to the form found in ]\Iark. It

is impossible that Matthew and Luke should here intend to

make a distinction between two Persons of the Godhead, as

if it were a venial sm to blaspheme the " Son." The dis-

tinction is, on the contrary, between Jesus as man and the

divine Spirit working through Him. Invective against the

man Jesus may be forgiven ; blasphemy against the divine

power inherent in Him is unpardonable, because it is blasphemy

against God.

Mark alone draws the inference, 2^"^^-, that the " Son of

man " is lord even of the Sabbath, on the ground that the

Sabbath was instituted for the sake of men. Hence, in the

reasoning of Mark, what applies to mankind in general, applies

pre-eminently to the " Son of man." In describing the trial

of Jesus (Luke 22'^'^), Luke alone has the explanatory question :

ai) ovv el 6 vlo<i rod deov ; which evidently connects itself

with 6 v'lo^ Tov av6payirov in the acknowledgment of Jesus.

The addition implies that Jesus, as His declaration really

means, is not indeed the " Son of man," but the " Son of

God."

We will be justified in concluding that for the Synoptists,

in harmony with the view of the early Church, " Son of man "

was not a term denoting the majesty of the Messiah ; but

that it was, what any Hellenist must necessarily have taken

it to be, an intentional veiling of the Messianic character

under a title which affirms the humanity of Him who bore

it. In their view, the prospect of sufferings foretold

by Jesus as the part of the " Son of man " was no paradox,

but the statements in regard to His exaltation were. It was

a matter of surprise, not that the " Sou of man " should be

put to death, but that He should come again on the clouds of

heaven.
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6. THE SENSE ATTACHED BY JESUS TO THE TERM " SON

OF MAN."

Owing to the diversified character of the sayings in which

Jesus refers to Himself as 6 vi6<i tov avOpcoTrov, investigation

of the substance of these sayings leads to no result. Jesus

nowhere gives any information defining the scope of the title.

Such information He seems, therefore, to have regarded as

uncalled for. One thing, however, is made clear by the testi-

mony of the Synoptists, that, for their part, they assume that

the title consistently bore one and the same sense. Thus we

are directed in the next place to the term itself, which we

have to bring into comparison with the testimony borne by

Jesus to His own personality.

The Greek 6 vl6<; tov avOpaiirov, as understood hy Greeks,

would necessarily be traced to ^^'^^"^ ^y^ in Aramaic (see

above, under § 1). But objections to the supposition that

Jesus really used these Aramaic words, arise from the con-

siderations that the phrase is not Semitic; that the meaning

" the son of the man " has nowhere any support in the testi-

mony of Jesus in regard to Himself ; and that, further, no

literary source can be discovered for such an expression,

while every probability strongly favours the view that Jesus,

in virtue of the scriptural expression of God's will concern-

ing Himself, adopted the expression from the Old Testament.

The only genuine Aramaic term which suggests 6 u/o? tov

avQpodiTov is X'^'JI^ "13. This term, we have said under § l,did

not properly belong to the common language of the Palestinian

Jews as a term for " man "
; it was characteristic rather of

the elevated diction of poetry and prophecy. To the Jews

it will have been known purely as a biblical word. The

Jewish liearer will therefore have had recourse in the first

place to Scripture for an explanation of the strange use of

NK'JS 12 on the lips of Jesus. And Scripture offered the

like Aramaic expression only in Dan. 7^^ ^**?>^ ">??, where
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C'3X "13 denotes a definite personality, which, further, Jewish

exegesis sometimes identified expKcitly with the Messiah.

We do not mean to say that every one would have been

obliged to put this construction on the expression. The

application of Dan. 7^^ to the Messiah will not have been

universal. Moreover, the " one like to a son of man " there

mentioned, was to be brought down on the clouds of heaven

in order to be master of the world. In the case of Jesus

nothing resembling these circumstances was apparent. How
could one, who moved about on earth, come down from

heaven ? A transference thither must first have occurred

before that could be accomplished. One who had died or

who had been translated from the earth, might perchance be

again introduced into the world in this fashion, or a person-

ality which never had been on earth might so descend. Thus

it seemed impossible to apply Dan. 7^^ to Jesus. Any one

who remained fixed in this idea, provided he did not know

that Jesus had in fact foretold for Himself death, resurrection,

and a second advent in majesty, will probably have discarded

the reference to Daniel as impossible, and henceforward have

regarded the designation as an enigma. If the words used

by Jesus had been N*^f^f
">? i^'^nn^ " this son of man," this would

have been regarded as an expression, uncommon indeed, but

implying modesty in Jesus. But if He named Himself " the

Son of man," ^'f
J.>? "i?, then it could only follow that for some

reason or other He regarded Himself as a man distinct from

other men. On the other hand, no one would have enter-

tained the notion that He was in any sense " the ideal man "

;

for this conception was far removed from Jewish thought, and

was not brought nearer in the slightest by the teaching of Jesus.

In view of the obvious reference by Jesus to Dan. 7^^ in

His apocalyptic discourse, Matt. 24^0 (Mark IS^^, Luke 212^),

and in His testimony before the Sanhedrin, Matt. 26^* (Mark

14°-), it can scarcely be doubted that Dan. 7^^ was the source

from which He took the self-designation. This origin is

17
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further confirmed by the fact that it was also from Daniel

that Jesus adapted the idea of the sovereignty of God.

Nothing requires us to seek the source in the Similitudes of

Enoch, especially as the " Son of man " there mentioned is

never born as man ;
^ while Daniel leaves this point unnoticed.

Though such is the state of the case, we need not suppose

that Jesus attached great importance to the intrinsic sense

of the expression. His calling Himself " Son of man,"

U'JX in, really implied no more than that He was that one in

whom this vision of Daniel was to proceed to its realisation.

The term acquires its positive significance from the light in

which it is placed by Daniel, and from what is said concern-

ing it
;

just as the title ^^n''^'^, " the Messiah," derives its

meaning not so much from the literal sense of the word, as

from the scriptural testimony to the person thus entitled.

But if all who heard the words of Jesus did not penetrate

these associations, if there was a period when even the disciples

of Jesus failed to understand them, the question arises, what

aim Jesus had in view when He called Himself the " Son of

man " before those to whom the term was an enigma ? To

such persons also He must, of course, have intended the term

to convey some meaning. Or can it be that He never used

the term at all before such persons ?

Considerable difficulties stand in the way of discovering

a true answer to these questions. In the first place, it cannot

be said of any of the Gospels that they give us the sayings of

Jesus in exact chronological sequence, especially as they

differ widely one from another in this respect. From the

first there will have been an earnest desire to be accurately

informed as to the words and deeds of Jesus ; but their suc-

cession in point of time appeared unimportant, and in regard

to sequence, the recollection of the disciples would not always

be able to furnish precise information. In the next place,

their recollection, particularly in regard to the use of the title

^ See above, p. 131.
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" Son of man," cannot have been definite. It can scarcely

be imagined that they should afterwards have known pre-

cisely on what occasions Jesus had and had not made use of

this expression. The Synoptic tradition on this point is in

itself ambiguous. The term is present in Matt. 16^^, but

absent in the parallels, Mark 8-^, Luke 9^^
; it is found in

Luke 622 128, ^^^^ ^-^ot in Matt, o^^ lO^^. j^ occurs in Mark
10^-' and Matt. 202s, but not in Luke 22^7; Mark (S^i) and

Luke (922) have it where Matthew (IG21) omits it. When
all three Synoptists agree in using it, e.g. Matt. 9*^ (Mark 2^'^,

Luke 5 2'*), the only inference that can be drawn is that a

source common to them all had contained the title, but not

that the tradition is here particularly certain. Such being

the state of matters, it cannot be ascertained with absolute

certainty when or to what class of persons Jesus first used

the title.

As for the evangelists themselves, they take the view

that Jesus called Himself the " Son of man " at all times and

before any company. Thus the first case of its use, alike in

Mark (2^°) and Luke (52*), takes place in public. Before his

account of the same occasion. Matt. 9*^, Matthew, too, has

only one instance of its use (82°), in an interpolation foreign

to the context of the passage ; and even there the title is

used in speaking to one who wishes to become for the first

time a follower of Jesus. A complete understanding of His

self-appellation, Jesus could certainly not, in such cases, have

looked for from His hearers. Yet one may hold that in using

the title He purposely furnished them with a problem which

stimulated reflection about His person, and gave such a

tendency to this reflection that the solution of the problem

fully revealed the mystery of the personality of Jesus. But

though Jesus obviously showed a predilection for speaking to

the multitude in parables and leaving ^ the explanation to

themselves, the objection may perhaps be made to the sup-

1 See Matt. l?r\ Mark 4=i-«.
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position that He had from the first called Himself " Son of

man," that His disciples must presumably in that case have

asked and received a special explanation of the expression.

But any such private explanation is inadmissible for any

time prior to the Messianic acknowledgment made by Peter,

Matt. 16i« (Mark 8-^, Luke Q^o), especially considering the

saying of our Lord, which Matthew records 16^'^, to the

effect that God, and not man, had revealed to Peter the

Messianic dignity of Jesus, and also the injunction given in

Mark and Luke against speaking to the people on the subject.

Thus Jesus cannot possibly have made Himself known as the

Messiah at a previous period in any fashion fully transparent

to the disciples. All the instructions concerning this subject

which Matthew places earlier than the confession of Peter,

must be relegated to the period following that confession

;

thus, above all, the exposition of the parable of the Tares in

the Pield, Matt. 13^*^-^^, on account of v.*"-, unless it be as-

sumed that it was originally God that was named where

" Son of man " now stands ; and further. Matt. 7-^'^^, on

account of vv.--- ^^
; while the Lucan parallel to this, Luke 6^°,

by not naming Jesus as the Judge of the world, is unobjection-

able from this point of view; as well as Matt. 10^'^"-^ on

account of v.^^*^ (" till the Son of man be come "), and because

the future separation of Jesus from the disciples, i.e. His

death, is presupposed all through. Mark and Luke do, in

fact, place the first intimation of the advent of Jesus in

majesty subsequent to its necessary presupposition, which is

the open announcement of His death, and also subsequent to

the confession of Peter ; see Mark S^s, Luke 9^6, cf. Matt. IG^^.

Thus, for the reasons indicated, one would be obliged to con-

sider it probable ^ that Jesus had not previously referred to

Himself as the " Son of man."

^ Here I s[)cak advisedly of probaljility only, because in the construction I

proceed to put on the sense of the title, an absolute necessity for this supposition

is not jinsent. It would lio (hi.illy convincing for those who take "Son of man "

to be a distinctively Messianic title.
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This conjecture may be vindicated, if need be, in view of

the Synoptic testimonies, which seem to oppose it. Prior to

the confession of Peter, Matthew records the use of o vlo^

Tov avOpoDirov nine times. Three of these instances, 10^^

1 3^^- *\ are discounted by what has just been said ; and 8-*',

as just remarked, is out of place in its present position.

Matt. 12^2 is to be regarded as an explanatory duplicate of

v?^} The "sign of Jonah," Matt. 12*°, is not mentioned by

Luke (11^*^) till after the Petrine confession. Luke alone

has the instance, 6^^, eveKa tov v'lov tov avOpcoirov, for which,

however, Matthew has only eVe/ca i/uLov (5^^). Matthew and

Luke have each the comparison between the Baptist and the

Son of man. Matt, ll^sf- (Luke V^^f.), Matthew, Mark, and

Luke have a paragraph in common, Matt. 9^"^'^ (Mark 2^"^^,

Luke 5^''"^^), to which is directly added in Mark and Luke

a section (Mark 223-3^, Luke 6^-^^) which Matthew has re-

mitted to a later position (Matt. 12^"^*). In these parts all

three Synoptists have 6 vi6<i tov avdpooirov twice. Matt. 9*^

(Mark 2i«, Luke 5-^*) and Matt. 12^ (Mark 2^3, Luke G^).

Thus we really have the title placed before the Petrine con-

fession only three times.

J. Weiss, A. Meyer, Lietzmann, and Holtzmann have

tried to set aside the evidence of two of these instances, by

holding that Jesus had there spoken of mankind generally,

or in such a way that something was applicable to Himself

in virtue of His humanity. But this mode of interpretation

would hardly have arisen unless there had been reasons inde-

pendent of the passages themselves for desiring to supersede

the title " Son of man " as a title. One of the two cases

where Jesus claims for tlie " Son of man " the right to forgive

sins, Matt. 9° (Mark 2^°, Luke 5^*), has been pronounced

meaningless by Weiss,^ on the ground that " no opponent of

Jesus had any doubt that the Messiali had full power to

forgive sins." But, in the first place, as a Messianic title,

^ Cf. p. 255. " Die Prediyt Jesu vom Reiclic Gottes, 57.
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N^'JX "13 would liardly have been intelligible for such opponents

on this occasion ; and, besides, it is a fact which ought to have

been familiar to J. Weiss, that Judaism never, from Old

Testament times to the present day, has ventured to make

any such assertion in regard to the Messiah. Still less does

it signify anything important, that, according to Matthew (9^),

praise is given to God because He had given such power

unto men, for this language merely Ijrings into view the

evangelist's own idea of the expression " Son of man." ^

Moreover, an implicit reference to the power of remitting

sins given to the disciples, John 20^^, is, in spite of Matt. 16^^

1 8^^, inadmissible here.

With better reason, apparently, it may be said that man-

kind in general is meant by the " Son of man," who is Lord

of the Sabbath, Matt. 12^ (Mark 2^8, Luke 6^), because in

that case, according to Mark IP , the Sabbath has just pre-

viously been pronounced subservient to mankind. But this

preceding sentence appears only in Mark ;
^ in place of it

Matthew has something different ; Luke has nothing at all.

If Irevior prmferenda, as standing closest to the original, is

applicable here, then the shortest form is to be found in Luke,

who gives us no occasion for thinking of mankind. Mark
2^'^ is an interpolation whose position is parallel to that of

Matt. 12^~'^, which we have considered valid as indicating the

sense attached by the evangelist to 6 vi6<i tov avOpdnirov ; but

it by no means implies that on this occasion Mark did not

have in view the ordinary self-appellation of Jesus. It is

also to bo noted that the saying Luke 6^, cf. Mark 2^'', has

a fresh form of introduction koI eXeyev avrol'^, and tliat

Matthew, by omitting it, brings the saying to notice very

disconnectedly. To all appearance the saying about the

Lord of tlic Sabbath was an independent Lorjlon wliich has

* In opposition to Liclzmann, Der Menschensohu, 89. Sec aliovp, p. 2'A.

2 It i.s wortliy of note that the saying of onr Lord, Mark 2-', does not apinar

at all in Cod. D.
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been added here only through caffinity in sensc.^ Originally

Jesus will only have said that necessity justified the breach

of Sabbatic law by the disciples, as in the case of David's

irregular eating of the shewbread ; but not that He, as Lord

of the Sabbath, had authorised the act of the disciples. A
declaration of this nature would have been more in place if

Jesus Himself had set aside the Sabbatic regulations. Again,

as regards the theory represented by Pfleiderer, J. Weiss, and

J. H. Holtzmann, in the absence of any historical warrant in

its support, one cannot consent to the idea that Jesus at first

had merely called Himself " the Man," and then at a later

period, by combining this with Dan. 7^^, had transformed it

into a Messianic designation. Besides, the objection arises

that " Man " and " Son of man " are not traceable to the same

Aramaic expression, and it would also have to be explained why

Jesus called Himself not i^p^^^ but ^^JX n|i. Why should "man"

in Mark 2^'^ be 6 avOpauro^, but in v."*' 6 u/o? tov avOpdairov ?

A simpler and in itself an admittedly permissible method

of explaining these passages satisfactorily, would be either to

change the embarrassing 6 vt'o? tov avOpanrov into the per-

sonal pronoun, or else to suppose that the sayings concerned

should be located after Peter's confession. In support of

the latter, it could be held that the paragraph alluded to

as common to the three Synoptists, includes within it the

allusion to the days when the bridegroom shall 1)C taken

away, which will give his friends occasion for fasting (Matt.

9^^, Mark 2-^, Luke 5^^). As Jesus here anticipates His death,

the time of Peter's confession may be supposed to have pre-

ceded. Of course it by no means follows that Jesus Himself

had only at that time acquired the knowledge of His violent

death ; still it does seem that He had not previously informed

Plis disciples of it.

^ Cod. D lias not inserted it till the later narrative, Luke 6'". In this passage

it is also placed by Blass in liis text of Luke, and by Resell in his A67ia 'IijcroO.

On the other hand, in Luke 6^ Cod. D has another Locjioii peculiar to itself.
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Thus, then, it is not impossible, though it cannot be re-

garded as absolutely certain, that Jesus never called Himself

the " Son of man " prior to the Messianic confession of Peter,

and the instruction then given to His disciples in regard to

His future destiny. From that time forward the title became

significant to them as the name derived from Dan. 7^^ for

Him who was ordained to the sovereignty of the world. To

the mass of the people Jesus did not manifest the full signifi-

cance of the title, until in His open confession before the

Sanhedrin, Matt. 266* (j^^rk 14*52, j^^^i^^ 22«9), He set all

doubts at rest, and thereby supplied the judges with a possible

pretext for pronouncing a sentence of death.

The more precise determination of the sense attached by

Jesus to Ni^'JS "13 will have to be sought primarily, as in-

dicated above, with the help of the Book of Daniel. Con-

sidering the general mode of thought peculiar to Jesus, the

chief motive which led directly to the selection of the Book

of Daniel, and the title it contains for the future lord of the

world, is to be found in the fact that nowhere else is it

asserted so unreservedly that the inevitable mutations of all

earthly conditions are to be expected from the agency of God

alone.^ As a stone which no hand has unloosed from its

native rock, so comes the sovereignty of God upon the world,

in order to shatter every hostile sovereignty, Dan. 2^*- *^

From heaven comes one like unto a son of man in order

that God may bestow as a gift universal dominion upon him,

Dan. 7l^
cf. \P. Of the " violent" it is said, Dan. US that

they are raised up to establish the vision, but are at tlic

same time destined to ruin. In His own immediate neigh-

bourhood Jesus had been an eye-witness of the fruitlessness

of individual aggrandisement, and thus preferred not to be

regarded as " Messiah " by the people ; as they, in opposition

to all Old Testament prophecy,- were looking for acts of

political liberation and a forcible appropriation of the sove-

* Cf. above, p. 137 f. ^ See on tliis point FuikI. Ideas, XI. 1.
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reignty by their Messiah. But there was still another reason

why the title " Son of man " was specially appropriate to

Jesus. The name Messiah denoted the Lord of the Messianic

age in His capacity as Euler ; in reality it was applicable to

the person so predestinated only when His enthronement had

taken place, not before it. Suffering and death for the actual

possessor of the Messianic dignity are in fact unimaginable,

according to the testimony of the prophets. When Jesus

attached to the Messianic confession of Peter the first in-

timation of His violent death, He did so in order to make it

clear that the entrance upon His sovereignty was still far

distant, and that the Messianic function of Jesus did not

include, but distinctly excluded self-aggrandisement. But the

" one like unto a son of man " of Dan. 7^^ has still to receive

the sovereignty. It was possible that he should also be one

who had undergone suffering and death. At any rate, in

disposition he is no user of force, no conqueror, no demolisher,

but only a " son of man " whom God has taken under His

protection and ordained to be great.^ We find an idea

somewhat akin to this conception in the Eevelation of John,

which delights to speak of Christ as to dpviov, " the Lamb,"

which offered itself to be slain without gainsaying. There,

too, the prominent idea is the dofencelessness which leads Him

to endure all things which men, by the counsel of God, inflict

upon Him. Jesus called Himself ^^^^ i?, not indeed as the

" lowly one," but as that member of the human race {Menschen-

Jcind), in his own nature impotent, whom God will make Lord

of the ivorld ; and it is very probable that Jesus found another

reference - to the Son of man of Dan. 7 in the verses of

Ps. 8^^-
:

" What is a man that Thou art mindful of him,

and a son of man that Thou acceptcst him, and permittest him

to be but little less than God, and crownest him witli glory

' Cf. tlio oxposil.ion of D;ui. 7 given cm ji. KiS 1".

" Tliis view is supported by V. Bartlcl, Expos., 6tli Ser., iv. 435, and—exclud-

ing the reference to Dan. 7—by F. Buhl, Messiauske Forjnsttelscr, 236 f.
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and honour, makest him to have dominion over the works of

Thy hands, and hast put all things under his feet ?

"

If this exposition of the term be correct, it follows

:

(1) that the sense attached by Jesus to the title is peculiar

to Him alone, and is no mere counterpart of the idea in

Enoch and 2 Esdras
; (2) that humility and suffering can be

predicated of i^f^^ "i3 as well as majesty
; (3) that the meaning

suggested by the title to those who did not suspect its con-

nection with Dan. 7 was not unwarranted, because in any

case they too must have concluded that Jesus disclaimed the

role of usurper by His own efforts
; (4) that it was possible

that at first the disciples were content with this conception,

and did not ask any further explanation from Jesus
; (5)

that the interpretation put upon the expression by the

Hellenistic Synoptists and by the primitive Church, though

in the narrower sense inexact, was not erroneous in so far as

they found in it a testimony of Jesus to the reality of His

human nature ; and, further, (6) that the Church was quite

justified in refusing, on its part, to give currency to the title
;

for in the meantime the " Son of man " had been set upon

the throne of God, and was, in fact, no longer merely a man,

but a Ptuler over heaven and earth, " The Lord," as Paul in

the Epistles to the Thessalonians, and the Teaching of the

Apostles in its apocalyptic statement, rightly designate Him

who comes with the clouds of heaven.

Note.—For a long time I considered it possible that " Son

of man " might be a paradoxical term for " Son of God."

Various Jewish phrases might have been adduced as parallels.^

According to Yokhanan ben Zakkai (c. 80 A.D.), the thief is

more severely punished by the law than the robber, " because

he, as it were, treats the eye of God as unseeing and the ear

of God as deaf." Tii Tosephta Bab. k. vii. 2, the "eye of

God " is in this case expressed by " the eye that is above
"

1 Cf. K Landau, Dio gcgeusiiiuigcu Worter ini Alt- uud Nfulicbr.

(1896).
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('"'J^'I'y^ ry); but Mcclnlta Mishp. Ncz. 15 ^ and Bab. k. 79''

says :
" the eye that is beneath " (^^&^ TV). A tradition,

not included in the Mishna (Baraitha),^ given b. Yom. 77^,

b. Sukk. 53'', explains Ezek. 8^*^ by saying that the men

unveiled themselves " downward " (^^'9 ''r'r*?), whereas the

meaning really is " upward " (their heads), i.e. towards God.

Even in the Old Testament, e.g. 1 Kings 2V^, "to bless,"

^"l?, is said instead of " to curse " when the malediction is

applied to God. In the same way Qtyn nana, " blessing of the

Name," b. Sanh. 56^" (Baraitha), is really "blasphemy against

God "
; n^i?P^ n^nii, " blessing of what is above," means " curs-

ing God " ; ntsp^ nana, " blessing of what is below," on the

other hand, means "cursing of parents," b. Yeb. 101^

(Chanina). A blind man was called in Galilee N^inp n"'3D,

" the clear seer," Ber. E. 30, j. Peah 19% j. Keth. 34'', or also

xnriQjp Nn32, "the man whose eyes are opened," j. Kidd. 61'\

When anything discreditable to Israel has to be said, it is

predicated of " the enemies of Israel," see in Hebr. D^^'^^i^

i^'^^'kf, Mechilta, ed. Fried. 3% Tos. Sukk. ii. 6 (Meir,

c. 160 A.D.3); in Aram. ^wXnb'^T P^^^?^, j. Chag. 77^^; j. Sanh.

23"; Targ. Esth. ii. 1^ In like circumstances a man does

not speak of himself but of " his enemy "
; see b. Sukk. 5 2^,

b. Sanh. 107% where '^ \3DT lx?3, "he, who hates me," is

employed for " I."—All this, however, scarcely warrants the

imputation of a paradoxical use of " Son of man " by Jesus

;

and as such a supposition is in no way indispensable in

explaining the designation, it must be set aside.

' Ed. Constantinople, 1515, not in cd. Friedni. (91*').

2 Cf. the saying of Cliijja, Scliir. R. 1^; Backer, Ag. d. pal. Am. ii. 195.

3 Backer, Ag. d. Tann. ii. 28.
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X. THE SON OF GOD.

1. THE SECOND PSALM IN JEWISH LITERATURE.

The second Psalm is generally reckoned the principal

biblical source of the designations, "Son of God" and

"Anointed" (Messiah), as applied to the King of the

Messianic age. It will therefore be appropriate to begin

by tracing the influence of this psalm on Jewish literature.

In Ps. 2^ the king of Zion, whom the poet had spoken

of in V.5 as God's " Anointed " 0^'^^), is called by God His

Son C?^), begotten by Him on the coronation day. This

language should probably be taken in connection with the

promise in 2 Sam. 7", which says that God will stand to the

Davidic dynasty in the relation of father to son. But while

in 2 Sam. 7^* the inference from this promise is merely that

God will keep the dynasty under discipline without over-

throwing it, the psalm deduces from the filial relation of the

king of Zion to God, that universal dominion originally

proper to God is bequeathed to the Son as an inheritance,

and in this respect goes further than Ps. 89^^ according to

which the firstborn of God is only the highest of the kings

of the earth. To me it seemc likely that in both psalms, as

in Isa. 5 5*- ^ the king of Zion is meant as an emblem of

God's people collectively. In Jewish literature, however,

there are but few traces of such an interpretation. In the

Midrash to Ps. 2^2 1 [^ [g gg^jjj ^^^ ^|^q q^-^^ . » Whom does this

resemble ? The king, who is angry with tlie people of the

land, and the people go and appease the son of the king,

that he may appease the king. And wlien the people go to

render a song of praise to tlie king, ho says to them : Is it

^ 111 this comment, tlici'cfore, ng is actually uiidcibtuod to be "Son." But
^:3 must ajipareiitly be regarded as the original reading. The fear that in

v.^^ one might think of the anger of the Son, and of refvige with the Son, may
have leil to the change into 13, which in tliat case, from its first ajjpearauce,

would have meant "purity."
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to me that ye would sing praise ? Go and say it to my son,

as, but for liim, I had long ago exterminated the people of

the land. Even so God says to the Gentiles when they wish

to render Him a song of praise . . . : Go, say it to the

Israelites, for without them ye could not endure for one

hour." ^ The date and source of the saying are unknown.

The meaning of another saying, given in Midr. Ps. V, is

ambiguous. It represents that the divine statement in this

verse is qualified by statements in each of the three divisions

of Scripture ; in the Law Ex. 4-^ (" Israel is my son, my

firstborn"), in the Prophets Isa. 5 2 ^^ and 42\ and in the

Hagiographa Ps. 110^ 2'^, Dan. 7^^.^ Judging by the

citation from the Pentateuch, it appears as if Israel were

meant throughout.

The Messianic interpretation of the psalm is not found

so frequently as might have been expected. The Book of

Enoch originally contained no allusion whatever to Ps. 2,

which justifies an inference that a non-Messianic view of

the psalm was common enough. The Similitudes of Enoch

make use of Ps. 72, but not Ps. 2, in delineating the Messianic

picture. In the unique expression (48^*^), "the Lord of

spirits and His Anointed," the second part should be deleted.

For if not, the language here, " they have disowned the Lord of

spirits," would be inapplicable to the Messiah, see 41^ 45^ 461

So, too, Enoch 52* is clearly an interpolation, as it breaks

the natural connection between vv.^ and ^. Accordingly the

reference to the Messiah as " His (God's) Anointed," which

appears there, is also foreign to the oi'iginal. Moreover, in

this section of Enoch, the Messiah is elsewhere called con-

sistently, according to Ps. 89^- ^o, "the Chosen," see 49* Sl^-s

52^-^. To a later insertion we must also ascribe 105^ in

^ Thus in ed. Constant. 1512, and ed. Venice, 1546. Buber, in ed.

"Wilna, 1891, does not mention this reading, and has in its place "the world."

According to Yalkut Shim. ii. (ed. Salonica, 1521) 624, it is said: "Ye
would not continue to exist in this workl."

2 Dan. 7'^ is not cited in the parallel, Yalk. Shim. ii. 621.
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which case " I and My Son " might also, for that matter, be

derived from Ps. 89'-^^*-.

Among the earlier sections of the Apoc. of Baruch, chap.

27-29 did not originally mention the Messiah. The name

occurs, indeed, in 29^ and 30^; but in 29^ He only " beghis

to become manifest," and 30^ says that "He comes again."

Of His actual governance one hears nothing. Both passages

must therefore be struck out. On the other hand, the ex-

pression " mine (God's) anointed " is twice used in the section

chaps. 36-40 (39'^ 40^), also twice in the section chaps. 53—

74 (70» 722), |3^^t no allusion is made to Ps. 2. In 70^ the

Messiah is called " my Servant, the Anointed " (Syr. n^y

sn^E^'JD) ; but the whole verse may possibly be a gloss ; see

E. H. Charles on the passage. In 2 Esdras " the Messiah "

(Syr. xn"':^'D) appears in 12^^ j^jgj; a,s in Apoc. of Bar.—with-

out allusion to Ps. 2. In 7"^- ^^ God calls the Messiah

" Mine anointed Son " (Syr. xn'^t'o nn), but no indication is

given as to the source of this language. In the vision of the

" man from the sea " God further speaks of the Messiah as

m, "My Son," 1332-37.52 149^ j^ ^j^^g ^jg^Q^^ ^here occur

references to Dan. 2, Dan. 7, and Isa. 11^. The stone cut

out without hands, Dan. 2, which became a mountain, on

which the Messiah takes up his position, and against which

the peoples assemble, 1 33^^-, must be Zion ; and this identifi-

cation implies the influence of Ps. 2 in this passage. Still

this influence is not clearly marked.

There is, however, an indubitable reference to Ps. 2 in

the Psalter of Solomon 17-°, perhaps also in 18^^ (cf. Ps. 2^);

and hence arises the possibility, though not the necessity, of

tracing also the designations XptaTo<; Kvpto<;,^ 17^°; XpcaTov

avTov, IS*"; Xpiarov Kvpiov, 18^, back to tlie second Psalm.

In this book, however, the Messiah is not referred to as

"Son of God."

1 Tlii.s flepcnrls, aooordiiir^ to IS", upon the PTebr. mn' n^p, "the Aiioiiitod

of the Lord," as docs also \picTod Kvpiov, IS'*,
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Later Jewish literature affords in a Baraitha given in b.

Sukk. 52* an earlier witness for the Messianic interpretation

of Ps. 2. In this case vv.^ and ^ are attributed to Messiah,

Son of David. More recent is the saying of Yonathan ben

Eleazar (c. 240):^ "of three persons it is said in Scripture,

' Ask !
' Who are they ? Solomon and Ahaz and the King

Messiah." For the last, reference is then made to Ps. 2,

From the Midrash Ps. 2"^ it appears that Judan (c. 350)

applied this verse to the Messiah. From a very late period,

doubtless, arises the anonymous assertion contained in the

same passage, which is directed against the exposition main-

tained by the Church. It runs thus :
" From this verse (Ps. 2'')

we find a retort against the Minim (Christians), who say that

the Holy One, Blessed be He, has a Son; and thou canst

remonstrate that the words are not ' a son art thou to me,'

but ' thou art my son,' like a servant to whom his lord vouch-

safes encouragement, saying to him, ' I love thee as my son'!"^

(nnp T]^ W3nnp).3 in an addition to the saying of Huna about

the sufferings of Messiah, which appears in the sources men-

tioned, the " begetting " is understood to be the " new creation"^

undergone by the suffering Messiah, as a necessary prelude to

His advent in majesty. The Targum for Ps. 80^^ has identi-

fied the " Son " with the Messiah, having clearly had Ps. 2 in

view.

One may assume that as time passed the Christian ex-

1 Ber. B. 44 ; cf. Backer, Ag. d. p. Am. i. 83.

2 So, too, the Targum of the Psahns has in 2"^ "dear as a son to a f^itlier art

thou to me, innocent as if I had this day created thee."

^ This is the reading in Yalk. Sliim. ii. 621, ed. Salonica, 1521 ; Midr. Ps.,

ed. Constantinople, 1512, and ed. Venice, 1546. The Censor Dominico Caresso

(1607) has blackened a part of the beginning in my copy of Yalkut ; in ed.

Frankf. a. M. 1687 the -whole is omitted. Buber, who besides the old editions

made use of 8 MSS. in preparing his edition of the Midrash Teliillim (Wilna,

1891), suppresses all the first part of the statement, without mentioning even

its existence

!

* See above, p. 178 f. The text of tlie Midrash on the Psalms would liave us

suppose that the creation of the liithcrto non-existent Mes.siah is meant. It

should, however, be emended in accordance with Yalk. Shim. ; see my treatise,

"Der Icidende u. d. sterb. Messias," 52.
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position of Ps. 2 became a deterrent to its common use by

the synagogue. But even for the earlier period it must be

recognised as certain that Ps. 2 was not of decisive importance

in the Jewish conception of the Messiah, and that " Son of

God " was not a common Messianic title. A hindrance to

the use of i^^*^^ "i? or Q^'?^^>*i^ l^ would have presented itself in

the custom of not uttering the name of God ; and this after-

wards shows itself when Mark 14*^^ gives the words of the

Jewish high priest as 6 vlo<; tou evKoyrjTov—a form ill adapted

to become a current Messianic title. When God calls the

Messiah His Son, this is merely meant as a sign of the ex-

ceptional love with which He above others is regarded. Even

the idea of the " heritage " combined with sonship in Ps. 2

is never developed by Jewish literature in its bearing on the

Messiah.

It is a peculiar mark of great importance in Israel, that

divine descent was never ascribed either to the people or to

their kings. In naming God its Father, it may occasionally

contemplate a genesis through the agency of divine power

(see p. 184). But divine nature in the Son is never deduced

from such expressions. If Ps. 2 and Ps. 89 refer to the

people Israel, it is still a special relation to God that is thereby

asserted, the originator of this relationship being God, and by

no means any sort of procreation in the literal sense of the

word. Even in Messianic expositions, an Israelite will always

have taken the title " Son of God " in a figurative sense, there

being no incentive in this connection to interpret it otherwise

than was usual elsewhere.

The language used by Israel recalls that of Assyria.

When Asshurbanipal in his Annals,^ according to the inscrip-

tions, calls himself " an offspring of Asshur and Bilit," this

means no more than a being destined from birth to the royal

power. The kings of Egypt, on the contrary, were reckoned

to be real " descendants of the god Ea." Even the birth of

^ Schrader, Keiliuscliriftl. Bibliothck, ii. 152 f.
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each king seems to be regarded as a special act of the gods

;

the royal title might contain the sentence :
^ " on the day

of his birth there was exultation in heaven ; the gods said,

' we have begotten him '
; the goddesses said, ' he went forth

from ns.'

"

The royal style of old Egypt was continued by the

Ptolemies. Hence one encounters in connection with them

epithets like " a diis genitus," " filius Isidis et Osiris," vio<i tov

'HXiov,^ ^eo9 e'/c Oeov Kal 6ed<i.^ Eoman emperors also boasted

frequently of divine progenitors. Sextus Pompeius called

himself the son of Neptune ; Domitian, the son of Minerva

;

Caligula and Hadrian deemed themselves to be earthly mani-

festations of Zeus.* In the royal title, however, there

appeared only " Divus," in Greek Oeos,^ Aram. ^O??!^;^ which,

in the East, people applied without scruple to the living

emperor, whereas it was originally intended to apply only to

the emperor when transferred by death to a place among

the gods. Augustus, it is true, called himself " Divi filius," ^

deov vi6<i ;

s but that has nothing really to do with divine

sonship. It was a term due to his modesty, which prompted

him to be known ^ as merely the " son of one who was trans-

ferred to a place among the gods," his father by adoption

being Citsar, now taken to be a Divus. Hence no assist-

ance can be derived from this designation in determinins

the Greek conception of the term 6 vlo<i rod 6eov used by

Jesus.^''

' A. Erman, Agj7)ten, 90 f. [Eng. tr. 57].

- E. Bcurlier, De divinis lionoribus quos accepcnnit Alexander ct successores

ejus (1890), 47, 59.

^ Corp. Iiiscr. Griec. 4697.

* E. Bcurlier, Essai sur le cultc rendu aux Empereurs Remains (1890), 10,

37 f.

5 See, e.rj., Wadd. 2075, 2076, 2380, 2585, 2598; Corp. Inscr. Grtec. 2176,

2177.

^ Sec de Yogiie, 15, 16.

^ Ag. Urkunden a. d. kgl. Mus. Berlin (Greek), 628.

» Ibid. 174, 543 ; Wadd. 1476.
'• Cf. Bcurlier, Essai, 13, 15.

^" In opposition to Deissmann, Bibelstudien, 166 f. [Eng. tr. p. 166 f.].

i8
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2. THE TITLE " SON OF GOD " AS APPLIED TO JESUS BY OTHER

PERSONS.

In the Synoptic Gospels, 6 vro<i rod deov is found as a

Messianic title in the confession of Peter, Matt. 16^*^ (6 Xpia-

T09 o vlo<i row deov rov ^oiVTo<i). Luke, however, has (Q^*^)

Tov Xptarov rov Oeov, and Mark (8^^) has merely o Xpiar6<;.

As tlie name 6 Xpiaro'^ is the one which we should naturally

expect in the mouth of a Jew at that period, we must regard

Matthew's version as an expansion.^

In Matt. 14^^ it may certainly he admitted that the con-

fession 6eov vLo<; eZ is not inappropriately attributed to the

disciples after Jesus had shown Himself to be master of wind

and waves. But as it is straightway asserted, Mark 6^"-, that

the disciples did not thus express themselves on that occasion,

a sufficiently sure foundation for the utterance disappears.

In the mouth of the high jiriest. Matt. 26^^, the designation

6 XptcTTo? 6 vio^ TOV Oeov (like 6 Xp. 6 vio'^ rov ev'Koyrjrov,

Mark 1 4^^) is unsuitable ; because the words, as given by

Luke (22^'^), o Xpicrr6<;, or perhaps 6 Xpiaro<i rov eiiXoyrjrov,

have antecedent probability in their favour. In the second

question of the judges, " art thou then the Son of God ?

"

Luke 22''', the evangelist has made the decisive element in

the acknowledgment of Jesus patent to his readers, but in so

doing has really obscured rather than elucidated the actual

circumstances.^

The railing addressed to Christ on the Cross is represented

in Matthew (27^^ cf. v.^^^ by the words, "save thyself if

thou art the Son of God." Luke has (22^5): "if tliis is the

chosen Christ of God." The conditional clause does not

appear at all in Mark (15=^°). This clause appears to be an

echo of the account of the Temptation, which also is related

only by Matthew and Luke (see below). The centurion

1 See oil the same point, pp. 183, 196, 200, 291.

'^ Ou tliis point see XI. 2.
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makes the confession after the death of Jesus that He was

the "Son of God," vlh<; Oeov, Matt. 21^\ Mark IS^O; whereas,

according to Luke (23*'^), he merely calls Jesus "guiltless"

(StKaio<;). While the synoptic tradition is in itself discordant

as regards the instances just named, it is uniform in testify-

ing that the demoniacs named Jesus " the Son of God," Matt.

829 (Mark 5\ Luke S^s), Mark 3^\ Luke 4". It is evident,

however, from Luke 4*^, that the evangelist here regards o vio<;

Tov 6eov as simply a synonym for 6 XpiaT6<i. Even in the

country of the Gerasenes Jews would have been numerous

enough, so that an appellation of Jesus as Messiah by the

demoniacs settled there is not unnatural. Thus 6 Xpiaro^

would have to be substituted for the uncommon 6 vio<; tov

6eov. It is conceivable that in such a case the evangelic

narrative should, without reserve, make use of the explanatory

title " Son of God." In relation to these spirits, Jesus was

conceived not so much the " Messiah " as the One in whom
God appears upon earth.

From the foregoing, it appears that Jesus was not called

" the Son of God " by any contemporary. Seeing that this

was not in common use as a Messianic title, as demonstrated

under § 1, this result is quite natural. I have not here con-

sidered Satan's designation of Jesus as " Son of God " in the

account of the Temptation, Matt. 4=^- ^ (Luke 4^- ^). It stands

in close connection with the divine voice at the Baptism, to

which the words of Satan, " if thou art the Son of God," obvi-

ously refer. The voice from heaven at the Baptism requires

a separate discussion. Except for this association, it w^ould

be possible here also to put 6 Xpiaro'^ for fio9 rov Oeov.

Unnoticed still remain the words of the angel in Luke 1^-

and 1^^ In the former verse, ft'09 ii-^iarov taken along with

/ie'7a9 merely emphasises the exalted distinction which falls

to him whom the Most High deigns to name His " Son."

The latter verse expressly connects vm Oeov with the super-

natural birth of Jesus. We are not here called to consider
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iliu historical value of the narrative in Luke's first chapter,

Wq have merely to note the fact that the wording of the

angelic message is in conformity with the biljlical stylo ^

adopted by Luke for this narrative ; and it therefore serves

all the more surely as a means of ascertaining the evangelist's

own interpretation of the idea vib<i tov 6eov. The second

saying of the angel cannot in any case be brought into

relation with Jewish popular notions. For the Jewish

common people never expected the Messiah to be born of a

virgin ; and no trace is to be found among the Jews of any

Messianic application of Isaiah's words (7^*) concerning the

virgin's son, from which by any possibility—as some have

maintained—the whole account of the miraculous birth of

Jesus could have derived its origin.

3. THE DIVINE VOICE AT THE BAPTISM AND THE

TRANSFIGURATION.

On two occasions Jesus is called by God " His Son,"

—

at the Baptism and at the Transfiguration. The words are

:

6 vio'i fJLov 6 ajairriTo^, Matt. 3^'^ (Mark 1^\ Luke 3^^) and

17^ (I\Iark 97, 2 Pet. 1"; but in Luke Q^^ Sin. B, 6 v.

/J,. 6 eK'X.eXey/jitvo'i^). There is added, Mark 1^^ (Luke 3"),

iv aol evSoKijaa (Matt, o^^ 17^ €!> co ev8oK7]aa, 2 Pet. 1-^'^

et? ov ijcb evBoKTjaa). Moreover, there is a reading for

Luke 3^^ which is supported by 1), Justin, Clem. Alex. : y/o?

fxou el av, iycb a/j/xepov lyeyevvrjKa ere. This form has been

considered by Blass^ to be the parent of both forms of the

Lucan text and adopted into his text. The gospel of the

Ebionites, according to Epiphanius, Har. 30, had both forms

side by side.'* In the gospel of the Hebrews, Jerome^

^ Sec above, ]i. 39 ; and on vlbs v^larov, ]\ 199.

-Of tlie Syriac versions, only tlie Siiiaitic has this reading; Cur., Pcsli.,

Jems., like ACD, have 6 dyaTrrjrds.

^ F. Blass, Evaii^'clinTn sccnnrlinn Liicani (1897), xxxvii. f., 14.

* A'cdle, Nov. Tubt. yiippl. 75. " See Jerome on Isa. 11*.
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read :
" tn es filius mens primogenitus, qui rcgnas in scmpi-

ternuiu."

The two forms represented in the canonical Gospels have

both been moulded in the language of the Old Testament.

The second, which is based from beginning to end on Ps. 2^,

might be disallowed as originating in the interests of the idea

that Jesus had only then become the Son of God when He was

baptized.^ But this reading may equally well have arisen as an

afterthought, because, apart from the doctrinal preconception,

it was all too probable that the divine words which recalled

Ps. 2^ should be made to agree with the terms of the psalm.

In the former expression it is surprising that the divine

good pleasure should be expressly declared towards the

" beloved Son." Such a declaration seems superfluous, as

this Son is not to be compared with other sons. In the

case of a servant who is to be marked out from fellow-

servants, the language is natural enough. In addition to

this, the terms used by the divine voice recall Isa. 42^^ {^i

the form in which it is reproduced ^ in Matt. 1 2^^ Ihoi) 6

7ral<i fiov ov fjpiriaa, o uya7r7]To<; fiov ov rjvBoKrjaev rj ylrv^ij

fxov 6i]a(o TO TTvevfid jxov eV avrov Koi Kplaiv rot? Wvecnv

aira'yyeXel The Targum also shows a readiness to render

Hebr. ^n3, " to choose," by V^nx, " to be well-pleased with "
;

see Isa. 43^*^ ''J^inn •)d^ ^"nay, Targ. n^? 'n'V"lO'i'7 ^C'^'? 'V^y
" my servant, the anointed, in whom I am well-pleased,"

cf. 41^ 44^- 2. The bestowal of the Spirit, mentioned in

Isa. 42^, is clearly the motive for the allusion to this

prophetic statement. What Isa. 42^ says of the servant of

God was now being fulfilled. In that case 7rai<? /xou in

1 Proposed by Couybeare, Jew. Quart. Rev. ix. 463.

- Prov. 3^^ sounds similar: "Wliom the Lord lovetli, He reprovetli ; even

as a father the son in whom he delighteth " (n^-i; ja m 3N?i). Tlie LXX, how-

ever, renders (cf. Heb. 12^) : /naaTiyoi oi Travra vlbv &v Tropao^x^''"'") ^n*! tliero is

no reference to the gift of the S^iirit.

^ The LXX has: 'laKw^ 6 ttols /xov, avTCK-i)iJ.\poij.ai avrov' 'lapa-rjX 6 eKXcKrds

fiov, irpocreM^CLTO avrhv rj \j/vx'f} I'oV IduKa rb Trvcvfid /mov iir' avrbv, Kpicriv roh

idvecTLV e^olcrei.
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Isa. 42^ wliich stands for the Hebr. '•"^^y, "my servant,"

would ]je taken to mean " a child." This is not surprising.

In Acts 4^^- '^^ there is a citation of Ps. 2^ which v.^^ applies

to the opposition of the Jewish authorities against " top dyiov

(70V TTolha 'Irjaovv, ov e;j^pt(ja?." The word Trat? here applied

to Jesus, as also in v.^*^ and in 3^^- ^^, is rendered in the

Peshita by "13, " son."—And since the Teaching of the

Apostles regards Jesus (10^, cf. Matt. 21^) not as the son of

David, but as the God of David,^ conformably with Ps. 110^

and Matt. 22'^^, it can hardly be imagined that, in the same

eucharistic prayers which so speak of Him, Jesus should,

with reference to God, be called " Thy servant." ^ The word

7rat9 used concerning Jesus, Teaching Ap. 9--^ 10^, will

therefore mean " child," despite the fact that 9^ (cf. Acts 4^^)

contains the same term applied to David. This meaning is

unmistakable in Clement of Eome, whose letter to the Corin-

thians, 59^^', twice has the formula: Bca rov djaTrrjfievov

TratSo? avTOV (aov) 'Irjcrov XpLaTov, cf. 59"* 'J. Xp. o iral<i

aov. The rendering " His (Thy) beloved child " is here

obviously necessary, and an allusion to the voice at the

Baptism and Transfiguration cannot be doubted. See also

6 /j,ovoy€vr]<; nral'^;, Clem. Alex., Strom, vii. 1.

Not less clearly does the Wisdom of Solomon ^ treat vra??

and vl6<i as equivalent. The righteous man who names

himself Trat? Kvplov (2^^), prides himself, according to 2^^,

that God is his father ; and the wicked wish to test whether

he really is what he professes to be, namely, vi6<i Oeov (2^^).

Hence the Syriac version rightly enough has rendered both

^ It is remarkable that the closing formula in the petition for redemption in

the I'alcstinian Shemoneh Esreh (Eighteen Benedictions) should speak of Him
\vho was to send the Branch of David as the "God of David" (in ^rhii)

; see

j. Ber. 8<=, and the Palestinian recension of the Prayer, " Messianische Texte,"

No. 6a.

- In itself and in another environment there would be no objection to this

designation; see Nnvp nny, "I\ry Servant the Messiah," in Targ. Isa. 42' 43'"

52", Zech. 38.

^ See "Derleid. u. d. stcil). Messias," ?,\.
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2^3 and 2'^^ by " Son of God," xni^xT mn. The Israelites are

"sons" (viol) of God, 12^^ and in v.^^ "children" (-rraiSe^).

In this case the Syriac translator notices the difference

between viol and 7raiS€<i ; but just after, v.^^, he feels obliged

to render TratSe? by K"'^L2, " children." The attitude of the

Book of Wisdom is the more important on this point, because

it contains undoubted references to the " Servant of the

Lord " of Isa. 53. iraU Kvpiov in this author must necessarily

be traced back to the " servant " 0?^) of God in Isa. 40-66,^

for which term the LXX, as a rule, is wont to put irahr

The same misinterpretation of the word irah in the Greek

Old Testament, where it stands for " servant," was easily

possible to any one who did not know the Bible in Hebrew.

If this be the author's view of iraU in Acts, chaps. 3 and 4,

then these chapters were the work of a Hellenist who wrote

in the style of the Greek Bible.

The same confusion of irai'i and fto<f cannot be asserted

without further consideration in regard to the divine voice at

the Baptism and Transfiguration, because in tliis case it is

not irah but yto? that is used. But it becomes compre-

hensible how an original designation of Jesus as o u/09 ^Jiov,

which must be considered as constituting the essence of the

divine utterance, since it stands in both forms of the text

(see also 6 vlo<i rou Oeov, John 1^^), was susceptible of an

extension on the lines not only of Ps. 2'^ but also of Isa. 42^,

tending to make the sense of the shorter phrase clearer, and

commensurate with the importance of the occasion. And

since the bestowal of the Spirit, mentioned in Isa. 42^, will

have been the reason for citing this particular passage of

Scripture, it need not be assumed that the conventional form

of the text was originally present in the account of the

Transfiguration. On the contrary, the utterance at the

Baptism has exercised an influence on that at the Trans-

^ For additional proofs of tlie use of Isa. 40-66, see ibid. 32.

- Exceptionally the LXX has SoDXoj, 42''-' 48-" 49^- ^
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figuration, as even the present text of Matthew indicates by

adopting in 17^ the supplement iv a> evhoKrjaa.

In these circumstances there is no occasion for inquiry

as to the Aramaic original. A translation of the divine

words (at the Baptism) based on the Greek of Mark would

have to be : ^? '^'V']}}^ '?'?r] ^
'If

m.

The first conclusion to be drawn from the tenor of the

divine declaration at the Baptism is that He who was

exceptionally endued with the Divine Spirit is in a special

sense the object of the love and good pleasure of God. The

evangelists give an account of the voice, not on account of

any importance which the reception of such a divine voice

might possibly have for Jesus, but in the sense of impressive

testimonies that Jesus really was what His disciples before

the world proclaimed Him to be.

Hence it is clear that the voice is intended to signify the

divine good pleasure, not towards the person of Jesus as

such, but towards Him as the agent of a special mission.

This view is obviously presupposed by the injunction, "hear

ye Him," appended to the account of the Transfigui'ation.

This recalls the divine mandate of Deut. 1 8 ^^ to " hearken

unto," that is, to obey, the Prophet who was to be raised up

by God. Thus, however, we are directed to that position

which Jesus Himself felt conscious of occupying as " the Son

of God."

4. JESUS' OWN TESTIMONY.

Jesus never applied to Himself the title " Son of God,"

and yet made it indubitably clear that He was not merely

"a" but "the Sou of God." The position assumed shows

itself in the preference He manifested for tlie designation of

God as " His " Father, in the use of which He never includes

the disciples along with Himself. In the prayer wliich He

gave as an example to the disciples, it is only in Matthew

1 Cr. Jcr. 31''-'
I'lli; II, Targ. T-in ng, T.XX vlb^ dyajn]T6^.
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(G'') that the words are : irtnep i)fiSiv o ev Tot<; ovpavoh. But

not merely Luke, as Holtzinann ^ affirms, Init also INIatthew,

places it beyond doubt that Jesus in this case merely puts

this expression iu the mouth of His disciples ; He does not

pray with them in these terms. This distinction is made

obvious by the explanation added about forgiveness by

Matthew, in which the form " your heavenly Father " is at

once resumed. But the unique position assumed by Jesus

also follows in other passages from the invariable separation

between " my Father " and " your Father." ^

What Jesus understands by the filial relationship peculiar

to Himself is perceived with special distinctness from the

parable of the Vineyard let out to Husbandmen, Matt. 21^^"*°

(Mark 1 21-^2, Luke 209-i9). Here He sharply distinguishes

the only " son " as the sole heir from the whole series of

servants. Mark 1 2*^ calls this son eva vlov a^aiT'qjdv ; Luke

20^^ Tov vlov fxov Tov u'ya'irriTov ; Matt. 21^'^ has merely tov

vlov fiov. It should here be recalled that the LXX puts

TOV vlov (TOV TOV djaTTrjTov, Gen. 222, for Hebr. VV] "? V^ ^^ ;

Onk. '^yn^. n^ T]'^ ^l,
" thine only Son," and hence there is no

difference between 6 ffo? o dyairrjTO'i and o vto? 6 /u.ovo'yevrj^;

of John 3^^. The position of the only son is, in these cases

as in Ps. 2, regarded as a lawful standing which confers a

right to claim the entire household property. In the case of

the Son of God the reference can only be to the sovereignty

of the world, and to such a sovereignty as would be exercised

not by a Jewish emperor, but by a divine Sovereign.

A kindred idea appears in Matt, l?^^ where Jesus asks

whether the kings of the earth exact tribute from their own

^ Lehrb. d. ueutest. Theol. i. 2C8. In Holtzmann's opinion, Jesus could not

have spoken as iu Luke 11'^ of real a/xapTiat, but only as iu Matt. 6^- oi 6(peL\ri-

yuaro, in the sense of defects such as would have been inevitable iu His earthly

existence. But Aramaic requires 3in as the original ; and this term, literally

meaning "gULlt,"is iu that language quite a common term for "sins." See

Ex. 10", Hebr. -nNan ay Nb^, " forgive, I pray thee, my sin"; Onk. 'sin jyg pSip,

" pardon now my guilt."

- See above, p. 1 'JO.
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sons ; and the thought is, that as this is quite unusual, even

so the heavenly King, God, will not exact tribute from His

Son. The question whether the tax was being paid had been

asked with reference to Jesus only, and therefore the state-

ment which followed cannot further include Peter than to

the extent that he might, as an adherent of the Son, be

reckoned as exempted like his Master from the tax. Here,

too, Jesus separates Himself from all Israelites as belonging

not to their number, but to God.

We should also include in this connection Matt. 22^;

cf. vv.^- ^*^- ^-, so far as the contents themselves are concerned,

where the Messianic supper is regarded as a marriage feast

for the Son of the King. But Luke 14^*^ does not contain this

detail in describing the supper.^ As even in Matthew the

Son does not enter into the supper, this feature may be con-

sidered as a later addition, and need not here be taken into

account.

According to the foregoing, the " Son " means for Jesus

the heir to the throne of God, who as such occupies a unique

position. Of course the heir to the throne after coming into

possession, may well enough entrust to others the authority

of government (Matt. IQ^^, Luke 2229f-),2 but they do not

thereby become what He is. Their dignity remains ever

dependent upon His. They have in a derivative sense what

primarily pertains to Him alone. He receives the sovereignty

because He is the Son, they because they are followers of

the Son.

A different scope is given to the filial relationship of

Jesus to God in Matt. 11-'^ iravTa /jlol irapSoOrj viro rod

Trarpo<i fiov, Kal ov8el<=; eTrtyivcoaKet rov vlov el jxi] 6 irar/jp,

ovSe rov Trarepa Ti<i iiriycvcaaKeL el /xr) 6 vio<; Kal e5 eap

(SovXrjrai 6 vio<i imoKaXv-^ai,? The parallel in Luke (10"-)

' Sue above, p. 118. - Sec above, p. 134.

* The Evan. Ilierosol. has at the end n'?j irt x'jjn ni3 Nnsn p'?!, "and to

whom the Sou wills to reveal (Him), Ik^ reveals (Him). It seems to read airoKa-

Xi'/fci, and takes the last part of the verso to be an independent clause.
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as given in the common text lias only insignificant deviations.

Blass makes Luke's reading to be : diro tov nrarpo^ (without

fiov)—yivwaKct Ti? i(TTiv 6 vlo<i—Kol Tt9 edTLv 6 7raT?/|3 (without

repetition of ovSeU yivcoaKei). In the last part of the verse

Justin and Marcion read : ovSel? eyvco rov irarepa el /xt) 6 vi6<;,

Kal TOV vlov el fii] 6 irarrip Kol w eav 6 vio<; aTroKaXvyjn].

The idea here entertained is not the sovereignty committed

by God to Jesus, but the whole revelation of Jesus by means

of which an adequate consciousness of God is attained. The

"mysteries" of the sovereignty of God (see Matt. 13^\ Mark

4^^, Luke 8^*^) in their utmost extent were entrusted by His

Father to Jesus, and indeed to Him alone, with the obligation

to deal with them according to His own discretion. And

this exclusive committal to Him is also the most natural,

because between Father and Son there exists a perfect mutual

understanding so unique, that any other persons could parti-

cipate in the complete knowledge of the Father only through

the medium of the Son. The two clauses referring to the

knowledge of the Son by the Father and of the Father by

the Son must therefore be taken together, and not independ-

ently expounded. They really constitute a detailed Oriental

mode of expressing the reciprocity of intimate nnderstanding.^

But in this case of mutual understanding, its thoroughness

and absolute infallibility are assumed. He who stands in so

uniquely close a relation to God is the only possible mediator

of the kind, and also at the same time the absolutely reliable

revealer of the whole wealth of the divine mysteries.

The phraseology will thus have been originally intended

in a figurative sense. But that which holds between father

and son in general is straightway applied in reference to

Jesus and His heavenly Father. So that in this instance,

too, the peculiar relation of Jesus to God is one that cannot

be transmitted to others or be subject to change. His

^ Cf. j. K. h. S. 58'* p'pnV 'TO p'r^l i'.'^x^ 'TO j^'tn, "these agree with those

aud those with these," i.e. they nuitually agi'ee.
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disciples, indeed, through His means attain to the same

knowledge of God that He Himself possessed. But their

knowledge is derived through a medium, while His is

acquired by direct intuition.

As regards the Aramaic to be presupposed here, it will be

more satisfactory to change irapeSodr] into the active voice.

It is possible, indeed, even in Palestinian Aramaic to connect

the subject in question with the passive voice through p, but

examples in support are uncommon.^ It is further ques-

tionable whether we should use V]] or D3_n for " to know."

Galilean Aramaic uses the former for " to know a fact," the

latter for " to know a person." ^ The biblical Aramaic and

the dialect of Onkelos use only Vl]. The Present yivcoaKe and

the Aorist 'iyvco would have the same form in an unpointed

text, as the participle VX and the perfect VT. would have to

be used. The transposition of Father and Son in Justin's

text involves the advantage of an easier transition from the

first clause of the verse to the second, but also the disad-

vantage that the revelation of the Son by the Son is an

improbable idea. Both the Lucan r/? ia-riv 6 vl6<i (Trar^p) and

the shorter form in Matthew top vlov (Trarepa), are capable of

reproduction in Aramaic. See j. Ter. 48^^ X3S^ d^dh njs i6,

"I do not know my father"; and j. Ber. IZ" vr, wx n^^

Nin no, " I do not know what he is." For " to be willing

"

biblical Aramaic has N?^ ; the Judsean dialect t^?^* and N3y

;

the Galilean ^V?. But ^ovXrjTai cnroKaXv-^aL can also be a

Greek expansion of a prior cnroKakv-^rj.

Hence the Aramaic may be thus constructed : ? ipo Npb-i

1 See F. E. Konig, Syntax der hebr. Sprache (1897), 36 f., and the passages

from Genesis he cites in Onkelos. The only other example kno^\Ti to me is Vay.

11. 34: he regarded them "as those from whom denarii are exacted by the

"overnment " (yii'l »«n'3^'? IP l^K?^?)- On the other hand, it is said, Koh. R. 7"

Ni:,n^3'? T^np ^,^, "he ^^''is pursued by the government." In Targ. Eccl. 8^"

n;2-j' P TH-nx should be rendered: "it was bestowed from heaven"; ibid. 9"

11^ n;,':^' p -innx, "it was so destined from heaven " ; see p. 219 f.

"bf. j. Gitt. 45c linnnaip" pyv tih] |'SN? jin>inn^ j'ODri^ B'i ng n'x, "there are

men who know otliers by face yet not by name."
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^^JOT Jm« Nnn p^s x3N^i^ yi^^ n^fii t<3S jn!?x xi3^'^ yi^^ n^S ^^3x

(a) Since iravra refers back to ravra (Matt. 11-^, Luke

1 0^^), |in^3, " all these things," might be better than N^3. ravra

might perhaps be replaced by i^f^P T^.^, " these things " (literally

these words). (&) Variants in Luke : N";i3 N^n |?;, X3N Nin p,

(c) Variants in Matthew and Luke : •'^.^ r\^)i> N^n ^n^'T p\

So far, we have encountered nothing to show what idea

Jesus entertained in regard to the genesis of His divine Son-

ship. It can only be said that the passages just cited appear

to imply that Jesus liad shown no cognisance of any begin-

ning in this relationship. It seems to be an innate property

of His personality, seeing that He, as distinct from all others,

holds for His own the claim to the sovereignty of the world,

and the immediate knowledge of God, just as a son by right

of birth becomes an heir, and by upbringing from childhood in

undivided fellowship with the father enters into that spiritual

relationship with the father which is natural for the child.

From the question which Jesus asked the scribes. Matt. 22^^"^*^

(Mark 12^5-37^ Luke 20^i-"), about the meaning of Ps. IIO^,

one may, however, derive an explicit testimony on this point.

The Synoptic accounts are here in virtual agreement. For it

is of no real consequence that, according to Mark and Luke,

Jesus should Himself propound the question, how the Messiah

should be called a son of David, whereas in Matthew Jesus

first causes the Pharisees to say that, from their point of

view, the Messiah is a son of David. The aim in either case

is the same—to awaken reflection in regard to the descent

of the Messiah rather than to His dignity or exalted rank.

There would indeed be nothing remarkable in the fact that

a son should attain to a higher rank than his father, and for

the scribes it would not in the least be strange that the

Messiah should be greater than David. On that point they

did not, in fact, require any instruction. Justin Martyr ^ says

1 Dial, cum Tiyph. 33, 83.
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that the Jews of his time applied Ps. 110 to Hczekiah ; so it

appeared to them possible that David should call tliis king

his Lord.^ There is something artificial in recent attempts^

to reduce the thought of Jesus to a mere suggestion that

" son of David " was altogether unsuitable as a title for him

to whom David had shown deference by calling him his Lord.

An unbiassed reading of the statement of Jesus cannot avoid

the conclusion that the Messiah is in reality the Son of One

more exalted than David, that is, the Son of God. And in

that idea there was essentially nothing extravagant. If Jesus

was conscious of no beginning in His peculiar relationship to

God, it must, of course, have had its genesis with His birth

;

and, further, God must have so participated in assigning that

position, that the human factors concerned fell entirely into

the background. The prophet Jeremiah, according to Jer. 1^,

prided himself in his prenatal election by God to prophecy;

and Isa. 49^ says that the servant of the Lord was formed

from the womb for his appointed function. Why should

Jesus, conscious of being the servant of the Lord whom Isaiah

predicted, not have had a similar consciousness in regard to

Himself ? Only it would be natural that He, being " the

Son," as distinguished from all servants, should presuppose,

not merely selection and predestination, but also a creative

act on the part of God, rendering Him what no one, who

stands in a merely natural connection with mankind, can ever

by his own efforts become. This idea is no way opposed to

the other, that Jesus called Himself " Son of man." For all

^ The Pseudepigrapha have traces of a Mossiaiiic interpretation of Ps. 110

only in tlio Similitudes of Enoch, in so far as it is there said that tlie Messiah

sits upon ilio throne of God ; see 45' 51' 55'* 61^ 62-. Still, a direct depcndcnco

on Ph. 110 cannot be observed. In rabbinic literature the earliest dictum verify-

ing this reference is that of Kliamma bar Khanina (c. 260), Midr. Ps. 18'"
; cf.

Backer, Ag. d. pal. Am. i. 457, see also Midr. Ps. 110^ Later references are

given in " Der Icid. u. d. sterb. Mcssias," 7. And Jesus by no means imjilies

that every one understood Ps. 110^ of the Messiah; He knows, however, tliat

His hearers, by naming any one else in place of the Messiah, would only have

increased their difhculty.

^ See, e.g., Ilollzmann, Lehrb. d. neutcst. Thcol. i. 244.
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the sublimity of which He was conscious in regard to His

past, present, and future, never excludes the idea that for the

present, by decree of the Divine Providence, He moves about

among mankind, defenceless and weak. We do not find ex-

pressed the idea of God's becoming man, or of a twofold

nature united in a single person ; but there is attested the

presence of One who appears in human weakness, who is a

perfect Eevealer of God and the future Euler of the world,

who has been bestowed upon the world by the supernatural

power of God.

Nowhere do we find that Jesus called Himself the Son of

God in such a sense as to suggest a merely religious and

ethical relation to God,—a relation which others also actually

possessed, or which they were capable of attaining or destined

to acquire.

We have not taken into consideration in this connection

the saying in regard to the Son's ignorance of the date of the

redemption. Matt. 2436 (Mark 1332), on which see p. 194.

It may, however, be remarked that Zech. 14'^ and Ps. Sol.

17^3 also represent that only God knows the time of the

redemption. The Targ. Eccl. 7"^ affirms that the mystery of

the day when the Anointed King comes (^*3?P "'^',^"=1 Di"' n
s<n''P'?p) is kept secret from men. Simeon ben Lakish (c. 260

A.D.) explained Isa. 63* "a day of vengeance is in my heart,"

with the words :
^ " in my heart I have made (it) manifest,

but not to the attending angels." The command to evangelise

the heathen. Matt. 28^^, is reserved for special discussion.

The wording of both statements, which represents a use of the

name of the Son unprecedented in the other sayings of Jesus,

will be determined by the diction prevalent in the early

Church.

^b. Sauh. 99*; cf. Backer, Ag. d. pal. Am. i. 414.
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5. THE SENSE ATTACHED BY THE SYNOPTISTS TO THE TITLE

"SON OF GOD."

If the Hellenistic Synoptists took the title " Son of man "

to mean " one l:)orn of man," they will also have regarded 6

vlo<i rod Oeou as " one born of God." The Greek, unlike the

Hebrew, does not use the term " son " to denote an extensive

circle of relationships. He will always be inclined to under-

stand 6 fto? Tov Oeov in the most exact literal sense, whereas

the Israelite would only accept this idea through the con-

straint of some special reason. As regards Matthew, refer-

ence may be made to IQ^^, whore 6 vib<; tov Oeov tov ^covro'i

points back to rbv vlov tov uvOpojirov in v.-^^; further, to 26^^,

cf. v.*^^ where o ut'o? tov avOpcoTrov and 6 vl6<i tov 6eov are

likewise contrasted ; but specially to the narrative of the birth

of Jesus, which, even without explicit reference thereto, forms

the commentary to the testimony of the divine voice at the

Baptism (3^'''). As regards Luke, the words of the angel, 1^^,

explain for the readers the meaning of o vi6<; tov Oeov by ex-

press reference to the unique nature of the birth of Jesus.

Even the human lineage of Jesus is traced back by Luke (3^^)

to God, so that from any point of view Jesus comes to the

position of " Son of God." Even before the Baptism Jesus

caUs God His " Father," Luke 2*^, wliere rod iraTpo'i /xov

appears contrasted with 6 iraTrjp <jov, \}^, in the language of

the mother of Jesus. In Luke 22*^^- "*^ Son of God is contrasted

with Son of man. As Mark ^ gives no history of the birth,

Init in its place at the beginning of his Gospel narrates the

spiritual endowment of Jesus, the latter will accordingly

represent for him - the " generation " of the Son. In his

account of the condemnation of Jesus, 14^^-^-, he, too, has put

^ The aneioiit loading vlov ^eoD appended to 'Itjo-oO Xpiarov, Mark 1', cannot

be reckoned original.

" This will not airily to Matthew and Luke. IF. Li'd'jeri, Das Reich Gottes,

69, wrongly says of the Synoptists in general, that in the history of tlie Baptism

they "narrate the act of God, through which lie adopted Jesus."
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in antithesis the " Son of the Blessed " and tlic " Son of

man."

The Hellenistic explanation of 6 u/o? tov 6eov cannot, in

view of the ideas expressed by Jesus Himself, be pronounced

altogether unjustified. An essential difference in apprehend-

ing the idea appears, however, in so far as Jesus uses the

expression with respect primarily to His present relation to

God, and only gives a glimpse that His origin was also of a

nature corresponding to this position ; whereas, on the other

hand, the Synoptists make the latter consideration the founda-

tion of the expression. The mode of thought in their case is

Greek ; that of Jesus is Semitic.

XL CHRIST.

1. THE TERM IN JEWISH USAGE.

(a) Derivation and Form.

If the anointed of the Lord, mentioned in Ps. 2^, be taken

as a personification of Israel,^ there is then no Old Testament

passage in which the coming Prince of Salvation was called in

a historical sense " the Anointed." This, however, should be

considered accidental ; for there was nothing to hinder Isaiah,

e.g., from calling the promised King " the Anointed of the

Lord."

The oldest witness for the Messianic interpretation of

Ps. 2 is the Psalter of Solomon (17); see above, p. 270.

There, too, we find (v.-^" ; cf. 1 8^- ^) the earliest designation of

the Prince of Salvation as " the Anointed of the Lord," which

will accordingly have Ps. 2 as its source. It is quite likely

that other Scripture passages regarded as applying to the

King of salvation contributed to the formation of the title.

Mention is made of lielp, which is tlie allotted portion of

1 Cf. p. 208, and H. Weinel, nra and its derivatives, ZAW, xviii. (1898),

69 ff.

19
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"Jhvh's Anointed," Ps. IS^^ 20' 288;^ cf. 1 Sam. 2^\

2 Sam. 22^\ Hab. 3^^ Still there are no adequate proofs

of any ancient Messianic exposition of these passages. The

words of 1 Sam. 2^0 in^t^'b pp DTI, " and He shall exalt the

horn of His anointed," taken in connection with Ps. 89"^^

i3"ip_ ann vpp'ni, " and in my name shall his horn be exalted,"

are recalled by the Messianic petition in the Babylonian

Eighteen Benedictions ^ (or Shemoneh Esreh). The first half

of this petition is based on Jer. 33^^, and the other on Ezek.

29^1, the words being: Diin iiipi n^ovn mnm ^i^ny nn nm nx

r\m\ HP n^op 'n nris -i^na ^ny^C''3, " let the Branch of David

thy servant sprout forth speedily, and let his horn be exalted

through thy help : Blessed art Thou, Lord, who causest to

bud forth an horn of salvation
!

" In this connection we

have also in the prayer beginning 133?0 13^?S ^ the petition

:

"l^^'^ Hi? '^'!^^, " I'aise up the horn of Thine anointed," which,

however, does not appear in Seder Eab Amram, i. 45^ On

the other hand, Ps. 132" ^n^K'b^ 13 ^ri3ny nni? pp n^ovx DL",

" there will I make the horn of David to bud : I have or-

dained a lamp for mine anointed," is made use of in the prayer

l^rnn which is an ancient abridged form of the Eig-hteen

Benedictions." Its words are: T'^V t-??3 ^? '?iri h^ ^n'd^\

^ Fdi- Ps. 21, in particular, Messianic exjiosition can be jiroved ; see for v.^

Midr. Teh. ; Tancli., ed. Buber, Shem. 11'' ; Shem. R. 8 ; Bern. R. 14 (according to

Bern. R. Abin, and Midr. Teh. Simon); for v.^ b. Sukk. 52"^ (Baraitha). For

Mess, exposition of Ps. 89-», see Slieni. R. 19 (Natlian, c. 180 An.); Midr. Teh.

5^ ; Yalk. Shim. ii. 840 (Shemuel bar Nachmani, c. 260). On Ps. 110, see above,

p. 28.5 f.

- In Palestine, as it seems, this petition formed part of that concerning the

building of Jernsalem, which, in Babylon, had a separate position ; cf. j. Ber.

5% Tos. Ber. iii. 2.5 witli b. Taan. 13"; see S. Baer, Seder Abodatli Yisrael, 97 ;

L. Landshnth, Siddur hegyon leb, 65 ff. On the other liand, Rothscliild, Der

Synagogal-Cultus in hi.st. krit. Entwickelung, i. (1870) 62 f., erroneously main-

tains tliat in Palestine the Messianic petition had for long ceased to be used.

See, however, " Mes.sianische Texte," No. 6".

3 Burr, Seder Abodath Yisrael, 111.

4 See "Messianische Texte," No. 7; cf. Baer, Seder Abodatli Yisrael, 108;

Seder Ridi Aniram, i. 5i''.
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" may all they who trust in Thee rejoice over the building of

thy city and the renewal of Thy sanctuary, over the budding

forth of an horn for David Thy servant, and the ordaining

of a lamp for the son of Jesse Thine anointed ! " Elsewhere,

see on Ps. 13 2^7, Ech. R 2'^ (Midr. Ps. 75^^); Tanchuma, ed.

Buber, 8hem. 46^ (Yalk. Shim. i. 363) 50^ (Yalk. Shim. i.

378); Vay. E. 31 (Yalk. Shim. i. 650); Yelammedenu, Yalk.

Shim. i. 47 (Simeon ben Lakish.c. 260);^ v.^*^, Pirke Eliezer

28 (Yalk. Shim. i. 76); Pes. Eabb. 159^

The fact is, that no single passage, on the ground of

Messianic interpretation, can be made responsible for the

title " Messiah." When a name was wanted for the Kins of

salvation, as depicted especially in Isa. 11^"^,^ there was a

title which at once recommended itself—the solemn synonym

often used for the royal title, and indicating the King's relation

to God ; and it was all the more convenient because the

divine appointment and recognition formed the vital element

in the case of the expected King. Of him, therefore, it would

become usual to speak as ^'p] n^tJ'b, Aram, "p,, NH^tl'b, " Jhvh's

Anointed." But as the Tetragrammaton was not pronounced,

and as there was a reluctance ^ to name " God," so here, as in

other commonly used titles, the name of God was omitted,

and only D'^^^, Aram. xn^C'b, " the Anointed," was said. The

Aramaic form is the basis of the Greek transliteration which

appears in John 1*^ 4^^. The peculiar form Meaaia^ with

its doubled sibilant, I have formerly * sought to explain through

a phonetic variation in Semitic. It seems preferable to point

out that in Greek /xeaao<i is found in use alongside of fieao^;.

A similar relation will hold between Meaala'i and Meaoa<;,

which is intrinsically more accurate, though rarely found.

1 Cf. Backer, Ag. d. pal. Am. i. 403.

- In the Book of Enoch, Psalter of Solomon, Apocalypse of Baruch, mid
2 Esdras, the passage Isa. ll^""' is one of the most important bases of their

Messianic doctrine.

* See above, ]>. 194 ft'.

•* Gramm. d. jiid. -pal. Aram. 124, Kote 3 ; cf. 261, Note 1.
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The full name "Anointed of Jhvh," or "my, his anointed,"

is first attested, Ps. Sol. 17=^« IS^- % Bar. Apoc. 39^ 40^ 72^.1

The abbreviated form—apart from the New Testament—is

found first in 2 Esdr. 7^*^- 12^^. This was the form which

became usual in the mouth of the common people.

Later Jewish literature has the full name only in the

Targums wherever the text gives occasion for it, and in the

Liturgy. 'H i^n>'>P occurs Targ. Isa. 4^ 28^; ^n'P'O, Targ.

Hab. 3^^ Ps. 18^-^ 84^0; n^n^t^b, Targ. Zech. 4^ 10^ Ps. 2^ 20^.

The prayer beginning i^'i?!^.^ ^33^?p 2 contains the form "^i^^'^V ^'?.P,,

" let Thine anointed draw near." With regard to the shortened

form, it has been pointed out by Franz Delitzsch,^ with a

view to explaining the occasional use of Xpiar6<i •^ without the

article, that the Eabbis also sometimes use ^''t^'JD without the
? - • T

article in the manner of a proper name. This, indeed, is the

usual practice in the Babylonian Talmud when ^""'^'^p is not

subordinated by the syntax to any other word. D"''^'P, with-

out accompaniment, occurs Sukk. 52'^; Sauh. 93^ 96^ 97% 98=^

99=^; even in Aramaic C'V^'p, Erub. 43*^; Yoma 19^'; Bab. mez.

80^
; Ab. z. 2^

: Sanh. 93^ 96^ 98% 99^ ; so that we have even

n^C'b \3C^, "the years of Messiah," b. Sanh. 98% and ."^\i'2n

^«t^'D^, " the sorrow of Messiah," b. Keth. 111^ It is also

said : ^^ 1? ^'P?, " Messiah son of David," b. Sukk. 52^
; Aram.

Ti-n -in n^'j'D, Targ. Cant. 4-' 7^. Again it is N'n^*i:'>j which is

written, 1). Erub. 43^' ; Sanh. 51''
; Chull. 63=^ ; and n^u'sn^ J^iad.

13^ The phrase n^K')2n nio^, "the days of the Messiah,"

always involves the article; see b. Sanli. 97% 99^; cf. Bcr.

i. 8
;

j. Kil. 32% Probably we should also read
0'V"'f^"^'

ii^^ns

1 Cl". above, p. 270. - Seder Rab Aiuraiii, i. 9\
3 Thcol. Litbl. 1889, No. 45.

* XptcxTos with no article occurs in tlie Sjnioptist.s in 'hjaous Xpiards, Matt.

!'• ''"*, Mark 1^ ; and arising from this designation in 'Itjo-ovs 6 Xeyd/j-evos Xpioros,

Matt. V^ 21^''-^
; also in Xpiarbs Kvpios, Luke 2", besides Mark Q'", Luke 23'-.

Otherwise unifortiily 6 Xpiards.

' The plural r.'iy-:n 'h2n, brought into notice particularly by Wi'm-'^che, is quite

unknown in the ancient literature, as 1 have shown in " Der leid. u. der

sterb. Messias," 42.
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"the sorrow of the Messiah," b. Sanh. 98''; b. Sabb. 118^
of. Mechilta, ed. Fr. 50^ oP; n'P^^f "^^'f,

"the name of the

Messiah," b. Pes. o» ; cf. Ber. E. 1 ; n'pi?^ inii, " the spirit

of the Messiah," Ber. E. 2
;

O^ii'sb' inn, " the generation of

the Messiah," Mechilta, ed. Fr. 56^ Nevertheless, the Baby-

lonian custom of using n''L"^ as a proper name is incapable of

being verified in regard to Palestine. It cannot, therefore,

be regarded as old, or as having had a determining influence

on Christian phraseology.

The older Targums have always the definite form Nn''C*b

;

see Onk. Gen. 49io, Num. 24^7; Targ. 1 Sam. 2io, 2 Sam. 23^,

1 Kings 4*3, Isa. 9^ 10^7 lli-e 1429^ jer. 33^^ Mic. 5^, Zech.

6i2_ poj, >n xn^^'o, see above. Nn^!?'p ^"n^y, " my servant, the

anointed," occurs Targ. Isa. 42^ 43io 521^, Zech. S^ ; NH^K^b

^?<lfl, "the anointed of Israel," Targ. Isa. IG^-s, Mic. 4^

;

Jinn^trb, "their anointed," Targ. Isa. SS^o, Jer. SO^i, Hos. 14^;

niT -\2 NH^L^'o, " the anointed son of David," Hos. 3^
;

n^K'b

Sp'iV^, "the anointed of righteousness," Jer. 23^ 33^5 (ed.

Venice, 1517; but ed. Venice, 1525, i<^'i?'^V^ T^V). For vSn^Jib

alone, see also Sot. ix. 15
; j. Kil. 32^ In the younger Tar-

gums, as also in the Palestinian Midrash and Talmud, the

fuller title, ^n'^ib Npi^D, Hebr. nT>L' ^^9,^ predominates. This

should not, as is generally the case, be translated by " the

King Messiah," because xn^^b and ""i^bn are clearly not meant

as proper names. In later Jewish Aramaic, a title is regularly

placed after the proper uame.^ We have i^'^^t?
''^l,

" the king

Yannai," Ber. E. 91 N*3^0 oM, " the king Julian,"]. Ned. 37*^

;

N3^D nb^f^ "the king Solomon"; iSn>c^9 nn, "David the

anointed," in tlie Litany '^ n?^x x;pn-i ; n»L"3 ;ni\ " the Prince

Judan," j. Taan. 65^ "King Messiah" would have to be

^ n'^ert ^i^dh is unusual ; see Seder Rab Amram, i. 53*. On the omission of

tlie article with definite substantives, see F. E. Konig, Syntax d. hebr. Sprache,

403 f. ; *S'. It. Driver, Hebrew Tenses,^ 281 if.

^ Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic admit the inverted order ; see Konig, op. cit.

397 f. ; E. Kautzsch, Gramm. d. bibl. Aram. 149 f.

* Seder Eab Anirara, ii. 19'' f.
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expressed by N^|'P n^t^'b, whereas NH^^^p N^J^p means " the kmg,

the anointed," or " the anointed king." Examples for the

Aramaic form are found j. Ber. 5% j. Taan. 68''; and for the

Hebrew form, Ber. E. 1, 98,Shem. E. 1. For NH^ra a^brp, see

also Targ. Jerus. I. Gen. S^^ 35^1 49i- lo- n Ex. 40», Num.
2321 2420. 24^ x)eut. 2519 30^ ; Targ. Jerus. II. Gen. 3^' 49io- ii- ^\

Ex. 12*2^ Num. 1126 247, Targ. Cant. P 71* S^- 2- ^ Euth 1^

31^ Eccl. Ill 724^ py_ 212- s 453 617. 9 721 8 QIC. sn^cvp stands

by itself in this sense only in Targ. Jerus. I. Num. 24^^ Targ.

Lam. 222 422
; and for "1)^ ^? n^L'p, as well as 'nC'vP, '^'O'P'P,

see the two preceding pages.

A less common title, in which n''^nD is similarly inad-

missible as a proper name, is 13P"1V ^''^'P,
" our righteous

anointed." By this name the people Israel refer to the

Messiah, Pes. Eabb. 162'', 163^ 164^ In a similar manner

God calls Him "My righteous Anointed," 'P7y ^'t^'p, ibid.

161^ 162% 163^l Men addressing God in prayer say: JJ'^'^V

1p"]>*, " Thy righteous Anointed," Seder Eab Amram, i. 9-\

The same name is given to David, ibid. 1 0\ and, apparently,

also to Israel, ibid. 12^ The designation is borrowed from

r^^rl)i no^*, Jer. 33l^ where the Targum has i<P"iV^ D^^^d, and

perhaps also from the Messianic name ^^PIV nini^ " our righteous

Lord," Jer. 23^. There is also found p'^.^rj rv^jp, « the righteous

Anointed," Agada to Shir ha-Shirim 4^1.2

(h) Signification and Content of the Title " Christ."

The name xn^ti'b is one of those for which the particular

term selected is of minor consequence compared to the general

conception entertained in regard to the individual so desig-

nated. It is this general conception which really gives the

word its full significance. Still, the literal sense of the

expression cannot be neglected. The kings of Israel from the

beginning were called " anointed of Jehovah," not merely to

1 Cf. "Der leid. n. d. sterb. Me.ss." .^18 f.

2 Jew. Quart. Kev. vii. 153; cf. Yalk. Macliiri (ed. Spira, 1894) on Isa. ll'^.
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suggest that at their installation tliere liad been an unction

with holy oil, but to imply that in virtue of this unction they

belonged to a special circle of the servants of God, their

persons being sacred and inviolable. Whoever otters violence

to this anointed character, commits an outrage against God.

Hence cursing of God and of the king stand together, 1 Kings

2]^io. i3_ -jj^g character acquired through this unction is so

prominently present in the thought of a Hebrew, that he can

use the expression even where no actual unction had taken

place. Thus Cyrus, Isa. 45\ and the Patriarchs, Ps. 105^^,

are spoken of as " God's anointed ones," as being under His

inviolable protection. When the king of the Messianic age

is called sn''L:'0, that implies that he is under God's peculiar

protection ; and it should be noted that at the time the Jews

coined this expression, they had no God-protected sovereign at

their head. To set their hopes upon him meant the expecta-

tion of an independent kingdom protected by God. This is the

Jewish Messianic idea, which one should beware of pronouncing

" carnal " ; because, thus apprehended, the idea corresponds, on

the whole, with Old Testament prophecy. In the sense meant

by Jesus, such a predicate is possible only when any one,

trusting to flesh as his arm, pledges himself to set in operation

at his own instance processes which originate with God alone.

It must be specially observed that the " Messiah " of Old

Testament prophecy was never at any time regarded as

" Ptcdeemer." In the Old Testament it is God who is for

Israel ^^S^ "redeemer," nns " hberator," rc'\)2 "Saviour,"

p^jfD " deliverer," and never the Messiah ; and no similar

agency is ever ascribed to the latter. Failure to observe this

lias led to many distorted pronouncements on the statements

and the silence of the prophetic and apocalyptic writers in

regard to the Messiah. So long ago as 1874, D. Castelli had

written these weighty sentences :
^ " In no part of tlie Old

Testament does the Messiali appear as himself the agent of

^ II Messia secondo gli Ebrei, 164.
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redemption in virtue of his own proper power. The real

redeemer is God.—The Messiah is the new king of the

redeemed people." For the earlier Isaiah the Messiah was

a highly important personality, because his righteous govern-

ment guaranteed the abiding welfare of the redeemed Israel.

As Jeremiali and Ezeki(^l recognised a miraculous transforma-

tion in the heart of the people of the future, the activity of

a king could seem to them of no great consequence. They

have therefore little to say of the Messiah. It need not be

supposed that such prophets and apocalyptic writers as never

mention the Messiah at all, should therefore have believed

that Israel should be kingless in the age of salvation. But

they considered it superfluous to speak of the king, the vital

consideration being first of all the advent of redemption.

There is silence on the subject of the Messianic king in Sibyll.

iii. 73 f., Enoch i. (1-36) and v. (01-104), the Slavonic

Enoch, Ass. Mosis, Book of Jubilees,^ certain sections of the

Apocalypse of Baruch and of 2 Esdras, also in Judith, Tobit,

Sirach, and even in the primary form - of the Kaddish. Other

books mention the Messiah, but give the impression tliat no

definite apprehension existed as to his nature. It was suffi-

cient to recognise that there is a Messiah. As a matter of

course, his character and government are appropriate to the

age of salvation. A passive part of this kind is ascribed to

the Messiah in Enoch iv. (83-90), in the passage Bar. Apoc.

29^ 30\ which is probably foreign to its present connection,

and in 2 Esdras 7^^^- It is not otherwise, even in the official

prayer of the synagogue, the Eighteen Supplications, which

represents God as gathering together the scattered people,

undoing the sovereignty of arrogance, building Jerusalem,

making His liabitation there once more, restoring the temple

1 How W. Singer, Das ]3u(^li der Jiibiliieii oder die Leptogenesis, i.

(1898), can discover in this book, with its absence of Messianic elements, a
iwlemical document of the Jewisli Christians against St. Paul, is incompre-
hensible.

- See " Messiani.sclic Texte," No. 8.
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service; wliereas the Messiali^ is mentioned only at the close,

apparently because the divine promise given to David cannot

remain unfulfilled. God alone, according to the seventh

petition, is Israel's Kedeemer {^^1^". '^i2)-

On the other hand, the work of redemption is assigned to

the Messiah in Sibyll. iii. 652 fl", which says that the king

sent by God destroys the perverse, and unites himself with the

obedient, and in the Similitudes of Enoch, where the Son of

man judges and overthrows the secular rulers ; and similarly

in Apoc. Bar. 39' 40"- TO** 72^-6, 2 Esdr. 12^^2ff. 1 39-11. S7.38_

Thus there had arisen among the Jewisli people in the time

of Jesus a tendency, diverging from the older prophecy based

on the Messianic picture of Isa. 11^"^, which concerned itself

with a Messiah endowed with miraculous power, who was

to overthrow the secular might, and by this means to liberate

the people of God. Thenceforward it became possible to

transfer to the Messiah statements which the Old Testament

applies to God only as the Eedeemer of Israel. An interest-

ing example of this kind in the New Testament is seen in Matt.

2^^ where the name of Jesus is explained by the words, avrot

ryap acoaei rov Xaov avrov diro rcov a/JLapriwv avrcov. But it

is of God that Ps. 130^ says: vniJij; ^3?p ^J^n^. n^ ^^^\ «^n,

" and He shall redeem Israel from all his iniquities."

As the earlier view still persisted, there was therefore at

the time in question a twofold conception of the Messiah

;

one, more closely attached to ancient prophecy, which regarded

the Messiah merely as the Prince of the redeemed people ;
the

other, recently developed, which took the Messiah himself to

be the redeemer. In neither case was he merely a political

character. Jews with purely secular interests would hardly

have concerned themselves, in that age any more than now,

with the ]\Iessianic hopes. But the Israelite who rested his

1 The Davidic sovereignty alone is mentioned in the Palestinian recension of

the Eighteen Benedictions ("Mess. Texte," No. 6-'), in Habinenu (ibid. No. 7),

in the Additional Piayer for New Year (ibid. No. 9), and in the F.lcssing at

Meals.
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hopes upou the divine promise to Israel felt it to be a religious

necessity that God should vindicate His power against the

tyrannous empires of the world, and so give to His people

the position befitting them as His. And beyond this Israel

also required a purification from godless elements within

itself. This latter point must be emphasised against Ehr-

liardt's ^ strange contention, that in the view of the Apocalytic

writers " the people would be justified through the observation

of the law, and they looked for no other justification ; all they

wanted was the possession of power, outward triumph."^

But the idea of a separation between the righteous and the

wicked, which had to be carried out in Israel, does pervade

the apocalyptic writings. The moral admonitions in the sou

of Sirach, in the Psalter of Solomon, the Testament of the

Twelve Patriarchs, and in Enoch 9-4-105, cannot be pro-

nounced lacking in deep earnestness and holy zeal.^ Any

excessive insistence on the ceremonial precepts of the law

cannot be observed in these books. It must be admitted,

however, that in this respect the Books of Tobit, Judith, and

Jubilees occupy a considerably lower position. For that

reason, naturally, the Messiah does not appear as a person

1 E. Ehrhardt, Der Grundcharakter der Ethik Jesu (1895), 27.

" Ehrhardt's reference to b. Ber. 34*' is misleading. The passage, true

enough, gives as the opinion of the nali3donian Samuel (c. 250 a.d.) : "The
difference between the present age and the days of the Messiah consists only in

the oppi'ession through the secular powers." But this means merely that in the

time of Messiah no tiansformation of nature will as yet have taken place, because

such transformation does not occur till the end of the world. In this connection

it is asserted that aZ^ prophetic jJromises are valid only for the jJem'icra^. And
it is often enough maintained that the redemption is jiostponed because Israel

is not in the right condition required by the law.

^ The inexact notions entertained about the ethics of late Judaism are

illustrated in Ehrhardt, op. cit. 45, who infei's from i\\K iircferciice assigned to

D'Tcn m'?'C3 over ^\i1'^, b. Sukk. 49'', that a distinction was made between "a
more formal exercise of virtue, and one directed rather to practical results."

He has rightly identified ni^i^- with "almsgiving," but has not perceived that

onon nh'^i denotes above all things visits to the sick, attendance at funerals,

and consolation of mourners. " Moral acts involving reward" (fruchtbringend)

were never thought of in this ccmtext. Moral conduct is detcimined for Judaism

by the Law; the "jiractice of deeds of love" exceeds wliat is prescribed by

Law.
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who strikes the dominant note in the reh'gion. His function

does not consist in being a moral example, in teaching right

conduct, or in being mediator of atonement, far less in being

the giver of the divine Spirit ; but just in ruling over Israel

as a king according to the will of God. But this also applies

to the Prince of salvation as he appears in Old Testament

prophecy. It was a later period that regarded the Messiah

as expounder of the existing law, or even the inaugurator of

a new law. Expiatory sufferings were then attributed to

him, which, however, are brought into organic relation with

the process of salvation only by the appendix to Pesikta

Piabbati. On the other hand, the doctrine, which arose in

the second century, of a Messiah ben Joseph who should

suffer death, has no connection with the remission of sin.

See " Der leid. u. d. sterb. Messias," 1-26.

(c) The Idea of Fre-existence.

We may recall the Jewish ideas already reviewed, p.

129 ft'., which are concerned with the pre-existence of various

entities, and especially of the Messiah. Harnack ^ supposes

it to be an ancient Jewish conception that " everything of

genuine value, which successively appears upon earth, has

its existence in heaven, i.e. it exists with God, meaning in

the cognition of God, and therefore really." But this idea

must be pronounced thoroughly un-Jewish, at all events

un - Palestinian, although the medieval Kabbala certainly

harbours notions of this sort. According to Ex. 25^-*° 26^'^

27^, Num. 8*, there was shown to Moses on Sinai a model

of the tabernacle and its furniture. No ulterior idea is

implied beyond the thought that the oral instruction given

to Moses, being insufficient to guide him with precision, was

supplemented by the exhibition of models. By this means

the object was secured that the structure fully conformed to

1 Dogmengescliichte,^ i. 755 ; see also Balde^isperf/er, Das Selbstbewusstseiu

Jesu, 89 ; Schiirer, Gesch. d. jlid. Yolkcs, ii. 423, 4-16.
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the divine intention. This case is substantially the same as

that in 1 Chron. 28^^*^-, where David, appealing to a divine

mandate concerning it, hands over to Solomon a model of the

temple that was to be built. A house of God is not to be

constructed to please human fancies, but according to exact

divine prescription. A sanctuary permanently existent in

heaven, of which tabernacle and temple were imperfect

imitations, is never contemplated.

When one finds occasional statements about constituents

so important in the scheme of the world as the Law, the

Temple, Paradise, Hell, affirming a premundane existence in

their case, these are to be regarded neither as a " warrant of

compensation against the damages which the possessions of

religion might incur in the bitter struggle against the hostile

elements "
;
^ nor yet as bound up with the thought of the

divine Omniscience " which preordains history and is never

taken unawares by events." ^ Any one familiar with the

discussions on these topics in the Midrash is aware that

behind these utterances there lies no more than a vague

notion that the most important elements for realising the

world's chief end must have been provided from the first.

The actual production of these things at once would be better

calculated to secure the end than a mere designing of them.

The Jerusalem of the consummation may fitly be said to

come from heaven, being so majestically conceived that it

can never be the product of human effort. The city of

golden streets must, of course, have been made by God. On

some occasions we have to do merely with a rabbinical com-

bination of scriptural texts. Gen. 1^ speaks of a "light"

which thenceforward seems to have no place in the world.

And when, for instance, Isa. 9^ 60S Zech. 14'^ mention the

appearance of a light in the Messianic age, it is said that

this must be the light of Gen. 1^ which was being kept in

' Thus Baldensperijer, Das Selbstbewusstsein Jesu,^ 89.

2 liarnacL; op. cit.
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store for the pious, Ber. R. 3, 11 ; Pes. Eabb. 11S'\ 101=^- \^

The presupposition implied is that all the primordial excel-

lence of creation must again be restored at the end. A case

of the same nature is found in the grape-juice of Paradise

and the primeval monsters Leviathan and Behemoth. Para-

disc lost returns, bringing such things with it.

As for the Messiah, two ways of regarding him were

possible. On the one hand, he might be looked upon as

indispensable in the scheme of the world, so that it could be

said that God had not only, long ages ago, contemplated the

provision of a Messiah, but had actually created him. On

the other hand, it was also possible to assume from the

wonderful manner of his advent, that he was not an ordinary

child of earth. As a matter of fact, the earlier rabbinism

was content with holding, on the basis of Ps. 72^^,^ the pre-

existence of the name only of the Messiah.^ Since the

Messiah had to appear as a fully-developed man, the opinion

generally was that until his manifestation he should remain

unknown upon earth.* Before his appearance he had then

to undergo some sudden metamorphosis.^ Others supposed

that he should be translated into Paradise, and should thence

make his advent.*^ This was all the more likely if he were

regarded as a return to earth of David " or Hezekiah.^ The

celestial pre-existence of Messiah, as stated in the Sirnili-

1 Cf. "Der leid. u. d. stevb. Me.ssiad," 58. " Iljid. 72.

^ The Tcirgums do not go beyond the name ; see Targ. Mie. 5^, Zech. 4'^, Ps.

72'''. Holtzmann, Lehrb. d. neatest. Theologie, i. 75, finds personal pre-existence

attested in Targ. Isa. 9", Mic. 5^ (read 5'), and ideal pre-existence in Targ.

Ps. 93', Prov. 8*. But the last two passages hardly deal with the Messiah at

all ; the second cited attributes pre-existence only to the name ; and the first

passage speaks only of an endless din-ation of the Messianic rule. Holtpcniann's

statements probably originate from A. Edcrshdm, who in "The Life and Times

of Jesus the Messiah," "
i. 175, gives prominence to assertions that are inaccurate.

More precise information is found in Jl'cbcr, Jiidischc Theologie,- 354 AT.

* See John 7-'^
; Justin, Dial. e. Trypho, viii. 110 ; Targ. Mic. 48

; j. Ber. 5=^

;

also "Der leid. u. d. sterb. Messias," 39 ff., 73.

^' See above, ]>. 178. " "Dor leid. u. d. sterb. Messias," 77 If.

? Soj. Ber. [>-^ (Baraitha) ; cf. " Der leid. u. d. sterb. Mes.sias," 73.

«So b. Ber. 28*^ (Yokhanan ben Zakkai, c. 80 A.D.).
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tudes of Enoch and in 2 [4] Esdr. 13, 14, excluding*—so at

least it seems—an earthly origin, implies, apart from the

incentive contributed by Dan. 7^^, his miraculous superhuman

appearance. According to the late addition to Pesikta

Eabbati, the Messiah shares his pre-existence with the souls

of all men. The only difference is that he appears to exist

not merely as a soul, but as a complete personality.^ For all

these ideas of pre-existence, earthly and heavenly, a potent

stimulus lay in the cherished hope that the redemption was

imminent, or might, at any rate, come at any moment. In that

case, of course, the Messiah was already in existence ; the only

question was, where ? The divine providence comes here

into consideration, because it is due to it that all things have

been so well ordered that the divine scheme of the world

should realise itself without impediment.

The notion of pre-existence is entirely absent in Ber. E. 2,^

wliich says that the Spirit of God, brooding over Chaos in

Gen. 1^, was " the Spirit of the Messiah." This belongs to

an exposition of Simeon ben Lakish (c. 260), which applies

Gen. 12 to the " sovereignties," ni'^^D, of the world. The

word ^nn is applied by him to Babylon ; ^nn, to the Medes

;

"i]'^^, to the Greek dominion ; Dinri^ the godless sovereignty

(Kome); i^'r"-.!?^' C'^"', the Messiah -^ D)^n^ repentance, failing which

the Messiah does not come. Edersheim ^ holds that the idea

of the co-operation of the Messiah in the work of creation is

^ The coming of the Messiah from the sea, 2 Esdr. 1.3', imjilies, according to

13'-, only liis complete invisibility so far as the inhabitants of the earth are cou-

cerned. He seems from 14" to have stayed in Paradise.

2 See " Der leid. u. d. sterb. Messias," ,')8. In Pes. Pabli. l.-)2l' it is said : "At
the beginning of the creation of the world the Anointed King was ' born ' (t^i:),

whose inception in tlie thought (of God) took jilace before the world was made."
^ See Ber. R. 8, Vay. R. 14, for the same phrase ; cf. Backer, Ag. d. pal.

Amor. i. 389 f. Only Pes. Ralib. 1.52*' has construed from it an assertion of the

pre-existence of tlic Messiah.

* The "Spirit of the Mcssiali " is only referred to, becau.se Isa. 11" was the

instrument used foi- l)ringing the Messiah into connection Avith " tlie Spirit " of

Gen. 1-.

" Tlie Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah,'- i. 178.
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here indicated, or at least of a function of the Messiah in

regard to the whole world, such as raised him beyond the

status of men. But both inferences appear absurd when it

is remembered that a corresponding pre-existence would have

to be maintained for the four secular kingdoms. Ben Lakish

had nothing of the kind in view, but simply found it re-

markable that the words of Gen. 1^ should contain such

suggestions of the future history of the world.

2. THE APPLICATION OF THE NAME " MESSIAH " TO JESUS.

In Matt. 27'^''-^'' Pilate uses the expression 'It^o-oO? o

\ey6iJL€vo<; XpiaT6<i. That is not intended to mean " Jesus

who is supposed to be the Messiah," but with the usual sense

of this idiom " Jesus surnamed Christ." The same form is

seen Matt. 1^*^, and in J/yncor 6 Xeyofievo'i neTpo<i, 4^^ 10^ In

this case we have presumably the language of the Church,

which named its heavenly head not " Jesus " merely, but

either 'Ir](Tov<i XpL(n6<;, as in Matt. 1^- ^^ Mark 1^, or else by

the surname^ 6 XpLaT6<i, as in Matt. 11^. It cannot, how-

ever, be supposed that during His earthly life Jesus ever bore

the title "Messiah" as a surname. According to Matt. 16^0

(Mark 8^°, Luke 9-^), His disciples were not allowed so to

speak of Him, and other persons will hardly have made use

of such a surname. The more precise form of Pilate's words

will be as in Mark 15''•^^ where the judge is represented

—

obviously in reference to the indictment brought against Jesus

and His own averment— as calling Jesus ironically the

" King of the Jews."

Still less can it be supposed that the form Xptcrro?

Kvpco^ was anywhere a common title of the Messiah. This

is found, indeed, LXX Lam. 420, Ps. Sol. 17^^ but is no mere

mistranslation of the Hebr. nin^_ [T'l-d. For it is incredible

1 On "by-names" (Kimmi) and tlioir firquent (ILsplacfmeiit of the individual

name, see my treatise "Der Gottesnamc Adonaj," 53 f.
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that a translator should have taken nirT" to be a IMessianic

name by mistake. It is more reasonable to hold that the

Greek Xptcrro? icvplov was changed into Xpia-ro'? Kvpio^. In

Luke 2^^ XptaTo^ Kvpio<=; cannot possibly arise from a Hebrew

original.^ It must be due to Luke himself, who here uses

the appellation Xpto-ro? for the first time in his writings, and

required to explain the new term for his reader, in the same

way as the Jews do for Pilate by saying, 23", Xpi(TTo<;

jSao-tXew. In Acts 2^° Luke also puts Kvpio<i alongside of

XpiaTo-i, and frequently in the Gospel calls Jesus simply

KVpid.

The expression 6 Xpia-ro<; Kvplov is indeed biblical, and is

well suited to the revelation given to Simeon by the Holy

Spirit (Luke 2-*^) ; but in the Petrine confession, where

Luke uses it in the form 6 XptaTo<i rov 6eov (9^'^), it would

be out of conformity with the common parlance of the

people.^ The simple 6 Xpia-ro'i of Mark 8^^ is alone free

from objection. It was this term that Jesus Himself used

in speaking of the Messiah, Matt. 22''2 (Mark 12^5, Luke

20*1).

By contemporaries Jesus was frequently called 6 X/3io-T09.

One instance is by Peter, Matt. IGi*^ (Mark 8^^, Luke Q^o).

On this occasion, 6 XpLcn6<i, Aram. ^^n^t:'n, given by Mark, is

historically more exact ; and the additions in Luke {rov Oeov)

a]id in Matthew (o uto? rov deov tov ^(ouro<i) should be dis-

carded, as has already been demonstrated p. 274, cf. 196.

And if the words vio^ tov deov of the demoniacs, Matt. 8-*^

(Mark 5', Luke 8-*^), Mark 3^^ Luke 4*^, are to be traced

back to 6 XpiaT6<;, as indicated on ]). 27"), this would also

imply a designation of Jesus by this title. According to

Matt. 27"'^ (Mark 15''*'), the Pvoman centurion on guard at

the Cross acknowledged Jesus to be vio^ deov, i.e. " Messiah,"

lull the words are otherwise given in 1.iilc(> 23*''. Jesus is

called derisively (o) Xpiarus, Matt. 20^"^, iVlark lo''- (Luke

1 See above, pp. 38 f., 224. - See above, p. 2'Jl f.
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2335), Luke 233^. In Matt. 27^o. « ^.-^ 0^^^ likewise depends

on the derisive use of 6 Xpiaro^.

Jesus is indirectly referred to as Messiah where He is

regarded as the future possessor of the kingdom, Matt. 20^^

(Mark 1037), Luke 23*1 He is mockingly called "King"

Matt. 27^1 (Mark 152, l^^^q 233), Mark 159- 12^ Matt. 27^9

(Mark I51S), Matt. 273^ (Mark 152^, Luke 2338), Matt. 27*^

(Mark 153^, Luke 2337). In the last solemn entry into

Jerusalem it is improbable that the multitude should have

greeted Him as " King " (so Luke 1 93S), or possessor of the

Davidic kingdom (so Mark 11^*^), or "Son of David" (so

Matt. 219), see p. 222. Under No. XIL it will be shown

that i;to<? AavtS has likewise all the force of a Messianic title,

so that invocations of Jesus by this name also meant the

recognition of Him as the Messiah.

JESUS HIMSELF,

Meinhold ^ makes the statement that Jesus for His own

part never desired to be " the Messiah of Israel, as the

character is depicted in Old Testament prophecy and con-

sistently therewith was expected by the contemporaries of

Jesus." Of Him it should be said :
2 " He is not the Messiah,

and did not desire to be so." Herein there is only this

element of truth, that the position and work of the Messiah,

as conceived by Jesus, greatly transcended the type predicted

in the Old Testament. But any rejection of the prophetic

ideal of the Messiah as understood by Jesus cannot come into

serious consideration.

No weight, indeed, can be attached to Mark 9*\ where

Jesus speaks to His disciples of benevolence shown to them

iv ovo/xaTL fiou otc Xptarou icrre. The woi'ds otl XptcrTOv

1 /. Meinhold, Jesus uud das Alte Testament (1896), 98 ff.

2 Ibid. 101.

20
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lark are here an unnecessary explanation of eV ovofxa-ri /xov

which arises from ''Pf'?,^
" with reference to me," " thinking

upon me." Again, Matt. 23^^ where Jesus speaks of the

Messiah as the Ka67]'yr}ri]<; of the disciples, cannot be made

the basis of any inference in this connection, because it is

probably just a duplicate of v.^ leading up to v.^^. It is

true in fact that Jesus did not proclaim Himself to be the

Messiah, nor did He wish that others should make Him known

in this capacity; see Mark l^* (Luke 4^1), Matt. IG^o (Mark

830, Luke 921)^ cf. Matt. 17" (Mark 9^). But it is equally

certain that the Synoptic Gospels unanimously maintain that

Jesus was the Messiah predicted by the prophets, not merely

in the opinion of the authors, but in the belief that Jesus

also shared this conviction. The grounds they had for this

belief will have been none other than those presented to us

in the Gospels, namely, (1) the self-designation "Son of

man " chosen by Jesus, including all He had declared of his

advent in majesty and especially of his kinghood
; (2) His

assent to the Messianic confession of Peter
; (3) His own

acknowledgment during the capital trial repeated before the

high priest and before Pilate.

As for the first point, " Son of man " was at the time an

unusual title for the Messiah, and for that reason it was

chosen by Jesus that the people might not transfer to Him
their own Messianic ideas. But that choice simply meant

a protest against the supposition that He on His own impulse

should seize the sovereignty before God should invest Him
with it ;

2 and against the Messianic theory ^ tliat liad recently

arisen, which required the Messiah to become through combat

the liberator of Israel. But He Iiad not the slightest opposi-

1 Mattliew with tlie same meaning says (lO''"-) witli more precision eh 6vo/xa.

Cf., further, G. A. Deissmann, Bibelstudion, 143 0"., Neue Bibelstudien, 24 fT.

[Eng. tr. pp. 146 ff., 196 ff.] ; and for w), A. J. H. IV. Bmmlt, Theol. Tijdschril't,

XXV. (1891)585-589, whose researches j! Bo/imer in "Das biblische 'ira Namen '
"

(1898) has overlooked to the dotrimont of liis subject. See also above, p. 123.
- Cf. above, p. 137 f.

'•> See above, p. 297.
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tion to offer to the scriptural teaching about the King, who,

according to Isa. lV-^ Mic. 5^, Jer. 23^ 33'^, Zech. 9^ should

reign in righteousness over the redeemed people. He was

conscious of being endowed with the Spirit of God ; and this

was a mark of the Messianic King, Isa. 11^, as well as of the

Servant of the Lord, Isa. 42^ 61^ (cf. Luke 4^^^-). He bore

witness to Himself as God's only Son and Heir ; such an one

was the Messiah according to Ps. 2. He was assured that

Ps. 110 spoke of Him (Matt. 26«*, Mark 14^2, Luke 226**);

and the one who is there indicated as King of Sion, is in His

view the Messiah (Matt. 22^^^-, Mark 1235ff-, ^uke 20^ifl-)-

He spoke of the building of the temple (cf. Matt. 2Q^^, Mark

14^*) in the same sense in which the Messiah is the builder

of the temple according to Zech. 6^^- ^^. He spoke of His

" Kingdom," ^ and therefore also of His Messianic rank, for

"Anointed" is, of course, only another name for the "King." He

described Himself as Judge of the world (Matt. 25^1-^^), whose

mere word is decisive in regard to salvation and perdition,

with reference primarily to the prophecy of the "Son of man,"

Dan. 7, but in accord also with Isa. 11^"^ (cf. 2 Thess. 2^).

In connection with the Messianic confession of Peter,

Matthew (16^'^*-) alone has added Jesus' commendation and

promised recompense for Peter. But the injunction not to

speak of the Messianic rank of Jesus can only signify, even

in Mark and Luke, that, in view of His now impending suffer-

ing and death, a proclamation of this nature would have been

out of place.

As for the acknowledgment made by Jesus before His

judges, the Evangelist John (see IS^^^- ^^) appears to have had

the impression from the evangelic tradition, that both before

the high priest and before Pilate, Jesus had, in the first in-

stance at least, avoided a direct answer to their question.

Even Luke represents (22^'^"'^°) that at any rate before the

Sanhedrin Jesus set aside as fruitless their question whether

' See above, p. 134 f.
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He were the Messiah or not, and that only to a second

question He gave the answer, {j/xeL<i XeyeTc ore iyco elfxt.

According to the narrator, the judges assumed this to be an

affirmative answer, as the condemnation is made to follow

upon this admission ; and it should not be said that, accord-

ing to Luke, Jesus was unable to reply to the question whether

He were 6 Xpiaro^, with a direct affirmative.^ For Luke

by no means suggests any distinction between 6 Xpiaro^ and

6 vlo<i Tov 060V, as if Jesus could more readily assent to the

former than the latter. Moreover, the amplifying narrative

of Luke cannot be reckoned as particularly faithful to the

facts. He has omitted " blasphemy " as the ground of con-

demnation, and the situation is made more intelligible for

his readers by tracing the condemnation of Jesus to His

alleged assumption of the dignity of a Son of God. And the

words of v.^^^-, which are peculiar to Luke, will also be an

explanation due to the evangelist himself, the reason for

their insertion being that he postponed the claim to divine

Sonship to the end as being the decisive item in the trial,

and was thus obliged to furnish a new introduction for the

statement in regard to sitting at the right hand of God.

Matthew, too, can only have meant the words used by him,

(TV etTra? (26*^*), to be taken as a form of assent ; since, accord-

ing to his account (26^^), Jesus gave the same answer to

Judas when he asked if he were the betrayer. And again,

ttXtjv Xeyco vfuv, which serves in Matthew as a transition

from (TV elira'i to the declaration about being seated at the

right hand of God, imply no more, according to Matt. 1122.24^

than that Jesus emphasises His first statement w"ith a second

of deeper significance. Since Mark (1^^^) has simply €70)

elfit for av et7ra9, it is obvious that there existed a tradition to

the effect that the answer of Jesus was understood to be a

real affirmative.

1 So Mchihold, Jesus uiid das Alto Testament, 98 f. ; Griitz, Gcsehiclitc der

Judcn, iii. 374 f. ; Bixclioff, Ein jiidisch-dcutselies Lebeii Jesu (1895), 38.
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It must, however, be admitted that a-v eiTra? was not in

any case an ordinary form of assent, either in Old Testa-

ment Hebrew or in Greek.^ But in the Jewish literature

we are not altogether without corresponding examples. It is

related, j. Kil. 32^, that the people of Zeppori had threatened

death to him who should bring news of the decease of the

patriarch Juda. Bar Kappara had consequently insinuated

this occurrence in figurative language, whereupon they asked

:

"•nn TiOT, " Is the Kabbi fallen asleep ? " and he replied

|innnx t^ns, " ye say so." In similar circumstances, Koh.

E. 7^^ 91*^, with the Babylonian dialect it is added : nJ) i<3S

xypK, « I do not say so." These instances recall b. Pes. 3^

where Joshua bar Iddi announces with the same evasion the

death of Kahana ; and when he is then asked, " Is his soul

gone to rest ?
" he replies : Nrps'i^ ah NJS, « I do not say so."

He dislikes to be the bearer of so sad news. Still it is con-

fessedly only the context that gives its peculiar meaning to

" ye say so " in the case of Bar Kappara. The context for

the utterance of Jesus is not of the same kind ; no one

will conclude from the evangelic narrative that Jesus meant

to lay stress on the idea that it was merely a mode of

speech on the part of the judge to call Him " Messiah,"

while He Himself would not have used the word. Hence

Thayer ^ has rightly maintained that this instance is inapplic-

able as a parallel to the av elira'i of Jesus.

But another Jewish illustration of the idiom is to be

found in Tosephta, Kelim, Bab. k. i. 6. The narrative there

proceeds :
" Simeon the modest declared before Eabbi Eliezer

(c. 100 A.D.), ' I went forward into the temple to the part

between the porch and the altar without (previously) washing

^ GuiUemard, Hebraisms in the Greek Testament, 56, conjectures a Grtecisra

without being able to cite one instance in support.

^ H. Thayer, ab eliras, av \iyeis, in the Answers of Christ, Journ. Bibl.

Bibl. Lit. xiii. (1894) 40-46. According to Thayer, cri) eliras is equivalent to,

" It is thy perverseness that is expressed in thy question, although I cannot

resist it."
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my hands and feet.' The other replied, ' Who is the more

honourable, thou or the high priest ' (who, in Eliezer's opinion,

dared not have done so) ? As he held his peace, Eliezer con-

tinued, ' Thou certainly doest well to be ashamed to say that

even the high priest's dog is more honourable than thou ?

'

Then Simeon spoke, saying, ' Rabbi, thou hast said it ' C^l
nnns). Eliezer answered, ' (I swear) by the temple service

(n"juj;n), even a high priest (had he dared to do such a thing)

would have had his head split with clubs ; whatever did you

do that the doorkeeper did not catch you ?
'
" Here ^"}'P^^

means exactly " you are right." The expression obviously is

not, strictly speaking, a form of affirmation, but rather of

concession.

" Thou art right " is also the meaning of av elira^; from

the lips of Jesus. It was an assent, but in a form wdiich

showed that Jesus attached but little importance to this

statement. He was, truly enough, the Messiah. But beyond

that He signified that even then He was about to receive a

position in which it would no longer be possible to oppose

any doubt to His Messianic dignity, and in which even the

divine power would be at His disposal for overcoming all His

enemies. The idea last expressed in particular is not to be

separated from av etTra?. It is a Jewish habit due to great

familiarity with the Bible, to give sometimes only partial

citations in the expectation that the reader or liearer will

himself supply what remains, which may perhaps contain the

most important point involved. In this case Jesus doubtless

wished to suggest to His hearers the whole second half of Ps.

110\ namely, " Sit thou at my right hand until I make thine

enemies thy footstool." Thereby Jesus reminded His earthly

judges of the heavenly tribunal whose authority should thence-

forward maintain His cause against every opposition, and

assuredly bring Him once more into the w^orld to assume His

Messianic throne.

The high priest's question can be represented in Aramaic
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by : wSn^tJ'b nx JN2 S3^ iox,i or simply xn'v>p J;iN* ; and as no inter-

rogative particle is used, the utterance could the more directly

be assented to by the words of Jesus : ^"}^^ ^^. ttXtjv in

Matthew and Se in Luke imply no more than 1 = " and " in the

mouth of Jesus, because in such cases Aramaic does not use

a special term for " but." And Xiyco v/mcv, which appears in

Matthew only, may be omitted. Thus the other part of

Jesus' reply would be : i^^'^pp. i^^'^>l p 3n^ xc'^x^ n^^ pfnri* jyajpi^

Again, it is merely a verbal change in this expression

that occurs in the vision of Stephen, Acts 7^^ who saw the

Son of man " standing " at the right hand of God. There is,

of course, no thought of a " rising up " after being seated. A
Jewish parallel, though less strongly marked, is afforded in

what is said of the seven classes of the pious in the future

world. At the close of the reading, as given by Buber, Midr.

Ps. 1 6^\ we find :
" which (of the seven classes) is the highest

and most excellent ? It is that which stands at the right

hand of the Holy One, blessed be He {^^ '^^V] ^V ^n^iy^^

^"^?^), as it is written, Zech. 4^ ' one upon the right side of

the bowl,' and Ps. 1 6^^ ' at thy right hand pleasures for ever-

more.' " To this are then appended the sayings of two

Amoraim whose names are not given. The second of them

names as the highest class of the righteous in blessedness,

according to Midrash on the Psalms (ed. Constantinople,

1512), "the teachers of the Bible, and those who faithfully

instruct children, because they are destined to sit under the

^ No decision need here be sought in regard to the form of adjuration used

by the judge to Jesus, which Matthew alone gives. It was not, at least, a case

in which the law of Moses and of the Eabbis would have empowered a court of

justice to put the defendant upon oath. The Abb(5s Lemann, who in "Valour de

I'Assemblee qui pronoufa la peine de mort coutre Jesus-Christ," ^ 1881, enumerate

the points in which the trial of Jesus was at variance with rabbinic law, have

overlooked this instance.

- Bibl. Aram, jn, Targ. DK. ^ Galil. jns ;oi.

* Galil. Jioon. ' Galil. N^f>j 13^.

" In the Jerusalem Gospel, Matt. 26^^ is : pann nD pi \\:h ncN n jnn mex nx
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protection of the Holy One, blessed be He !

" but according

to Vay. E. 30, " those teachers of the Bible and Mishna who

faithfully instruct children, because they are destined to stand

at the right hand of the Holy One, blessed be He ! " ("lio.V^

To Pilate's question : a-v el 6 /3acn\€v<; rSiv ''lovhaiwv ; the

three Synoptists give as the reply of Jesus, <jv Xe^et? (Matt.

27l^ Mark 152, L^^j^g 233). According to Thayer (loc. cit.

43), these words were meant by Jesus as a question, implying

" sayest thou this, whose duty it is to do better than to make

thyself the mouthpiece of my enemies ?
" or else " sayest thou

this of thyself ? " as in John 1 8^^. But even in John the

answer of Jesus to Pilate's question : ovkovv (3aai\ev<i el av ;

is (TV Xey€t<i oTi /3aariXev<: eifxt. A Greek would at least have

put av Tovro Xeyei'i ; for " sayest thou this ?
" but not (tv

XeyeLf. But the real sense intended here also will rather

be that of an admission. To this extent Jesus meets the

question of His judge ; any further communication He refuses

by being silent. Clearly enough by His demeanour before

the judges, Jewish and heathen, Jesus wished to give no occa-

sion for the opinion that in the last moments He had any

wavering thoughts in Himself, and therefore He did not deny

that He was the Messianic King of Israel. At the same

time, it had to be made known that He was not minded in

presence of such a tribunal to offer any sort of justification.

Consequently it was as the Messiah of Israel, though not in

the sense in which many Jews imagined him, that Jesus

went to death. By reason of the acknowledgment made by

Him, the Jews mocked Him as "Messiah" (Matt. 26*'^ Mark

15^2, Luke 2335-39)^ the heathen as "King of the Jews"

(Mark 1.59- 12. is^ Matt. 27-^ Luke 233'), although in the

Synoptists these appellations are not distributed on this

ground to the two classes. According to the superscription

on the Cross, He was put to death as "King of the Jews,"

i.e. in Aramaic, '^?")^n^T xsi^o (Matt. 273^, Mark lo^e, Luke
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23^^), and certainly not because He had been falsely so

considered.

There is, therefore, no doubt that Jesus solemnly acknow-

ledged as His own that position which prophecy ascribes to

the Messiah of Israel. He affirmed His Jewish kingship

before Pilate, and thereby supplied the latter with the legal

basis for His condemnation ; and before the Sanhedrin He

gave to His Messianic confession such a form as offered them

a pretext for delivering Him up to death according to Jewish

law. The assertion of a Messianic rank could not, indeed, in

itself have straightway led to a death-sentence for Jesus.

The procedure to be followed in such a case may be seen

from a legend related in b. Sanh. 93^: "Bar Koziba held

sway for two years and a half. When he said to the Kabbis

* I am Messiah,' they answered him, ' It is written of the

Messiah that he discerns and judges,^ let us see whether he

can do so.' When they perceived that this was beyond his

power, they then put him to death." A verdict such as

we are dealing with would therefore not result from any

stipulation of law, but from the duty of a law court to take

precautions according to circumstances for the well-being

of the people, even by inflicting an exceptional sentence of

death. A mere claim to the Messianic title would never

have been construed as " blasphemy." Holtzmann ^ would

censure certain Protestant exegetes, naming Schauz on Matt.

26, according to whom this did take place in the trial of

Jesus. But he thereby evinces merely his own ignorance

of Jewish legal processes. By the heathen judge Jesus was

condemned as a usurper of royalty ; by the Jewish tribunal,

because He claimed for Himself an exalted position such as

had not been assigned even to tlie Messiah.^ His judges

' I.e. he can determine who is light or wrong without inquiry.

- Lehrb. d. neutest. Theol. i. 26!i f.

^ The Similitudes of Enoch, which speak of the Son of man as Jesus does,

altliough of Jewish origin, do not represent a view in any sense generah More-

over, it was one thing that any person should merely represent such a theory,
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understood and were bound to understand His reference to

the Son of man sitting at the right hand of God, which

Jesus, according to Ps. 110\ had applied to Himself, in the

proper sense of the words, and not as a mere simile such as

might have been used of every king of Israel, as in 1 Chron.

28^ 2923.^ It was this that the high priest pronounced a

case of blasphemy ; and he considered any further presenta-

tion of evidence as superfluous, because the capital offence

had even then been perpetrated in presence of the whole

court. There is thus no justification for Bleby's ^ complaint

that Jesus was illegally condemned solely on His own ad-

mission without the hearing of witnesses. The proceedings

were not in fact so informal. The judges considered them-

selves in this case to be sufficient witnesses of the criminal

offence. But it is clear that their interpretation of the

Mosaic law on blasphemy (Num. lo'^°) was less formally

developed than the later rabbinic law (Sanh. vii. 5), which

made a death-sentence for blasphemy almost impossible.^

It was not in consequence of a mere misunderstanding

of an expression used by Him that Jesus was condemned to

death. The thoughts He entertained of Ps. 110^ are indi-

cated by His question to the scribes. Matt. 22*^ (Mark 12^'^,

Luke 20^*). He whom David called "Lord" was no mere

man. The right to judge the world was assumed by Jesus

and another very different if there really was one who said tliat the theory was
realised in himself. Cf. my treatise "Christianity and Judaism" (1901), 63.

' " And Solomon sat on the throne of the Lord as king instead of David his

father."

- H. W. Bleby, The Trial of Jesus of Nazareth considered as a judicial act

(1880), 31.

^ On the Jewish concei)tion of the Mosaic law on blasphemy, see " Der
Gottesname Adonaj," 44-49. I am wrong in saying there, p. 46 f., that accord-

ing to Siphre on Dent. 21^2 (ed. Friedni. 114^^) everyone is a "blasphemer"
who puts forth his hand against a fundamental article of the law. What is

stated is merely that the blasphemer belongs to the class of capital oftenders.

And in Siphre, ed. Friedm. 33\ j. Sanh. 25^ b. Kerit. 7'', the verse Num. 1.^^"

is explained as meaning that every wilful sin deprives God of something, and is

therefore blasphemy. But all this does not prove that Jesus could according to

rabbinical laic have been condemned as a lilasphcmer. But cf. b. Sanh. 6V\
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when He forgave sins (Matt. IJ", Mark 2^*^, Luke 5-^), an act

which was also regarded as blasphemous. He claimed to be

a new lawgiver, Matt. 5^^~^^, and that in a manner which

Jewish feeling regarded as an invasion of the divine prerog-

ative ; for, unlike Moses, who spoke in the name of God, He
announced in His own name what should henceforward be

regarded as law. His miracles were done not through prayer,

still less by muttering spells with the names of God, angels,

and demons, but by bidding the lame to walk (Matt. 9^, Mark

2^^ Luke 5"-*), the deaf ear to hear (Mark 7^-^), the leprous

to be clean (Matt. 8^, Mark 1*\ Luke 5^^), the dead to arise

(Mark 5-^\ Luke 8^^
; Luke 7^^^), the storm to be still (Matt.

82«, Mark 4^9, Luke 82^). To follow Him is of more conse-

quence than even parental duties (Matt. 8'^^ Luke 9^*^^'; Matt.

10^'^, Luke 14^''); on one's relation to Him depends eternal

weal and woe (Matt. 10^2, Luke 128^- ; Matt. 162*^-, Mark 8^'«-,

Luke O-^*^-). He held Himself to be exempt from the pay-

ment of the temple tax because His was not a subject's

position (Matt. 1 7"'') ; He entered into the temple as a

Master (Matt. 21i2f-, Mark lli^ff-, Luke 19^5f.)_ Clothed in

divine Majesty, He will in time return again (Matt. 24^*^^-,

Mark lo^^f-, Luke 21-"-). And in full agreement with this

position comes the declaration of Jesus before the Sanhedrin.

He was the Messiah and desired to be so, but in a sense

which appeared blasphemous to the narrow horizon of con-

temporary Judaism.

It is a question of a more formal nature to what extent

Jesus reckoned His earthly work, including His sufferings

and death, as forming part of the Messianic vocation. That

the time of His royal sovereignty was then anticipated by

Him, implies also that the real Messianic status—which is

but another name for kingship—belonged to the future.

The Messianic confession of Peter will certainly be meant

proleptically, as he certainly did not see the Messianic

sovereignty of Jesus actually realised at the time ; and even
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the question of the high priest really inquired whether Jesus

believed Himself destined to become the Messiah. Despite the

fact that the proper Messianic position of Jesus belonged to the

future, it was not therefore disallowed to call Him " Messiah
"

in advance. Even the Eabbis of a later date have no hesi-

tation in calling the Messiah by this name before His appear-

ance as such. But a profound difference between the Jewish

doctrine of the Messiah and the position of Jesus requires to

be insisted on. Judaism is indifferent as to how the prior

life of the Messiah may be passed, because his conduct, active

and passive, during this time has nothing to do with the

Messianic role. In the case of Jesus, the time before the

entrance upon the sovereignty is organically bound up with

the period of Kingship. The future ruler is at the same

time He who, teaching, suffering, and dying, paved the way

for the coming, not so much of His own sovereignty, as for

that of God. Thus the picture of Israel's Messiah transforms

itself into that of the Eedeemer of mankind.

XII. THE SON OF DAVID.

1. THE JEWISH IDEA OF MESSIAH'S DAVIDIC ORIGIN.

Every Israelite held it for certain that the promise of an

eternal sovereignty had been given to the house of David

(see 2 Sam. 7^^). This promise forms the background of the

Messianic prophecy of Isaiah, Micah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and

Zechariah. Even on occasions when no necessity was felt to

speak of a Messiah, the recollection of that promise was

warmly cherished (see Sir. 47", 1 Mace. 2''"). It is true

that it was found possible to apprehend it as in reality given

to the people whose head was the Davidic king, and to apply

it U) the future of the people when it liad pleased God to

manifest that king, Isa. 55^ Vs. 2. 89;^ but this resulted

* See above, p. 268.
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ultimately in supplying fresh sustenance to the IVIessianic hope,

properly so called. In Ps. Sol. 17^^ we find for the first

time vio<; AaviS as a title of the Messiah, where the designa-

tion is probably dependent upon such scriptural expressions

as t?, "i^.;, " son, child," Isa. 9^ ^ (Targ. "i?, ^nn) ; '^\ Khb', " the

root of Jesse," Isa. 11^° (Targ. '^:^^ nnn 13, "son of the son

of Jesse"); nov, "branch" (i.e. of David), Jer. 23^ 33^^; cf.

Zech. 38 6^2
;
perhaps also "ly^T, " thy seed (David's)," 2 Sam.

712 (Targ. TTJ3,
" thy son ").2 Thereafter nw •? is frequent in

Jewish literature as a title of the Messiah, especially in the

phrase " the son of David comes " (s<3 "i^^^ 13). The first re-

presentatives of the expression are Gamaliel 11. (c. 110 a.d.),

b. Sanh. 97^;^ Yose ben Kisma (c. 120), b. Sanh. 98'\:4

Yokhanan ben Torta (c. 130), j. Taan. 68*^;^ Juda ben Ilai

and Nechemya (c. 150), b. Sanh. 97^;^ others of later date

are named b. Sanh. 38% 98^-^; b. Erub. 43^; b. Yoma 10^
cf. j. Sukk. 55^ The " Branch of David " (in^ nov) is spoken

of in the Babylonian recension of the Eighteen Benedictions

in the petition concerning the Messiah ; but the Palestinian

form of that prayer and the Blessing at meals "^ do not go

beyond mentioning the " sovereignty of the house of David "

(niT IT'S niDpip). The short form of the Eighteen Benedictions,

beginning ^^r^n, also speaks only in general terms of the

restoration of the Davidic royalty.^ The Targum to the

prophets, which applies the prophecies of Isa. 9. 11, Mic. 5,

' The Messianic interpretation of Isa. 9^- ®, though represented by the

Targum, does not seem to have been general. The Pseudeiiigrapha and the

New Testament have no trace of it. Sometimes the passage was connected with

Hezekiab, of whom Justin says the Jews understood the prophecy regarding

Immanuel, Isa. 7" and Ps. 110 ; see Dial. c. Trypho, .33, 43, 67, 68, 71, 77, 8B.

2 Messianic application of 2 Sam. 7^" is attested for the contemporary Jews

by Justin, Dial. c. Trypho, 68. That the builder of the temple alluded to in

that verse might well be the Messiah, see Zech. 6^'-- '^ Targ. Isa. 53\

3 Cf. Backer, Agada d. Tann. i. 97.

* Ibid. i. 402. ° Ibid. ii. 557. « Ibid. 222, 236.

' See b. Ber. 48'', where Eliezer ben Hyrcanus (c. 120) already enjoins the

mention of ti'h n'2 t.^dS? in the P)lessing at meals.

8 This applies specially to the Babyl. recension ; cf. "Mess. Texte," 7''-

^
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Jer. 23. 33, to the Messiah, calls the Messiah in Hos. 3^ hy the

name ^n^ ^3 m'-yj2
; while the Targum on Canticles and also

the Jerusalem Targums have adopted the later distinction

between a Tl'n I? rr-c-b and a ^I'^sx I? n^C'b (see Taro-. Cant.

45 7^ Targ. Jerus. I. Ex. 4:0^-^\ Targ. Jerus. on Zech. 12io).i

In this duplicate form it is noteworthy that the more recent

type of Messiah Ben Ephraim or Messiah Ben Joseph pos-

tulates the descent of the Messiah thus entitled from Ephraim
or Joseph, and that the character in view is not merely a

Messianic representative of the ten tribes.^ Messianic hopes

were associated also with the person of David himself, as

shown above, p. 301. On the whole, it must be considered

the general conviction, that the Messiah had to be a descend-

ant of David, just as even the author of the Philosophoumena,

ix. 30, represents to have been the Jewish expectation.

Though such was the case, it does not follow that, in

speaking of the Messiah, his derivation from David should

have been expressly mentioned or insisted upon. The pro-

phet Zechariah already quotes the words of Jer. 23^ without

including the Davidic descent. In the same way this element

is omitted in Enoch 83-90, Bar. Apoc. 40^=^^-, 2 [4] Esdr. 1232flf ^

The omission is most conspicuous in the Similitudes of Enoch
(chaps. 37-71) and in 2 [4] Esdr. 13, where the Messiah, re-

presented as in God's keeping, can hardly be a son of David,

although Isa. 11, Pss. 72. 89 are used in delineating the

picture of the Messiah. The authors have therefore con-

sidered it possible that the prophecy in regard to the Branch
of David should be fulfilled through a person who did not

spring from the lineage of David. But for tliis, as for other

reasons, their view cannot be regarded as one which was
widely diCfused among the Jewish people.

^ See " Aramaische Dialuktproben, " 12.

2 So still IF. Boussct, Dor Antichrist (1895), 6r> ; see, however, " Der leid.

u. dcr sterb. Mcssias, 6, 16, 20.

• Only the Syriac version, 2 Esdr. 2^-, mentions the Davi.lio descent.
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2. THE DAVIDIC DESCENT OF JESUS.

By His question how the Lord of David can also be his

son, Matt. 22'*5 (Mark 12^7, Luke 20^^*), Jesus showed that a

Davidic descent, according to the flesh, was not an essential

attribute of the Messiah. It follows, consequently, that it

was in no sense the question of derivation from David that

caused Him to turn to the subject of the Messiah. Apart

from this, it is in full accord with His whole conception of

Messiah's position ^ that God alone could call any one to that

dignity. For Him there was no question of vindicating a

claim to the kingly heritage. For all this it need not be

inferred that Jesus was not a descendant of David.

The Gospels relate that Jesus was sometimes greeted

with the cry vie JavelS, Matt. 9^7 I522 2030f- (Mark lO^^f.^

Luke 18^^^-). According to Matt. 12'-^, the people expressed

the conjecture that He might be 6 vio<; Aaveih, and Matt.

2p. i5(Qf_ Mark 11^*^) they even rendered homage to Him
under this name. The last instance has been reckoned un-

historical, as is shown on p. 222. With respect to the other

passages, it has to be noted that, in calling Jesus vlo<i

Aavelh, they virtually appealed to Him as " Messiah." Now
it is certain that this Messianic title would not have been

ascribed to Him had it been believed that He did not satisfy

the genealogical conditions implied by the name. Positive

testimonies to the Davidic descent of Jesus are offered in the

genealogies. Matt. 1^"^^
; cf. v.^", Luke 3^^"^^; cf. in the narrat-

ive, Luke 127.32.69 2*, Acts 1323, besides the statements of

Paul, Pom. l^ 2 Tim. 2^, and the Apocalypse, 5^ 22^"^. The

descent from David is attested by the evangelists with regard

to Joseph only, and not Mary, in accordance with the view

that descent on the mother's side does not carry with it any

right of succession, and that her husband's recognition of

Mary's supernatural child conferred upon it the legal rights

1 See above, p. 266.
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of his son. Lichtenstein ^ recalls the fact in this connection

that all property acquu-ed by a spouse becomes uniformly the

possession of the husband according to Keth. vi. 1, and that

in the case of any question as to one's origin, common opinion

was, in point of law, the decisive consideration, b. Kidd. 80^

Nevertheless, neither of these points touches the right of suc-

cession. The criterion for this, according to Bab. bathr.

viii. 6, is whether the father is willing to recognise any one

as his son. A case such as that of Jesus was, of course, not

anticipated by the law ; but if no other human fatherhood

was alleged, then the child must have been regarded as be-

stowed by God upon the house of Joseph, for a betrothed

woman, according to Israelitish law, already occupied the same

status as a wife. The divine will, in the case of this birth,

conferred upon the child its own right of succession, which,

once Joseph recognised it, would not have been disputed

even by a Jewish judge.

The fact that the genealogies given by Matthew and Luke

for Joseph are discordant, shows, indeed, that not all the names

contained in them are reliable, but proves nothing against

the genuine Davidic descent of Joseph. A family might, of

course, be recognised as Davidic, and be really descended

from David, even although it did not possess satisfactory

cenealogies to prove this. The most convincing evidence

that the Holy Family was really possessed of Davidic descent

is that of Paul. As the scribes held to the opinion that the

Messiah must be a descendant of David, it is certain that

the opponents of Jesus would make the most of any know-

ledge they could procure, showing that Jesus certainly or

probably did not fulfil this condition. And there can be no

doul)t that Taul, as a persecutor of the Christians, would be

well instructed in regard to this point. As he, after mingling

freely with members of the Holy Family in Jerusalem, shows

that he entertained no sort of doubt on this point, it must be

' Hebrew eominentarv on Mark ami Luke (189G), 13* f.
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assumed that no objection to it was known to him. Nowhere

in the New Testament do we find a single trace of conscious

refutation of Jewish attacks, based on the idea that the

derivation of Jesus from David was defective. The proper

conclusion, therefore, is to maintain, with Paul, the Davidic

descent of Jesus, although the continuity of the divine revela-

tion in the Old and New Testaments does not depend upon it.

There is, moreover, nothing very improbable in the fact

that families known to be Davidic should have existed in the

time of Jesus. Little stress, of course, can be laid on the

pretensions to Davidic descent advanced by the Jewish

families of Abarbanel and Yakhya in Spain.^ Nor can we

trust much to the pedigrees which trace the family of the

princes of the captivity in Babylon back to David. Five

discordant genealogies of this sort are known,^ the most

ancient among them being given in Seder 01am Zota,^ which

dates perhaps from the ninth century. But despite the

worthlessness of these data, it may be concluded that at least

Huna (c. 200 a.d.), the chief of the exiles, was really reckoned

to be a descendant of David. This, indeed, is not proved by

the Baraitha,^ known even to Origen,^ which found a fulfil-

ment of Gen. 49^*^ in the fact that the chief of the exiles

in Babylon had a recognised legal authority, and that the

patriarchs of Palestine possessed a faculty of teaching ap-

proved by the State. From this at most could be inferred

1 See /. da Costa, Israel en de Volken" (1873), 510.

2 These genealogies are reviewed by F. Lazarus, Die Hiiupter der Vertriebenen.

Beitrage zu einer Gescliichte der Exilsfiirsten in Babylonien (1890), 171.

^ For this, see Zunz, Gottesdienstl. Vortrage," 142-147 ; editions of the text

in F. Lazarus, op. cit. 158-170 ; A. Neubauer, Mediffival Jewish Chronicles, ii.

68-88 ; Schechtcr in Jiid. Monatsschr. xxxix. (1894) 23 ff.

* b. Hor. ll'' ; b. Sanh. 5^. The same view of Gen. 49^" forms the founda-

tion of the statement of the sons of Khiyya, who roused the wrath of Juda i.

by declaring to him in their intoxication that the chieftainship of the exile in

Babylon and of the patriarchate in Palestine would have to cease before the

son of David could come ; see b. Sanh. ZS'^.

' See Origenes, De princip. iv. 3, where he gives as the Jewish belief : rbv

idvapxw OLT^^ Tov 'Ioi/5a yivovs rvyxo-vovra Apxn-v rod \aov, ovk iKKei(j)6vTuv tGiv

dirb Tov awepfj-aros avrov, ?ws -^s (pavTa^ovTai Kpiarov eTn5r]/j,ias.

21
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merely the belief in a descent from the tribe of Judah. And
Juda I. says of his contemporary Huna, merely that on the

father's side he was descended from Judah.^ But if Juda i.

was reckoned a son of David in the judgment of Eab of Babylon

(c. 220),^ while Juda himself, on a previous occasion, called him-

self only a descendant on his mother's side of Judah, one might

suppose that he really thought of Davidic descent in his own

case, as in that of Huna. The same inference is supported by

the fact that Huna was a kinsman of Khiyya, j. Kil. 3 2^, who

was likewise considered to be a descendant of David.

In regard to the paternal descent of Juda i., he declared

himself to be of the tribe of Benjamin ; and thus, therefore,

Paul,^ being also from the tribe of Benjamin, was of kindred

descent with his teacher Gamaliel, the ancestor of Juda.

A family register^ found in Jerusalem derived Hillel, a

progenitor of Juda,^ from David, and Khiyya from Shephatiah,

son of David and Abital ; whereas, according to b. Keth. 62^,

Juda springs directly from this son of David, while Khiyya

is traced to Shimei, a brother of David (2 Sam. 21-^). This

representation admits of being reconciled with the statement

of Juda himself in this fasliion, that either Hillel himself

was descended from David on the mother's side, or else that

the patriarchs were only maternal descendants from Hillel

;

the latter being quite possible, because the connection be-

tween Hillel and Gamaliel i. cannot be definitely exhibited.'^

Further, Hillel and Khiyya belonged by birth to Babylon, so

that all these traditions of Davidic origin point to a region

where particular certainty was attributed to family traditions.

1 j. Kil. 32"
; j. Keth. 35» ; Ber. R. 33.

'

^ b, Sai,b. 56\
3 Rom. U\ * See above, p. 5. ^ See b. Hor. 11^.

^ The view of Theodoret is exceptional, Dial. adv. Eutychianum, i., Orthod. :

Universura Davidis genus extinctum est. Quis enim novit hodie aliquem qui

de Davidica radice descenderit ?—Eran. : Qui ergo dicuntur Judreorum patri-

aichaj non sunt ex cognatione Davidica?—Orthod.: Mininie.—Eran.: Sed
undenam derivautur ?—Orthod. : Ex Herode alienigena qui ex patre quidem
crat Ascalonitos, ex matre autem IduiricXnis. This lias rightly been pronounced

incredible by J. Morinus, Exercit. Eecles. ct Bibl. ii. 2.">'c>.
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From all this it need not, of course, be concluded that Khiyya,

Juda I., and Huna were certainly descendants of David ; but

it is obvious that about 200 a.d. there were several families

to which the tradition of Davidic descent still clung.^

The last sure notice of the descendants of David is seen

in 1 Chron. 3 (c. 300 B.C.), which traces the descent down

to seven generations after the Exile, thus proving the

existence of sons of David for the period about 300 B.C.

From a still later period may possibly arise the mention of

the Davidic house in Zech. 127-8-io- 12. 13^ j^ jg worthy of

note that Luke traces the descent of Joseph from Nathan

the son of David, while Zech. 12^*^ mentions a house of

Nathan alongside of the house of David ; whence it has been

conjectured that the former is meant to be regarded as a

branch of the family of David. And hence also the Pseudo-

philonic Breviarium Temporum ^ will not have been alto-

gether without some historical basis in giving a line of

Davidic princes (duces) reaching to the Hasmonseans. There

seems, in fact, to have once been a Davidic family at the head

of post-exilic Israel, although we have no precise information

about it.

At all events the Book of Chronicles, which gives

(1 Chron. 17) the promise of 2 Sam. 7, revived afresh the

idea of the royal destiny of the family of David, and thereby

contributed to the preservation of the household traditions

of descendants of David. Where, in addition to proud

recollections, national hopes of the greatest moment were

bound up with a particular lineage, those belonging to it

would be as unlikely to forget their origin as in our own

days, for instance, the numerous descendants of Muhammed,

^ It is, however, too much to say that " princely descent was attributed to

every school president," as stated after Weber by HoUzmann, Lehrb. d. neutest.

Theol. i. 245.

- Too much importance is ascribed to this document by L. Herzfdd, Gesch.

des Volkes Jisrael (1847), 378-387 ; F. Lazarus, Die Hiiupter der Vertriebenen,

56 f. ; /. Lichtenstein on Luke S-"*.
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or the peasant families of Norway who are descended from

ancient kings. Hence it results that no serious doubts need

be opposed to the idea of a trustworthy tradition of Davidic

descent in the family of Joseph.

XIII. "THE LOED" AS A DESIGNATION OF JESUS.

1. THE JEWISH USE OF THE TERM.

The application of lil*^ and "'?'"ix in the Hebrew of the

Old Testament is discussed in my treatise " Der Gottesname

Adonaj," 16 ff., 21 f. The biblical Aramaic uses only ^*^lp

for " lord." In Dan. 4^^ the king is addressed as '^^']^ (Jcere

''1^). The Targum of Onkelos is also acquainted with this

term, but makes use of it only to replace ^V? or ti'''^, signify-

ing the owner or possessor of anything; cf. e.g. Gen. 37^^

Ex. 21^^; |i"i^, on the other hand, always appears in

Onkelos as P^l. The feminine form niiai i
is also found ; see

Gen. 1 6^ ""(^iii^l, " my mistress." Only in the designation of

God as o^pnxn \:nx, Deut. 10^7, do we find T?^'? ^^9 as we

have it also in Dan. 2*'^. The form of address, ""pN*, is

always "'^'i^'l when it refers to one person, e.g. Gen. 23^^;

and when it refers to several, ^^J^j^i, as Gen. 23*^. For ""p^

pointed so as to refer to God, we find only the usual abbre-

viation of the Tetragrammaton.^ The Targumic mode of

using 113-1 is recalled in Mark 1 0^\ John 2 0^^ by the term

addressed to Jesus, pa^^ovvei^ (another reading pa^/Sovl,

D Mark pa/Sfiel, John pal3(3covet), and also by the strange

^ For "mistress" the Targum to the Prophets puts .tis ; see Isa. 24" noi?,

"her mistress."

2 See "Der Gottesname Adonaj," 24.

^ In the time of Jesus jiai had not yet become jiai. The interchange of u
and in pronunciation can also be seen in other cases ; see Gramm. des j.-pal.

Aram. 140 ; 01. KonncTce, Rchaiidl. d, hebr. Nainen in der Scptuaginta (Star-

garder Programm), 23 ; ^ovcrawa, Luke 8^, for n^ySv, and tiie Palmyrenian

'laKot'^os for the name 3pj^,:.
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reading, pJiat for psm, " your teacher," in the fragments of

the Tractate Keritot (better Karetot) of the Babylonian

Talmud,^ which have recently been published by S. Schechter

and S. Singer. Otherwise it is a remarkable fact that in

the early Jewish literature, apart from the Targums, li^l is

scarcely ever used except as referring to God, often especially

in the title ^^^V"] n^Jian
; see, e.g., j. Taan. 68^ Hebr. iJiS"!

D^ij;;'^; see, e.g., Taan. iii. 8 ; Mechilt. 56^2 The biblical jinx,

referring to a man, is once rendered by )i2"!, Ber. E. 93 ; but

this is due to the influence of the Targum. In j. Meg. 75'',

nnijia"} are the " masters " of slaves. With these exceptions,

the usual name for a human master, conjointly with 2"} or

|3"i, to be discussed under No. XIV., is only i^"}}?, i». The

"lord" of a slave is called nn^, j. Gitt. 46^ For the

phrases, " if thou art lord of thy soul (passion)," " if thy

soul is thy mistress," we find in j. Ab. z. 44^ tjk's^t nnp m pN

and '^n"]p '^9'?- J'^- ^^t 6ven the owner of a pearl is called

^y^, " its lord," j. Bab. m. 8° ; and the creditor is said to be

N3in no^ "lord of debt," j. Taan. 66°. The layman addresses

the learned man as "'l^, "my lord," j. Keth. 28^^; but the

learned man also says ''"}^ as a form of courtesy to the pro-

fessional man, j. Kil. 32^ ; Ab. d. E. Nathan, 25 ; and a maid-

servant uses the same term of her master, Vay. E. 24.

David is called "'l^ by Abigail, j. Sanh. 20''; King Yannai by

Simeon ben Shetach, j. Naz. 54"^; and the Eoman emperor

gets the same name from Turnus Eufus, b. Sanh. 65^ The

proper style of address to the King of Israel, according to

Tos. Sanh. iv. 4, was ^^''i^D. ^3\J'"ix. Moses is also addressed by

Joshua as " lord," Ass. Mos. 11*- ^- ^^. The Targum, 2 Kings

5^^, reproduces
""^^f

of the text by ''"^kj in the appeal to Naaman.

According to b. Makk. 24% b. Keth. 103'^, King Jehoshaphat

greeted every learned man with the words :
"""ip ""ip

''?'! ''^1.^

The title to be used in speaking to the Messiah, according to

^ Talinudical Fragments in the Bodleian Library (Cambridge, 1896), 5, 29 f.

- See also above, p. 173 f. ^ See Rabbinovicz on b. Makk. 2-l^
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b. Sanh. 98* (ed. Venice, 1520), is ^^'^^ '?"!, vvbich should be

read as ^"!^^ ""111/ " mj master and lord." " My lord high

priest," N31 wn3 ''"i^, is the real form at the root of the

peculiar address to the high priest: ^^^^ ]\P "'t^>', Yoma iv. 1,

in which the intention probably was to avoid V""^ ', cf. ''P'^^^.

I^sn, "my lord priest," Ber, E. 71. Considering also that

•"l^ can likewise be used in speaking of and to God, as shown

on p. 180 f., we conclude that this is a term of deferential

homage, the scope of which can vary widely, according to

the position of the person addressed.

When a person so esteemed is spoken about, the same

form of language can be used. But, in that case, the pro-

nominal suffix is as indispensable as in the case of Iii>5 in the

Old Testament.2 To speak of " the Lord " with no suffix is

contrary to Palestinian usage. If the speaker includes others

along with himself, who owe a similar deference to the

superior named, then the form to use is H^? " our lord," as

Abigail says when, speaking of King Saul, j. Sanh. 20^

Again, in a narrative with a Palestinian colouring, b. Ab. z.

ll'', Esau as the ancestor of Eome is called by the Pioman

herald N*3"]0. Similarly we find in Aramaic inscriptions Nisno,

"our lord," CIS, ii. 1. 201, 205 (Nabatrean); pmD, "their

lord," de Voglie, 28 (Palmyr.), said of a king; and ^NiO, "my
lord," CIS, ii. 1. 144 (Egyptian). In Babylon only was it

customary to use i^ without suffix, even without the definite

ending, of an exalted person supposed to be well known.

Even with regard to the Messiah this form has been used,

b. Sanh. 98'\

It is improbable that the Greek Kvpio^ had been adopted

into the language of the people at an early period.^ Only

the most recent Targums have occasionally on-p for " lord"

;

see Jerus. I. Num. ll^^; Targ. Ps. 5S\ Job [>-. The other

^ TJie Munich M.S. has, liowever, only '31.

2 "Der Gottesname Adonaj," 21 f. ; Gramni. d. jiid.-paL Aram. 78.

3 Formerly I had considered an early date possible; see "Der Gottesname

Adonaj," 8l/84.
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Targums all ignore it. As part of Greek sentences, it occurs,

b. Ab. z. 11^ and j. Shebu. 34*^
(j. Ned. 38=^). According to

Ber. R 89, it was known that 'yp (Kvpie) meant " lord " (iins),

whereas ""T? (x^'P^e) meant " slave "
0^^.). It was in Babylon

considered likely enough, according to b. Chull. lo9^, that

certain Palestinian doves uttered the sound ''Ti? ''"!''i?, /cupie

Kvpie; and in b. Erub. 53^—if '•T'a be corrected into '••r'a

—

we hear of a story told in Babylon about a Galilean woman

who contrived to address a heathen judge with the words

""T? ''19, " niy lord slave " (%eipte for Kvpie). But the Pales-

tinian Talmud and Midrash give no sign of so intimate a

blending of the languages. Among uneducated Jews living

in Greek surroundings such a thing might possibly occur.

But in the absence of proof such a condition must not be

relegated to the time of Jesus.

2. THE USAGE IN THE SYNOPTISTS.

In Matthew and Luke, Jesus is often addressed as Kvpie,

not only by the disciples but also by others, especially such

as appealed for His help. Mark has this form of address

only once (7"^) ; but in general this evangelist shows reticence

in recording such forms of address. Speaking to the disciples,

Jesus refers to Himself as 6 Kvpio<; vfiwv, Matt. 24*^. It is

further to be noted that parallel passages sometimes have not

the same word as the title of address. For Kvpie, Matt. 8^^,

we find in Luke 8^* eTriaraTa, and in Mark 4^^ BLSdaKoXe.

The Kvpte of Matt. 17* is replaced in Luke 9^^ again by

iiriardra, and in Mark 9^ by pa/3j3eL Mark 91^, Luke 9^8

have BiSdaKoXe for Kvpie in Matt. 17^^ pa(3f3ovvl occurs in

Mark 10" for Kvpi€ in Matt. 2031-33 (Luke 18*i). And

while Jesus in giving instructions to His disciples about the

entry into Jerusalem, Matt. 213 (Mark 113, Luke 193i),

implies that they were in the habit of speaking about Him
as Kvpio^, He bids them, in the charge to make ready for
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the Passover, refer to Himself as 6 BiBaa-KoXo^, Matt. 26^^

(Mark 14^*, Luke 22^^). But despite this uncertainty in the

tradition, it is impossible, with Eesch in his J'^^.l ''^?'^, to trace

every instance of Kvpte addressed to Jesus back to BiSdo-KaXe

or pa^Bei. The Palestinian Jewish literature also recognises

the two styles of address, ''ip and ''?1.^ The most natural

supposition, therefore, is that both should be found in the case

of Jesus. The designation of Jesus as o Kvpio^; rjficov, which

was afterwards current in the Christian community, must, of

course, be explained as a continuation of the language of the

disciples. In Aramaic, according to 1 Cor. 16^^, Teaching of

the Twelve Apostles, 10, this title was fiapava or fiapav,

i.e. X^no or H^.- The disciples must therefore have often

addressed Jesus as ''l^, and other contemporaries will have

done the same. " Our Lord," ^^"ip, is, however, to be assumed

for Kvpce, where several persons are represented as speaking

in common, as, e.g., Matt. 8^^ 20^^ In these cases the

Peshita, true to the instinct of the Syriac language, correctly

writes po.

When the disciples spoke about Jesus, it cannot be sup-

posed, despite the occurrence of the simple 6 Kvpio<i, Matt.

213 (Mark 11^, Luke 193^-34), Luke 24^*, that they used N^o

with no suffix. As in the Jewish usage, just exhibited, so

also in this case we should expect only i^^yp or \yp. And

thence it follows that Luke's frequent use of 6 Kvpto<; in his

narrative when speaking about Jesus (7^^ 10^ IP^ 12*- 13^^

175.6 186 19« 2231-61), would have to be altered into the

same form, in order to agree with Aramaic idiom. And

the appellation 6 KvpLo<; 'It](tov<; (Luke 24^) cannot be

imagined other than i'1t^!) wno in the mouth of a Palestinian

Christian.

Special mention may be made of Matt. 22^^ (Mark 12^^,

^ A. JFii'iische's remark, Ncue Beitriige z. Erliiut. de Evaiigclien, 278, that

in Palestine 3t had tlie same meaning as ic in Babylon, is incorrect.

- See Gramra. d. jtid.-pal. Ar. 120, 162, 297. Kp.o is the older, fuller form.
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Luke 20^^), el ovv AavelS Kokel avrov Kvpiov, irw'i vio'i avrov

ia-TLv; as any one might perhaps hold that in the question

of Jesus the word Kvpio^ was meant as a predicate of Deity.

The Peshita, indeed, appears to have really taken it in this

sense, as it renders Kvpiov by xno ; and in support of such

interpretation it can be pointed out that for the time in

question, the distinction between the sacred and the secular

"•jns*, by pointing ''p^. for the former and ^t^^_ for the latter,

was not yet completely established,^ so that it was possible to

apprehend the unpointed ""ilK in Ps. 110^ as a divine epithet.

But such an interpretation of Ps. 110^ cannot be imputed

to Jesus. And further, "i^ without a suffix is inadmissible

in the Aramaic original. Our Lord's words (as in Mark)

will therefore have been :
1)"i^ ^"}^ ^^'^^'^. ^^T!?? Pip?! PHf^ ^

I ... . .|. - , . . .. . - X ; •-, : T : '-._ : t : • t - -: t

x:^'33 !i3m "hv^i. "'^tJ'N'n ny "•yrs" p Tn noS i> -i»s)3 -^^^i-h nnn

nin x^n inD-N 2 (np^ -.p^j n\^ nij^ nn px (^^yj?.

At first the title ^1^, ^J"]p, used in speaking to and of

Jesus, was no more than the respectful designation of the

Teacher on the part of the disciples. As soon as Jesus had

entered into His state of kingly majesty, it became among

His followers an acknowledgment of sovereignty ; and when

they addressed Him as the Son of God, then " our Lord," as

applied to Jesus, was not widely separated from the same

designation for God. But it must here be remembered that

the Aramaic-speaking Jews did not, save exceptionally, desig-

nate God as " Lord "
;
* so that in the " Hebraist " section of

the Jewish Christians the expression " our Lord " was used

in reference to Jesus only, and would be quite free from

ambiguity.

Among the Hellenists the case was different ; for they

had, and frequently used, the term Kvpio<i as a designation

1 Cf. " Der Gottesname Adoiiaj," 16 fl'.
2 Galilean ^'n.

' In Onkelos also dnj is reproduced by "iQV., see Gen. 22^* ; cf. also Targ.

Ps. llQi.

* See above, p. 179.
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for God. The reason for always attaching a possessive

pronoun to Kvpio^ when applied to Jesus would to them be

unapparent. So in this case also they said 6 Kvpio<; only
;

and it micrht thus often be difficult to determine whether

Jesus or God were meant.

With regard to the sense attached by the primitive

Church to Kvpio^; when applied to Jesus, an influence of some

importance was doubtless exercised by the fact that o KvpLo<;,

"dominus," was also the title of the Eoman emperor.

Augustus and Tiberius had declined to accept this title. But

afterwards it became common enough, and was, moreover,

associated with the divine honours paid even to living

emperors. The simple 6 KvpLo<; is applied to Trajan, Ag.

Urk. d. Kgl. Mus. z. Berl. 115, 562; to Hadrian, ibid. 121,

420 ; to Antoninus Pius, 111, 472 ; to Agrippa i., Waddingt.

2211. The form 6 Kvpio-i rj/mcov also appears afterwards; see

Ag. Urk. 12 (Commodus), 266 (Severus), 618 (Marc. Aurel),

Waddingt. 2070e (?), 2114 (Severus). And still more recent

is o Seo-TTOT?;? rjfMwv, ibid. 1916 (Justinian), 2187 (Julian).

Severus is styled " Dominus noster sanctissimus," Corp. Inscr.

Lat. viii. 7062. Suetonius (Dom. 13)^ says that Domitiau

ordered the procurators to use the written formula :
" Dom-

inus et Deus noster hoc fieri jubet." Aurelius Victor (De

Cffisar. xxxix. 4) relates of Diocletian :
" Se primus omnium,

Caligulam post Domitianumque, Dominum palam dici passus

et adorari se appellarique uti Deum." Even the formula:

" edictum Domini Deique nostri," was possible ; see Martial,

V. 8. In general, however, it was merely Kvpio'i or else ^eo?-

that was prefixed to the name of the emperor. In the

Acts (25^6), Festus speaks of Nero as 6 Kvpio<;. When the

Christians called Jesus 6 Kvpio<;, they will have meant that

He is the true " divine Lord," in opposition to the " God and

Lord " on the imperial throne of Eome. Luke's frequent use

of 6 KvpLO'i is certainly intended in this sense. The phrase

1 Cr. Aurd. Victor, De Ctesar. xi. 2. ^ gee above, p. 273.
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Xpto'To^ Kvpio^ used in his Gospel, 2^^ (of. Acts 2^*"), defines

the term Xpia-T6<; in this sense for the reader.

On the Jewish side there could not be an altogether

similar development of language in regard to the Messiah,

because they did not venture to ascribe to the Messiah a

position alongside of God. But there was something akin

in their emphatic affirmation that every Israelite has daily

to take upon himself the " sovereignty of heaven," while he

acknowledges the one God.^ This formed a conscious protest,

continually repeated, against the claims to divinity advanced

by the " government," which the Jews readily identified with

the " sovereignty of arrogance " (fnjn niapp) or of " godless-

ness " (ny^nn 'd).

XIV. "MASTER" AS A DESIGNATION OF JESUS.

1. THE JEWISH USE OF THE TERM.

It is unnecessary to give proofs that ''?"} was the usual

form of address with which the learned were greeted. For

the time of Jesus its use is expressly attested in Matt. 23''.

The official deliverance of the Gaonim, Sherira and

Hai (c. 1000 A.D.), concerning rabbinic titles has been the

source of much confusion. According to Aruch, suh verho

"'''3X, their verdict was as follows :
" The earliest generations,

who were very exalted, required no rabbinic title, neither l^il

nor ""^l nor 2"], and there was no difference in respect of this

usage between Babylon and Palestine. For, take Hillel, who

came from Babylon : no rabbinic title was coupled with his

name. These were esteemed like the prophets, of whom it

was said, * as Haggai the prophet has said,' ' Ezra came not

from Babylon
'

; in their case no rabbinic title is given when

the name is mentioned. And, so far as we know, this custom

of adding a title began with the ' princes ' (the presidents of

^ See above, p. 97.
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the Sanhedrin) from the time of Eabban Gamliel the elder, and

of Eabban Shimeon his son, who perished at the destruction of

the second temple, and of Eabban Yokhanan ben Zakkai, who

were all ' princes
'

; and in the same period the title ' Eabbi

'

began to be used among those who were duly ordained—Eabbi

Zadok and Eabbi Eliezer ben Yakob, and the custom extended

itself through the scholars of Eabban Yokhanan ben Zakkai.

And by general consent ' Eabbi ' is reckoned to be higher

than * Eab,' and ' Eabban ' higher than ' Eabbi
'

; and still

higher than ' Eabban ' is the simple name ; and we find none

called ' Eabban ' except in the number of the ' princes.' At

the close of the Talmud tractate Eduyyoth, in a Tosephta there

is given also the following explanation :
' He who has scholars

and his scholars have likewise scholars, is called " Eabbi "

;

if his own scholars are forgotten, he is called " Eabban "
; if

both the first and the second generation of scholars are for-

gotten, he is called merely by his own name.' Nevertheless

we find that the title i^l is given only to ' princes,' Eabban

Gamliel, Eabban Shimeon, Eabban Yokhanan ben Zakkai,

Eabbenu ha-kadosh (Juda i.)." But this rabbinic attempt^

to arrange the various titles in an order of merit is made to

depend upon the estimate formed by successors of the per-

sonages who receive the titles, and is consequently of no

historical value.

The actual condition of the rabbinical literature itself

requires a different explanation. Since only Gamliel I.,

Shimeon ben Gamliel i., Yokhanan ben Zakkai, Gamliel li.,

Shimeon ben Gamliel ii. are called i^"}, while after their time

the title ^'^'J appears to take the place of the former designa-

tion, it may be concluded that 13"! was the earlier Jewish

name for the head of the Jews recognised by the Eoman

government. In Latin his title was " patriarcha," in Greek

iOvdpxn^- 111 this theory the only strange circumstance is

' This representation is still followed by C. Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish

Fathers" (1897), 27 ; H. L. Struck, Pirke Aboth,^ 23.
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that Gamliel i. and his son, who lived before the destruction

of Jerusalem, should also receive the title |2"!, while apart

from their case the magnates of that age not only do not

receive this title, but no corresponding epithet at all. To

meet this, however, the conjecture is allowable that in the

case of Gamliel i., and of Shimeon ben Gamliel I., the title

was subsequently transferred to them from their successors

who did bear the name. This explanation is the more

plausible because on other grounds it is impossible to be

always certain whether the first or the second of the couples

who bore the same name is really meant.

The fact that after the destruction of Jerusalem the

actual teachers of the law other than those specified always

receive the title ''3"!, is to be explained from the custom of

referring to one's own teacher literally as such,^ and from

the consideration that in the earliest collection of traditional

materials in the first half of the second century, those

authorities who had not still an uninterrupted succession of

disciples could not possibly be spoken of as ''?'^. In actual

fact, of course, men spoke of and to the learned, using the

form ^31 even before 70 a.d., as the Gospels themselves prove.

But at that time the suffix in the form ^^l had not yet

become so otiose as presumably it did in the third and fourth

centuries. In that period it was possible even to say "•2"] in,

" a certain Eabbi " ; see j. Sot. 24''. Examples of ''3'] addressed

to a teacher of the law are seen in E. h. S. ii. 9
; j. Peah 21^*;

j. Keth. 35* ; b. Ber. S'^ ; b. Taan. 20^^ ; b. Bab. m. 85^ ; b. Sanh.

98*; b. Makk. 24*; see also Targ. 2 Kings 2^2 5^3 Q^i i^u

(for ^3N).

From the fact that the Gospels so frequently employ

BiSdaKoXe as a form of address, presupposing ''2"i as the

original, it must be inferred that even then 3n was a current

^ Yokhanan (c. 250), according to b. Sanh. 100% said that Gehazi was pun-

ished because, in presence of the king (2 Kings 8'), he had spoken of his teacher

Elisha simply by name.
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designation of a teacher. Examples to this effect are seen in

Ed. i. 3 ; Bab. m. ii. 11 ; Ab. i. 6, 16 ; Aram. j. Kil. 32'' (^^-i,

" thy teacher ")
; j. Bab. m. 8^ (n^?1, " his teacher ")

; j. Sanh.

25^* (1?:!, "our teacher," of Moses); j. Erub. 19^ (pn"), "your

teacher ").

It must not, however, be forgotten that ^1 was also

capable of other applications in accordance with its literal

meaning, " great." In Hebraising style 3"} means the " master,"

as distinguished from the " slave "
0?^), Ab. i. 1 ; b. Taan.

25^^; Shir. R. 1^. Any Aramaic instance of the same sort is

not known to me. But in Onkelos we find 31, plural I'^l^l,

substituted for N'^3, "prince," singular Gen. 3^*, Num. 3^*,

Ex. 2227; plural Ex. 16^2, Num. 7^; and for ^i??, taken in

the same sense, Lev. 21^ for ^l^^X (plur.), Ex. 15^^ for D^^p,

Gen. 3736 39^; for '^^, sing. Gen. 39^1 402-3, plur. Gen. 12^5,

Num. 21^9 22^^; for 3X, Gen. 420-21. ^ "prince of demons"

is called sjnn-n ]Snp_, j. Shek. 49^^; a "brigand chief" is re-

ferred to as ''?1, b. Bab. mez. 84^ In Palmyra the leader of

a caravan is called Nm't^' 2"), de Vogiie, 7. The proper style

of the king of Israel is 1J'?^1 ^3'pi"i.^:, Tosephta Sanh. iv. 4, and

in this title l^"'?'} is considered the equivalent of the royal

title. The Samaritans addressed God Himself as ''?1.^ Hence

''3.'] is a deeply-deferential form of address, the full force of

which is nowise expressed by the Greek BtSdaKoXe. " My
commander " would be no more than sufficient to render the

term. He who was addressed as ^3i is thereby acknowledged

to be the superior of the speaker. To some extent the Latin

" magister " corresponds, as it denotes superiors of various

kinds, among others the teacher especially.

The form |3i 2 is a derivative from 3"!, and not as A.

Geiger ^ has erroneously considered it, the plural suffix added

' See the rendering of ':"ix by '3i in the Samaritan Targ. to Genesis, and in

Marka, Heidenheim, Bibl. Sam. iii. 5*.

- A kindred form is p-in-i put by Onkelos, Gen. 40=, for 0^9.

^ A. Gnrjer, Lehr- mid Lesebuch zur Sprache dor Mi.schna (1845), ii. 129;

also Siddur Yemen, MS. Chaniizer, i., has ]yi tliroiighout Ab. i.
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to 31 (" our teacher "). In the Targum of Onkelos this word

is sometimes used for the Hebr. ")b', Gen. 37^ Ex. IS^i- ^^, Deut.

20V especially for military commander. In Ab. i. 10, n^^si

means " mastery," " lordship." As already observed, 131 was

the title of the Palestinian patriarchs in the second century.

Later, however, l^l became in Palestine a very common

designation of "a teacher" generally; see j. Ter. 46^; j. Bab.

m. 8^ 131 nn, " a teacher (sage)." As the plural of 31 was

used exclusively for the adjective " great," there was no other

word available for the plural of " teacher " than Pjisi ; see j.

Sanh. 27*^ r?31 T^s, "those teachers" (sages); j. Ber. 10^ T^ni

NJ3-131, " the great teachers "
; Targ. Cant. 4^ ri7.npp \J3i, " the

doctors of the Sanhedrin "
; cf. X^-'P-, ibid. 6^ Pronominal

suffixes are not attached to 131, except in the common form

1331, literally, " our teachers," contracted from ^33ni, in which,

however, the suffix has lost its force; see, e.^r., j. Taan. 69^
xnTLDT 1331, " the teachers (sages) of Tiberias."

The Aramaic of Palestine prefers on to an as a termina-

tion for nouns. This explains how it was that r3"i (which

afterwards became P31) should be in use as a collateral form

with 131. This form, which the Targums employ for " lord
"

in all its meanings, was afterwards reserved by the Jews for

God alone ; and hence hardly any trace ^ remains in the

Jewish literature to show its former application to the teacher.

As a designation for " teacher " which would correspond

to the Greek KaOrjyrjTrj';, Matt. 23^*^, Wiinsche^ proposes ""lio

in the sense of " my teacher, my guide." But there is no

immediate connection between nniD and " guide." In b. Keth.

79^^ iiNiin nniD means one who is authorised to give legal

decisions; and in j. Sabb. ll^ j. Shek. 47" N^Jlio is the

" teacher of the law," just as ^^J^np is the " teacher of the

Mishna," j. Kidd. 66^ The form of address, ^lio, which

appears frequently in the text of the Talmud as now extant,

^ See also Targ. 2 Kings 8^\ Eccl. 5". - See, however, above, p. 325.
" lFii7ische, Ncue Beitriige, 279.
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cannot be regarded as original. In b. Ber. 3-'' the ed. Pesaro

and ed. Venice i. have nrDi ui, and not "•iioi '•m. In b. Taan.

20^ there is found, even in ed. Pesaro, a doubled '•m and ""Tio

;

but the Munich MS. has only '•m. Similarly, this latter MS.

has in b. Sanh. QS'^ "•an for the formula nvoi ''2"i of ed. Venice i.

In b. Makk. 24% b. Keth. 103^ the true reading is ^m ^m

"•"ID """ID. The Hebrew "T^i^ was in no sense a general name

for teacher in that period, any more than JSpo, its Aramaic

equivalent, according to Ber. R. 68, or than ^}^} which

might be substituted for it, as in Targ. Isa. 43^"^, Ezek. 3^^.

2. THE SYNOPTIC USE OF THE TERM "MASTER."

The Aramaic "'3'], transliterated into Greek pa^^et, is

explicitly recognised as the common form of address to Jesus,

Matt. 2625 (cf., however, yP Kvpie), 26^^ (Matt. 14*5)^ M^rk
9^ (but Matt. 11^ KvpiG) Luke 9^3 iinarcna). The Greek

hihaaKoke is attested with special frequency by Mark as an

address to Jesus (438 917.33 iqii.i^^.z^ 12i*-i9), while in his

Gospel Kvpie is only once used (7^8), by the Syro-Phoenician

woman.2 ^\^q form eTTLaraTa, occurring six times in Luke

^55 324. 45 933. 49 1713^ alongside of the commoner ScSdcr/caXe, is

merely a Greek synonym for the latter, and both are to be

traced back to the Aramaic ''^1.

Jesus forbade His disciples to allow themselves to be

called pa^^el, on the ground that He alone was their

"Master," Matt. 23^. In so doing He recognised that in

reference to Himself the designation was expressive of the

real relation between them. The form of address, BcSdaKaXe

dyaOe, He, however, refused to allow (Mark 10^'^^-, Luke

^ iery, Neuhebr.-Chald. WiJrterliucli, has a special entry under n?^o, !^?^o,

"teacher." But this fomi, intrinsically improbable as a noun, is an iulinitive

in the passages cited ; and the whole entry should therefore be struck out.

Jastrow in his Dictionary recognises the infinitive, but gives it the incorrect

pointing, neS?.

- See, however, 6 Kdpios, Maik 11^.
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28i«f-).i This address was at variance with actual usage, and,

moreover, in the mouth of the speaker it was mere insolent

flattery. It is related, b. Taan. 24^, how Eleazar of Hagronya

(c. 340) dreamt that a voice called out to him: ^i? 3D ch\y

r\'}pv'? n^pp ."T'litsOT 30 jinnp 30, " Good greeting to the good

Eabbi from the good Lord, who in His goodness does good

to His people." Here, of course, the epithet " good master
"

bestowed on Eleazar is reckoned a high distinction, especially

as it attributes to him the same quality as to God. The like

designation was declined by Jesus, because He was unwilling

that any one should thoughtlessly deal with such an epithet

;

and here, as always, the honour due to the Father was the

first consideration with Jesus. Further, the address ^^9 ""^"^

would not lead any one to think of moral goodness. The

proper translation is " kind master." The rejection of the

epithet, therefore, does not mean, as is generally supposed,

that God alone is morally perfect, but that in Him alone is

the quality of kindness personified. When it is maintained

that God is 3io, Ps. 25^ 34» 135^, it is His benevolent

character that is emphasised. In this sense also Jewish

literature uses 310 of God. The thanksgiving prescribed

for use on the receipt of good news, Ber. ix. 2, is : "ni"i3

3''tppn'! 3ion, " Praised be He who is kind and sends kind-

ness
!

" From Shimeon ben Chalaphta (c. 200 a.d.) we have

the saying,2 ^j^ich recalls Luke IS^-^, b^] Nt;'^3b n>': NS^n

ch)]k^ i3io^ |3l;^, " the importunate man prevails over the

wicked, how much more over the All-merciful
!

" wherefore,

it is argued, it must be considered certain that the people of

Nineveh must have cried mightily for the mercy of God, as

is said in Jonah 3^. According to Vay, E. 6, Bar Telamyon

took an oath in the synagogue " by the compassionate Lord

1 In Matt. 19^''^- we have no mere error in translation, but an alteration of

the original text, due to doctrinal preconception.

- Pesikta 161% j. Taan. 65^ (here less apt: innia^ ]3^ Va ay&'S^ nsj ns>^r,

D^"ivW, "the importunate man overpowers the honest man, how much more
the generosity that is in the world ") ; cf. Backer, Ag. d. Tann. ii, 535.

22
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of this house " (S<30 x-TS priT n^n?^). In Palmyra also i<?9

^Jpn"?!,
" the kind and merciful," was commonly predicated

of God; see de Vogiie, 75, 77. If the word should be so

understood in the case of Jesus, then there is no need to

inquire in what sense Jesus disclaims sinlessness, or to

imagine such a connection between the address and the

expectation of the scribe, as would imply that he looked

for instruction regarding " goodness " from Him who was

" good." 1

A number of persons address Jesus as BtBda-KoXe, Mark
438 938 10^5 121* (M^^tt. 22^Luke 202i) 121^ (Matt. 222S

Luke 20-s). This would imply the use of i^^nn (in-i), though

for such cases it may be called the general rule that an

Aramaic author would certainly write this form, while on

the actual occasion the speaker representing himself and

others might, of course, have used the form ''^l. The Peshita,

and in general the Jerusalem Gospel also, translates BcSda-

Koke by Njsbo, but uses ni for hthda-KaXo'^ only where pro-

nominal suffixes had to be added ; for iTnaraTa in Luke,

however, it always put n with suffix, namely '•ai, " my
master," Luke 5^ 9^^ and jm, " our master," Luke 8"^- ^^ 9^»

17^^. This form i<5?1 (!?"}) is also to be assumed for the

simple 6 Si.Sd(TKa\o<; in discourse about Jesus, Mark 5^^

(Luke 8*^), 1414 (Matt. 26i8, Luke 22^^). And the original

of 6 SiBdaKaXo^ v/jLMv would be P^n^, Matt. 9^^ 17-i 238.2

In the sentence : ovk eariv fMadrjTrj^; virep rov SiBdcrKaXov,

Matt. lO^i (Luke 6"^), the term rov BiSdaKoXov is to be

referred to i^?"], as in the Peshita.

Jesus forbids His disciples (Matt. 238'i*') to have them-

selves called pa/3/3e(, Traji'jp, or Ka6r]yriTt]<;. The first and third

can refer only to Himself, " Father " only to God. It is implied

that irdrep and Ka6r]'yr}Td were in use as forms of address.

' Thus A. Seehcrg, " Abhandlungcii Alex. v. Oettingen zum siebeuzigsten

Gelnirtstag " (1898), 159.

* In this passage the Jerusalem Gospel has P'^eVd, the Peshita p33\
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In regard to ircWep, its equivalent >*3>5 in the Jewish

literature is principally known as an epithet of certain

persons in such a way that it appears as an element in their

name.^ Abba Chilkiyya (c. 50 a.d.), Abba Sha'ul, Abba Yose

ben Dosithai (c. 150), Abba Eleazar ben Gamla (c. 200),

Abba Mari (c. 320), were Palestinians with this style of

designation. We never find ^^3^^ as an address to a teacher.

The Targuni to the prophets has even set aside the reverent

address ''3^*, 2 Kings 2}^ 5^^ 6^^ 13^^ used in reference to

Elijah and Elisha, and inserted, where Israelites are speaking,

^3"!, and, when a heathen speaks, ''l^ (this in 2 Kings 5^^).

This strange procedure may be due to the fact that the

Targumist had no knowledge of i<3^ as a form of address.

Perhaps, however, the passage in b. Ber. 1 6^ has some bear-

ing on the case. The prescription of a Baraitha is there

understood in accordance with the context to imply that in

naming only Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob " fathers " (^^^x), it

is forbidden to call any one else by the name N3i*. What
this Baraitha really implies is that these three alone should

bear the honorary title of Patriarchs of Israel ; and another

Baraitha, recorded in the same passage (both found again

together in Semach i. 12, 13), prescribes that slaves only

should not receive the title i^3^^, although this was the

practice in the household of Gamliel ii.^ From the second

Baraitha, however, it is evident that among the free the

attribute ^'3^ was permissible. It would therefore be com-

mon enough. It may have been, however, that it was not

so much a form of address as an honourable appellation

added to the individual name. In Onkelos the word T}?^,

which the people shouted before Joseph, Gen. 41*^, is rendered

^i?^i ^?^, " father of the king." The wise men of primeval

^ It is not interchangeable with the proper name Abba, wliicli will have
originated from Abiyya ; see Gramm. d. jiid.-pal. Aram. 142.

- j. Nidd. 49'' also relates that in the household of Gamliel the slaves -were

addressed as '5? '??<, "father Tabi," and the female slaves as k^i'^d kbx, "mother
Tabitha."
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times are called obiyn nn«, " the fathers of the world," Eduy.

i. 4; j. Shek. 47^; see also Sirach 44^ (Hebr.).

For Ka6ijy')]Tt]<;, Matt. 23^*^, Delitzsch and Salkinson have

rrniD, which, however, is inadmissible, as already indicated.

Neither is the literal rendering by wi31D of the Syriac

versions admissible. As Ka6r,'yr]T7]<; occurs here in the sense

of " teacher," it is simply a Greek variation of ScSuaKaXa.

And in that case v.^'' is merely another recension of v.^, and

there is no occasion to look for an independent Aramaic term

for KaOrj'y7]Ti]<;.

The form pa^^ovvL (see p. 324), used in Mark 10'^\ also

found in John 20^'', cannot have been materially distinguished

from the form of address, ''^1, as indicated on p. 335 ; and

therefore John is right in interpreting it as SLSdaKaXe. In

addition to this, the context in John implies that by using

this form of address, Mary desires to resume the old attitude

towards the " Master " which is not permitted by Jesus

;

whereas the appeal of Thomas, '''?^^y "'I? (20-^), is accepted.

In this narrative of the Johannine Gospel there may be

seen intimations of the important fact that the primitive

community never ventured to call Jesus " our Teacher " after

He had been exalted to the throne of God. The title "'^l,

t<33"!, expressing the relation of the disciple to the teacher,

vanished from use ; and there remained only the designation

"•no, ^p_i^, tlie servant's appropriate acknowledgment ^ of his

Lord.

^ So also Jcrus. Gospel ; cf. .above, p. 180.

2 See Matt. lO-'*- ^^, where SoCXos aud Kvpios, /j.aOT]T-^s and SiSdc/caXos, appear

as correlatives.
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A
d/3i3a, 192.

ayad^s, 336.

aya.TnjTb^, 277 f.

d77eXoj, 183, 197, 209 f.

a-yLo%, 149, 202 f.

'Aoct/i (6 e'ffxctTos), 248.

dSt/cta, 149.

a^vnuv, riixipa tQv, 48.

aipetv, 133.

a^re?;-, 121 f.

aiibv, 147, 154, 163 f., 171.

aiwves, 155, 163, 165.

6 aiwv ovTOS, 6 vvv aiwv, 147 f.

6 at'w;' 6 eveaTus irovripds, 149.

6 at'cbi' iKeivos, 6 yuAXwc , 6 epxofJ-evos,

6 ivecrrCcs 6 dyios, 149.

alwvios, 156 f., 165.

'AKeXda/xdx, 7.

aX-ijdeia, iw dXrjOelas, Til.

a\7]6Cos, 227.

a/xapTdveiv, 212.

afiapria, 281.

d/iiji', 226 ff.

dvaKeicrdai, 110.

dvaKXtj/ecr^at, 110 ff.

di/aToXT?, 38, 223 f.

dvaipaiuecrdai, 107.

dvdpes, 40.

dz'Tjp, 65.

dudpoi-n-os, 40, 65, 240,

irpQros, oevrepos ct. , 247 f., 251.

dz'icrrdj'at, 23.

dvwdev, 219.

d^^ios, 119 f.

direpxecrdai., 21, 156, 158.

dTTOKa^iiTTdj'eii', 134.

dTTO/cardo'Tao'is, 178.

diroKpiveadai., 24, 38.

diroXa/j.pdveiv, 156, 158.

dTTtiXeia, 161.

dpo/3d/)x^5, dpa^dxv^, 3.

dpviov, 265.

dpTrdfeiJ', 142.

dpTOv (payelv, 110, 112.

&pXf(T0ai, 26 f.

dpX'7) 167.

apx<^y, 174.

dijapdd, 3, 6.

d(pL€vai, 21, 173.

B
^dXKeiv, 156.

^airri^eiv, 141.

/SaTTTtcTiys, 141.

Bap^oXo/xatos, 50.

Bapj'd;8aj, 40 f.

(iacriKeia, 95 f.

/3acr. Tuif' oiipavGiv, toD ^eoD, 91 ff.

ToO warpos, 94 f.

auroO, 95, 133.

(SaaiXevi, 163, 165, 174 f.

B77J"e^d, 7.

B7;f?ecr5d, 7.

B7?0fa6id, 7.

B77^^a777, 68.

/Sidfeti/, ^laaTTjs, 47, 140.

Boai'?;p7^s, 42, 49.

^ovXeadai, 284.

Tapj3aed, 7.

yd/jLoi, 118.

yievva, 161.

VeOff-qixavel, 8.

7eveat toO atcD^os, 165,

yeacrrj/xavei, 8.

7^, 126, 174.

^Tri T^s 777s, 213.

yrjaafxavel, 8.

yiveadai, 32 f., 37, 41.

yivwcTKeii', 283 f., cf. 80 f.

roX7o^a, 7.
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Aaueio, w6s A., 316 ff.

S^ai/, 213 II'.
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Setirvov, 118.

SecTiroTris, 173 f.,

devTe, 158.

oexf^Sai, 124 f.

Sm, 123.

diayyiWei.v, 105.

SiaTieeadai, 134.

diodaKoXos, 331 IT.

Sidovai, 123 f.

dS^a, 231.

5i;;'a/tis, 200 f.

330.

B
'E^LUvaioi, 52,

'E,8pa?oi, 7.

iyyi^eii', 106.

^771)J elj'ai, 106.

iyeipeadai, 23.

iOvapxns, 332.

^6l;'os, 166 f., 177,

eli/ai, 35 f., 173,

etVeij/, 308 f.

elffipxeadai, 116 f., 156, 158, 160.

eiairopeveadai, 116.

iK^dWeiv, 121.

e'/cXe/cTos, 119.

^KXeXey/xevos, 276.

i\dxi-0"ros, 113 ii'.

iXeyj/j-oavvri, 62 f.

eXerj/jLwv, eXewv, 204.

^eos, 46.

eX6'e?j', 20 f.

'EX\j;!'to'rat, 7.

eXcoel, 54.

^fXTrpoaeev, 197, 210.

eV rtfj, c. Inf., 33.

ivypd<p€iv, 209.

^yr6s, 145 f.

^j/ciTTiOJ', 31, 197, 209 f., 212.

e^epxeadai, 121, 173.

e'7ra77eXta, 103.

(TrayyeXXeip, 103.

iwipxecrOai, 173.

iwidv/xeTv, eTTiOufxiav, 34.

^TTtoi^crtoy, 46.

iTnaTdrri's, 336 ff.

iirovpdvios, 251.

ipxecrOai, 20 f., 107, 173.

'icrxo-Tos 'Aodfji, 248.

fTOi/xd^eiv, 128.

^TOl/JLOS, 128.

ei;a77f\ii-eo-eat, 102 f., 140.

ei)a77Atot', O.'i, 102.

evooKelv, 211, 276.

evdoKta, 211.

eiifileror, 119 f.

e^^^ws, eu^Js, 28 f.

fi)\o7i?T6s, 200.

ewonx^i'f"') 122 f.

z
<;a(p9apel, 53 f.

Zfliedaios, 49 f.

ii]fnov(r0ai, 167 f.

f7;Terc, 121 f., 124.

i-w^, 156, 158 f.

f. aiwcioy, 156 ff.

^Xer, 53 f.

Tjnipai Tov aluvo^, 165.

e
GaSSaZoj, 50.

ddXacraa, 47.

diXrifia, 211.

dleus, 174 f., 194 ff.

^. ToO aicDz'os, 163.

d. TOU aluVOS TOVTOV, 174.

drjaavpli'eiv, 207.

drjaavpos, 206 f.

lOetJ', 108.

'IcTKapLwd, 'IcTKapiuTri^, 40, 51 f.

iardvai, 23.

t'tDra, 5.

Ka67]yt)T'f)s, 335, 338.

KaOapi^etv, 62 f.

Ka0i^eiv, 22.

Kaip6s, 6 vvv, 148 ff.

KaXetJ', 118 f.

Kdfuvos, 161.

Kavai'aroy, 50.

KarapoXrj, 167.

KaTaXeiweiv, 21 f.

/cara^ioOj', 119 f.

Kep5aiv€Lv, 167 f.

Kr)pv<J<J€Lv, 102 f.

KXeieiv, 121.

KXe/s, 121, 215 f.

KXrjpovo/j.eTv, 125 f., 156 ff.

KXrjpduo/jLos, 115, 126 f.

kXtjtus, 119.

/fdXacris, 161.

Kbfffxos, 1 62 ff.

6 K. o5roj, 147 ff.

Kplvuv, 173.

KT/ffiy, 167, 176.

/c. KaifT), 178.

Kvvdpiov, 176.

^•|>os, 163, 173 f., 179 ff. (God); 270,

303 f., 324 If. (Chmt).
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\a\eiv, 25 f., 105.

XoyOtS, 53 f.

Xa/n^dueiv, 124, 156, 158.

Ae^pahs, 50.

Xeyeiv, 25 t'., 38, 312.

Xe/xd, 53 f.

X670S, 229 ff.

X. T^s ^aaiXeias, 95, 106.

/iteTot ro()s \6yovs tovtovs,

M
lxa6i)TeieLV, 105 f.

3Ia(?^a:os, 51.

ixapava., 328.

fj-iyas, fxel^wv, 113 fT.

jxipLixva, fxepLfxvap, 154 f.

/x^p?;, 66 f.

fiepos, 127.

ixicro^, iv /xeffif, 1-16.

Meo-o-ta?, 291.

fMLKporepos, 11311'.

/xicr^6s, 46, 206 ft'.

/xvarrjpia rrjs jSaciXeias, 95, 106, 165,

283.

N
vai, 226 ff.

»'a6s, 183, 197.

vdfios, 183.

vv/j.<pwv, 116.

65os, 160.

oIkov/jl^vt], 166, 169.

OlKTip/JLUlV, 204.

ovo/xa, iv ovd/xaTi, ets ovop.a, 305 f.

"OTrXa, 7.

(5cr^-)7, 160.

oi)/3ai/6?, 174 f., 217 f.

ey TV oi^pary, 206 ff., 209 f., 213 f.

els Tov ovpavbv, 212, 218.

i^ ovpavQiv, 219 f.

6(p€i\ri/Li.a, 281.

'O^Xay, 7.

n
wa7s, 185, 277 f.

TraXivyevrjffla, 177.

TTapa.K\7)cns, 109 f.

TrapaTyjp-rjais, 143 iT,

Trapaxpij/xa, 28 f.

Trao-xci, 3, 42, 48.

Trarvjp, 193, 339.

6 ^i* ovpavols (6 ovpdvios), 184 ft".

6 TT. /xov, UfXUV, 190 f.

nX-nv, 227, 311.

TTvev/xa, 202 1".

TTopiiieadai, 21.

TTpoffoexecrOai, 109.

Trpo(Xiawo\rjp.TrTi)s, 30.

TTpoauTToXTipLxpla, 30.

TTpdatoTroi', 29 H.

ttvXt], 116 f.

TrOp, 161.

pa/3/3a', 327, 331 ff.

pa^^ovvei, 324, 340.

p-qdiv, 41.

ad^l3ara, 3.

2a55oKKa£0£, 3.

^d(peiv, 7.

SeTT^iepaios, Zei^^epSs, 138,

HifXCOV, 51.

aicTJuovv, 231.

'^KapLibd, 40, 51 f.

(Totpos, 202.

(TT-qpi^eiv, 30.

(XTd/jLa, did aro/naros, 38.

^v/xeuv, 51.

(Tiii'TeXeia, 155.

T

rdcrcreti', 119.

riKvov, 190.

tAoj, 155.

rotoOroj, 127.

Tpo(pj], 46.

Ti'YX*''^"') 1'20'

vfiirepos, 127.

utos, 115.

VI. ToO dpdpdnrov, 234 ff.

vZ. AaueiS, 316 ff.

vZ. ToO ^eoO, 185, 268 ff

vZoi TtSi' dvdpihwwv, 240.

viol Tys ^acnXeias, 95, 115 f., 190.

viot roC at'uij'os toi'toi', 116.

Vtoi ToO !'l'/X0c3^O?, 116.

v\j/i<jTOs, 198 f.

^v Tots i/tj/lcrTOLS, 220 ff.

iii/'os, ^/c iii^ous, 223 f.

*
(payeTy, 110 ff.

'Papicrarot, 2.

(pedveLV, 107.

^o/3erv, 06^0;/, 34 f.
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^povpal, ^povpala, 3.

<pu3vri, 204 f.

^uJs, 166, 176.

Xaavaiai, 3.

XalpeLv x'^-P^" f^'-eyo.^Vi 34 f.

Xapct, 117.

^acpevaOd, 7.

Xeipios, 327.

Xpiards, 270, 289 ff.

Irjaovs X., 292, 303 f.

X. Kvpios, 303 f., 330 f.

^P^uX^, 47.

ihaavvd, 220 f.

{J}<p€\e?aOat, 45.
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T. & T. Clark's Publications.

THE NEW BIBLICAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA.

' This Dictionary seems likely to take its place as the standard authority for biblical students

of the present generation.'—Times.

A DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE,
Dealing with its Language, Literature, and Contents,

including the Biblical Theology.

Edited by James Hastings, M.A., D.D., with the assistance of J. A. Selbie,

D.D., and, chiefly in the Revision of the Proofs, of A. B. Davidson,

D.D., LL.D., Edinburgh ; S. R. Driver, D.D,, Litt.D., Oxford ; and

H. B. SwETE, D.D., Litt.D., Cambridge.

In Four Volumes, imperial 8uo (of nearly 900 pages each).

Price per Volume : in cloth, 28s. ; in half-morocco, 34s.

The Guardian says : (Vol. I.)—' We offer Dr. Hastings our sincere congratulations on the

publication of the first instalment of this great enterprise. . . . A work was urgently needed which

should present the student with the approved results of modern inquiry, and which should also

acquaint him with the methods by which theological problems are now approached by the most

learned and devout of our theologians.' (Vol. II.)— 'Dr. Hastings has brought out the second

volume of his great Dictionary in good time. . . . The critical articles seem to us to maintain the

same high level of excellence which we naturally expect from their distinguished writers. . . .

Dr. Sanday's article "Jesus Christ" will take rank as of the first importance for students of

theology.'

' We welcome with the utmost cordiality the first volume of Messrs. Clark's great enterprise,

" A Dictionary of the Bible." That there was room and need for such a book is unquestionable.

We have here all that the student can desire, a work of remarkable fulness, well up to date,

and yet at the same time conservative in its general tendency, almost faultlessly accurate, and

produced by the publishers in a most excellent and convenient style. We ran thoroughly recom-

mend it to our readers as a book which should fully satisfy their anticipations. . . . This new
Dictionary is one of the most important aids that have recently been furnished to a true under-

standing of Scripture, and, properly used, will brii;hten and enrich the pulpit work of every

minister who possesses it. . . . We are greatly struck by the excellence of the short articles. They

are better done than in any other work of the kind. We have compared several of them with their

sources, and this shows at once the unpretentious labour that is behind them. . . . Dr. A. B. Davidson

is a tower of strength, and he shows at his best in the articles on Angels, on Covenant (a masterpiece,

full of illumination), and on Eschatology of the Old Testament. His contributions are the chief

ornaments and treasure-stores of the Dictionary. ... We are very conscious of having done most

inadequate justice to this very valuable book. Perhaps, however, enough has been said to show

our great sense of its worth. It is a book that one is sure to be turning to again and again with

increased confidence and gratitude. It will be an evil omen for the Church if ministers do not come

forward to make the best of the opportunity now presented them.'

—

Editor, British Weekly.

'Without question the most important contribution to the second volume is Dr. Sanday's

article on "Jesus Christ." There is nothing in English so full (it takes up fifty pages in double

column), so trustworthy, or so modern, and it makes the volume which contains it indispensable

to students.'—Journai of Theological St^ldies.

' Will give widespread satisfaction. Every person consulting it may rely upon its trustworthi-

ness. . . . Far away in advance of any other Bible Dictionary that has ever been published in real

usefulness for preachers, Bible students, and teicliers.'—Methodist Recorder.

Full Prospectus, with Specimen Pages, from all Booksellers, or from the Publishers
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LATEST ISSUES.

The Ancient Catholic Church. From the Accession of Trajan

to the Fourth General Council [a.d. 98-451]. By Principal R.

Rainy, D.D., Edinburgh. Price 12s. (New Volume of The Inter-

7iational Theological Library.)

Contents :

—

Introduction.—First Division : a.d. 98-180. Chaps, I. The En-
vironment.—II. The Early Churches.—III. The Church's Life.—IV. Beliefs

and Sacraments.—V. The Apologists.—VI. The Heresies.—VII. Montanism,

Second Division : a.d. 180-313. Chaps. VIII. Relation to the State.

—

IX. The New Philosophy.—X. Christian Thought and Literature.—XL Christ

and God.—XII. Christian Life.—XIIL—Worship.—XIV. Clergy.—XV. Disci-

pline and Schisms.—XVI. Manicheism.

Third Division: a.d. 313-451. Chaps, XVII. The Church in the

Christian Empire and Beyond.—XVIII. Monasticism.—XIX. The Clergy.

—

XX. Nicene Council.—XXI. Arian Controversy—Post Nicene.—XXII. Minor
Controversies.—XXIII. Discussions regarding the Person of Christ.—XXIV,
Donatism.—XXV. Ecclesiastical Personages in the Fourth Century.—XXVI.
Festivals, Church Services, and Sacraments.—XXVII. Discipline. XXVIII.
Augustine.—XXIX. Pelagian Controversy.—XXX. Semi-Pelagianism.-—XXXI.
Ecclesiastical Personages [who survived a.d, 400], XXXII. Processes of

Change.

—

Appendix, Index, etc.

Demonic Possession in the New Testament : Its Rela-

tions, Historical, Medical, and Theological. By W. Menzies

Alexander, M.A,, B.Sc, B.D,, CM., M.D. Post 8vo, 5s,

' This work is an original research ; not a compilation. . . . The conclusions attained

are of a novel character. They confirm, in the highest degree, the claim of Christ

to be considered the Good Physician and the Eevealer of the Father.'

—

From Preface.

The Apostles' Creed : Its Origin, Purpose, and its Historical

Interpretation. By Professor A. C. McGiffert, Union Theological

Seminary, New York. Post 8vo, 4s, 6d. net,

A critical study of unusual importance, destined to command attention and
provoke discussion.

St. John's Gospel: An Inquiry into its Genesis and Historical

Value. By Professor H. H. Wendt, Author of ' The Teaching of

Jesus.' Authorised Translation. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

The Testament of Our Lord. Translated into English from

the Syriac, with Introduction and Notes, by James Cooper, D.D.,

Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Glasgow University, and Rev,

A. J. Maclean, M.A,, sometime I)ean of Argyll and the Isles.

[/?i the Press.

Just published, Second Edition, in One larg^e 8vo Volume, price 16s.,

The Historical New Testament : Being the Literature of tlie

New Testament arranged in the order of its Literary Growth and

according to the Dates of the Documents. A New Translation,

Edited, with Prolegomena, Historical Tables, Critical Notes, and an

Appendix, by James Moffatt, D.D.

In tlic preparation of the Translation the Author has had tlie valuable assistance

of Professor Dknney, Dr. II. A. A. Kennkdy, Professor Marcus Dods, Rev, Canon
Gregoky Smith, Professor Walter Lock, and the Rev. Ll. M. J. Bebu.

' The most important book on the credentials of Christianity that has appeared in

this country for a loner time. It is a work of extraordinary louruiug, labour, and
ability. '

—

lirilish Weekly,
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THE NEW BIBLICAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA.

This Dictionary seems likely to take its place as the standard authority for biblical students

of the present generation.'—rime*-.

A DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE,
Dealing with its Language, Literature, and Contents,

including tiie Biblical Theology.

Edited by James Hastings, M.A., D.D., with the assistance of J. A. Selbie,

M.A., and, chiefly in the Revision of the Proofs, of A. B. Davidson,

D.D., LL.D., Edinburgh ; S. R. Driver, D.D., Litt.D., Oxford ; and

H. B. SwETE, D.D., Litt.D., Cambridge.

To be completed in Four Volumes, imperial 8uo {of nearly 900 pages each).

Price per Volume : in cloth, 28s. ; in half-morocco, 34s.

{subject to the usual discount).

The Guardian says : (Vol. I.)
—" We ofler Dr. Ilastiugs our sincere congratnlations ou the

publication of the first instalment of this great enterprisR. . . . A work was urgently needed which
should present the student with the approved results of modem inquiry, and which should also
acquaint him with the methods by which theological problems are now approached by the most
learned and devout of our theologians." (Vol. II.)

—
' Dr. Hastings has brought out the second

volume of his great Dictionary in good time. . . . The critical articles seem to us to maintain the
same high level of excellence which we naturally expect from their distinguished writers. . . .

Dr. Sanday's article "Jesus Christ" will take rank as of the first importance for students of
theology."

' We welcome with the utmost cordiality the first volume of Messrs. Clark's great enterprise,
"A Dictionary of the Bible." That there was room and need for such a book is unquestionable.
. . . We have here all that the student can desire, a work of remarkable fulness, well up to date
and yet at the same time conservative in its general tendency, almost faultlessly accurate, and
produced by the publishers in a most excellent and convenient style. We can thoroughly recom-
mend it to our readers as a book which should fully satisfy their anticipations. . . . This new
Dictionary is one of the most important aids that have recently been furnished to a true under-
standing of Scripture, and, properly used, will brighten and enrich the pulpit work of every
minister who possesses it. . . . We are greatly struck by the excellence of the short articles. They
are better done than in any other work of the kind. We have compared several of them with their
sources, and this shows at once the unpretentious labour that is behind them. . . . Dr. A. B. Davidson
is a tower of strength, and he shows at his best in the articles on Angels, on Covenant (a masterpiece,
full of illumination), and on Eschatology of the Old Testament. His contributions are the chief
ornaments and treasure-stores of the Dictionary. . . . We are very conscious of having done most
inadequate justice to this very valuable book. Perhaps, however, enough has been said to show
our great sense of its worth. It is a book that one is sure to be turning to again and again with
increased confidence and gratitude. It will be an evil omen for the Church if ministers do not come
forward to make the best of the opportunity now presented them.'

—

Editor, British iVeekly.

'Without question the most important contribution to the second volume is Dr. Sanday's
article on "Jesus Christ." There is nothing in English so full (it takes up fifty pages in double
column), so trustworthy, or so modern, and it makes the volume which contains it indispensable
to students.'

—

Journal of Theological Htudies.

' Will give widespread satisfaction. Every person consulting it may rely upon its trustworthi-
ness. . . . Far away in advance of any other Bible Dictionary that has ever been published in real

usefulness for preachers, Bible students, and teachers.'

—

Methodist Recorder.

Full Prospectus, with Specimen Pages, from all Booksellers, or from the Publishers.
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Cl^c Intcmatianal Critical Comimntarjr.
UNDER THE EDITORSHIP OF

The Rev. S. R. DRIVER, D.D., Oxford; the Rev. A. PLUMMER, M.A., D.D., Durham;

and the Rev. C. A. BRIGGS, D.D., New York.

' The publication of this series marks an epoch in English exegesis.'

—

British Weekly.

The First Nine Volumes are now ready, uiz. :—
1) Deuteronomy. By Professor S. R. Driver, D.D., Oxford.

Second Edition. Price 12s.

2) Judges. By Professor G. F. Moore, D.D., Andover, U.S.A.
Second Edition. Price 12s.

3) The Books of Samuel. By Professor Henry P. Smith,

D.D., Cincinnati. Price 12s.

4) Proverbs. By Professor C. H. Toy, D.D., Harvard. Price 12s.

5) Romans. By Professor W. Sanday, D.D., LL.D., and Rev.

A. C. Headlam, B.D,, Oxford. Third Edition. Price 12s.

6) St. Mark. By Professor E. P. Gould, D.D., Philadelphia.

Price 10s. 6d.

7) St. Luke. By A. Plummer, D.D., Master of University College,

Durham. Second Edition. Price 12s.

8) Philippians and Philemon. By Professor Marvin R.

Vincent, D.D., New York. Price 8s. 6d.

9) Ephesians and Colossians. By T. K. Abbott, D.Lit.,.

Trinity College, Dublin. Price 10s. 6d.

1) Prof. G. A. Smith (in The Critical Review, says: ' The series could have had no
better introduction than this volume from its Old Testament editor. . . . Dr.
Driver has achieved a commentary of rare learning and still more rare candour and
sobriety of judgment. ... It is everywhere based on an independent study of

the text and history ... it has a large number of new details : its treatment of

the religious value of the Book is beyond praise.'

2) Professor H. E. Ryle, D.D., says: ' I think it may safely be averred that so full

and scientific a commentary upon the text and subject-matter of the Book of Judges
has never been produced in the English language.'

5) Principal P. H. Chase, D.D., Cambridge, says: 'We welcome it as an epoch-
making contribution to the study of St. Paul.'

6) The Baptist Magazine says :
' As luminously suggestive as it is concise and sober.

The commentary proper is thoughtful, judicious, and erudite—the work of a master
in hermeneutics.'

7) The Record says: 'Dr. Plummer's •work is, it need hardly be said, admirably
done, both in the introduction and in the commentary. Readers will peruse
with pleasure his treatment of the leading characteristics of the Gospel. The
linguistic analysis leaves nothing to be desired.'

8) The Scotsman says: 'In every way -worthy of the series which was so well com-
menced [in the New Testament] with the admirable commentary on the Romans
by Dr. Sanday and Mr. Headlam.'

9) The Expository Times snys: 'There is no woi-k in all the "International" series

that is more faithful or more felicitous. . . . Dr. Abbott understands these Epistles

—we had almost said as if lie bad written them.'

»* A Prospectus giving full details of the Series, loith list of Contributors, p)ost free..* •
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EDITED BY

Principal S. D. F. SALMOND, D.D., and Professor C. A. BRIGGS, D.D.

' A valuable and much needed addition to the theological literature of the English-

epeaking nations.'

—

Academy.

The First Eight Volumes of the Series are now ready, viz.:—

(1) An Introduction to the Literature of the Old
Testament. By Professor S. E. Driver, D.D., Oxford.

Seventh Edition. Post 8vo, price 12s.

(2) Christian Ethics. By Newman Smyth, D.D., Author of ' Old

Faiths in New Light,' etc. Third Edition. 10s. 6d.

(3) Apologetics ; or, Christianity Defensively Stated. By Professor

A. B. Bruce, D.D., Glasgow. Third Edition. 10s. 6d.

(4) History of Christian Doctrine. By Professor G. P.

Fisher, D.D., LL.D., Yale University. Second Edition. 12s,

(5) A History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age.
By Professor A. C. McGiffert, D.D., New York. 12s.

(6) Christian Institutions. By A. V. G. Allen, D.D., Pro-

fessor of Ecclesiastical History, Cambridge, Mass. 12s.

<7) The Christian Pastor and The Working Church.
By Washington Gladden, D.D., LL.D. 10s. 6d.

(8) The Theology of the New Testament. By Professor

George B. Stevens, D.D., Yale University. 12s.

(1) The Guardian says: 'By far the best account of the great critical problems con-

nected with the Old Testament that has yet been written. ... It is a perfect

marvel of compression and lucidity combined. A monument of learning and well-

balanced judgment.'

(2) The Bookman says :
' It is the work of a wise, well-infoi-med, independent, and

thoroughly competent writer. It is sure to become the text-book in Christian

Ethics.'

(3) The ExjMsitory Times says :
' The foi-ce and the freshness of all the writings that

Dr. Bruce has hitherto published have doubtless led many to look forward with

eager hope to this work; and there need not be any fear of disappointment. It

has all the characteristics of the author's personality. ... It will render an

inestimable service.'

(4) The Critical Review says :
' A clear, readable, well-proportioned, and, regarding

it as a whole, remarkably just and accurate account of what the course and
development of doctrine throughout the ages, and in different countries, has been.'

(5) The Literary World says: 'A reverent and eminently candid treatment of the

Apostolic Age in the light of research.'

(6) The Christian World Bf^ys: ' Unquestionably Professor Allen's most solid perform-

ance; and that, in view of what he has already accomplished, is saying a great deal.'

(7) The Baptist Magazine says :
' We know of no treatise so comprehensive as this.

... In fact, there is scarcely a phase of pastoral duty which is not touched

upon luminously and to good purpose.'

(8) The Bookman says : ' We are surprised by the strength and brilliance of this book.'

Prospectus, .giving full details of the Series, vnth list of Contributors, post fret.
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The Guardian says : 'These volumes certainly must be said to answer their descrip-
tions admirably. The reader will find in them studies in the history of the Church in

a series of short chapters which are always interesting and often very picturesque.'

Etas of the Christian Cbutcb.
EDITED BT

JOHN FULTON, D.D., LLD.
The SEEIES wili. be Completed in TEN VOLUMES.

Nine Volumes are noiv ready, price 6s. each,

The Age of Hildebrand. By Professor M. K Vincent, D.D.

The Great Western Schism. By Clinton Locke, D.D.

The Age of the Crusades. By James M. Ludlow, D.D.

The Ecumenical Councils. By Professor W. P. Du Bose, D.D,

The Age of the Renascence. By Henry Van Dyke, D.D.,
and Paul Van Dyke.

The Anglican Reformation. By Professor W. R. Clark,
LL.D., D.C.L., Trinity College, Toronto. (Editor and Translator

of Bishop Hefele's Cotnicils of the Church.)

The Age of Charlemagne. By Professor Charles L. Wells.

The Post-Apostolic Age. By Lucius Waterman, D.D.,
with Introduction by the Right Rev. H. C. Potter, D.D., LL.D.,
Bishop of New York.

The Apostolic Age. By J. Vernon Bartlet, M.A., Oxford.
'These "ERAS"are histories that will be enjoyably read and easily remembered. . . .

Professor Vincent had a great subject allotted to him, and " The Age of Hildebrand "

is an altogether worthy treatment of it. . . . In " The Age of the Crusades" we have
the prose version of a story familiar to most of us in tlie trappings of romance.
Dr. Ludlow holds the .attention of his readers. . . . "The Great Western Schism" i3

a bright and popular resume.'

—

Literary World.

In preparation (completing the Series),

The Protestant Reformation. By Professor W. Walker,
Ph.D., D.D., Hartford.

Zhc Eypositor^ Zimcs.
Edited by the Rev. James Hastings, M.A., D.D.,

EDITOR OF THE NEW ' DICTIONARY OF TUE BIBLE.'

The purpose of THE EXPOSITORY TIMES is to record the results of the best study of the
Bible in the present day, in an interesting and practically useful form ; and to stimulate and
guide both Ministers and Laymen towards a fuller, more accurate, more fruitful study of the
same inexhaustibly precious library.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY, PRICE 6d. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 6s.

Complete Volumes, In cloth binding, price 7s. 6d.

'This yearly volume is as welcome as over. Tin: Kcjwsitory riwiM is worthy of all

support. No student (^'lu afford to neglect it.'

—

Sj)ectator.
' Dr. Hastings lias made The Expository Times the best preacher's mnnthly magazine

we have. . . . The scholar and the ordinary pastor will find rich inateiial here.'— Zonrifore

Qtuxrterly RevienK

*»* A Specimen Copy of the Magazine will be sent free on application to the Publishers.
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BEYSCHLAG'S NEW TESTAMENT THEOLOGY.

New Testament Theology; or, Historical Account of the

Teaching of Jesus and of Primitive Christianity according to the

New Testament Sources, By Dr. Willibald Beyschlag, Professor

of Theology at Halle. Translated by Rev. Neil Buchanan. In

Two Volumes, demy 8vo, Second Edition, price 18s. net.

' It is not only very able, but it is a truly valuable contribution to its subject, and no
one who takes upon himself to expound the deep things of God as set forth by the New
Testament writers should neglect to make an earnest study of it, and thus enrich his
ministration of the word.'—Professor A. S. Peake, M.A.

' Dr. Beyschlag has achieved so large a measure of success as to have furnished one of

the best guides to an understanding of the New Testament. . . . These pages teem with
suggestions. ... In the belief that it will stimulate thought and prove of much service
to ministers and all students of the sacred text it expounds, we heartily commend it to
our readers.'

—

Methodist Recorder.
' A book of much interest and importance, independent in conception and treatment ;

happy in seizing and characterising the coui'ses of thought with which he has to deal

;

ingenious in combination, and acute in criticism; expressing the results which he
reaches, often with terseness and point, almost always with clearness and vigour. . . .

The work well merits translation into English.'—Professor W. P. Dickson, D.D., in

The Critical Review.

WENorS TEACHING OF JESUS.

The Teaching of Jesus. By Professor Hans Hinrich Wendt,
D.D., Jena. Translated by Rev. John Wilson, M.A., Montreux.

In Two Volumes, Svo, price 21s.

'Dr. Wendt's work is of the utmost importance for the study of the Gospels, both
with regard to the origin of them and to their doctrinal contents. It is a work of
distinguished learning, of great originality, and of profound thought. The second part
[now translated into English], which sets forth the contents of the doctrine of Jesus,
IS the most important contribution yet made to biblical theology, and the method and
results of Dr. Wendt deserve the closest attention. . . . No greater contribution to the
study of biblical theology has been made in our time. A brilliant and satisfactory
exposition of the teaching of Christ.'—Professor J. Iverach, D.D., in The Expositor.

'Dr. Wendt has produced a remarkably fresh and suggestive work, deserving to be
ranked among the most important contributions to biblical theology. . . . There is

hardly a page which is not suggestive; and, apart from the general value of its con-
clusions, there are numerous specimens of ingenious exegesis thrown out with more
or less confidence as to particular passages.'

—

The Critical Revieio.

Dr. R. F. HoRTON refers to Beyschlag's ' New Testament Theology ' and Wendt's
'Teaching of Jesus' as 'two invaluable books.'

Messianic Prophecy : Its Origin, Historical Growth, and Relation

to ISTew Testament Fulfilment. By Dr. Edward Riehji. New
Edition, Translated by Rev. L. A. Muirhead, B.D. With an Intro-

duction by Prof. A. B. Davidson, D.D. In post Svo, price 7s. 6d.

' No work of the same compass could be named that contains so much that is instructive

on the nature of prophecy in general, and particularly on the branch of it specially

treated in the book.'—Professor A, B. Davidson, D.D.
' I would venture to recommend Riehm's "Messianic Prophecy " as a summary account

of prophecy both reverent and critical.'—Canon Gore in Lux Mundi.
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SGHULTZ'S OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY.

Old Testament Theology. The Religion of Revelation in its

Pre-Christian Stage of Development. By Professor Hermann

ScHDLTZ, D.D., Gbttingen. Authorised English Translation by

Professor J. A. Paterson, D.D. In Two Volumes, 8vo, Second

Edition, price 18s. net.

'Professor Paterson has executed the translation with as much skill as care. . . .

Readers may rely ou his having given the meaning of the original with the utmost

accuracy.'

—

From the Author's Preface to the Translation.

' The book will be read with pleasure, and, it need not be said, with profit, not only

by professional students, but by all intelligent persons who have an interest in the Old

Testament. . . . Though externally popular and of singular literary finish, the author's

work within is a laborious and able study of the whole subject.'—Professor A. B.

Davidson, D.D.

'A standard work on this subject may be said to be indispensable to every theologian

and minister. The book to get, beyond all doubt, is this one by Schultz, which Messrs.

Clark have just given to us in English. It is one of the most interesting and readable

books we have had in our hands for a long time.'—Professor A. B. Bruce, D.D.

KAFTAN'S TRUTH OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.

The Truth of the Christian Religion. By Professor

Julius Kaftan, Berlin. Translated from the German, under the

Author's supervision, by G. Ferries, D.D. AVith a Prefatory Note

by Professor Flint, D.D. In Two Volumes, 8vo, price 16s. net.

Summary of Contents :—Divi-siou I. Ecclesiastical Borjma—The Origin of Dogma

—Development of Theology—Orthodox Dogmatics—Breaking-up of Ecclesias-

tical Dogma—Judgment of History. Division II. The Proof of Christianity

—KnowFedge-The Primacy of Practical Reason—Criticism of the Traditional

Speculative Method—The Proof of Christianity—Conclusion.

'Eminently a work which the times require, and will be cordially welcomed by all

students of theology.'

—

Scotsman.

' Quite apart from the immediate question of obtaining a knowledge of the Kitschlian

theology at first hand, these volumes are welcome. For Kaftan is no imitator, but a

fertile and able writer. In the near future his view of theology, its essence and its

accidents, will exercise a deep influence in our lund.'—ExjJositori/ Times.

' One of the most important productions of the Ritschlian School of Theology, and of

special interest for the way in which it treats the proof of Christianity as a something

"connected in the closest manner with the whole organisation of Christian faith and

life at a given time.'"

—

Critical Bevieio.

The Apostolic and Post-Apostolic Times : Their Diversity

and Unity in Life and Doctrine. By Professor G. V. Lechlbr,

D.D. Third Edition, thoroughly Revised and Rewritten. In

Two Volumes, crown 8vo, price 16s.

'It contains a vast amount of historical information, and is replete with judicious

remarks. ... By bringing under the notice of English renders a work so favourably

thought of in Germany, the translator has conferred a benefit on theo\osy.'—Ai/iemeum.



T. & T. Clark's Publications.

GRIMM'S LEXICON.

Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, being

Grimm's Wilke's Clavis Novi Testamenti. Translated, Eevised,

and Enlarged by Joseph Henry Thayer, D.D., Bussey

Professor of New Testament Criticism and Interpretation in the

Divinity School of Harvard University. Fourth Edition, demy

4to, price 36s.

' The best New Testament Greek Lexicon. ... It is a treasury of the results of

exact scholarship.'—Bishop Westcott.
' I regard it as a work of the greatest importance. ... It seems to me a work show-

ing the most patient diligence, and the most carefully arranged collection of useful and

helpful references.'

—

The Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol.
' An excellent book, the value of which for English students will, I feel sure, be best

appreciated by those who use it most carefully.'—Professor F. J. A. Hort, D.D.
' This work has been eagerly looked for. . . . The result is an excellent book, which

I do not doubt will be the best in the field for many years to come.'—Professor W.
Sanday, D.D., in The Academy.

' Undoubtedly the best of its kind. Beautifully printed and well translated, . . it

will be prized by students of the Christian Scriptures.'

—

Athenceum.

CREMER'S LEXICON.

Biblico - Theological Lexicon of New Testament
Greek. By Hermann Cremer, D.D., Professor of Theology in

the University of Greifswald. Translated from the German of the

Second Edition by William Urwick, M.A. In demy 4to, Fourth

Edition, with Supplement, price 38s.

This Lexicon deals with words whose meaning in the Classics is modified or changed in

Scripture, words which have become the bases and watchwords of Christian theology, tracing their

history in their transference from the Classics into the LXX., and from the LXX. into the New

Testament, and the gradual deepening and elevation of their meaning till they reach the fulnesa

of New Testament thought.

'Dr. Cremer's work is highly and deservedly esteemed in Germany. It gives with

care and thoroughness a complete history, as far as it goes, of each word and phrase

that it deals with. . . . Dr. Cremer's explanations are most lucidly set out.'— Gwarc^taw.
' It is hardly possible to exaggerate the value of this work to the student of the Greek

Testament. . . . The translation is accurate and idiomatic, and the additions to the

later edition are considerable and important.'

—

Church Bells.

' We cannot find an important word in our Greek New Testament which is not

discussed with a fulness and discrimination which leaves nothing to be desired.'

—

Nonconf<ynnist.

A Treatise on the Grammar of New Testament
Greek, regarded as a Sure Basis for New Testament Exegesis.

Translated from the German of Dr. G. B. Winer. Edited by Eev.

W. F. MouLTON, D.D. With large additions and full Indices. In

One large 8vo Volume, Ninth English Edition, price 15s.

' We need not say it is the Grammar of the New Testament. It is not only superior

to all others, but so superior as to be by common consent the one work of reference on

the subject. No other could be mentioned with ii.''—Literary Churchmayi,

Greek and English Lexicon of the New Testament.
By Professor Edward Robinson, D.D. In demy 8vo, price 9s.

' Excellent.'—Principal Cave, D.D., Hackney College.



T. & T. Clark's Publications.

WORKS BY PROFESSOR A. B. BRUCE, P.P.

The Epistle to the Hebrews: The First Apology for

Christianity, An Exegetical Study. By the late Alexander
Balmain Bruck, D.D., Professor of Apologetics and New Testament
Exegesis, Free Church College, Glasgow. Just published, Second
Edition, in post 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

This book, the fruit of thirty years' study, is a companion volume to Professor
Bruce's 'The Kingdom of God,' and 'St. Paul's Conception of Christianity.'

Apologetics ; or, Christianity Defensively Stated. In post 8vo,

Third Edition, price 10s. 6d.

'Dr. Bruce has won for himself the foremost place amoug apologists. . . . There
does not exist in our language so satisfactory or original a treatment of the historicity
of the Gospels, the claims of Jesus, and the significance of His appearance ; nor have
we so just and informing a criticism of the theories of primitive Christianity. . . . The
Church at large will inevitably recognise Dr. Bruce's "Apologetics" as a volume of

great and permanent value.'

—

Expositor.

Being the Third Volume of ' The International Theological Library.'

St. Paul's Conception of Christianity. Post 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

' A living book, candid, clear, and supremely able ; a book worthy alike of the author
and the great subject with which it deals.'

—

Revieio of the Churches.
' There need be no hesitation in pi'onouucing it the best treatment of Pauliuism we

have. ... A book of first-rate importance.'

—

Expositor,

The Kingdom of God ; or, Christ's Teaching according to the

Synoptical Gospels. In post 8vo, Sixth Edition, price 7s. 6d.

' To Dr. Brace belongs the honour of giving to English-speaking Chi'istians the first

really scientific treatment of this transcendent theme . . . his book is the best mono-
graph on the subject in existence.'—Kev. James Stalker, D.D., in the British Weekly.

' The astonishing vigour and the imfailing insight which characterise the book mark
a new era in biblical theology.'—Professor Marcus Dods, D.D.

The Training of the Twelve; or. Exposition of Passages in

the Gospels exhibiting the Twelve Disciples of Jesus under
Discipline for the Apostleship. In demy 8vo, Fifth Edition,

price 10s. 6d.
' A volume which can never lose its charm either for the preacher or for the ordinary

Christian reader.'

—

London Quarterly Revieio.
' Au elaborate study of the teaching of Jesus, which after twenty-five years is still

unsurpassed.'

—

British Weekly.
' A great book, full of suggestion and savour. It should be the companion of the

minister.'—Mr. Spurgeon in Sicord and Trowel.
' That minister who has not read " The Training of the Twelve " betrays an indiffer-

ence to modern thought which is unpardonable.'—President Harper in the Biblical

World.

The Humiliation of Christ, in its Physical, Ethical, and Official

Aspects. In demy 8vo, Fourth Edition, price 10s. 6d.

' These lectures are able and deep-reaching to a degree not often found in the religious

literature of the day ; withal, they are fresh and suggestive. . . . The learning and the

deep and sweet spirituality of this discussion will commend it to many faithful students
of the truth as it is in Jesus.'

—

Congregationalist.

'We have not for a long time met with a work so fresh and suggestive as this of

Professor Bruce. . . . We do not know where to look at our English Universities for

a treatise »o calm, logical, and scholarly."

—

-English Independent,
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